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Abstract
In this thesis a new phenomenon called lay participatory design (PD) is described and defined. The
work is based on a long-term historical and ethnographic field study in a non-profit community of
dog breeders. The case community is committed to the understanding and support of indigenous dogs
and their hunting skills through the improvement of breeding knowledge using information
technology. This is conceptualized as a user-field-design perspective within a natural cultural
historical IT context. The new design mode based on this perspective can be seen as infrastructuring,
which integrates the activity, community, and IT. Once in actual use, new knowledge and IT is put
into practice in the field, which is the actual focus of the change.

As it is practice field-driven, lay PD differs conceptually and theoretically both from conventional
and professional IT expertise and IS design models, and from representative-, design- or project-
driven approaches to PD and to design ethnography. Because of the traditional division of labour in
IS these approaches often take only the professionalized (IT) design as the starting point and ignore
the epistemological interests of ordinary people, non-IT-professional users active in their own,
everyday domains and in their own participative and collaborative practices in the field of practice.
The use-field-design perspective, which is conceptualized in lay PD, is complementing these
approaches because it takes seriously ordinary people/users as local designers who are competent
with topics, everyday domains, activity and IT located in the related field of practice.

The case shows that IT and the core activity of a community can be developed together, and that
this co-development is sensible. The results of this study suggest that lay PD concepts can describe
essential features of the design process for everyday communities of practice. As a bottom-up form
of systems design using everyday knowledge, lay PD can be adopted in other domains and study
areas. Thus, lay PD is one new member in the emerging family of Participatory Design, Social
Shaping of Technologies, and End User Development-driven systems.

Keywords: community IT, dog breeding, in situ systems design, in-situ design,
infrastructure, lay participatory design, non-IT-professional, non-profit community,
participatory design, systems design, user-designer
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1 Introduction 

The dog is never pedantic, nor academic … Because experience is the 
fulfilment of an organism in its struggles and achievements in a world of 
things, it is art in germ. (Dewey 1934/1980: 19) 

Organic evolution is not the only sort of evolution in the sense of a process of 
cumulative change. … The principles of Mendelian heredity do not apply to 
the evolution of culture. (Wright 1951: 338) 

Wherever men are living in community, rules imposed in the common interest 
must necessarily limit the possibilities of choice. (Weil 1952: 12) 

Openness can exist in two senses: we do not know what the product should 
do, and, secondly, once the product exists it changes our understanding of 
what should be done. (Blum 1996: 257) 

This work is about understanding a piece of something that happened a long time 
ago in the past, by means of models and theories. This something is mostly about 
dogs and a community of people. It committed to understand and support dogs’ 
hunting activity “in the wild” and having a common interest in developing a 
sturdy hunting dog. Community members’ efforts have been limited by material, 
social, and technological resources, and later by the historically developed mode, 
rules and methods for non-profit breeding. From the very beginning of systematic 
breeding work, people met misfortune and hardships in their activity. Firstly, a 
great upheaval in society (the war) destroyed a great part of their work and 
resources. This resulted in a culture of breeding with limited dog reserves. After 
this damage, the community had to seek new fundamental principles of how to 
breed good hunting dogs. For decades, the principles escaped the people’s effort, 
but finally their fortune changed, and the quality of the dog population started to 
improve. Through several transitions in the field of practice, community and 
technology, implementing new and reopening older systems, reflecting and 
testing over and over again, the community was able to develop in a new 
direction. Today the breed of hunting dogs they developed, the Karelian Bear 
Dog, is a well-known, respected hunting dog. 

An information technology system evolved gradually by dog practitioners 
themselves to collect data from the field, including the hunting activities of the 
dogs and dog breeders, has been a crucial element in this process. In a similar 
vein, the practice and practical motivations of involved actors as the focus of 
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epistemic, scientific knowledge has been developed gradually over time. This 
thesis tells a practice-based story about the development of that system, its 
methods and practices in today’s living and active community IT and knowledge. 
Through the assistance of more established and better-known models and 
theories, this thesis aims to learn from the practice, to bring out the long-term 
phenomenon: nature, culture and history understood as development of IT and 
activity together in a community of people living and acting with indigenous 
hunting dogs. 

1.1 Lay PD: “Beyond programming” revisited 

When this research officially started, over seven years ago, as a study of the co-
evolution of dogs, people and systems, the topic became linked with the 
phenomenon of KBDs. The preliminary question was “What sort of systems 
development happened in and around the breeding of Karelian Bear Dogs?” In 
the course of the IT work, a need arose to give the observed activity of dog 
enthusiasts a name. Based on what some informants said about their expertise 
measured by real experts, and the data-driven analysis, it is here called lay 
participatory design, referred as lay PD. The goal of this work is to try to provide 
data and explanations of what lay PD is about, to identify its focal distinctive 
features and to chart its evolution in a community setting, also for the real experts. 

The work in this study is inspired and influenced by Bruce Blum’s book 
“Beyond Programming” (Blum 1996). Even over two decades ago, Blum 
recognized the importance of developing systems collaboratively, relevant to the 
application domain and to both users and developers. This work appreciates how 
far ahead of his time Blum was in implementing computer systems by using a 
continuous design mode manageable by actual users of the systems. Blum 
developed computer technology from the viewpoint of practitioners, in the 
context of a hospital’s mainframe computer systems, and reported his ideas on 
collaborative systems design and participatory design long before he considered 
himself a researcher. His major example system was a successful million-line 
health care application developed in and for a life-critical setting over 14 years, 
by a small number of non-computer scientists trained on the job (1996: 303).  

This study reflects the work of Blum in also studying the cumulative 
experience of non-IT-professional user-designers in the long-term development of 
activity and systems together. The work here also tries to explain theoretically 
what has occurred in the context of a non-IT-professional use community which 
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has not been supported by research projects. The study describes a unique design 
mode of dog breeders who have realized a natural, cultural, and historical systems 
design. “Nature” or “natural” in this context concerns real dogs hunting in the 
wild, which is a fundamental consideration for the dog breeders working with 
dogs. “Culture”, in this context, concerns a community of ordinary Finnish 
hunting dog breeders who, as self-taught dog breeders and user-designers, 
developed information technology for dogs and people. “History”, in this context, 
refers to a bygone era evidenced in documented community practices.  

In terms of information systems, this work focuses on non-IT-professional 
user-designers and in-situ systems design, in a non-profit community where 
technologies and local theories-in-use were observed. They have been analyzed 
without trying to force data into a ready-made systems design. In the end a kind 
of generated systematic result will be synthesized based on conceptual 
interpretations, and aimed at readers with a background in the IS field. By 
combining the everyday life and practices of ordinary dog breeders, such an 
approach to design can be linked to ethnomethodological studies of IT. More 
precisely, lay PD can be seen as a branch of nature-related “sociotechnical” 
systems, of end-user-driven systems development, or as a unique offshoot of these 
trees whose roots remain in the native soil of the context, the hitherto unknown 
hunting dog community and the practice field in Finland.  

The adjective “lay” comes from the practices of non-IT-professional case 
study contributors. From their points of view it refers to their community 
knowledge, use, and design of IT in connection with their core multiform activity 
in the field of practice. Their activity consists of using and developing IT when 
and where it is deemed to naturally participate in systems design within a 
community development context. As the core activity in the field evolves 
continuously, it is necessary that the IT’s consequences are followed without the 
timetables and limitations of any established short-term “project” or a single kind 
of IT or development expertise. Ordinary people’s ways of understanding and 
developing their living environment through their (non-professional) practical 
activities and roles, in this case outside their “bread-and-butter” job, is one not 
realized for the sake of economic profit or the IT business. Rather, this is about 
everyday life, in which people make use of their income, and “social capital” 
accumulates in their joint effort to improve the quality of their life with dogs. 

In this case, dog breeders use and invest time and social capital for the benefit 
of dog breeding and not for that of IT per se. Through the shared responsibility of 
hunting dog breeding, the investment is often a lifetime one. The “laypeople”, or 
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rather dog owners, breeders, and others, needed to learn to work as a community, 
to support the whole breed of dogs, and not work for individual dogs or persons’ 
benefit alone. Today the IT design in the use community benefits communities in 
the field of practice, and the whole hunting dog population. As the actual end 
users of the breeding IT, breeds of dogs are developing, and a growing number of 
good hunting dogs are hunting in the wild in the same way as their ancestors.  

Many hunting dogs wear GPS devices and ID tags when hunting. Today this 
and other new technology is needed to guarantee the dogs’ safety as the activity 
straddles the borders between wild and domestic environments. The dog owners 
in turn actively use, and contribute to, the self-developed IT and the field. 
Through use of the technology, redesigning, testing and putting new breeding and 
community knowledge into practice, the whole field has evolved both in terms of 
the dogs and in terms of the IT in use. The joint efforts of the members contribute 
to the realization of relevant practices. These practices are based on the sharing of 
certain knowledge about the application domain (the IT context), which implies 
modes of knowledge, of innovation and of participation in systems design in situ, 
linking use, design and the application domain through the practice field.  

This perspective use-to-field-to-design as a continuum is quite different from 
the far more common, short term project-driven design-to-use approaches that are 
mostly reported in the IS literature. The continuous testing of the usefulness of IT 
in the practice field is a fundamental method for shaping a new design perspective 
containing the points of view of non-IT-professional users. This perspective, with 
a philosophy going beyond programming (Blum 1996), will be referred to here as 
the use-field-design perspective, and it is the foundation for lay PD.  

The features of lay PD as a design mode are derived from the historical and 
ethnographic data collected when the case community was examined in its own 
natural setting. Its long-term evolution, the end user’s world, and alterations made 
to life in that world by self-made IT grounds the theoretical part. This study 
attempts to conceptualize and understand what the phenomenon is all about, and 
to show how its emergence could be explained within the community activity.  

1.2 Personal motivation  

For me, as a long-term member of the case community, the topic and the 
phenomenon under study are personally significant. My origins as a poor country 
girl and my closeness to nature environment also motivated me to study nature 
cultural topics within the lives of ordinary people producing IT involved with the 
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dog world. In the late 1980s, our community had a gradual encounter with new 
IT. For us members of dog clubs it started as voluntary work, and as a platform 
from which to study, use, and develop IT for the benefit of evolving dog 
populations. When I first met some dog persons within their Automatic Data 
Processing (ADP) work, it was both exciting and embarrassing. Courses in the 
use of ADP-based tools which I took as part of my retraining as a teacher of 
vocational work proved disappointing, but I got the impulse to learn more. Taking 
data processing courses improved my skills, but I was still a long way off the dog 
persons’ skills in integrating issues from the field, database programming, and 
shareware and office tools in creating the infrastructure. 

When a chance to study later arose, I though that I could at least try to grasp 
the in-situ design mode, as it seemed be productive as a practice. As an IS-
educated, researching fieldworker, it was a difficult job for me, as I was already 
encultured by the mainstream IS discipline with systems management. The stance 
adopted is necessary and understandable for people in the IT business, and I do 
not dispute the importance of genuine IT expertise in research or practice. 
However, in the context of a non-profit, voluntary work-driven practice field, 
there are so many other factors that are even more important than ahistorical IT, 
business or product views. The remoteness and neutrality of observations leads to 
retention of existing design ideas and reproduces the same design-drivenness, 
with similarly limited use. The study of nature and individuals within their own 
culture inevitably imposes certain values of the observer upon them (Becker 
1967, Nardi & O’Day 1999). These values mean that the topic must be dealt with 
through a motivational “interpretive understanding” (Schütz 1972: 31). 

 This was something for which my original ADP training and IS education 
did not provide the necessary preparation. Luckily, I was able to take a PhD 
course on Work Practice and Technology (2001-2002) at the Blekinge Institute of 
Technology (Rönneby, Sweden). The course was of crucial importance to my 
development as a systems researcher and gave me the skills to assess business, 
information technology, use and design as part of everyday practices, and to 
include the local culture and nature. Perspectives from other study fields helped to 
complement the traditional IS approach to systems development, which on its 
own would hardly fit with my interest in analyzing the non-profit, voluntary, free-
time activity represented in the case.  

I am well aware that my double role in researching and being a member of 
the community under study might have been problematic (Heiskanen 1994: 47, 
125, Kindermann 1995, Plowman et al. 1995, Gibbons et al. 1994, Blum 1996, 
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Schultze 2000, Heiskanen & Newman 2004), and I do not claim to be neutral 
towards the community and its activity. According to Leontyev (1989) to become 
conscious about some human experience and phenomenon, among the best 
methods of measurement are direct involvement and observations. I have seen the 
problems but also observed that such a role can offer a unique research 
opportunity when adopted with continuous reflection concerning this privileged 
position and the scientific way of reproducing new knowledge (Lynch 2000). 
Thus, I agree with Shafer that in practice “few scholars would claim to be free of 
all bias, and probably none would be justified in making such a claim. We cannot 
eradicate all the bias, but we can do much to minimize it” (1974: 149). 

For instance, triangulation (Denzin 1988) can be used to achieve more 
appropriate and overall views of reality but also to gain an improved sense of 
proportion concerning what is important in the practices under study. In this case 
the collection and analysis of ethnographic data proceeded collaboratively, with 
other people acting as actual informants and also as co-analysts of the case data. 
Thus, instead of relying purely on my own insights, my research role has involved 
the conscious assessment of others’ activity and of historical activity experienced 
and derived from the ethnographic study and historical documented sources. 
Usually, the use of multiple methods, diverse sources of data and authentic 
historical material collected from a variety of sources offers a wider 
understanding of the phenomena being studied empirically (ibid).  

Multiple investigators or analysts and theory set-ups are considered 
advantageous (Barley 1996) for amplifying the ethnographic bases of case 
studies. Rich data sets collected from practices provide multiple viewpoints and 
support inductive analysis of phenomena. Longitudinal study (Hartswood et al. 
2002) enables supplementary data gathering and checking of details as needed, 
and verification of more perspectives temporally. Diverse sources and methods 
can however make a study more difficult to limit when compared to methods 
using some single technique, or one type of data, source or period (Denzin 1988). 
Then again, involvement is a question of the investigator’s experience and, at 
times, of who and what constitutes the resource available in practice (Blomberg et 
al. 1993, 2003). Instead of “pure” facts, experienced, long-lived or tested 
knowledge from the field is helpful in grasping important issues through 
ethnographic research.  

Hence, as a researching fieldworker, my role (Syrjänen 2003) is summed up 
by Leontyev: “I perceive, think, understand the world as a concrete historical 
being. I am limited and, at the same time, equipped with the ideas of my time, of 
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my class. I can transcend these limits, but here too preconditions of societal 
knowledge must be present” (Leontyev, 1989: VII).  

1.3 The motivation related to systems design and study 

Over two decades ago, Blum introduced the basic idea that will be reflected in the 
current case: “Openness can exist in two senses: we do not know what the product 
should do, and, secondly, once the product exists it changes our understanding of 
what should be done” (Blum 1996: 257). What the product should do–help the 
breeding of good hunting dogs–has always been clear to the field study 
contributors, but the openness in IT tools was needed for understanding of the 
processes in dogs’ genes and cultural processes in the community. In the hunting 
dog community, the continuity of dog breeding and practices in the wild is the 
core, not a technological practice without dogs. With regard to the software 
companies which I visited in the late 1990s, I can now see their survival was/is 
also dependent on identification of the user. This work tries to focus on how the 
relevant end user is identified and understood through the actual field of practice 
and how community IT production with knowledge for the benefit of such IT 
production has been realized in the case of dog breeders. 

As I am also aware of the business needs of today, this work also aims to 
show the IS and PD communities a new system design mode where practical 
everyday knowledge is used and developed in the context of application (Gibbons 
et al. 1994). This long-term case can inform both scientists in IS/PD areas and 
practitioners about a shift from the still often repeated view that ordinary users of 
IT systems ‘cannot really identify their requirements for new IT’ to really 
embracing the ordinary people’s everyday setting and culture. From both 
epistemological and pragmatic points of view, such an approach can be very 
important for all actors in the IS field, which today is reaching beyond the formal 
settings of stable IT systems and rigid experts (Lieberman et al. 2006). Ordinary 
users’ interests, expertise and incentives in their own participative efforts and IT 
have often been nearly invisible in many traditions of systems research and design 
as driven mostly by IS or IT experts. 

Traditional systems design with IT expertise: In the IS field, several overall 
methodologies, involving varying levels of participation, have been developed. 
Broadly speaking, a traditional system is about function and structure, data, tools, 
processing, outputs, and organizational arrangements (Hirschheim et al. 1995: 
11). As an IS, it is often developed by professionals – research or IS experts who 
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analyze technology for use and examine its organizational implementation, 
subsequent evolution, and management (Davis & Olson 1985). Systems design is 
based on technological expertise associated with professional or business 
activities, general-purpose products (tools, systems, machines, etc) and scientific 
discoveries (Friedman & Cornford 1989). With respect to that IT expertise, a 
user’s role can be like that of a layperson, especially if they are not active as 
consumers of IT and real IT experts see them as workers lacking real IT 
knowledge. If users are studied in relation to errors made in use and as ignoring 
the activity of which part the use measured is, these negative issues foil their 
attempts to enhance their skills in using technology, and to develop their roles.  

Much of today’s IT is socially constructed (designed with the thought in mind 
that the IT will be used by people other than the designers themselves), but the 
features of such a complex and expensive construction as an organizational IS can 
also be underused. As a rule, their features cannot easily be changed (Grudin 
1993, Clement & van Baalen 1993, Kollerbrau 2005). Change can take years, 
whereas to be useful it would have to be carried out within weeks or months in 
practice. Quite often, users just reconcile themselves to the available settings or 
abandon the IT as having not lived up to promises. Still, innovations can result 
from non-use, misuse, bypassing or redesign of the IT, though such ideas cannot 
be shown during short-term visits (Syrjänen 2006). 

Traditional participative systems design with representatives: Participative 
systems design (Mumford & Henshall 1979, Briefs et al. 1983, Schuler & 
Namioka 1993, Kensing 2003) and its Scandinavian branch has evolved to take 
the side of industrial workers and the side of users in the introduction and 
development of computer and information technology. This has stimulated change 
in design from technology-driven social structures and a computer-oriented way 
of thinking about work towards more IT work oriented, participative IS practices, 
and towards collaborative design. On the other hand, technology assessments 
(Schwartz Cowan 1987, Van den Besselaar 1998) have been involved in 
supporting the needs of ordinary people and giving the decision-makers and 
citizen-users information on the impact of technology and new tools. 

From the outset, professionals in research and practice have been positioned 
as neutral, objective experts and only seldom as reflective practitioners 
(Heiskanen & Newman 2004) cooperating with and learning from ordinary users. 
Design-to-use relations have been of interest in many IT expertise areas. For 
instance, Human-Computer Interaction research on the usability of IT tools is 
focused on IT users. Software Engineering is traditionally focused on modelling 
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requirements for functional computer systems. Research on Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work has been developing computer-based systems for people in 
already well-supported organizational work settings.  

Much of the design tradition has supported existing job divisions and the 
separation of use and design in PD research too, which, from the viewpoint of the 
IT industry, is sensible. After the initial interest in promoting computers in work 
settings, design in situ by users or user-designers has not been of great interest, 
and nor has support, or aspects of non-IT-related or non-technological knowledge. 
Many everyday domains have remained largely uncovered while the IT practice 
has dealt with technological knowledge (Blum 1996: 57) and hardly at all with 
epistemological premises of computerized IT. Aspects of other, non-technology 
related work and activity have often remained largely untouched.  

Design ethnography with improved mediation of use: Quite recently, (Bayer 
& Holtzblatt 1998, Schultze 2000, Blomberg et al. 2003, Iivari et al. 2006) design 
ethnography has been integrated more clearly into system design projects. The 
knowledge of actual users provides a more detailed understanding on issues of 
work not known already, and this more genuine comprehension of IT, with the 
users’ everyday knowledge, ought to inform research, use and design. However, 
many of the aspects of use have been difficult to capture using traditional systems 
research, design or PD, which often ignore the practice field issue of use and 
focus merely on IT-related interaction per se. Much of the knowledge can be 
found only through wider activity in the field of practice. Where the use 
community uses the knowledge and inputs of design in its action (Blum 1996: 
198), the premise is that design does not cease once a solution is implemented. 
Rather, it continues its life in the field where all kinds of new knowledge modes 
are developing continuously in the use of communities of practice (CoP). 

Towards community IT: Activity- or community-based systems viewpoints 
(Lach 1994, Nardi 1993, Blum 1996, Kuutti 1996, Nurminen 1997, Nardi & 
O’Day 1999) see people as active actors in the design and use of IT. Such insights 
are about real sociomaterial worlds, care, and direct participation in activities and 
CoPs. Typically, these are areas of everyday IT settings where local co-members 
provide support and put forward ideas in participative practices (Robertson 1996). 
Much of what works in everyday domains is primarily serving other purposes 
than the production of general purpose IT (Gibbons et al. 1994, Hasu 2001, 
Suchman 2002). These design modes have often been ignored in mainstream 
professionalized and design-to-use mediated IS studies. 
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In spite of the participative approaches and improved mediation of use of 
ethnography, in many IS cases, production of IT, design and use are still separate 
and assessments of IT artefacts belated. In addition, the common way is that in 
design practice only the technological design information is mediated (Latour 
1994) and seen as important but not the content of the systems or practices 
informing the users’ actual work (Kollerbrau 2005). This mediation line starting 
from the design thus drives the use in the current “nomadic society” (Ciborra et 
al. 2000: 223) where high-tech experts, as the new ‘nomads’, practise “design at 
work” (Greenbaum & Kyng 1991). Their work is “carried out everywhere” and 
the IT tools and systems are constantly about “ephemerality and prototypicality” 
(Bødker & Christiansen 2004). These authors’ citations illustrate how difficult the 
field of practice is to comprehend through short-term projects. In addition, for 
many ordinary people, IT is increasingly “self-service”, outside working hours 
and work roles (Nurminen 2005) all of which would demand different kinds of 
studies than those commonly applied in IS cases or action research on 
organizational paid work. Indirect participation and methodological mediation by 
expert analysts have been driving user studies in the context of sociotechnical 
change, even excessively. 

1.4 Ordinary persons or “laypeople” in studies 

Many systems research traditions or views in practice seem to overlook the 
viewpoints of non-IT-professionals (Latour 1987: 147, Star & Griesemer 1989, 
Gibbons et al. 1994, Kollerbrau 2005, Iivari et al. 2006), although of all users 
they are probably the largest group. As user knowledge is derived empirically by 
IS researchers or practitioners, they both seem to lack the intent and quality of the 
everyday material, social settings and common sense of “laypeople”. Advanced 
science and practice improve IT, but ordinary users seem missing from these 
viewpoints (Lippert & Swiercz 2006). From the IS perspective, the end user who 
is active as a real designer is rare. The areas where theoretical issues relate to 
users or use-driven design are mostly discussed by contributors to the SST or STS 
fields and by the studies analyzing professional work practices.  

Quite recently, some contributors have taken a more explicit interest in “lay 
experts” or “lay people” (Law 2004, Haraway 2003b). The notion of 
“naturecultures” or natural cultural science and technology problems relate to 
nature environment and natural settings, local cultures, and the historical 
awareness of continuity of technology or IT in use. The computer-design, 
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business-driven order of things is seen as making users the payers of the costs of 
technology and science in action in the closed settings of labs (Latour 1987). 

Usually the interest of STS has been in science and technology studies and 
practice (Bijker & Law 1992, Pickering 1992, Star 1995b) but not primarily 
focused on the everyday activities and conditions of ordinary people. The politics 
of science and academic problems have been considered by many (e.g., Star 
1995a, Ihde & Selinger 2003, Moore et al. 2003). Science is not always viewed as 
a rational endeavour and it can be epistemologically entangled with the 
normativity that is typical of many long-lasting traditions. Some contributions to 
STS are seen as reflecting ‘post-humanist’ perspectives, and part of the work in 
the field is seen as ‘problematic or politically naïve’ (Jensen 2003), as it labels 
other beings with human conceptions of ways of life in the wild.  

 The recent interest in users with non-IT-educated or non-programming 
backgrounds (Lieberman et al. 2006) is leading a trend towards a focus on 
ordinary users. End user development is recognized as a new design paradigm. 
The recognized diversity of other kinds of designers is seen as having potential 
for the future, as are phenomena in natural “communities”. Study of communities 
often refers to the concept of a “community of practice” (CoP, Lave & Wenger 
1991) which in fact has empirical roots in natural cultural domains. It has gained 
increasing support (Brown & Duguid 2000, Pitkin 2001, Wenger, McDermott et 
al. 2002). A growing number of researchers are studying “communities and 
technologies” (Huysman et al. 2003), the needs of non-profit care work and 
domains other than that of the IT business (Blum 1996, Nardi & O’Day 1999, 
Korpela et al. 2002, Kaaber Pors & Simonsen 2003, Kollerbrau 2005). 

Knowledge sharing (Ackerman et al. 2003, Huysman & de Wit 2002) has 
inspired authors to conceptualize collaboration between related IT parties (e.g., 
production, design, purchase, use). Content and knowledge management are 
today emerging (Schultze & Boland Jr 2000, Clemmensen 2005) with a new kind 
of information infrastructure (Star & Ruhleder 1996, Star & Bowker 2002) 
developing in the context of application. As a result, we now have many 
opportunities to include ordinary people, users and laypeople in study and design 
with their use communities and IT as living knowledge management. A growing 
number of authors still worry that we should be careful with business aims, and 
seek consequential issues of IT (e.g., Lach 1994, Gurstein 1999, Nardi & O’Day 
1999, Contractor & Bishop 2000, Pitkin 2001). 

Overall: The existing body of knowledge on systems design and PD is 
largely about IT professionals’ design, professional IT use, or such design 
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communities. In the systems field there is hence a paucity of knowledge 
concerning active ordinary user or layperson-driven IT design, or non-profit use 
communities studied as design communities. To serve these areas and aims, a 
study of lay PD with non-IT-professional user-designers, reflecting an alternative 
system design and PD mode, needs theoretically to span the study areas related to:  

– traditional systems design with computers or IT-driven expertise; 
– traditional participative design with representative-driven user expertise; 
– design ethnography with improved mediation of the work practices under 

study. 

However, a lack of empirical research on IT activities driven by ordinary people 
or users, in knowledge and technology design set-ups of their own making, has 
made study of lay PD complex. To conceptualize active knowledge-in-the-making 
in a way which allows differences from human-, technology- or design-
centredness, such a design idea is here adapted to include material aspects and 
natural cultural issues (Haraway 2003c). As we aim to understand the semantic 
and epistemic contents of IT as part of life, in the natural environment, and social 
networks of ordinary people, through the life-long and even longer than life 
consequences of IT, the study of PD needs to cover participation on a very 
concrete practice level. 

Participation: “Participation”, “involvement”, “sharing”, or “collaboration”, 
are all terms which refer to social aspects, such as why, in what context, how, 
when, with whom and to what extent a sociotechnical or sociomaterial activity 
setting has been taken into account in the study or practice. In systems design, 
participation can be understood as an activity undertaken for the sake of a social, 
rational outcome and mutual understanding (Mumford & Henshall 1979, 
Greenbaum & Kyng 1991, Schuler & Namioka 1993, Blum 1996). In practice, 
participation strives to gain an understanding of local aspects of knowledge 
through action related to the practices in question. One extreme could be a remote 
technically oriented design or study realized without contact with the actual end 
users or with the activity supported by the IT or IS development. Another 
idealized extreme could be a practice with the raison d’être of informing the 
teamwork of users, developers and others. Joint innovations, learning, skill 
improvement and the support of good work or life would contribute to the 
continuation of the desired future of all.  

Participation is often considered as a collective or shared activity. Vroom and 
Jago (1988) view organizational work done individually as the highest form of 
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participation. Here, “participation” refers to discretion in work while one is 
delegated to act for others (e.g., in design, use or study of IT) and “has the 
relevant ‘other’ or sets of others clearly in mind” (ibid: 31). Such a mode of 
participation is not typically joined to low level, grassroots actors, which means 
that we need to expand our systems analysis levels extensively. Participation can 
and often does happen naturally in the context of everyday participative practices 
(Robertson 1996). Being controlled by shared objects of work, these participative 
practices can be seen as aspects of “ecological design” (Blum 1996: 87).  

As many of the aforementioned authors show, the study of users’ own 
participative practices can be motivated by the fact that even technically correct, 
operating and artistically well-designed systems have been rejected by actual 
users. This happens if they poorly fit users’ necessary social systems or 
complicate the activity, the raison d’être which they are supposed to work for. 

Systems development and design within activity: The notions of systems 
development and design within activity are here considered to be intertwined in 
activity development (Korpela et al. 2002). A use context is the cultural historical 
evolution of an IS in use, the processing by which some practical activity is 
facilitated by adapted or self-made IT. Systems design as a practical activity is a 
practice (Leontyev 1989) that is motivated and transformational due to the 
activity of practitioners, designers, users or groups of actors. It is therefore a 
guiding device to use-as-design, as the activity has an object, direction, goal or 
intention. “Transformational” means that the activity induces change intended to 
have longer-lasting effects and results which are meaningful in practice. Hence, it 
is necessary for the ordinary people, users, laypeople and other actors (e.g., non-
human beings) to be open to the targets or settings of the design and use of the IT 
or other technology  

A conceptual move from a design-use to use-field-design perspective, where 
the field is the setting of the practice in everyday life and produces feedback both 
for use and design, thus has new theoretical and conceptual premises in lay PD. In 
Ecologies of Knowledge, Star (1995) explains that at the core of the social 
shaping of technologies (SST) are two principles, the establishment of science as 
material-based and as a form of practice (ibid: 2). Following Blum, this study 
takes on Star’s idea so that technology and its study, whether realized by research 
efforts or by local, people-driven practices, ought not to be separate from each 
other or from the everyday life of the end user–ordinary or other users, humans or 
non-humans. Activity, once altered by design, has a natural cultural historical 
core. This work aims to conceptualize such activity in an IT context and explain 
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why a natural cultural historical approach to end-user-driven systems 
development is beneficial for ordinary, non-IT-professional users’ design practices 
in situ and knowledge production (Gibbons et al. 1994). 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

The research setting and final questions for the study of lay PD and the problems 
involved in studying it are described next (Chapter 2). The phenomenon of lay PD 
is considered, in order to locate it within research on systems design and 
participation (Chapter 3). The case (Chapter 4) illustrates the practice scope and 
IT as an element of the hunting dog breeding world. In this context, lay PD with 
the community’s IT is defined from the perspective of hunting dog breeding. The 
concept of the natural cultural and historical context of IT is then developed, 
including the recall of some methodological ideas (Chapter 5). The points of view 
of user-designers, knowledge production, sharing of ideas and the community 
assist us in making sense of the everyday community of practice (Chapter 6). The 
conceptual and practice aspects of computing user-designers are discussed 
(Chapter 7), along with their multiple roles within infrastructuring. The 
conceptual and theoretical aspects are summarized (Chapter 8), as is the idea of 
how the perspective of dog breeding is shaped toward the use-field-design 
perspective. After that, a short discussion seeks to identify the non-profit ideology 
of the case community’s design and knowledge production. In the end, points of 
lay PD realized in the original papers are reviewed to reach our conclusions. The 
conclusions (Chapter 9) and the coda (Chapter 10) suggest an emphasis for future 
research. 

In most chapters and subchapters, the final paragraphs contain a summation 
of the points discussed. 
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2 The research question and setting 

The research question and setting for the study of lay PD and reflection on the 
problems of studying in-situ systems with lay PD is described in this chapter. 

The topic of the work is the evolution of dogs, people and their cooperation in 
the wild as people were developing a breed of hunting dogs. Systems, practices 
and the field developed around this core activity have shaped the phenomenon 
through which nature, culture and history will be understood as an IT context. The 
initial question for long-term data gathering–what sort of systems development 
has taken place in the case–is also a question of how local nature-, culture- and 
history-related problems have evolved to form a new kind of natural cultural 
historical context for community IT. Reflection on the question in terms of the 
system design field and the empirical case material has led to the following two-
dimensional characterization of the field (Figure 1).  
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Fig. 1. The systems design field and lay PD (adapted from Syrjänen 2006). 

A dimension from technology to everyday practice crosses the other dimension, 
of the passivity-activity of the involved actors as the context of IT that could be 
accountable in systems design or studies. The final research question for this 
work is: What are the distinctive features of the phenomenon analyzed in the 
community activity, which has been called here ‘lay PD’? The question can be 
divided into the following sub-questions: 

– What is the relationship between lay PD and other forms of systems design? 
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– How has lay PD evolved in the community setting? 
– How could lay PD be understood conceptually and theoretically as part of 

community IT? 

The first question addresses aspects distinguishing between traditional computer-
systems- or IT-driven design, traditional participative design with representatives 
of users, and design ethnography with improved mediation of the use context. It 
also locates lay PD in relation to them. The second question focuses on the co-
evolution of users’ activity, the community’s IT and in-situ systems design. The 
third question seeks to identify and conceptualize the context of the IT, from the 
use-field-design perspective, and community IT based on analysis of the practice 
of the case community as explained with appropriate conceptual theories. 

The examination of lay PD focuses on the viewpoint of non-IT-professionals 
as user-designers and their community IT aspects, which are so far not commonly 
known or conceptualized by systems research. Here, the use-field-design 
perspective is a tool for reflection on the case and theories of explanation, and it 
can help in comprehending longer-lasting change processes in an everyday 
community of practice, especially within its grassroots actors’ technology, 
knowledge and sharing settings. The change from using individual resources to 
using collective resources and action possibilities in a field of practice supported 
by the concrete means available technologically, collaboratively, and culturally 
can be seen as characteristic of lay PD based on the case community’s domain 
and activity in the wild with dogs. From the use-field-design perspective, dog 
breeders’ theory, technology and everyday social setting can be studied in their 
mutually constitutive relationship.  

Thus, in order to answer the research question, the case study must be in-
depth or intensive and must interpret motivational aspects of the grassroots actors. 
One method used commonly for such purpose is an ethnographic field study 
within a single case community studied in detail and examining its history as 
differing from classical, formal IS or ISD case studies (Yin 1989). Commonly, for 
the purposes of higher analysis levels in these formal IS or ISD areas, such 
studies integrate statistics or comparisons between organizations (e.g., Orlikowski 
2000, 2002; Ciborra et al. 2000), multiple researchers, and the implications for 
the international IS business fields. Conversely, in such cases analysis of practices 
only addresses higher level phenomena, as the views of ordinary users can barely 
be found in the results.  
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To analyze a phenomenon which includes ordinary users designing in situ, we 
have to seek living, experience-based knowledge and a bottom-up design. 
Accountability in systems study is generally linked to design concepts, data-
information-knowledge structures, semantic aspects of IT, and linguistic contents 
of discussions, social systems and the role of organizations which shape human 
society. In this case, accountability includes a group of other beings, dogs, acting 
together with members of human society (Manning & Serpell 1994). 

Studying experience-based, practical knowledge of user-designers requires an 
interpretational understanding of the phenomenon placed in the lived-in world 
(Schütz 1972). It supposes that the investigator is also aware of and reflects on his 
or her own thinking modes and attitudes towards the collection and analysis of 
research data. With this awareness, the investigator can, at least in theory, bridge 
aspects given by a field study position, methods and theories of analysis, and the 
context of the empirical world under study. On one side of this bridge, 
interpretations are concepts or conceptions of the community measured against its 
own relevant experience-based knowledge. On the other, interpretations refer to 
“information systems” (Hirschheim et al. 1995: 11) in information processing 
science, so they ought to be studied methodologically. Bridging between the two 
forms of interpretation can be seen in that research data, analysis and 
interpretations of the case under study are addressed for practical study purposes. 

The interpretational position is commonly associated with qualitative inquiry 
strategies applied in Ethnography, Cultural Anthropology, Sociology, Science and 
Technology, Participatory Design, Developmental Work or related community 
studies. When the activity in situ side is important, two research modes can be 
seen as suitable: discerning the themes embedded in the activity as features of a 
phenomenon, with the intention of understanding its “essence”, and a process of 
meaning making as an “interpretation” of a phenomenon (Tesch 1990: 68).  

For instance, an ethnographically-informed field study (Blomberg et al. 2003) 
or participatory action research (Whyte 1991, Swann 2002) approach have been 
applied within interpretational set-ups. They both rest on case study contributors’ 
activity in the field. Through the activity of a researcher, they seek to increase the 
contributions of local actors with different backgrounds and personal histories, 
and to maintain topics important for the local actors and study practices according 
to which those involved ought to contribute and participate on a voluntary basis. 
People can have life-long commitments to their objects of interest, hierarchies, 
and status systems. Many other invisible aspects of practices influence their 
positions. These aspects can be difficult to distinguish from the outside but 
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involve participation in situ to cover or support the actual activity setting by 
design or study. Regarding the present case, the main difference between the 
study set-ups is that the former is more oriented towards understanding 
phenomena in detail and thus fits the purpose better. The latter focuses more on 
changes (as investigators already know the topic well enough) and aims 
intentionally to change something through the researchers’ activity as well.  

2.1 An ethnographic field study 

In this case, the evolution of and changes in the case, community and IT have 
been studied historically and ethnographically but not those changes which might 
have ensued from the research itself. As we were studying a particular part of the 
wider community setting (Syrjänen 2003), the research set-up applied aimed to 
change nothing but rather to follow the field ethnographically through a field 
study. If something changed due to the study, this was unintentional and such 
change has not been measured here. The study interest has been to follow the 
naturally occurring activity, IT design and use, in order to understand it as a long-
term phenomenon. It was analyzed as such and interpreted within a process of 
meaning making in the community and including the dogs. The entire study set-
up with the process applied in the case is outlined in Figure 2. 

 

Ethnographic data 
by natural cultural 

interpretations

A microcosm community 
as a unit of 

activity-oriented analysis

Infra-
structure

PD

Community

Domain
knowledge

PDPD
lay

Historical data 
by historical 

interpretations

Theoretical and
conceptual iterations 
with the phenomenon

of lay PD,  
dialoguing between 
the practice and the 

theories

Lay PD: a way to develop information technology 
and activity together

Fig. 2. Study set-up (adapted from presentations of papers and of Syrjänen 2003). 
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An interpretative field study with a long-term research scope has been found fit to 
cover the evolution of community and non-IT-professional-driven systems design 
(Tesch 1990: 93, Mason et al. 1997). Interpretations with a particular interest in 
understanding historical evolution or events lived through a long time ago often 
concern life histories or the histories of groups, and refer to intensive or in-depth 
case studies. In these, the techniques of a historian (Shafer 1974) are applied but 
these techniques do not necessarily rely on the investigator’s own repertoire. 
“Oral” history, still-living aspects of old practices, stored documents, focused 
observations and interviews can be made use of to capture the issues of bygone 
eras. The help of ethnographic and historical material, from sources in the field or 
in the form of evidence given by contemporaries, is applied in this case in order to 
create a new link between the past and new IT. 

A data gathering focus: Ethnographic data were gathered from the case 
community located in the practice field. Today the field includes thousands of 
hunting dog people, several breeds of hunting dogs2 and very culturally rich 
communities and technologies. The primary focus here has been on the non-profit 
(dog breeding intensive) hunting dog field and the practice originally constructed 
to assist the breeding of one indigenous dog breed, the Karelian Bear Dog (KBD). 
Initially the focus was the organization of several breeds of dogs, including other 
forms of breeding and of systems design. A more limited scope, better-fitted to 
the available research resources, was arrived at after the pre-study and the lessons 
learnt through Work Practice and Technology studies. This brought the more 
focused topic of studying the development of IT, knowledge and the community 
by non-IT-professional user-designers designing in situ. As the research interest 
focused more consciously on interpretative understanding of the phenomenon not 
only historically but also ethnographically, a much more in-depth and empirically 
rich field study of the community was created (Syrjänen 2003). 

Dog breeders as informants: In classical IS cases formal organizational 
positions and duties are seen as important for cases mostly dealing with problems 
of paid work, IT use and design work. In this case, within the non-profit, non-
professional field and in varied activity settings in the wild, experienced dog 
breeders do not work according to such positions or professions. Their roles are 
not based on contracts or paid work, or being involved with particular kinds of 
short tasks or projects. They act on a longer-term basis by contributing to the field 
in several roles (as hunters, dog owners, trial and show judges, organizers, etc) as 

                                                        
2 For example, FS, NS, NGE, SJ, ESL, REL,WSL and the related breeding organizations. 
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developers of the field and of breeding, community and IT systems. The common 
role shared by all informants was identified as that of dog breeder (DB). The 
study unit was shaped by the selected informants including the community’s 
existing objective or more visible and formal structures, their incorporated 
structures and invisible, informal interaction nodes. With this practice field-based, 
raison d’être-guided scope, reaching outside the actual breeding community 
(KDBC) and its parent organization the Finnish Spitz Club (FSC), the objective 
and incorporated structures (Bourdieu 1998: vii, 31) and historical construction of 
the field of practice were included in a microcosm community. 

A microcosm community as unit of analysis: In practice, the study process 
developed along with the formation of a microcosm community. It was organized 
and coordinated by the author as a participative fieldworker and shaped based on 
earlier knowledge of the activity (Syrjänen 2003). Although the microcosm was 
not a static construction during the long-term study, neither it was a random 
sample (Blomberg et al. 2003). It unfolded according to the study themes relevant 
at a given time, through observations of how members were positioned regarding 
the activity in the field, of organizational interaction nodes and, of modes used. 
The sample of actual informants is small but as it includes temporal, spatial and 
material structures along with historical or recent material (Appendix 1) at each 
stage, the accumulated long-term empirical scope could be seen as the appropriate 
unit of an activity-oriented analysis. In ethnographic field studies, having a large 
number of informants is not an end in itself–quality of participation and activity 
regarding the purpose are more important (ibid). 

A full cycle of dog breeding: The long-term historical scope with long-term 
empirical study was well-fitted to the purpose of covering the whole practice and 
cycle of hunting dog breeding. A typical cycle of such breeding usually starts with 
backward-oriented analysis of a breeding stock with the help of data collected 
from the field (stored, maintained and continually updated with the IT systems in 
use). It continues with a breeding selection, planning and negotiations about a pair 
of dogs and possible collaborative breeders (all this is supported by the IT 
systems). After mating, IT is constantly in use when raising a new litter to become 
adult hunting dogs through health care, hunting, hunting trials, shows, and other 
activities in the process. In many of the other stages of qualification as a new 
hunting dog and a new breeding dog, the breeding cycle is assisted by IT. Usually 
the cycle takes several years and the breeding processes are involved in changing 
old or implementing new parts of the infrastructure. 
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Data gathering techniques: The ethnographic field study contained active 
interviews and collaborative sessions (Blomberg et al. 1993, Emerson et al. 1995: 
19, Holstein & Gubrium 1995: 78, Blomberg et al. 2003) with twenty actual 
informants. Six other individuals provided information through text-based sources 
but could not ultimately participate in the field study in terms of a more active 
ethnographic mode: participants as “informants” in the sense that they provide the 
fieldworker with information by participating in and sharing the topic in 
discussion and or action. Similarly, in this field study, the essential position of the 
twenty actual informants was that they possess a vital part of the history and 
understanding of the topic under study. They were involved as the fieldworker 
wished to hear their views, to capture the wider perspective on the actual main 
topic through active interaction, in discussions, observation and collaboration, for 
the production of an ethnographic account. 

Active interviews (Holstein & Gubrium 1995) are based on an assumption 
that the interviewer is also adequately knowledgeable about the domain, practice 
or topic in question, and able to handle several aspects of it, open new themes for 
discussion or get into the themes more deeply. Such interviews are usually 
combined with local everyday activities so that experience in them or in related 
interaction modes is the actual foundation to be active in interviews. For both 
interviewees and interviewers it is possible to have an active role and activate 
each other, to allow the unfolding of the situation mutually. In this way, 
interviews are “constituted of” collaboration between the participants while subtly 
guided by the relevant themes of study. In addition, as a new interesting aspect of 
the phenomenon is found, it is permissible or even advisable to involve 
informants more often or seek new individuals during the course of the study. It is 
also advisable to be reflective with one’s analysis so that the results of reflection 
can or may assist interviews or action taken. Broad views can thus be created with 
a rather small number of interviewees. (ibid.) 

Study stages and themes with informants: The first study stage (2000, 
Appendix 1: material sets 37-38) involved a pre-study with six actual informants. 
Its theme was the historical setting–the bygone era of hunting with dogs–and ISD 
as an IS tool-oriented clarification of the history of breeding systems (historical 
material and sources, Appendix 1: Tables 4, 6). Regarding the full breeding cycle, 
thematic interviews and three shorter field events reflected a small part of it, and 
based on these an account of the FSC’s systems development was constructed 
with these data and the historical sources. It was also later used as a synthesizing 
device in dialoguing between parts of the entire activity. Historical material is 
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listed in the tables. Some of the historical sources have also been used as 
individual sources in later stages. 

The second stage (2002: material sets 40-42) followed the cycle in the light of 
practitioner-driven systems development with ten actual informants. Two days 
after the WPT training (material set 39), a full-day field event started a more 
action-oriented approach to actually understanding the full cycle, and the focus 
shifted to active interviews. The third stage (2003-2004: material sets 43-44, 46-
53, 11-29) was organized temporally and spatially to gain an understanding of the 
rest of the cycle in the light of systems development as an activity. This stage 
involved twenty actual informants, and in it, recent activity in the field was 
examined through collaboration within the community’s infrastructure, in active 
interviews, work and discussions in situ, and with related documents. Regarding 
IT production and breeding knowledge production, finally, the full cycle of 
breeding and the community’s recent IT situation was checked in two final 
interviews (material set 56, 30-36) and by the outputs of the field of practice. 

The six pre-study thematic interviews, twenty active interviews and two final 
interviews lasted between one and two hours at a time. In some cases, the 
interview was assisted in advance by emails and, more often, afterwards by 
emails, letters, or supplementations or the checking of ideas. These were shorter 
discussions, lasting up to around twenty minutes (mostly recorded using notes, 
see Emerson et al. 1995). Regarding the action-oriented study approach, one 
earlier ISD-related weekend organized by the FSC (which involved around thirty 
individuals from six different dog communities) was recalled in six interviews 
(one of which was shortened to a discussion). In addition, there were three pre-
study field events, one field event in the first actual study phase and six in the 
second actual study phase, which consisted of short (around half an hour to an 
hour), longer (a few hours) or full-day events. The study sessions contained 
natural breaks so that the recorded parts lasted from one to five hours at a time, 
involving actual informants or small groups of two to eight individuals in each. 
The field events continued the active mode as they represented “doing”, but they 
were not organized only for the sake of this ethnographic study. Based on a 
mutual agreement with the informants, the aim was for the events to be 
‘authentic’ action (although the recording did inevitably formalize them slightly). 

In this study, organization of the interaction with informants began with 
initial contact inviting them to participate in the study for the purposes of this 
thesis. After their consent was granted, the interaction followed the typical 
communication modes of the field, being informal as a normal way of 
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communication, as the informants’ reflection was a focus of interest. Interaction 
was however guided by the themes and the fieldworker. The community of 
practice is geographically distributed and a small number of active members live 
abroad. Most members involved in dog breeding, and contributors to this study, 
have their full-time job in the daytime, whereas dog breeding-related activities 
happen in the evening, at weekends, during people’s free time and in general in 
varying conditions where people meet face-to-face. Discussions, work sessions 
and interviews tracked these kinds of communication modes in the field. Some of 
the interviews were conducted face-to-face and some by phone.  

At first, in events related to the study the purpose and nature of the study was 
repeated, participants’ permission to record their discussions was asked, and they 
could decide in the end whether material could be use in the study, as for most of 
the participants such a situation was new. All granted their permission and the 
data was transcribed. Interview texts were sent to them for checking in order to 
increase contributions, correct misheard issues and ensure transparency about the 
parts included in analysis of the topic. Some participants complemented data, 
gave additional materials, or wrote emails or letters of several pages in length.  

Historical study and sources: The data collected for the field study is listed as 
sets of historical material or sources (Appendix 1: Tables 4, 6). To cover the 
historical context (Shafer 1974), the body of knowledge concerning all systems 
evolution, along with concepts and conceptions typical to the bygone eras, is 
interpreted historically (Figure 2) within the past non-profit, non-professional IT 
and breeding domain. The historical material–books, articles in club magazines 
and detailed data in databases–used as study sources contains information about 
around 30 000 dogs and about other breeders, referred to by the actual informants. 

To sum up: In each study stage partly different research data sets have been in 
use. However, all field study stages have overlapped in terms of the participants 
of the different study events, themes, relations to historical eras, and the 
objectives of non-profit hunting dog breeding, of non-IT-professional design, of 
the dog breeders as user-designers and of the author as the fieldworker. (Summary 
of joint field study events with all of the aforementioned groups and analysis with 
other analysts is at the end of Table 5, Appendix 1). During this last analysis effort 
these data have been partly re-analyzed and integrated for the topic of this work, 
to reflect natural cultural historical interpretations more consciously. 
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2.2 Analysis of ethnographic data  

Sets of the ethnographic data from thematic or active interviews and collaborative 
sessions sought to cover the recent historical scope of informants interpreted as 
natural cultural (Haraway 2003c) attributes. This analysis is realized in a mutual 
constitutive relation with historical data, regarding the historical, economic and 
sociomaterial conditions of IT and knowledge available to self-taught dog 
breeders. The informants regularly referred to certain dogs in discussing breeding 
and their way of life. In this sense, the dogs could be seen as living sources.  

Analysis and interpretations of the data reflect the case community’s object of 
activity, IT systems and community activity through the microcosm community as 
a unit of analysis. The activity-oriented and historically-informed ethnographic 
content analysis handles the phenomenon interpretatively and aims to do justice 
to the nature and different aspects of local practices studied in the field materials 
(Tesch 1990: 26, 90-118). Part of the ethnographic data analysis was collaborative 
(Barley 1996), with researchers and fellow students acting as analysts (Appendix 
1: material sets 45, 54). Sessions were conducted under the guidance of 
experienced researchers, and most participants were interested in qualitative 
ethnographic or interpretative research. The four sessions lasted four hours each, 
contained breaks and involved groups of four to ten analysts. After the informants 
had granted permission to use their data in collaborative analysis, parts of the 
materials were selected and coded as analysis documents, by removing 
identification information and parts not seen as relevant for the analysis themes. 
At the beginning of the analysis, participants were informed about its confidential 
nature, and a short overview of the topic and themes of the analysis was given. 
With the consent of the analysts, the sessions were recorded to tape and at the 
end, the analysis documents were collected back in. The results were finished and 
re-interpreted, along with other material, by the author. 

Collaborative analysis helped to redirect some of the conceptual aspects of 
the study and to incorporate broader views. The ideas and comments of sharp-
eyed “outsiders”, and shorter discussions with scientists during PhD courses and 
with some of the informants have supported the interpretational understanding. 
Along with the historical analysis they enabled a synthesis of the long-term, 
evolving phenomenon, which ultimately resulted in the elaboration of aspects and 
features of the concept of “lay participatory design”, lay PD, through natural 
cultural and historical interpretations.  
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As mentioned earlier, despite the fact that certain aspects were constantly 
present in the data, the author found it difficult to express the data as lay 
participatory design (Syrjänen 2006). At the outset, the author tried to see it as, or 
fit it to traditional IS-tool-oriented systems or PD and knowledge management 
(KM) (Syrjänen 2001). The dearth of reports on nature cultural topics and non-IT-
professional design communities maintained these traditional views. As the 
perspective of the study finally started to become clear, it became easier to start to 
speak about lay PD, and conventional IS, PD and KM as interpreted through it. 

However, the usual divide between primary and secondary ethnographic 
sources has intertwined in the analysis of texts, artefacts and historical material. 
In addition, from the informants’ viewpoint, there is a difference in intensity, 
meanings and goals between participating by collecting, analyzing and 
interpreting data on the one hand, and, on the other, actually living in the world 
studied (Marcus 1986, Bourdieu 1998). As both ethnographic and historical data 
were collected in this case, the division of primary/secondary sources was 
difficult, and could not be assisted by common guidelines, i.e., by dividing 
sources based on the purposes of production or based on levels or depth of 
analysis. In my opinion, sets of different kinds of sources are difficult to keep in 
such a hierarchy, and with mixed sources this would also be a challenge to much 
more experienced analysts. The solution here is to insist on chronological order 
and on listing sources based on hunting and on dog evolution-related sources. 

2.3 Analysis of historical data 

The inner interdependences and connections, or their absence, within data always 
create fundamental problems, whether they limit or support issues’ accountability 
in final accounts. In addition, people’s personal history and experience in 
activities in a CoP shapes their position as informants or as analysts who have 
lived in the world, and who are being studied later in a new situation. Such a 
position can limit or support collaboration in study activities and often entails the 
formation of a longer-term historical perspective so that one can start with the 
relevance of the aspects of practices and take them and changes in the practices 
into account when outlining the period. (Shafer 1974, Benbasat & Zmud 1999) 

Regarding analysis of the historical material, in order to interpret older texts, 
organizational material and the past worldview as recalled by experienced and in 
most cases long-term dog breeding practitioners, appropriate historical 
interpretation support has been adopted. In a broad sense, according to Shafer 
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(1974: 19-42), a historical study is multidimensional and deals with overlapping 
aspects of human life. Such aspects as continuity (i.e., visible change is only a 
small part of the human picture); multiple causation (plurality of causes behind 
facts); motivation (individuals’ own special reasons for action based on inferences 
derived from their experiences, sources and information available to them in 
practice); contingency (independent chains of cause and effect through general 
behaviour patterns of humans and of limited long-range significance), institutions 
and individuals (historians as well as all investigators) are products of their times 
and of the institutions of the specific cultures and their national characters.  

Many of the analysis and interpretation frames for historical data cannot be 
defined exactly or beforehand but only approximately, locally and in relation to 
the historian’s study interest at hand. Hence, what the historian needs above all to 
take into account is a careful reflection of the guiding assumptions, sources and 
methods used in order to conceptualize or synthesize the accumulated 
understanding, knowledge and modes of practices created by historical actors. 

IS-related historical material: For a systems researcher with an education in 
traditional IS it can be difficult to grasp the prior conditions and cultural setting of 
IT. The essential nature of bygone expertise areas and cause-effect chains is that 
they can be more like kinds of path dependencies than distinct entities of 
information systems. For this reason, to apply a long-term historical perspective, 
an interpreter is needed to facilitate an analysis of the causal relations by being 
sensitively empathic to the social and material positions of historical actors 
(Mason et al. 1997). To be sensitively empathic refers to an investigator’s ability 
to put him- or herself into the historical actors’ position. It means to recapture past 
situations through collected evidence, by asking, for example, what was possible 
or available to them at that time, what the values of the time were, what motivates 
people’s actions, opinions and views about previous times and so on.  

As a result, the past reality should be seen through the history of the bygone 
era and–as far as is possible for humans in general–not mediated through the 
current worldview in today’s prevailing (IT) culture. It is clear that today’s 
understanding of the phenomenon under study may be very different to that of 
past actors (Schwartz Cowan 1987). This means that “history as history” has to be 
taken into consideration if one aims to do justice to the historical setting, actors 
and activities, and to interpret older texts or other materials. 

Application domain-related historical material: In this case, one important 
aspect of analysis of the specialized IT practices is the dog breeding setting, the 
activities and features of which stretch back beyond recent decades and even the 
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last century. In this case it is necessary to understand the IT set-up, the application 
domain, social organization and the subject matter as historical, temporally 
conditioned problem areas of their own (Appendix 1: Tables 4, 6). For the best 
possible conceptual and theoretical interpretation of old textual material or 
recalled past events, issues, actors and conditions, the content of research data 
ought to be placed in the right temporal and cultural context (Shafer 1974, 
Hampsher-Monk et al. 1998, Newman & Boland 2004). Conceptual changes and 
comparisons ought to be measured against the ‘right’ bygone world and the ‘right’ 
information technological setting available to the people who lived in that world.  

Within the social, material and economic conditions of a certain period and 
cultural tradition, historical study applied to information systems demands thus 
that one is sensitive to the reality of the period’s computer systems and IT (Mason 
et al. 1997). To understand the IT context requires access to historical facts 
concerning canines’ evolution, hunting dogs’ domestication, and dog breeding 
(Appendix 1: Table 7). In this case, the quality of the indigenous dogs collected 
from the wild and the living conditions of the dogs within the lives of ordinary 
hunters in Finland have an effect on interpretations of the IT. In this analysis, the 
author’s previous contextual experience in the domain played an important role. 

The most commonly-used techniques3 of analysis of historical data and 
materials, artefacts or sources containing information about old events, 
ethnographical or empirical historical issues have been (1) a cross-comparison of 
the contents of sources; (2) the checking of sources as period pieces within the 
larger historical context at the time by integrating the views; and (3) estimation of 
historical actors’ styles of expression within the texts. Like all enthusiasts, dog 
people also have their own expression styles and ways of speaking and writing 
about the community and activity to do with dogs. For the final accounts (trying 
to keep in mind the aforementioned preconditions of the right era, culture, subject 
matter, and problem area), historical longer-term changes have been seen here as 

                                                        
3 Newman and Boland (2004) suggest several exegetical techniques for the interpretation of old 
organizational texts: textual (an accurate version), linguistic (accepted meanings of words and 
phrases), literary (generic and literary devices, different reading ideologies), historical (the larger 
historical context at the time), form (local social practices and traditions up to the time), and reduction 
(an author’s personal characteristics and writing style) criticism. These and their appropriate 
combinations can be used in recovering, uncovering, or discovering meanings of text-based materials. 
In Bourdieu’s theory of practice (1998), a language of practice is a language of authority based on 
relations to interaction and communication modes accumulated. As a symbolic power, they are 
integrated in meanings of a spoken or written text and the value and power of realized speech. 
Historical actors’ textual, linguistic, literary, form and reduction aspects, as ‘symbolic capital’, are 
inseparable from their accumulation in the social structure of the time/culture once it has been created. 
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directions or trends that appear in such a period, through which qualities, actors, 
or events either sum up an era or stand out from it (Shafer 1974: 1). 

2.4 Systems analysis using mixed material  

One difficult problem of analysis using historical and ethnographic material is 
that recently produced data concerning historical issues can in fact be simply the 
history of the present day (Bowker 1997). As investigators and informants recall 
what happened a long time ago, this is often interpreted through the current state 
of affairs. Concepts, methods, values, norms and, in general, what we do, know 
and understand now shape a “historical lens”, an interpretational, motivational 
point of view through which the past worldview will be magnified. Consideration 
of the influence of the current view is important. Otherwise narratives, 
specialities, memories, historical facts and IT may become separated from the 
original environment and sociomaterial settings, i.e., our reproduced views 
“mirror” concrete aspects but these may not belong to the era in question. 

For the IS-educated systems analyst, avoiding the pitfalls of collecting, 
analyzing and interpreting empirically mixed natural cultural and historical data–
in order to achieve interpretational understanding–is a challenging effort. In 
addition to the aforementioned aspects of analysis we should bear in mind the fact 
that people always have several good practical reasons (Bourdieu 1998) for why 
they exemplify espoused theories rather than accurately describing their way of 
life and important past or current issues. Sometimes reasons can be ‘given’ by the 
fieldworker or analyst so that informants take the present situation as a 
benchmark (Bowker 1997) and just confirm currently held beliefs, aspects offered 
by the fieldworker or analysts. For all study participants, preordained ideological, 
profit-making and cultural, fostered reasons may set part of their knowledge a 
priori and constitute expressed worldviews, subjects and objects behind what they 
are saying. In such cases, we may analyze projected worldviews (with values 
which are not those of the informant and which may reflect others’ values 
instead). A large part of the research process-related projected worldviews could 
be associated with field-specific, culturally sensitive reproduction modes. The rest 
are due to personal ways of carrying out research and our formal education on 
information systems, and on how to study IT or systems. 

In examining embedded aspects of scientific study practices, Deetz (1996) 
reminds us that researchers’ generative capacity is “the ability to challenge 
guiding assumptions, values, social practices, and routines” (ibid: 198). This is an 
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important but challenging approach to the scientific analysis and representation 
process. For instance, reflective aspects should be adopted regarding field study, 
data analysis and interpretation, and the researcher should be more like a “skilled 
collaborator” than an “expert observer” (ibid). Similarly, instead of treating 
source data as less significant and scientific analysis as more valued, we should 
see the whole process as focused and transform the research materials to become 
condensed, clustered, stored, and linked over time (Appendix 1). After our 
analysis, we should be able to link our accounts back to the original stages/roots. 
They should maintain relations to the sociomaterial practice and culture that 
created them. One purpose of any method of analysis is to represent the source 
data so that it can help us in understanding significant features of the topic.  

Given this position, being an inside member and an IS analyst at the same 
time has been a challenge to my own perspectives, when collecting, analyzing and 
interpreting data, and working with informants and analysts. In this study the 
double role means that certain checking mechanisms had to be put into place. The 
informants checked the written transcriptions of their interviews afterwards. They 
were also advised to correct them and to give more comments and additional 
information if they felt it was necessary. Sources were compared and collective 
analysis sessions held in university settings. Shorter discussions were held with 
scientists met during PhD courses and conferences, and with some members of 
the case community. As a result, use of the community’s rich historical material is 
meant to support and maintain the perspectives of the informants and other 
community members they have referred to during interviews and field events. 
Many of the issues discussed can also be found in dog club publications. 

Regarding systems analysis using mixed materials, I agree with the above-
mentioned (and many other) authors who argue that with qualitative analysis 
“social distance matters”. For instance, we can take remoteness as objectivity and 
shape our analysis at abstract conceptual levels. Similarly, we can take closeness 
as collective subjectivity (Bourdieu 1998) assisting the motivational 
understanding and in focusing on the relevant and ‘right’ topics, and the changes 
and ‘right’ historical periods. Analytical stances affect not only our ability to 
understand the worlds of those studied in the same way that they see it, but also 
what we see as appropriate principles of methodological research. Subjectivity 
and objectivity can be considered also epistemologically and as relational 
(Anderson 1994, Schütz 1966, Lévi-Strauss 1966, Schultze 2000). In this way, the 
contextual experience in the domain studied can be adopted as an important 
support for sense making (Leontyev 1989, Cuff 1991, Holstein & Gubrium 1995).  
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To sum up, as a participative, reflective (Lach 1994) dog practitioner 
involved in the community and as the fieldworker of the case study (Syrjänen 
2003), conscious reflection was required for the sake of supporting heterogeneous 
kinds of expertise. It was needed in order to craft and sustain scientific 
knowledge, and grasp the emergent complexities of dog breeding (Haraway 
2003c and Appendix 1: Table 7), and of IT development in the community. The 
role of reflective systems analyst has been involved in searching, collecting, 
documenting, and analyzing IT in in-situ systems. The long-term change process 
has been approached in this reflective process. 

2.5 Problems in the study of in-situ systems  

In seeking to determine how we can see fundamental changes in the ways in 
which new knowledge is produced, Gibbons et al. (1994) suggest measuring the 
knowledge with regard to replacement or reformation within established 
institutions, disciplines, practices or policies in which old and novel modes of 
knowledge are applied. Their academic field studies included the fields of science 
and technology, social sciences and humanities. By comparing them against the 
paradigmatically sound knowledge-production systems of disciplinary sciences 
(e.g., physics, chemistry and biology), the social characteristics of knowledge 
production could be measured. They regard old and new modes as emerging in 
the overlapping boundaries and suggest that the change can be measured in the 
effects caused on practices. Based on analysis of the scientific fields, two 
knowledge production modes could be identified. 

The traditional mode is referred to, for short, as Mode 1 and the new one as 
Mode 2. In Mode 1 science, significant problems are set and solved principally by 
the academic interests of a specific scientific community. The mode is rather 
disciplinary, characterized by homogeneity, employs hierarchical organization, 
and tends to preserve its form and its own distinctive, professionally maintained 
kinds of guild-type quality and hygiene controls so that for ‘outsiders’, it can be 
hard to enter the communities and influence or change the practices. (ibid.) 

For Gibbons et al. (1994) most of the difficulties in measuring new 
knowledge production modes related to the fact that all such new features and 
modes are judged against the dominant way of producing knowledge. They argue 
that since the era of Aristotle the recurrent pattern has been as follows: 
“Intellectual innovations are first described as misguided by those whose ideas 
are dominant, then ignored and finally taken over by original adversaries as their 
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own inventions” (ibid: 2). This has the effect that new versions must be described 
in terms of the old ones. More difficulties arise as a new mode is growing out of 
the existing ones. While we ought to be clear about the terms being used from the 
outset of research processes, such a desirable position is not possible during the 
early phases when “so much is in flux” (ibid). This is not so serious in cases 
where some new knowledge production mode is emerging and becoming a 
permanent feature of the social setting considered by related producers, and when 
there are practical and conceptual means for the new terms emerging available to 
those involved who are capable of handling and guiding the situation. 

The authors (ibid) suggest that we can recognize a new mode of knowledge 
production based on the following features. It is carried out in the context of 
application, as in in-situ systems. It is thus transdisciplinary, heterogeneous and 
organizationally and socially heterarchical and transient. It also has distinctive 
quality control of its own, e.g., a field of practice where knowledge can be tested. 
As a wide range of mixed expertise is brought to bear on problems suggested by 
the application context, quality control cannot be one-dimensional but rather is 
composite or multidimensional. Because the new mode, Mode 2, includes much 
more than commercial considerations, it is justifiable to say that perhaps the most 
distinctive feature of Mode 2 is that it aims to go “beyond the market” (ibid). In 
other words, to a significant extent, it aims to produce knowledge and knowledge 
resources such as information technology that are useful in the life of ordinary 
people and everyday practices. Mode 2’s producers often attempt to enhance local 
democracy, care politics or IT in response to the natural environment and beings. 

This work is essentially about a non-academic practice field, in which a 
majority of the events happened outside typical classical IS case or project 
settings. That is, however, a feature of the historical method (Shafer 1974, Mason 
et al. 1997) and of using documented material about past issues. It is also a 
feature of an everyday way of life, here studied during the long-term field study 
(Lévi-Strauss 1966, Blomberg et al. 1993, Hartswood et al. 2002, Star 2002). As 
the problem of ‘tracing new knowledge for the breeding of the ideal hunting dog’ 
(see Paper I) is a key concern of the local dog breeding practitioners who were the 
contributors to the field study, the topic is relevant (Benbasat & Zmud 1999) to 
the practice field in question. In addition, recalling that in this case lack of related 
knowledge systems and of remote IT actuated the creation of self-made IT and 
experience-based knowledge for new breeding IT, for traditionally IS educated 
individuals the case could probably show at least the design philosophy of how to 
work with open problems and open IT systems. The systems and the mode of in-
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situ design have been seen in action as actuating the desired changes in the field, 
community, and breed of dogs (I-VI), decades before this study process started. 

To sum up, in many places, the study solutions and gradual process applied 
can be related to Mode 2. The solutions also relate to focal principles of an 
interpretative case study in Information Systems (Klein & Myers 1999). Through 
the documented community, field and dog breeding systems, the history and 
culture are captured within the evolution of the community’s IT infrastructure. As 
the field activity was followed over several years, it has been possible to describe 
the emergence of the topic, in-situ systems design and participation. 
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3 Systems design and participation 

In this chapter, related research on systems design and participation is examined 
in order to locate the phenomenon of lay PD in relation to the systems field.  

Regarding the traditional systems design, PD or design ethnography-driven 
design-use-related aspects of information systems and analysis of the use-field-
design perspective by focusing on the activity of non-IT-professional user-
designers, research in participative design and participatory design fits the 
purpose and explains some of the distinctive aspects of layperson-driven systems 
design in situ. However, the fact is that systems design is a specialized IT-related 
area of professional expertise. It is largely developed and studied within 
professional IT use, in design and work contexts and for the purposes of 
organizational design, largely for the IT business. In the IS field the views of 
laypeople, non-IT-professionals or ordinary people and users and their actual 
domain knowledge has not been studied, especially in terms of regarding them as 
a design community with self-made IT systems and activity, outside paid work.  

Hence, the literature chosen will reflect the past computer systems-centred 
worldview. The evolution of computers towards users’ information systems is first 
briefly described, to reflect the design ideas and ideologies of those early days 
when the breed of dogs was created. The evolution of the dog happened apart 
from the civilized world of the computer, and these two worlds did not come 
together until much later. After that, the study focuses on the evolution of the 
traditional, commercial, industrialized, professionalized organizational setting of 
IT expertise, with the role of consumers of technologies assumed to be relevant in 
this special use context (Fischer & Giaccardi 2006: 446) and toward PD. The 
former is needed to show that the ability to reject–and the practice of rejecting–a 
technological solution and selecting a different one (Robertson 1996) is also a 
way of indirect participation, on a very concrete level. It is an apt means for 
ordinary people or users to influence IT. Participative design, PD and recent 
design ethnography discussions are included here in order to evolve ordinary 
users’ views and the everyday setting that would be useful for participation in 
design or study. 

To outline systems design evolution and trends of participation the review is 
set out in approximate chronological order, reflecting Shafer’s (1974: 1) idea of 
historical longer-term changes as directions or trends that appear in such a period, 
through which qualities, actors, or events either sum up an era or stand out from 
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it. Trends are briefly summarized in the context of the discussions. In the end, lay 
PD is situated in relation to systems design and participation. 

3.1 From “Victorian clerks” to systems’ users 

The era of Victorian data processing is considered as an early image of systems, 
which has led to modern IT (Campbell-Kelly 2001, Freeman & Louçã 2001). 
After the industrial revolution, machine energy assisted humans in physical 
action; the revolution with computers as information processing devices followed. 
The era when people were the software and processors of data, according to 
Campbell-Kelly, can be seen in images of the “Victorian office” described and 
drawn in the literature of the period. Since the mid-1800s, these portray “the 
solitary clerk seated on a high stool with quill-pen in hand” (ibid), and the 
industrialized office employing several hundreds of clerks began to emerge. 
Campbell-Kelly considers these offices as predecessors of modern computerized 
organizations and as images passed down to the machine called the computer. 
From today’s perspective, the image of the “Victorian office” can be seen as a 
collection of human agents, following orders and task procedures stored in the 
organizational memory. (ibid.) 

The information revolution (Freeman & Louçã 2001) involving 
programmable computers started in the 1940s, when theoretical computer science 
issues and human information processing could be integrated and adapted to use 
by electronics and put forward the principles of digital computers. After the 
discovery of the idea of digital computers, improvements in IT took many forms: 
increases in speed, capacity, flexibility and ease of programming, together with 
more compact designs and greater reliability of computers. In addition to the 
larger-scale computers, a vast family of smaller devices was quite rapidly 
developed including a variety of types of personal desktop computers. 

After the appearance of programmable computers, the ability of information 
technology to assist human information processing activities started becoming 
one of the most exciting potentialities of computers. This collided with the views 
of many philosophers, who argued that human wisdom results from the cultural 
learning, historical awareness of past generations, and that human logic as such is 
not about computable mathematical operations. In general, there is little evidence 
that computers could mimic human wisdom and be ‘knowledgeable’. However, 
according to Hirschheim et al. (1995: 15), when information systems are designed 
intentionally to meet features of humans and users’ interaction with computers, 
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such a human-machine item may possess the required qualifications for making 
kinds of ‘wise decisions’. Latour would add that wisdom as “the sum of morality 
does not only remain stable but increases enormously with the population of 
nonhumans” (Latour 1992: 232). In order to translate human communication and 
social organizing structures into social theories usable as ‘machine languages’, by 
means of designing for computable issues, encoding for information processing, 
IT has indeed proceeded as if mimicking complicated functions associated with 
human thinking modes and functions of physical nervous systems. 

With the information revolution, many new word epitomes were invented and 
their visible roots in material things disappeared. Immaterial information, words 
without things, data and bits transforming information by networks become more 
common as IS terminology, too. Gradually, industrialized production technology, 
computerized data systems and IS design have grown together as a source of new 
IT. The information, which is instantly “available all over the globe”, can be 
stored easily and retrieved in many ways (Poster 1990: 2). On the other hand, 
institutional change, technological change, transition, and crisis, according to 
Freeman and Louçã, are what “real-life economics is all about” (2001: 372). 

Programmable computers, input and output devices and requirements for 
information systems in human work organizations have laid foundation for 
usefulness of IT in information processing. From the outset, design and use were 
being developed together by the same actors, but organizational use and IT for IS 
required specialization and prompted research, hierarchies of professionalized 
contract-based IT work and division of jobs. IT with a focus on management or 
control has been one of the main reasons for the adoption of computers in 
organizations. More recently, user relations and semantic aspects have been 
included in the development of organizational and collaborative systems.  

In the development of computer systems, Friedman and Cornford identify 
four distinctive use-related phases (1989), which are all very specialized areas of 
IT expertise. The first is the era of inner functionality and hardware generations of 
the 1950s with usefulness determined by the speed, reliability and capabilities of 
components of computers and devices. The second phase relates more to the 
external organization stages of the 1960s, i.e., data processing in individual firms, 
software problems and the separation of physical data from more user-
understandable data structures, often called information views. The third era, that 
of social factors, focused on use aspects in the labour processes of the 1970s, with 
the emergence of computer specialists and the handling of software “bottlenecks”. 
The fourth era resulted in the integration of computers and organizational 
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information systems in the 1980s with a context of use, the identification of actual 
systems’ users, and the division of the design, analysis and maintenance of the 
systems. The last change implies more user contact among in-house development 
staff. While shortages of skilled staff increased recruitment from academic 
institutions, it also actuated the demand for more generalist skills. Adding the 
pressure “to face users” and develop a “knowledge of user functions”, the skills 
needed became linked to general social communication (ibid). 

In line with that, Latour (1994) argues that any advance in IT demanded “not 
fewer but more” of all mediation. In earlier days, in the context of design, “a few 
dozen people” were needed, but today the similar context deploys “thousands” 
(ibid). Similarly, Lieberman and others (2006: xiii) argue that today’s mandated 
systems design processes involve large numbers of reviews and verifications. 
Latour bemoans “[h]ow mediated, complicated, cautious, mannered, even 
baroque is the access to the matter of any piece of technology! How many 
sciences … How many persons, craft, and institutions must be in place for the 
enrolment of even one non-human!” (Latour 1994: 48-9). The early Victorian 
model employed hundreds of clerks in the context of use as they were serving 
Royal Houses or trade and business establishments. Along with programmable 
computers, IT design employs more and more people while knowledge 
production for special design purposes is located in research labs and universities 
(Latour 1987, Friedman & Cornford 1989, Bubenko et al. 2005). Economically 
and politically, the union of IT and user knowledge for designed IT can be seen as 
being about profit making. Activities increasing speed, capacity, flexibility, ease 
of programming and use, together with more professional, compact design and 
greater risk management through objective research increase the return on 
investments and the resources for design and each new version of IT.  

In its early incarnations, remote IT production in labs by a few designers was 
a “cheaper” solution with less mediation and choice for the user but more users in 
information processing and employed in offices. Friedman and Cornford (1989) 
argue that computer systems have been developed in isolation from the concurrent 
broader social and technological movements (ibid: 369). They identify two main 
reasons for this: in its early phases, any substantial new technology regime 
possesses a degree of independent inner dynamicity. The regime of IT has 
developed quickly as the “demand-pull pressures have been strong” (ibid). 
Coding languages born in the services of very important and top-secret defence 
technology have continued in many applied design modes that relate to high-level 
IT business needs and the research of IT in secure, closed settings.  
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By providing a technological programming environment and the pliability 
needed in computer systems’ use at work, in the 1980s the choice of in-house 
design was made ‘available’ to users. However, it was not actually realizable in 
terms of non-IT-professionals, ordinary users designing in situ (Poster 1990, 
Nardi 1993). The terms used in defining the design and use of computers quite 
strongly differed from those used in public life and the everyday use of the vast 
majority of ordinary users (see also Lippert & Swiercz 2006). IT use is studied 
within the IT business domain itself, often by well-educated and well-IT-informed 
users (Orlikowski 2000, 2002). The primary user-related mode of design is still 
more related to Computer Cultures (Star 1995) than work, use or service cultures, 
within which the ordinary users of the systems probably work.  

IT has developed and enhanced life in the Information Society, even if the 
advance in usage of information technologies in systems production and research 
relies heavily on a kind of IT design- or business-drivenness and professionalized 
IT expertise, in study, use, and design. This is today commonly expressed in the 
fundamental relationship between the Professional Designer and the User, the 
former being a real profession and the latter just a (systems) user. In many cases, 
ordinary use commonly comes after design and laypeople activity after business-, 
production-, professional- and scientific community-related issues. 

3.2 Traditional design with IT expertise  

According to Hirschheim, Klein and Lyytinen, the IS field was created in 
response to IT business needs and to instruct IS in order to provide knowledge 
and education for professionals to enable systems’ use organizations to take 
greater advantage of information technology (1995: 28). Design and 
comprehensive systems development (ISD) methodologies have been developed 
in an attempt to understand the process through which we control systems design.  

Traditional IT expertise: From the outset, ISD methodologies have assisted 
the IS Developer, and been the source of technological expertise. A considerable 
quantity of instructions is developed, containing a set of methods (documentable 
procedures for accomplishing a well-defined task), tools (objects employed in the 
use of a method), techniques (ways of accomplishing a task) and models (well-
defined descriptions of a technique). In addition, IS methodology can be 
organized with many kinds of models, related concepts, beliefs, values, normative 
principles and supported material resources. (ibid: 22) 
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The ways of understanding IT work and engagement in shared practices in 
the professional systems design field and communities (including cooperation 
with scholars) defines different design paradigms. These usually consist of 
epistemological and ontological assumptions about the physical, computerized, 
technical and social world, and about how we should acquire knowledge. An IS 
developer is thus cultured to use ISD models, to carry out enquiry as part of 
systems design and to mediate the social world as part of systems implementation 
(ibid: 47). In cases where we aim to improve the human condition by creating IT 
artefacts, according to Blum such is not formally representable by ISD models 
(Blum 1996: 382). The pluralism (Iivari & Lyytinen 1998) required on the part of 
the designer may show a lack of professionalism, as one would no longer be able 
closely to follow well-defined formal procedures adopted in professional training.  

 In general, design models parallel expert views of IS methodologies so that 
early IS approaches concentrated on functional aspects of computer systems. 
After that, sociotechnical ideas modelled IS in terms of social aspects of use of 
computers per se and then problem formulation approaches with stakeholders 
adhered to a variety of IS perspectives around the computerized IS. The more 
radical ideas are linked to the trade union and emancipatory approaches. Terms of 
work force or of representatives were included in ISD models with the aim of 
freeing the user from technological mediation of work in favour of mutual 
understanding of what the relevant use could be. As they are trained to look at the 
world through the computer and its function, IS professionals could find this last 
view the hardest as a perspective for understanding the users’ work language. 
That and other ‘experiential’ knowledge only can be acquired through 
participation in a “community’s forms of life” (Hirschheim et al. 1995: 40), and 
the community should be understood as a use community lacking expert IT terms. 

Users as objects of study: When we enter IT use organizations in order to 
study and intervene issues of systems application domain for design and to learn 
about the social and organizational setting, involvement in organizational politics, 
values and ideological issues could not be avoided during the interventions. 
Design relying on technical thinking involves actually thinking and changing 
forms of life through IT (ibid). Since the pioneering era of computer-based 
systems when a designer and a user could be the same person and user studies 
rare, nowadays IT-related artefacts are seen as parts of information systems and 
design methods and knowledge about user activities have been developing. 
Participation as an actual activated innovator is, however, associated with IS 
experts and less often with users and their experiential or practical knowledge.  
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Traditionally, “technological design” (Blum 1996: 16) has focused on 
technological or IT systems’ function in organizations, whereas users, if needed at 
all, have mainly served as objects of study. Involvement in organizational IT use 
and usability for systems requirements has provided a problem focus for 
specialized systems’ study and design. Observations of systems users’ actions in 
situ broaden IT scopes from technical to social domains. However, if the interest 
is in improving the function of the machine or technology per se and not that of 
the actual work of users, we will probably not consider it as focusing on the social 
and improving of the everyday world of ordinary users. The use of computer-
related systems’ terms, formalized information, end user or ‘user’ of the computer 
instead of the users as practitioners and terms of that work supported by IT, and 
‘negotiating’ in ‘design meetings’ and ‘user views’ as problems (Langefors 1980), 
instead of machine or systems’ design problems, are terms of traditional IT 
expertise. Work languages of high-level actors, the computer with the designer or 
other design-related experts have been common in definitions of user activities 
and objects of study and more broadly the Information System view and 
technological and other systems in and by design.  

A loosely defined use: In organizational systems’ use studies, “hard 
formalized information” was already being seen as a problem in the 1980s. 
According to Daft and Macintosh (1981), in general people at all levels of 
organizations tend to work with highly uncertain issues by coordinating their 
collaboration naturally in their ‘unscheduled meetings’. Such a participation mode 
for design refers to the pre-methodology era, i.e., the era not proceeding with 
genuine methodology, and the practice that preceded the first actual formal ISD 
approach, a life-cycle model (Hirschheim et al. 1995: 29). Daft and Macintosh 
and Blum have shown that what actually informs (i.e., changes) understanding of 
what is needed in IT use demands that designed systems are put into use but 
regarding design expertise and the needs of ISD modelling, the whole use is 
poorly or only loosely defined in practice. In some cases, it is apparently not even 
planned per se, as one develops issues through unscheduled and horizontal 
sharing. Rather it seems to rest on local people providing practical aid related to 
the use activity and to the possibilities of End User Computing (Nardi 1993). 

Hence, if systems are seen only in terms of an IS or systems’ use action 
(when other roles or others’ roles, study, design or management are not observed) 
or the IT is not designed to be changed by users working in the use organizations, 
opportunities for innovation and study of use remain similarly limited (Syrjänen 
2006). A lot of relevant context and content will be closed off from the outset, in 
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that many application domain-related epistemological and social issues cannot be 
included in IT expertise-driven design or study because IS investigators are not 
experienced in, or have not acquired practical knowledge about non-IT-related 
application areas, or ordinary designers trained within such areas. As Hirschheim 
et al. (1995) argue, it would demand longer-term participation in the use 
community’s forms of everyday life, to share and make sense of the terms of use. 
One surrogate for it could be short design meetings, with use or design related 
stakeholders, taken as a mode of participation. 

Inability of users as a focus: At work, in general we can suppose that 
negotiations about problems in systems’ use could be more difficult for lower-
level actors than for upper-level actors. In our hierarchical society, users are often 
related to the former group, as their skills create different kinds of institutions 
than those of designers. Designers, IT managers and IS researchers are trained in 
ISD models by the institutions, where training to speak about systems’ 
“problems” is part of the curriculum. For many ordinary people, speaking about 
problems, mistakes at work and faults in IT use or knowledge relates to 
individuals’ inability (Blum 1996: 169). In addition, revealing defects in IT use or 
pointing to the limitations of systems designed or purchased by the whole division 
of upper-level actors specialized in IT expertise may put one’s job at risk rather 
than provide useful ideas for further development. In such cases users may be 
present in the design meetings but not motivated to consider what relevant use 
any new system under development could have. 

On the other hand, ‘electronic writing’, as studied within organizational IS 
use hierarchies, has shaped a natural vertical participation order, which inevitably 
neutralizes some of the attempts to activate lower-level actors (Poster 1990, Lach 
1994). As mentioned earlier, the mode of action by using formalized information 
and the role of active subject in IT use or IT-related work studies is granted along 
with the technological expertise in IT design and the organizational IS use 
hierarchy. Opportunities to participate in design and to negotiate about use in 
design meetings including one’s own terms as practitioners and conditions of use 
studied as conditions of actual users’ work have had to be legitimized by trade 
unions, which shows design-drivenness as the strong trend in early IT design. 
Followers of trade union approaches try to help the user, but they cannot very 
easily step outside the realm of workers’ official rights, to cover use activity 
including non-IT-related practices. A lot of use activity takes place outside work 
and formal work settings, during workers’ free time. In general, today IT is 
becoming more and more self-service (Nurminen 2005). 
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In addition, following Vroom and Jago (1988), Barki and Hartwick hold that 
in ISD a user takes part in contributing to the system being developed (1994). 
When a user is involved, this does not necessarily mean that the contribution is 
perceived as fruitful. Participative decision-making or participation in ISD 
meetings needs to include activity that is “direct and indirect, formal and 
informal, performed alone and with others, and that occur[s] throughout the 
different stakes of ISD” (ibid: 60). This would demand, for instance, effort in 
design in situ directly by actual users of information systems, and changeable 
systems in use, of which source codes would be open on users’ terms. Thus, the 
condition of a longer-term practical and psychological involvement in design is 
linked to the degree to which a user believes the IS under development would 
help future work when that is an active participation as an actual designer of the 
work or use (Barki & Hartwick 1994). 

The assessment of ISD is a complex matter, both in academic study and as an 
IT expertise area. As we are not actually able to define what a system under 
development is worth, for ordinary users it is indeed hard to figure out 
requirements for new systems (Iivari 2005: 343). This has led to increasing 
division of jobs, where use, design, investigation, mediation and other activity are 
all separate. This quite strongly indicates that IT expertise and technological 
design are driving use, not vice versa. This, however, is not a problem in the IT 
business-related domains in which traditional systems research is usually 
interested. In domains where the goals are to improve care or health, or provide 
education, we definitely need the efforts of real users and more than one kind of 
IT expertise, as if it is not capable of meeting such goals an IS “should not be 
considered a success” (Blum 1990: xix). Thus, there are areas where a large 
proportion of the IT goes beyond the traditional technological expertise in IT, 
shaping the topic of participative or participatory design. 

A trend of traditional IT expertise: The above review shows a trend of 
traditional IT expertise in which the systems’ use is understood by the computer 
and computerized parts of the systems as IT. In this trend, a small part of users’ 
whole work activity is specialized as a focus of interest, i.e., the computer-centred 
or computerized IT’s use, the part of systems’ use and its “errors”. The division of 
jobs has brought trade unions and expert IS mediators, neither of which can, 
however, support use as an activity including other types of IT or work and 
related practices or use outside work settings. In less formal settings, non-work-
related activities and in many other areas, use of IT relies on the use of purchased 
IT tools. The participation mode, which is based on the ability to choose from off-
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the-shelf solutions, could be seen as an ‘emancipation’ from user studies in situ in 
favour of a stance whereby the “fundamental thing is to choose” (Freeman & 
Louçã 2001: 372). But which grassroots users can choose tools at work? What 
most ordinary users do instead is resign themselves to using the tools chosen by 
others (managers, IT departments etc) with the help of other actual users. 

In general, in the politics of IT production, the choice of types of IT and of 
related participation strategies is defined by knowledgeable individuals that are 
capable of designing and using technologies and, correspondingly, of influencing 
design and usage. Many authors have reported the inactivating of ordinary people 
or users and local settings as a negative trend of remote IT politics (e.g., Asaro 
2002, Haraway 2003c, Korpela et al. 2002, Nardi & O’Day 1999, Pitkin 2001, 
Robertson 1996, Star 1995a, Star 1995b, Suchman 2002). Where people’s 
willingness to use designed computerized IT shapes their positions as active or 
inactive members of society, the role of IS research increases its value as 
intervening researchers are mediating users’ needs for new IT or for ISD models. 

Regarding the study of lay PD, where more types of IT and of expertise are 
needed we have to consider what kind of research would be capable of mediating 
the use context, activating ordinary users and including other end users (e.g., non-
human beings)? Only tacitly and very rarely is the activity of other beings, or 
nature in general, more intentionally addressed as real attributes of organizational 
information systems. Direct contributions to ISD in the way defined by Vroom 
and Jago (1988), Barki and Hartwick (1994) and Blum (1996) are scarce as are 
such novel ideas as nature-cultural participation conceptualized in the recent 
studies of Haraway (2003c) and evolution of design and used in such IT context. 

3.3 Indirect participation in technology assessment 

Covering actual user participation indirectly in design is linked with the 
technology assessment (TA) approaches of the 1970s, which preceded 
Participatory Design approaches. From the viewpoints of ordinary people or 
consumers, these methods can be seen as a kind of backwash effect of a lack of 
participation. Still, they are modes of indirect participation and can be used to 
analyze design-use relationships in IS studies or of related work practices.  

TA, or its later version, CTA (constructive technology assessment) is a mode 
of technological mediation crated about “us” at present in the actual situation of 
design or in the study of use (Latour 1994: 64). In general, when it comes to 
technological expertise in use or design situations, technology assessors are quite 
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well-motivated to inform systems design about the most harmful gaps noticed in 
everyday IT tools or information systems. They try to inform ordinary users or 
customers how their choices of IT are important in maintaining cultures of design 
and of production of IT or artefacts. The ability to choose–and the practice of 
choosing–among produced technological solutions is a way of indirect 
participation in design (Robertson 1996) but demands also a lot of knowledge 
about IT, the solutions, design and marketing principles of the IT business. 

Early technology assessment approaches: At the outset, TA applied to 
computer technologies was implemented with the aim of giving decision-makers 
and citizens more information on the impacts of technologies coming onto the 
market. According to Van den Besselaar (1998), early TA studies produced 
several useful perspectives on technological development in society. The results 
of TA analysis have also suffered from several lacks. Quite often technology 
assessments have been too optimistic. Holistic accounts could be rather difficult 
to construct and manage due to the fragmented and disjointed sources which arise 
from the separation of use, design and other activity in their research and practice.  

On the other hand, tools in use which have been assessed as well-designed 
and human-friendly could also impoverish the quality of users’ work in the long 
term (ibid). In addition, the major problem with new or recently implemented 
technologies is that they always lack the relevant feedback from their actual end 
users, and wide-ranging TA studies at society level are overwhelming and belated 
from the rapid growth rate of new technologies coming on the market. 

Constructive technology assessments: A subsequent TA mode, the 
constructive technology assessment (CTA) approach is, according to Van den 
Besselaar (1998), an early version of participatory design that is applied to 
information technologies. It is considered to support measurement of situated 
participation in information technologies in ways that are more focused and 
practical, as investigations are realized in the context of IT production. CTA 
techniques emphasise the shift from the high-level political IT industry to the 
local micro-politics of designers (ibid). CTA techniques aim to measure the 
design-to-use relation by situated design realized with professional systems 
designers. The steering of quality of IT in society by design explains the relation 
between technology and social change, in terms of the effects of technological 
change and strategies for influencing it. By analyzing the dynamics of technical 
change by observing design in situ, we could explain why certain “engineering 
projects” can be successful but other “basic technology” projects fail. (ibid.) 
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Historical technology assessments: In studies of sociotechnical change, 
Schwartz Cowan (1987) approaches the wider relation between technology and 
social change from the opposite direction to CTA, through the micro-politics of 
social networks of users as consumers of technologies. The choices realized in 
design recall historical aspects of social changes in which technology artefacts are 
implemented by designers. The consumer’s viewpoint in turn addresses the 
fundamental relation of available artefacts regarding consumer-users’ existing 
tool kit. Diffusion of technological artefacts in society is shaped by the behaviour 
of consumers in choosing some artefact for their certain use purposes. 
Correspondingly, what is chosen for use should inform the related design and 
technology production. Consumers and other ordinary home users of technologies 
often lack direct official organizational support (e.g., IT personnel, trade unions, 
research institutions) that is typically helpful for users in work institutions. 

According to Schwartz Cowan (1987), properly constituted historical 
technology assessments can be used as the basic method through which social 
change in society can be unravelled, in both usage and design of technologies. As 
discussed earlier, it is not easy to investigate a technological solution or its design 
or use historically. The sort of cultural historical ‘mediation’ of the current setting 
affects our studies, in that the present worldview tends to act as a benchmark for 
the historical viewpoint. Assessors of ready-made technology set-ups ought to 
track down the possible technological solutions in the context of the time-periods 
in which the choices were being made. In doing so, in many cases we find that 
“Today’s ‘mistake’ may have been yesterday’s ‘rational choice’” (ibid: 261) and 
the goal of historical investigations is not to glorify the successors but to 
understand why some solutions succeeded and some others failed. 

However, it is important to acknowledge the role of situated views on 
technology use. As studies are realized in local home conditions, we can analyze 
the choices of technology being made for or against some solution’s usefulness in 
their actual use settings. The viewpoints of consumers of technology ought to be 
placed at the centre of the “consumption junction” (ibid), within the social 
network of actors, and be investigated from the consumer-users’ point of view. 
Usually such a viewpoint differs from that of the expert mediators or designers, 
whose working insights have been trained and instructed by the IS field. 

In many historical technology assessment cases, according to Schwartz 
Cowan, technological change, which is always realized through sets of 
interrelated individual choices, is investigated “from the outside”. Whether 
focused on building processes of actor-networks or building measured by 
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elements in action per se, technological changes are commonly assessed 
separately from the choices being made between competing technologies. By 
recognizing that the choice is goal-directed, we assume human action to be 
rational, and the full range of probabilities of choices as such is not so important. 
Rather the most crucial factor is the influence of the relevant social groups who 
could be in a position to make a strong enough impression on the choice. This 
strategy, the focus on the social groups at present and their influence, frees the 
investigator from the impossibility of knowing or guessing what the consumer-
user could or could not know and which of the choices would perhaps turn out to 
be wrong or right. Instead of probabilistic views, Schwartz Cowan argues for 
evaluation of the elements that could cause consumers to act in the particular way 
they do when choosing among the available collection of technology. 

Conversely, wide-reaching or historical diagnoses of society are in any case a 
rather difficult and time-consuming way to update knowledge on technology use 
and to change the production, which transforms more quickly than our study. For 
the purposes of citizens, assessments in the context of design also neutralize user 
participation and especially in cases when local use settings remain unstudied in 
practice. Nonetheless, PD is still possible with some consumer-users as long as 
the IS practitioners reflect on its difficulties (Heiskanen & Newman 2004).  

An IT consumer and IS instruction: Friedman and Kahn (1994: 65) consider 
that understanding use contexts of actual end users starts with the designers’ 
education. Professional training, through which the social infrastructure of the 
larger society is shaped, should be assessed including IS instructors’ attitudes and 
didactical ideas and not only the micro-politics of design practices. Fischer and 
Giaccardi (2006) see the relation between the user and the designer as a trajectory 
from passive consumer to well-IT-informed consumer, end user, power user and 
domain designers acting as systems integrators. As a generalist referring to meta-
designers’ skills and collaborative relationships, this activity in situ allows 
creativity and ability in the infrastructure (Star & Bowker 2002), enabling a 
sociotechnical setting in which others can be creative too.  

A trend of indirect participation in technology assessments: Regarding the 
study of lay PD, the analysis of activity of self-taught breeders as consumers of 
knowledge and IT production, and non-IT-professionals as user-designers in terms 
of indirect participation in technology assessments, the above trend from passive 
consumers to domain designers is promising. The ability to choose–and the 
practice of choosing–among different solutions is an interesting and important 
way of participating indirectly in information technology design. 
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However, technology investigations evolve very slowly, being as they are 
grounded in a variety of tenets and disciplines, just as actors are schooled in 
different institutions, involving different levels of concessions towards domain 
designers and the real direct influence of ordinary users, consumers and members 
of communities and society. Today, ordinary users hardly ever participate in 
design, but systems research is in a position to reflect and support change through 
longer-term empirical cases, or at least to support a certain type of use 
community. The kind of use community it is will show realization of our social 
and technological infrastructure in society. So far the use community has been 
largely about well-IT-informed and IT-knowledgeable users. Reflection of a 
variety of use communities by a longer-term co-evolution of design and use in 
situ can support new domains and practices, and provide new sources for IS and 
PD instructors (Syrjänen 2006). Today the study of IT-related practices is 
considered to be fragmented and disjointed, and the practices themselves heavily 
mediated (Iivari et al. 2006). In IS research we consequently need to seek ways to 
incorporate the body of knowledge about technology assessments and the study of 
domains other than the IS business domain per se, and to try to serve the needs of 
other IT areas of everyday life. 

3.4 Traditional participative systems studies 

In the 1980s, participative systems design (Briefs et al. 1983) viewpoints defined 
users and workers as the objects of studies, being ‘used’ in computer systems 
design. Studies on the social construction of technologies in turn reflected the 
terms of technology and systems research. Along with Science and Technology 
Studies (Bijker & Law 1992, Star 1995a, Star 1995b), Participatory Design 
(Nygaard 1990, Schuler & Namioka 1993) aimed to show the way towards more 
use-related approaches. Interventions were implemented in order to aid direct user 
participation. In some cases they were realized just for mediating users’ views.   

A use context: Because of the slow reaction possibilities of IS study the use in 
practice had become transformed into the new situation where several parallel and 
compelling viewpoints of systems would demand a new kind of expertise in their 
study (Nurminen 1986, 1997). New ideas about work systems broadened systems 
design perspectives even further, and users were seen as members of communities 
and the communities as the active collective subjects (Kuutti 1989, 1994, Korpela 
et al. 2002). Many of these enlarging participation trends rely on negotiating with 
local workers or users, either directly or indirectly through trade union 
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representatives or researchers. With the aim of intensifying work system studies 
in situ, the following of users’ sociomaterial or sociotechnical settings in situ 
became vital as an actual meaningful context of information systems.  

Most parts of organizational systems design efforts can be seen to rest on the 
trade-offs made between private–public issues, and between professional–
technological and economic–political relations (Davis & Olson 1985: 50, Bijker 
& Law 1992). The study of use in action and within in-house systems 
development could promote the possibility of direct influence and enhance 
learning about use and design in situ. While the learning position is often 
recognized from the viewpoint of design (as it supports requirement analysis 
work) and research (as it supports theory-making in sciences), the aim of 
increasing the knowledgeability of ordinary people very easily gets ignored 
(Blum 1990, Lach 1994, Deetz 1996, Lynch 2000). In discussions on the social 
shaping of technologies, the interest in increasing user participation in situ is 
grounded in the fundamental fact that most design is realized for others, and the 
majority of technologies produced are supposed to be socially constructed 
because they are meant for others to use. Why designers make use of certain 
shapes when realizing their designs as new IT or artefacts and ignore others 
(Bijker & Law 1992: 3) is dependent on the relationships between the individuals 
involved4, on experiences in and conceptions about the use setting, and on the 
end user seen acting within the setting. 

As pointed out in the earlier description of the evolution of computers 
towards IT and ISs (subsection 3.1), early design seems to have ignored the 
aspects of the wider social movements. In science and technology contexts, the 
concern of many scientists has thus been the empirically proven fact that 
technology design ‘might have been done otherwise’ (Bijker & Law 1992: 3). 
Technological change in human society is highly dependent on the relevant 
designers and on the evolution of enabling participatory design cultures. 
Accordingly, Law and Callon claim that ‘technical and social’ aspects have 
evolved separately as the result of separate thinking processes. Only occasionally 
or in retrospect does design instinctively interact with some use context studied 

                                                        
4 The construction of involvement through psychological, organizational behaviour and supply-
demand relations is, according to Barki and Hartwick (1994), a subjective state of mind that is 
reflective regarding the personal relevance of an object (or system) or (design/use) event at the present 
moment. Perceived usefulness is likely to be related to involvement but in ISD, the system under 
construction may be seen as useful but it is not necessarily important or personally relevant. (ibid: 62) 
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‘out there’, but in such cases systems design has proceeded “without visible social 
agenda” (Law & Callon 1988: 296). 

Intervention as a change method: The desire to influence organizational 
systems design in action has given rise to a variety of techniques on how to study 
the use of new computers and designed IT artefacts in the context of other IT, not 
designed by professional IT designers per se, but being shaped in the context of 
use by actual users themselves. Interventions (see, e.g., Whyte 1991) became 
more common first in industrial work (Emery et al. 1964) and involved trade 
union-led approaches to systems development in order to activate lower-level 
actors in decision-making and to improve their conditions in practice.  

The interest in interventions in Computer Science increased slowly, becoming 
more common in the mid-seventies along with the introduction of personal 
computers to assist office work. In the early years of the introduction of computer 
systems in organizations, research interventions proceeded with the intention of 
influencing the effectiveness and productivity of human information processing. 
Research interventions took the form of studying the processes inductively and in 
situ, while other interventions were more interested in supporting well-defined 
change agendas–an approach known as “Panned Change”. These kinds of 
intervention represent top-down approaches for the purposes of management. 
Relations between humans, their information processing using artefacts and social 
organizations shaped knowledge to find new ways of lowering resistance to the 
use of new computer systems, peripherals and devices coming onto the market, 
and of promoting new kinds of use potential of IT in work settings. Participative 
Management and leadership (Vroom & Jago 1988) styles were developed through 
interventions and created new possibilities in organizational use of IT  

Users within study interventions: The situation of local users as informants in 
study interventions is illustrated in Figure 3. The viewpoints of ordinary users and 
their settings as accountable IT use contexts in design studies can be linked with 
problems of understanding ‘more generalist skills’, how to ‘face users’ (Friedman 
& Cornford 1989) with their own domain knowledge and within their own social 
setting, not only focusing on the formal information domain, functions of the 
technology and the social setting as an organization through the computerized IT 
system. Users’ varied social and communication skills as non-IT-professionals in 
turn differed from the ways of conducting investigations of use for design or 
study purposes. In addition, analysis of use in situ without the wider non-IT-
related work context and leadership in these everyday social settings, new IT 
culture and modern division of work supported by IT could be seen as something 
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else. Instead of the noble goals of democracy and managers interested in actual 
use, the promotion of control and technology-drivenness could disturb the 
relevant functioning of a community of users.  

Well-IT-informed 
Management

Temporary
IS projects

An organization

Information
Domain

User involvement

Well-IT-informed
IT-personnel

Well-IT-informed
‘users’

Well-IT-informed 
Management

Temporary
IS projects

An organization

Information
Domain

User involvement

Well-IT-informed
IT-personnel

Well-IT-informed
‘users’

Fig. 3. A well-IT-informed user viewpoint (from the presentation of VI). 

The technical transformation of information, data flows showing work flows and 
computing skills user skills were constituted ‘by, with and for’ rather well-IT-
informed informants, the functional needs of bit exchange and the configuration 
of networked computing structures for IT staff. Such a view could remain 
relatively remote from in-situ studies realized in the social worlds of ordinary 
users. Short-term measurement scopes, often within temporary “IS projects”, 
characterized the natural order of things within the use organization. The kind of 
design-driven intervention and position of ordinary users ignored in studies have 
recently been identified in other design contexts too (Heskett 2002: 18).  

However, at the time of their realization, and contrary to conceptions of the 
early industrial and ‘office’ work hierarchies, user-driven objectives can be seen 
as relating to socially shaped theories on technology use and design and 
leadership styles seen as important for the time’s expertise area. As they were 
analyzed from the ‘older’ social perspective, among the early classes of 
‘computability’, they could today seem technology-oriented in spite of the fact 
that they were involved social studies of systems use amongst relevant users. 
Field study techniques adopted from anthropology or social sciences were 
common in study interventions.  

In Computer Science and in Cultural Anthropology, interventions have been 
regarded as “in the service of powerful actors interested in managing relevant 
others” (Suchman 1998: 50). That trend has already been recognized by followers 
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of the sociotechnical movement who conducted studies in industrial work. As 
they involved researchers, consultants, key executives, and specialized IT 
personnel organized later into IT departments, organizational interventionists 
actually reported about several aspects of technological computer systems studied 
in contexts of systems use. For instance, interventions were conducted in order to 
develop sensitivity training for managers (Vroom & Jago 1988), and technical 
training was organized for grassroots workers and users, who were analyzed in 
their ‘natural setting’ of regular assembly lines and typists in their offices. 

IS as a vertical phenomenon: Although several types of interventions, 
plan

d for 
the 

sign: The most well known branch of Participatory Design 
(Sch

ned by experienced researchers and consultants, had worthwhile objectives 
and provided genuine opportunities to change people’s attitudes towards 
computing, organizational change was difficult to maintain in the industry and in 
systems design producing new IT tools for computing in use organizations 
(Emery et al. 1964, Greenbaum & Madsen 1993). They could not solve quality 
problems of missing content, ‘software bottlenecks’ and functions for non-IT-
professional staff. Many of the companies studied lacked practical tools to solve 
worker problems in general, and a new computing culture (Star 1995) was just 
emerging in a few isolated cases of use and participation in systems design.  

IT got a negative start in the adoption of the new computer systems use
systematization of top-down management, as IS became enacted as vertical 

phenomena (Daft & Macintosh 1981, Davis & Olson 1985). The implementation 
of informal investigation practices (interviews in situ, discussions, data collection 
from use practices, etc.) learnt in the context of research interventions could be 
seen to further managerial control rather than giving a voice to grassroots users 
(Greenbaum & Madsen 1993). On the above basis, expanding the study focus of 
the overall organizational context to the ensemble of human relations with old and 
new technologies, work practices, and materials created the need for more 
effective ways of analyzing ‘real’ sociotechnical systems and their users. Theories 
and methods of organizational practices have developed. As organizational 
researchers learnt to conduct empirical interventions, which can be conducted 
with different emphases, e.g., viewing workers not as users but as ‘used’ in 
systems design (Briefs et al. 1983), we can see that the participative contribution 
of actual users was re-considered later. However, the IS and its use remained 
vertical phenomena. 

Participatory De
uler & Namioka 1993, Kensing 2003) is the Scandinavian tradition that is 

applied in both industry and computer systems design. Its historical roots are 
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usually associated with the larger sociotechnical movement, which started in the 
1940s in the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London (cf. the 
‘Hawthorne experiments’ of the 1930s in the US). The movement became known 
for its intentions of contributing improvements in industrial work. PD approaches 
have adopted the idea in IT-related studies in focusing on the societal and political 
need to change the prevailing vertical and hierarchical order of IS and making 
decisions at work. Its central tenet was to spread information about a new 
negotiating culture which favoured more democratic bargaining between related 
work parties in organizational IS systems use contexts. The social side of design 
processes–or at least more broadly accountable organizational work systems 
should be realized side-by-side with technical systems development. Challenging 
the position of technology, participation was seen as meaning that end users could 
have a more active role in negotiating design solutions for computer systems. 

Participative strategies with roots in the Scandinavian systems design 
trad

s have 
prod

in 
research labs (Nardi & O’Day 1999: 44), in the context of requirement analysis, 

ition emphasize design as a socially- but also politically-informed process, 
where the change is fundamentally intertwined into organizational interventions. 
Intervention-based change is often temporary by nature (Syrjänen 2006). In order 
to create the necessary change through work studies, follow-up examinations 
have become important (Whyte 1991, Iivari et al. 2006) for reflective purposes in 
research, to see the contributions or implementation of design results. 
Consequently, IS design is seen not only as a business opportunity or as an 
economic matter for owners of industrial resources and of human work 
organizations supported by action research (Ciborra 1992). It is also seen as an 
opportunity for ordinary workers to innovate (Syrjänen 2006) through IT and to 
produce IT and knowledge considering the activity with other beings. The direct 
participation of the intended users is seen as one of the fundamental preconditions 
of the new work culture (Emery et al. 1964, Mumford & Henshall 1979).  

Participation in PD projects: The research interests of trade union
uced a sympathetic response amongst academic researchers, and increasingly 

participative projects have been implemented. With the help of actual mediators, 
working also with other members of organizations, systems design methods could 
be improved. Mediation led by the systems researcher is however becoming more 
and more an expert domain of IT, and ordinary workers’ or users’ rights to 
contribute to research topics or the undertakings of (professional) investigations 
outside projects have not been materialized–or at least, reported cases are rare. 

Actually, it is this project-driven mode of participation taking place 
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in traditional PD set-ups is shaped 
by r

bee

research agendas or during the introduction of new IT, that has consolidated 
users’ position in design. The user as an actual decision maker, with political or 
economic interests, is commonly mediated by trade union representatives. 
Researchers’ representational efforts to show the conflicting views of several 
parties by longer-term participation in users’ ways of life have characterized the 
focus of academic interest in research institutions (Nardi & O’Day 1999, Asaro 
2000, Crabtree 2004). The “grand challenge” (III) for a participative systems 
researcher still seems to be how to discover the interests of practitioners, and see 
local users, domain experts or domain practitioners as practitioners, i.e., in their 
relevant terms and practices, in the way understood by practitioners working 
within the particular organization or community wherein they have received many 
years of local instruction (Kensing 2003: 221). 

A trend of traditional participative systems design: For the study of lay PD, 
from the viewpoint of ordinary users, the trend 

epresentative-drivenness in trade union-led approaches and researcher-driven 
IT expertise in systems design in situ. Thus both modes of participation are more 
indirect than direct, in spite of the users’ increased presence. Participation as an 
actual contributor to design or research topics, or the ways of conducting 
interventions so that active collaboration between users and other related parties 
in PD projects are enabled in practice have varied in the approaches and in 
understanding the modes, methods, and reasons for workers’ or users’ direct 
participation. Regarding the negative side of PD, ordinary users’ or workers’ 
active ‘participation’ could have been limited to providing researchers with 
objects of study and empirical data, and designers with practical access to local 
practitioners’ competences and experience as a temporarily interesting 
sociomaterial resource. What the local people get might be a less important issue. 

For decision makers, user studies in situ have provided data for development 
and management of workers’ effectiveness and enthusiasm, and these data have 

n used in social systems design to make money for the owners of companies 
and IT businesses. (Grudin 1993, Suchman 1995, Suchman 1998, Nardi & O’Day 
1999). The concrete worker-practitioner-user influence over the direction and 
outcome of collaborative technology design (e.g., Greenbaum & Kyng 1991) has 
resulted in the protection of the systems and even more than would be needed. 
The lack of access to inner technological systems structures is a fact and a barrier 
to end-user programming. It is covered by consuming more–and in the long-term 
paying more and more for–downloadable IT. To some extent, specialized research 
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has led to an increase in investigations of expert systems’ privileged outputs in 
society (Poster 1990, Latour 1994, Lach 1994, Lynch 2000, Haraway 2003c). 

Moreover, because systems study rests on design- or IT-oriented methods, the 
prim

3.5 Design ethnography 

Alongside traditional participative systems design, situated participatory design 

sign has been 
asso

ccording to Button and 
Dou

ary focus of systems design is technological (Latour 1994, Heskett 2002: 18). 
The mutual learning seen as prevalent in traditional PD is old-fashioned as it 
consolidates the static division of use, design and other activity enacted with IT 
expertise and technological and mediation domains. The analysis of users’ work 
to articulate non-IT-related application domain aspects has not been examined in 
practice. It is only recently that ethnographically-oriented design studies have 
been incorporated explicitly into design projects. They are highlighting issues not 
already known about use and work, and providing a detailed understanding of 
work and use (Iivari et al. 2006). 

with ethnographic field study methods, tools and techniques has evolved to 
promote collaborative systems design. It includes genuine attempts to cover a 
longer-term scope and to allow local people’s involvement in their wider 
everyday environment. In some cases research has mediated application domain-
related aspects outdoors, in parks and other natural environments, too (Dittrich et 
al. 2002, Fischer & Ostwald 2002, Laurier et al. 2006). In areas of systems design 
by ethnographic PD, Human Computer Interaction and Computer-Supported 
Collaborative Work, the union of Ethnomethodology and design is seen as a 
source of advanced technology (Asaro 2000). In Latour’s (1994) opinion, it 
means not fewer but more of all kinds of technological mediations.  

The pioneering work of technomethodological approaches to de
ciated with HCI and AI studies conducted by Suchman (1987) and the use of 

PD in collaborative systems analysis by Greenbaum and Kyng (1991, 1993). 
Ethnography for assisting systems’ requirement definition work, prototyping, 
interface design and production of IT-related artefacts has been used by Anderson 
(1994), Blomberg et al. (2003), and Bødker and Christiansen (2004). Many of the 
authors have pointed out diverse aspects of situated accountability in the design 
and use of organizational and collaborative technologies.  

The relation between design and everyday practice: A
rish (1996), the characteristics of technomethodological studies can be listed 

as an interest in organizational and social action and interaction, the design of IT 
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for collective work purposes, and a critique of the autonomy of technology. The 
emergent design-everyday practice relation has resulted in some paradoxes, too. 
One example is that in systems design very small-scale, detailed issues of human 
action and interaction should inform larger-scale activities that are 
institutionalized and measured in the overall social and cultural contexts. (ibid.) 

In shaping the “interdependence of minute practice and grand 
acco

002) argues that the professionalized 
(cul

mplishment” (ibid: 21), the particular moment-by-moment organization of 
activities presents challenges for design and implementation by the 
ethnomethodogical foundations of technomethodology and as applied to cultural 
micro-level interaction analysis, for instance. While the hybrid discipline nature 
of design within human and social sciences grounds collaborative systems, on the 
other hand the theories can bring difficulties in managing the study accounts and 
necessary abstractions typical in design. The everyday practice grounded by the 
sciences is thus more “sustained” in theory than “enabled” as a means of 
improving IT tools or systems for actual use needed in everyday practice (ibid). 
The realization of accounts brings problems in the first place, too, in the sense of 
what is observable or reportable. Button and Dourish argue that 
technomethodological sensitivity needs a real turn away from critique of IT 
towards enabling new modes of design. This could be realized in the traditional 
division of labour by enabling mutual feedback between design and use, 
requirement analysis at different levels of practices and use of descriptive ways of 
representing everyday practical actions. 

On the other hand, Suchman (2
turally specialized) IT-production model inherited from commodity 

production in the form of an ideal type for design maintains not only the gap 
between use and design but also the technocentric language and design-
drivenness of IT production, which is then ‘handed down’ to users. If design is 
too generalized–aimed at ‘nobody’, located ‘nowhere’ (ibid)–designers’ own 
‘unstudied normal’ views on a use activity (Syrjänen 2006), internalized in long-
term disciplinary and professional training, will be inscribed into our information 
systems. Thus, only those who are well informed by and sufficiently familiar with 
IT-production languages can more easily contribute to IT structures and 
participate in their research, development and innovation. This knowledgeability 
and its rootedness in a division of work based on theories of Information Systems 
and based on real separation of use, design, research and other activity, is seen to 
reproduce the same or a very similar kind of order time and again (Lach 1994). 
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By acknowledging a hybrid discipline based on Husserl’s phenomenology, 
Crabtree (2004) argues that Ethnomethodology is unique among Social Sciences 
and can provide a solution to the problem of order. As a technomethodological 
undertaking the solution lies in the structure of accountability that is shaped by a 
study ‘object’s production’, and it enables a more practical ‘observability and 
objectivity’ (ibid: 198). Accountability is grounded in features that are themselves 
observable, reportable, and thus available to sociological descriptions. While 
further arguing that objects of sciences and of everyday practice can be integrated 
as “potter’s objects” through situated design studies, for Crabtree the real world of 
things concretely exists “only for human beings” (ibid) (see also concepts in Lévi-
Strauss 1966). Thus, as our practice changes, our understanding changes and 
relations between knowing and the object known change correspondingly. 

Therefore, interpretive (motivational) understanding is not needed in every 
phase of IT production. For many practical everyday work or design purposes, the 
visible functional flows of materials and ‘observational’ understanding may be 
enough (Schütz 1972: 31). However, it is not enough for all design and use 
purposes. Consequently, Crabtree (2004) claims that an ethnomethodogical 
hybridized set-up is more suitable in research than product development. He 
suggests that designers may build whatever they want with whomever they want 
and while related studies are used to flesh out abstract design concepts and design 
solutions being tested in real world settings iteratively or “until the research 
agenda has been satisfied for all practical purposes” In Crabtree’s terms, this 
process epitomizes how we can take technomethodological studies ‘seriously’, 
and the resulting technology research agenda for innovation very seriously, so that 
both are “hybridized in the strong sense of the word” (2004: 207). 

Ethnography of the use context: A variety of computer cultures (Star 1995) 
with new groups of relevant, knowledgeable actors and users (Clement 1991, 
Clement & Van Baalen 1993, Beirne et al. 1996, Pitkin 2001) has been 
recognized. Computer systems’ diverse usage modes have been measured in 
greater detail, as parts of local organizational IS and social settings. In spite of 
that, computers themselves have been seen as developed in isolation from the 
wider social movements, but to some extent participative systems research and 
PD approaches have contributed to an increase in work studies in situ.  

Research funding systems have brought possibilities for organizational 
researchers interested in the study of IT-related work in situ. Work practice and 
user study projects have become common with the rise in reporting of new 
democratic issues. Consequently, ethnographical mediation of work systems 
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design in the context of information systems (Korpela et al. 2002, Star 2002, 
Suchman 2002) has been adopted with the participatory idea that system design 
projects ought to be conducted in real work settings. PD ideas and fieldwork 
techniques adopted with the aim of guiding organizational or collaborative 
systems design have been implemented so that at least some parts of design 
projects will be realized in situ with actual or intended users. Most often, the parts 
concerned with users join with early systems design phases or sometimes, 
narrowly, only with user requirement analysis. In addition, the introduction of a 
new system in organizational use, and studies for new research agendas are 
commonly supported by detailed work studies in situ. Many PD projects are 
involved in maintaining the democracy and importance of direct participation (see 
Clement & Van Baalen 1993).  

In practice, meetings of related design parties can demand high-level 
economical, political and negotiation skills. Several participant roles require skills 
in studying one’s own and others’ work in investigation projects (Carmel et al. 
1992, Kindermann 1995, Neumann & Star 1996, Hedfridsson et al. 1997, 
Forsythe 1999). Real time and organizational resources, the social and cultural 
capacity to participate in the studies, an understanding of technologies and 
requirement definitions, and the reorganization of jobs at several levels of the 
organization are all crucial attributes of use contexts. 

The view that PD is a model for critical reflection of advantaged technology 
or design (Asaro 2000) demands an understanding of historical aspects of work 
communities. Historically and epistemologically, forms and visions of advantaged 
IT and of its economic production have been combined to complement each other 
in useful investigation allies (Mumford 1981: 283, Latour 1987: 179, Suchman 
1998). Ethnography and computer science have a similar kind of trajectory also in 
a negative sense. As they serve the owners of IT, both study practices have 
involved local people as informants, and have had an adverse effect on their 
activity, but study practices have tried to change the methods used and the role of 
informants has been reconsidered (Suchman 1995). 

In terms of situated design ethnography and job design, also Mumford has 
identified several challenges in some trends of PD, such as problems with trust, 
election vs. selection of design or study groups, conflicts in interests, the roles of 
professional designers, managers, facilitators, etc, and rapidly changing 
technologies (Mumford 1983: 31-6). New IT can–if well designed–solve many 
problems of production in technology use communities. However, when its 
introduction is motivated more by technology agency itself, or is meant solely for 
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control/monitoring of others’ actions, unforeseen difficulties may result as well. 
Consequently, the important participative design principle is that technological or 
other systems requirements should be changeable in the course of negotiations, 
and requirements should not be fixed too early in the design phases. Participative 
efforts in general ought not to be late or afterthoughts or an involvement with an 
ulterior motive or as a mere by-product of other activity. 

Activating studies in situ: Accordingly, the individual users that are activated 
or ignored or sometimes even inactivated in actual user studies in situ, and the 
question of which user views are mediated by the study or included in actual 
realization of IT in design depend on the features of the chosen mediation 
practice, organizational levels and foci (Latour 1994, Iivari et al. 2006). These 
features of mediation respond to the question of whose technology and everyday 
practices are reproduced by ethnographic design studies (Grudin 1993: 104). 
From the point of view of ordinary users, systems research or work systems 
projects tend to be heavily design-, computer- or information technology-, or even 
research-driven (Kindermann 1995, Iivari 2005, Kollerbrau 2005). As is discussed 
earlier, many of the reasons are understandable from the perspectives of profit-
making information and communication technology businesses and in the context 
of the livelihood of professional IS practitioners. 

Davis and Olson (1985: 430) and Latour (1987) have reported on analyst- or 
researcher-drivenness. There have also been accounts of systems development 
practices or aims whose content and needs differ from the needs and practices of 
appointed IT designers, IT staff, and IT management (Star 2002, Suchman 2002). 
Ordinary or non-IT-professional, user-driven design has been reported on (Blum 
1996: 303, Grønbæk et al. 1993, Beirne et al. 1996). In the context of users’ 
knowledge production and learning, user-drivenness has seldom been realized–it 
is, rather, ignored as a tricky effort. 

In participative design literature, it has been argued more than once that 
design involves interpreters of the everyday setting and activity of local users 
(Williams & Begg 1992, Blomberg et al. 1993, Suchman 2002). Experienced in 
situated use and design practices, these interpreters are seen as capable of 
‘mediating’ between local design, use and numerous other practices chained into 
social networks and communities of users. Intensive participation in local 
practices makes it possible to sustain confidential relationships from the ‘inside’ 
of the use community. Depending on the purposes of study, the field conditions 
and the time spent in the field, a relevant mediation and activating position is not 
necessarily easy to gain or hold (Schultze 2000).  
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In addition, mediation can be carried out in different ways. For instance, 
objectives of research or product business may involve different kinds of 
mediation and corporate-wide work or systems design or developmental projects 
initiated by societal needs. The roles of researchers, the social distance from local 
people and the positions of all mediators usually change through interaction. 
These changes are not always for the better. Different interpretations of practices 
can be produced, and mediation may increase manifold times (Latour 1994) and 
cannot always reach relevant expertise. In some cases, this may result in conflicts, 
overly ‘partial’ interpretations and compromised design-use views. All of this 
tends to inactivate rather than activate users, and to hinder people’s willingness to 
contribute to design, investigations or usage of the designed systems.  

Regarding mediated points of view of user participation, in design strategies 
described as ‘participatory’ many important questions are still unanswered (V). 
For example, what actually is the activity seen as design, when do we design or 
what or who is seen as an object of design or an actor called an end user, and 
consequently when do we participate in design. These questions are often 
mediated from professional design, from individuals’ perspectives and from 
professional systems use. The mandate of professional systems design 
encompasses the abstract knowledge bodies and vertical IS and ISD models, and 
deploys relevant design and use times, use and participation modes, and contexts 
and contents accountable in systems design (Grudin 1993). These perspectives of 
‘use’ and ‘participation’ make it hard to capture, value and potentially support the 
activities that non-IT-professional or ordinary users perform in order to ‘make 
use’ of IT supposed to be designed and ‘mediated’ for their usage, and with their 
own local knowledge bodies.  

In participative systems design, the role of interpreter (Briefs et al. 1983: 414, 
Williams & Begg 1992, Kensing 2003: 416) has also been seen as negative. 
People working as design ethnographers in short-term projects or temporarily, 
changing sides from one project to another, can have difficulties in reaching use 
practices chained into social networks and knowledge (Brown & Duguid 2000, 
Bødker & Christiansen 2004) and beyond the traditions of communities of users.  

The use community mediated: In systems design, mediation problems are 
linked to kinds of interpreters who may not support views of all users and may 
not give equal room to representation of ordinary users; instead, the room given is 
dependent on the hierarchical or professional positions, IT or study expertise, 
skills or education measured in the first place. In community informatics 
(Gurstein 1999, Pitkin 2001), instead of just local optimization of individual use 
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values, practical, continuously re-designable community solutions are sought by 
use communities. In order to keep the communities living, structures of 
communication and information channels or media are important in the IT 
solution–and not static structures, but dynamically maintainable ones. IT should 
allow the representation of politics in practices and the ‘arts’ of the sociotechnical 
change supported by design or use (Lach 1994).  

According to O’Day et al. (1996: 167), “[s]ometimes a hard technical system 
is right because it enables an easy and comfortable social solution, and sometimes 
it is the other way around”. In a similar vein, sometimes a quick but experienced 
look at designers’ or users’ locations and collective design-driven reflective 
efforts as soon as possible in their analysis may be a good solution (Beyer & 
Holtzblatt 1998). In other cases, what the true ethnomethodologist calls ‘quick 
and dirty ethnography’ may be better (Ciborra et al. 2000: 25), where many 
details collected commonly cannot be used in research or be revealed in any other 
way. Much is dependent on the purpose of the ethnographic field study and 
accounts, and whose point of view is the primary interest and motivation to 
conduct community or work systems studies in situ (Deetz 1996).  

In community informatics (Pitkin 2004), grassroots actors’ contributions 
(Syrjänen 2006) are seen as essential for new alignments of the social, technical, 
and political realms and as practical reasons for ordinary users to provide input 
into design and community development. It may be that the goals and practices of 
everyday justice and democracy are only reachable through longer-term 
participation and that the ability of IT design to enhance social equality is 
dependent on sufficiently detailed historical accounts (Hartswood et al. 2002). 
Where studies are realized outside formal work and organizational settings, 
official PD may not be capable of supporting local efforts (IV, V). In such cases, 
participation is increasingly dependent on knowing who the relevant users are in 
practice or knowing who is adopted in use communities as their trusted 
representatives and who is communicated with in the course of longer-term 
design undertakings. Possibilities of applying ethnography in PD studies may also 
be conditioned by who can or even will be an informant, and correspondingly 
who or what kind of person the fieldworker is may dictate the terms of detailed 
study (Blomberg et al. 2003: 968). Moreover, conditions in the sites (IV) and 
communities interested may also affect how ethnographic studies are carried out, 
for instance in the contexts of ‘PD in the wild’ and real nature-related settings 
(e.g., Dittrich et al. 2002, Haraway 2003c, Asdal 2003, Smuts 2001). 
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A trend of design ethnography: Regarding the study of lay PD, the trend of 
design ethnography is shaped by its attempts to mediate the use context rather 
than directly activate the user or use community by detailed investigation in situ. 
As the point made by Latour (1993, 1994) and Suchman (2002) suggests, genuine 
participation is a precondition for the located accountability of the everyday 
setting of users. Blum also argues for participatory design that goes beyond 
programming and indirect mediation (1996). In his adaptive design mode there is 
no specialist who works with the domain experts and ‘mediates’ between design 
and use. Everyone involved in design is working on a longer-term basis, and is 
expected to learn about the application domain and be aware of the use and 
potential of IT in topics and problem solving within the actual user community. 

Blum’s mode of systems design in situ (1996) is thus able to realize the use-
to-design perspective, where the application domain is a link between use and 
design. As there is a continuum from use to design and vice versa, actual users 
can successfully produce and put forward everyday work systems, as the doers 
are trained in the job and are intimately aware of the context of use needed in IT’s 
function. With needed aspects suggested directly in the users’ everyday domain, 
the conceptual model, too, will represent “the knowledge of interest” and needed 
structures “as complex as the evolving understanding of that domain” (ibid: 306). 

3.6 Lay PD located in the systems design field  

In conclusion, the evolution of the systems field through the identified trends in 
technology-everyday practice aspects and modes of participation is shown in 
Figure 4. Starting from the bottom-left corner, (1) Traditional Design with IT 
expertise has not tried to activate users and is not very interested in the everyday 
use setting; rather, it is interested in the technology and use as understood by 
computerized IT. Similarly, technology assessments rest on indirect participation. 
Choosing among technology solutions makes inactivate the use context in design 
and temporally separated studies. (2) Traditional PD would allow the user to be 
active, but the activity is representative- or project-driven and temporally limited 
from the longer-term perspective of everyday practice and the whole use activity, 
as it is only interested in IT-related practices. (3) Design Ethnography can be seen 
as focused on everyday practices, but as rather design-driven studies and as the 
use context is largely mediated by systems research, the actual role of users as 
informants in design remains a passive one. (4) As Blum’s idea, Papers I-VI and 
the case will next show, there is a lay PD trend of design in situ with active user-
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designers. It can be situated in the quarter representing the active participation 
mode within everyday practice. 

Traditional Design

A passive participation mode

An active participation mode
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Fig. 4. Lay PD located in relation to systems design and participation. 
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4 How IT became part of dog breeding 

In this chapter the natural and cultural historical community-oriented foundations 
of the case illustrate how IT became part of dog breeding. For the purposes of 
later conceptual and theoretical analysis, in this context lay PD and its salient 
features with relation to the community’s IT is defined from the perspective of the 
dog breeding community located in the related field of practice. 

By using a sample of historical and ethnographic data (Appendix 1: Tables 4, 
5, 6) the work illustrates the historical and pragmatic reasoning of breeders as 
user-designers and of self-taught practitioners of hunting dog breeding. The 
account proceeds chronologically in describing the rather complicated character 
of the case community’s systems design as traced in the sociomaterial setting, 
historical terms and epistemological conditions. In many places, these are difficult 
to express in traditional IS terms. While trying to avoid the forced symmetry and 
description of systems in the way typical of traditional systems design studies, the 
terms will be represented here in their original forms as used in the case 
community. To address the features seen as relevant for the development of 
collaborative and IT systems, the terms, meanings and the context of use will be 
shown through citation of the case contributors analyzed within the community 
activity. In an attempt to organize the practice for readers, the data selection is 
listed (Appendix 1) and activity represented in chronological order to describe the 
evolution of the integration of related field systems into IT systems. The 
illustrative features of the practice are summarized and a comparison of 
development eras shaped, in explaining the basic aspects of dog breeding IT. 

However, it is important to keep in mind that this account is about (1) the 
non-profit practice field of hunting dog breeders, (2) who as non-IT-professional 
user-designers have self-developed their community IT to support an old way of 
life in Finland. (3) Their practice, referred to here as lay PD, is specialized in an 
in-situ design mode for dog breeding services (4) which as an activity (5) has 
been carried out through the efforts of the non-IT professional users for decades. 

The IT context and actors: Previously, the field systems practice was not 
considered part of IT or part of a PD set-up, although all of the community data, 
collaborations and IT systems are based on it. Here the context is included in the 
analysis with the historical and ethnographic material, and the actors as hunting 
dog breeders in their intertwined roles of breeding and owning dogs as hunters, 
hunting trial developers, trial and show entrants, judges, organizers, etc. They also 
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act as developers of the field of practice and of systems of breeding, dogs’ health 
care and IT through the breeding organization (Figure 5).  

The IT tools and systems: Within the use organization that also is the design 
organization, the IT tools or systems include normal databases, IT laypeople’s 
versions of ‘MIS, DSS, and CMS’, software applications, code (VI), and contents 
such as text, numbers, dates, formulas and combinations. Programming with 
databases or sub-applications is carried out using common text editors or database 
and code editors (in Pascal, Basic, or C languages and using query or interactive 
query languages on DOS/PC platforms, cf. Nardi 1993) and the Internet-based 
software solutions (html, script and web or ‘facsimile’ editors).  

In the IT and field systems development work of the case community the 
tools and systems integrate in and with a mixed set of shareware, backups and 
office tools. Functions for the community (illustrated in Figure 6 below, VI) and 
technological functions, indexing, organizing and accessing operations in the 
systems consist of table, column, row, form, template, diagram, or free or mixed 
handling of entities for static or varying lengths or types of merges, and the 
import and export of data. Form definitions, connections between them and sub-
programs, data-entry and output functions, reports, predefined reports and 
procedures using interactive coding languages, the definition of menus, paths, 
updating, and the management of interaction of parts of computer systems all join 
with the mixed toolsets used in the dynamics of design in situ. 

4.1 The raison d’être in the wild 

In the first place, the community’s practice is specialized in knowledge 
production in the context of application. Its goal is to maintain the activity in the 
related field of practice for the raison d’être and including humans and indigenous 
hunting dogs in the communities and their joint game tracing and hunting in the 
wild (Paper I). Within this traditional everyday way of life, later supported by 
new IT, dogs were referred to as the “national cultural heritage”. Earlier 
contributors to the indigenous breed of dogs have been characterized in terms of 
‘architects of their own fortune’ in dog breeding (Perttola 1998: 103). The dogs’ 
importance was acknowledged in local culture and portrayed in old folk poetry as 
having material values, in that dogs ‘fed the family, gave drink to the tribe, and 
supported the forefathers’. “The dog brought money to the common people and 
its success was greatly influenced by the spitz” (ibid: 21).  
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In becoming a cultural breed after systematic breeding started in the 1930s, 
dog breeders’ importance could be seen in family trees of dogs, kennel names, 
field and show championships, and titles achieved by dogs in shows and hunting 
trials5 (later also in national and international hunting trial matches). On the other 
hand, the earlier breeders’ activity was linked to the hidden wisdom of old-timers 
by some later breeders who have met an immeasurable number of historical and 
current dog breeding actors in their decades-long ‘social networking’ in the field. 

To cite the wisdom of Antti Tanttu, who had an important role in the 
establishment of the breed standard for KBDs, “History is the teacher of life” 
(Tanttu 1983), Tanttu saw history as a form of human knowledge, but also 
considered that those who teach us can be other creatures, or the natural world. 
Earlier conditions of the dogs can be described by the life story of a female KBD, 
a dog called Saida whose story is told by Viljo Kivikko (Kivikko 1969).  

Example 1. The raison d’être in the wild (Kivikko 1969: 116) 

Time passed, and even in her old age, Saida was a tough hunting dog, but her 
time to leave my side inevitably came. I had to say a final farewell to both of 
my dogs, Saida and Selki [foundling dogs from the Karelian backwoods]. It is 
unnecessary to describe the sadness and sorrow that my whole family felt at 
this sad situation. The two canine friends were buried together in a place that 
I never wished to know about. It was much easier for me that they 
disappeared from my life, moving away peacefully to their afterlife. 

Saida’s place is in my heart of hearts, and none of my hunting dogs could 
ever fully take her place. She was so much more than just a dog. Her loyalty 
and sincerity was unique; she was invaluable as a hunting companion and as 
a war comrade.  

When I reminisce, my memories follow my long hunter’s journey, with the 
many dogs I have lived and hunted with in the wild. Many of them were good, 
pleasing hunters, proper hunting dogs. But the most captivating sound I ever 
heard was Saida’s inviting bark, echoing far from the dark spruce forests of 
Ilomantsi, above the tops of pinewoods, reaching up to the blue sky over the 
wilds of Pieninkä, and over the high hills of the big lakes region. This voice, 
which I still can hear in my mind, recalls countless memories of the hunter’s 
paradise, where I can stay in dreams alone, as it is now closed to us forever. 

                                                        
5 E.g., ‘Moose King’, ‘Moose Queen’, ‘Young Newcomer’, ‘Moose Dog of the Year’. 
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Saida was one of the original ancestors of the indigenous breed whose evolution 
was conditioned by the Second World War. Her life story highlights part of the 
historical data, representing material from books and articles written by hunters 
and dog breeders (cf. example 1). In addition, it shows the raison d’être in the 
wild seen as the objective of having dogs cooperate with humans in hunting, and 
illustrates the interaction between hunting dogs and humans. For a later 
consideration of design and use relationships, the historical way of life illustrates 
the characteristics of complexities influencing IT design (I). On one hand, they 
give reasons to shape a relevant use community of IT and dogs and motivate 
production of certain kinds of design outputs (II). On the other, they show a part 
of foundation of the field a perspective could have been rather difficult to grasp 
from the remote, outsider position of IT design (IV). 

The life story of this individual dog and the Finnish hunter is about the 
evolution of Nordic hunting dogs in Finland. According to Perttola, based on 
Russian sources, in early Nordic hunting dog cultures the dogs’ adjustment to 
people was influenced by environmental conditions, and was quicker in a cold 
climate (1998: 9). After the period of migration (between the 9th and 10th 
centuries) in Northern Europe, dogs existed in their original forms (not yet having 
been intentionally bred by people). Most dogs were kept by hunting people. The 
first signs of hunter-gatherer tribes with dogs in Karelia have been traced back 
thousands of years. According to Perttola, cynologists in both the East and the 
West consider that the 19th-century work of Russian nobleman Prince Shirinsky-
Shikhmatov was the actual foundation of the study of Nordic hunting Spitz dogs 
(1998: 10). The start of dog breeding has been linked to Shirinsky-Shikhmatov’s 
exhaustive cynological map, his picture album (1895) and his article on “Northern 
dogs”. “The living conditions of people in certain parts of the world have changed 
the original form or forms of the wild dog into a hunting, herding or draught dog 
without which living in the North would be an impossibility” (translated in and 
quoted by Perttola 1998: 9).  

However, as society changed, hunting as a livelihood lost its importance, and 
hunting dogs mixed with other breeds. Changes in hunting people’s way of life 
influenced their hunting abilities and opportunities to look after the dogs, whose 
innate ability to hunt also began to weaken. (ibid.)  
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4.2 Historical background and field of practice 

For most owners of indigenous hunting dogs their interest is to hunt with the 
dogs. Karelian Bear Dogs are named after an area in northern Europe, Karelia, 
where the base breeding stock was collected by Finnish people. It used to be a 
rather isolated area, the remoteness of which ensured that KBD as a breed 
remained relatively untouched until the 20th century (Perttola 1998: 10).  

Historical roots of the bear dog: The breed is old, and its known history dates 
back to the 10th century at least. Its early associations were connected with the 
Komi and Votyak peoples, part of the Finno-Ugric language group, who were 
hunters. Their difficult living conditions have affected the characteristics of the 
dog (Perttola 1998: 11-12). Karelia used to be a region of forests and streams 
where game was plentiful. For centuries, Bear Dogs have been a part of families 
as both guard dogs and hunters. The abundant game hunted with dogs included 
bears, moose6, lynxes, wildfowl, and small game. The dog has been called an “all 
around game dog” in the community as it is interested in many kinds of game. 

The breed was officially recognized quite recently, on the eve of great 
upheaval in Europe (Perttola 1998: 27). In Finland, official breeding was started 
along with the first dog show of the Finnish Kennel Club (FKC) on May 2-3, 
1936 in Helsinki. In the dog show, one of the dogs collected from the wild had a 
very impressive, handsome appearance, which attracted the attention of many of 
the attendees, and the new breed received exceptional attention from a wide 
audience. The foundations for the development of the breed were laid in the 
Sortavala dog show on August 16th, 1936. The standard qualities of a good dog 
were set there, with the goal of breeding “a sturdy dog that barks at big game” 
(ibid), but soon after these goals were set, dog breeding in Finland met with 
difficulties. Firstly, war broke out and nearly destroyed the breed, and then the 
majority of the area where the dogs came from was lost, with the new border 
cutting off access to vital breeding stock. Besides, not everybody valued the 
breed’s hunting ability. Many bred dogs for the rising ‘pet’ markets. Example 2 
illustrates the historical reflections of earlier investigators of the indigenous breed 
of dogs, and what kinds of difficulties people have met in developing the KBD. 

                                                        
6 “Moose” refers here to a subspecies of Cervidae (in Finnish ‘hirvieläimet’) Cervinae (in Finnish 
‘jalohirvet’), classified as Alces alces, referred to in the vernacular as the moose (‘hirvi’ in Finnish). 
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Example 2. Piece of history (Vuolasvirta & Perttola, in Perttola 1998: 33, 54, 71-79, 112) 

The Karelian Bear Dog was accepted here as a dog that hunts big game, 
which in practice here in Finland came to mean it was a moose hunter [as 
other game was sparse]. In the early years, the results were more evident in 
the development of conformation than in hunting qualities. Close inbreeding 
occurred in the lines [of sires].  

If all the bear dogs that existed in the 1930s in Finland had been involved in 
the formation of the breed, our chances would have been much better. 
[However, then the War broke out and] … the conservation of the Karelian 
Bear Dog in the eastern border area ended in the destruction of various kinds 
of dogs. 

Despite the promising development as regards conformation, the state of the 
breed was quite unclear in the 1950s because there was very little knowledge 
about hunting tendencies. Also, breeders who did not care much about 
hunting dogs were continually joining in breeding activity [as puppy 
producers for the pet market].  

After a few years, some hunters began making complaints, which were 
accurate in so far as not every individual dog was necessarily suitable for 
hunting in the desired fashion. The most common problem was that the dog 
would hunt smaller game, which is natural for an all-game dog in an area 
where moose were sparse.  

[In 1952] L. Vuolasvirta … a pioneer in experimental dog breeding in 
Finland … said: in order to secure the future of the breed we must set aside 
conformation factors for now. Instead, we must try to save that ‘hunting 
blood’ which now flows in the veins of the best hunting dogs of the breed, for 
the use of the whole breed.  

In dog shows it began to be noticed that only a small number of KBDs were 
shown, and they were not very impressive … Those who were left to breed the 
black dog [a term of endearment for KBDs based on their main colour, black] 
also woke up to the fact that bitches that had been left out in the cold in 
hunting and also in other respects had to be included in the breeding 
programs as equals. Consequently, the emphasis in breeding was switched 
from one aim to the other, and the goal now was to produce a hunting dog. 
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The renewal of the population has taken place mostly by breeding one dog at 
time, but there have also been some breeders who have worked on a larger 
scale. There has not been a litter industry in the full sense of the term, but the 
best individuals of the breed have come from larger-scale breeders, which 
shows that when breeding hunting dogs, quantity produces quality. 

The Bear Dog community (KBDC) became affiliated with the Finnish Spitz Club 
in 1945. It was committed to maintaining the indigenous breed of dogs, and 
preserving a traditional way of life in Finland. Under these conditions, the 
recognized role of the use community members was to collect data and keep 
books and reports for upper-level analysis and IT production purposes (I). They 
did a rather difficult and demanding job in developing the field of practice and 
serving other users and breeders. Some of the quantity producers as larger-scale 
breeders were rather ‘noisy’: “Breeders were blowing their own trumpets about 
how good they were as breeders … by sending anonymous critical letters about 
others, also addressed to the Kennel Club” (dog breeder in the 2000s). 

In addition, “[t]he peak was a narrow one … public opinion was not so 
convinced that the KBD could be a good moose hunting dog on a larger scale” 
(observation of the situation in the late 1980s by a dog breeder in the 2000s). The 
activities of ‘quantity’ breeders and the top dogs bred were rewarded deservedly 
in publications and meetings, but these suffered from a lack of audience. In spite 
of this, they could influence public opinion and the final choices of dog buyers, 
i.e., from which kennel new dogs were bought and which kind of breeding dogs 
were used in pairing. The choice of a good-looking pet dog without taking into 
account the hunting features of its parents can be seen as a choice against hunting 
dog breeding (for real enthusiasts a KBD is a hunting dog, not really a pet). In 
puppy-choosing processes, dog data, guidelines and information produced 
through the community’s infrastructure has always played an important role (II).  

Field of practice: Like thousands of current members, who come from a 
variety of educational and social backgrounds, many early dog enthusiasts lived 
in rural areas, where activities related to hunting dogs took place more easily. 
Most of the active members of the community were and are today dog owners. 
The members’ degree of activity varies, due to the voluntary nature of community 
activities. Both current and early active members hunt with their dogs, but earlier 
a much smaller proportion of the enthusiasts brought their dogs to hunting trials, 
where the comparative relevance of dog owners and of the dog lines and breeds 
favoured by all those involved in dog breeding were measured anew (I, II). 
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For earlier as well as more recent breeders, learning from their dogs through 
hunting, problems in dog breeding have led them to seek greater understanding of 
hunting dogs (I), which, as the core of the hunting group or pack of hunting 
beings, are ‘full’ and collaborative members. The dog’s hunting behaviour and 
instinct have fascinated hunting dog people since the dog was first domesticated. 
This instinct is a mental feature, so without real action in hunting or trials with 
real game and conditions, it is invisible to the human eye, making it difficult to 
identify only in show arenas, where good- and bad-looking dogs are separated 
based on the standard for the breed. The community studied here values the 
standard, and displays of dogs’ hunting abilities along with the trial system 
created in the field can serve this purpose. Systems that are integrated in breeding 
information technology and produce the data and the community infrastructure 
(IV, V) include the standard for shows, the hunting trial rules for hunting trials 
and, more recently, the health programme with systems of eye and hip scans for 
the dogs. A large proportion of all the systems mentioned here has been developed 
by or have involved the efforts of FSC members working in the field of practice 
in non-profit dog communities. 

Organizing the hunting field and trial system has been and is still today quite 
a job, even in Finland, where ‘everyman’s rights’ are relatively extensive 
(including the right to pick certain natural resources such as common wild berries 
or mushrooms, and hiking, etc). These activities use the wild too and occasionally 
some conflicts may occur between different interest groups or enthusiasts of 
nature-related activities. Hunting with, owning, and carrying a gun are all subject 
to licences. Hunters must undergo shooting training and an approved, regularly 
taken shooting test using guns accepted for moose hunting. Hunting dog breeding 
and hunting with dogs is controlled, today more than ever before. The activity of 
kennels and at hunting trials and shows, and dogs’ health care, vaccinations, 
identification (id tags or chips under the skin), use of medicine, etc, are all 
monitored at several levels, from the actual breeding clubs, through the national 
kennel organization, right up to the level of the European Union and the 
Fédération Cynologique Internationale.  

Society and legislation influences dog communities in many other ways, too. 
The dog’s opportunities to hunt or participate in hunting trials are not only bound 
up with its owner’s activity, but is essentially also dependent on the ownership (or 
renting) of suitable land where hunting or trials during the legal hunting season 
can be taken part in safely, and through the unpaid work of dog owners as 
organizers. Otherwise, we can say that hunting dog breeding is a voluntary 
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activity, as is membership in dog breeding clubs and in the central kennel 
organization. It is also voluntary to abide by collective treaties, sign up to 
breeding and breeding and health programmes, participate in guidance and follow 
recommendations planned and negotiated as services given at the request of dog 
owners. After these initial steps, breeders and dog owners are supported in many 
ways, by voluntary work and IT services. As in any democratic organization, dog 
owners cannot be forced to follow any guidance, rules or orders. 

As most contributors to this case study own and keep dogs actively, these 
dogs are an essential part of their owners’ family life. Leisure activities with dogs, 
hunting and hunting trials are popular, but participation in them also demands 
some kind of incentive–especially due to the hazards of pouring rain, thick snow 
or biting frost. In hunting trials, the hunting activity with dogs is imitated in order 
to support the KBD’s characteristic called a “hunting instinct”. This feature, and 
the fact that a dog will use it of its own free will in order ‘to get food for its 
hunting pack’ with humans, essentially separates hunting dogs from other dogs 
and in many ways makes breeding quite specialized, complex and problematic. 

The hunting trial system: Hunting trials have been organized since the 1940s 
(I). To guide KBD breeding activity, the Finnish Kennel Club and Finnish Spitz 
Club, both of which are committed to maintaining indigenous hunting dog breeds, 
collaborated on and approved rules for moose hunting trials in 1943. As a real 
field event, a moose hunting trial is held during the legal hunting season and 
according to the official national laws and rules. An actual hunt is simulated in the 
wild, enabling a dog to tests its skills in finding wild moose. Tested dogs have to 
be fresh, healthy, vaccinated, and keen to go out into the wild.  

During a hunting trial, the dog is free (today many wear a radio locator or 
GPS device in a vest on their back or in a collar). Judges are trained to observe 
the dog’s actions and record them on field cards. A starting place is chosen 
carefully, observing, for instance, terrain and weather conditions. The trial usually 
starts “downwind” in a terrain where people cannot see fresh tracks or moose 
(i.e., a tested dog is not ‘put’ on tracks or ‘brought’ to moose, which would run 
away at once). After release, the dog should leave its owner and the judge group 
(of two or three people) and begin to look for tracks, while also keeping in touch 
with the group. When it finds a moose, it should bark at it ‘to alert the pack that 
the game is stopped’. The dog should keep the game in place until the pack arrive 
at the location and observe the dog’s barking work, marking it on field cards.  

Thus, a moose hunting dog does not drive, attack or bite the moose (which 
are much bigger animals than the dogs). The moose, listening to the dog, stays in 
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place. It is free to eat, or to leave the scene whenever it wants, and the dog can 
also do so. Dogs are not forced or trained to hunt and cannot be forced to track or 
hunt in any case. They hunt and train of their own volition, as they get a chance to 
‘fulfil the possibility’ in their genes, inherited from wild canines (Haraway 2003a: 
52). If a dog does not want to leave the pack, the trial is stopped.  

All the trials are recorded (including ones in which dogs do not find a moose) 
and events timed to the minute. To pass the trial, a dog should find the moose and 
bark at it to achieve a score of 65 from the maximum of 100. Results are assessed 
first by the field group and then together with an experienced chief judge who 
confirms the result. The result is sent to the Finnish Kennel Club and the data 
recorded in breeding clubs’ breeding databases, which today are available to 
everybody, through various channels. Among the oldest outlets are club 
magazines and yearbooks (Appendix 1: Table 4), with annual show and hunting 
trial results carefully following the notes from trial reports. These and other data 
collected in the field have laid the foundation of the FSC’s own computerized 
database system (Figure 5). Before that, the FSC collaborated in computerized 
service production with the FKC. The most-used old services were the registry of 
dogs, registry papers for breeders and dog owners, and lists of registered dogs in 
the form of printouts from the breed books of individual breeding clubs. 

4.3 The “line breeding” era and consumers of IT 

Up until the late 1980s, most of the computerized IT was produced from outside 
the breeding organization in the field, the FSC and the KBDC. The users can be 
seen as consumers of IT (Fischer & Giaccardi 2006) and exponents of the most 
well-known breeding method of the time, “line breeding”. This method was used 
for decades, with pairs of related dogs. Its use was at least partly affected by the 
aforementioned societal factors: the small breeding stock, and dog buyers’ interest 
in buying and breeders’ interest in producing the best-looking individuals of the 
breed (Perttola 1998: 88, Paper I). Not until much later did the alternative, 
gradually developed opposite line appear, thanks to the self-made IT systems. (I) 

It has been said that all dogs have a “hunting instinct” but not all use it for 
hunting or to get food for the pack, which is seen as the original purpose of this 
instinct. However, even today, for many of us, it is not clear why some dogs turn 
out to be good hunters and want to use their hunting instinct but others are not 
interested in game at all. Genetic experts would perhaps say that this feature 
might be controlled by a complex system of polygenes, depends on extremely 
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delicate ontogenetic processes influenced by hormones and sense-stimulus-
feedback mechanisms, and so on (for possible reasons related to genetic or 
biological evolutionary mechanisms see Appendix 1: Table 7). 

The self-taught lay breeder of KBDs might just say that “it’s obvious that 
dogs’ genes as well as hips and other features come from their parents”. If parents 
have the features desired a puppy may inherit them, but many “qualities are not 
inherited linearly” (two dog breeders). Seeking to ensure inheritance of hunting 
ability along with hunting instinct has been quite a job in the non-profit 
community. With the hunting trial system, the dog practitioners concerned have 
managed to find a suitable way to guide breeding activity in accordance with their 
desired purpose of supporting hunting dog breeding (I). However, the earlier line 
breeding-driven practice led to a large number of “bottlenecks” in later breeding  

The gradual change, opening of the bottlenecks and giving up the line 
breeding that is one form of inbreeding, was implemented with social networking 
strategy (II). It was first involved with the purposes of breeding guidance, which 
started officially in the 1970s. As consumers of the IT services provided, many of 
the breeders and dog owners were consumers of the accepted–and only–method 
known and available for the production of dogs. Line breeding, along with the 
idea that “the best results can be achieved when the dogs are relatives” (dog 
breeder), was a guideline followed until the beginning of the 1990s. 

Forms of inbreeding have been disputed in dog communities through the 
ages. In an article first published in the 1960s and then again in the 1980s in the 
FSC magazine, inbreeding was called “the most disputed breeding method since 
Aristotle’s times” (Tanttu 1983: 10). The lack of visible evidence with real dog 
data to show the harm caused when line breeding is practised for too long and dog 
lines are too narrow quietened the dispute. Despite certain health risks associated 
with inbreeding, many breeders trusted line breeding as a source of good dogs.  

Up until the late 1980s, line breeding was not seen as causing visible harm to 
dogs. Example 3 shows breeders looking back on past ways and means of 
breeding from the time before the new community IT with knowledge items (III) 
was developed and introduced for breeding purposes in the 1990s. In the late 
1980s the assumption was still that “the KBD has been lucky: the breed is still 
healthy” (dog breeder’s comment in 1987). Some years after the introduction of 
the self-developed information technology, use of the “Breed” software, in 
particular, could “open the eyes of many breeders” to the drawbacks of inbreeding 
(dog breeder in the 2000s). 
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Example 3. The breeding method for the community (two dog breeders in the 2000s) 

If we wanted to get hunting dogs, then the dogs who were breeding both had 
to bark at game … The most common method was line breeding. Its danger is 
that genes carrying inherited diseases could also increase manifold. 

With KBDs, line breeding was used for too long and eye diseases came to the 
surface again … certain very popular males could be found in the pedigrees 
of almost every dog. [However, after 50 years of breeding, in the late 1980s] 
top breeding dogs were scarce … We couldn’t see that [or the dangers] then 
… Inbreeding had caused bottlenecks. 

We did not have a system back then … only pen and paper … and getting dog 
information [from the remote IT producer] was difficult … There was a two 
year break, when I didn’t get any new data. After introduction of their new 
database … the printing of breed information, the breed book service, ended 
totally … I made my own tools … statistics … dog-line wall charts on graph 
paper … It was a rather cumbersome job but I learnt a lot. 

Some tried to import dogs from abroad too. That was not a good solution 
either. There are always all sorts of things [conflicts and envy] between 
breeders. We had to get to know their way of thinking. You have to know what 
ideas they accept and how they might react in suggesting new breeding pairs. 
Though we might have a suitable male [in another kennel] the owner of a 
female might not accept it if something has happened between the owners. 
For a successful breeding recommendation, you have to know the people 
involved. 

4.4 Breeding dogs and becoming informed by IT 

The two decade-long IT systems development has been carried out by the FSC’s 
hunting dog enthusiasts: “Nobody has done these things alone. Cooperation has 
always been required” (dog breeder in the 2000s). This unpaid design work is 
carried out for the sake of the dogs, in order to maintain the breeding database 
used in breeding good dogs for hunting and for competitors in hunting trials.  

Kennels sell dogs, but for the members involved in this non-profit IT work, 
their ‘hobby’, the enthusiasm for IT “can require great financial investments”. So 
“we know that voluntary work is valuable in the FSC, but do we really understand 
how just how valuable it actually is, financially”. (Two dog breeders in the 
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2000s.) IT design is only a tiny part embedded in the wider field systems 
development, in which active members inform others by putting IT forward as 
social capital (II) for the benefit of others too. 

Organization, groups, and systems: In the KBDC, the actual dog breeding 
activity involves three interacting groups, which overlap in many ways (Figure 5).  
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Fig. 5. Systems, group, and organizing (adapted from II, VI). 

One group consists of the owners of dogs and of kennels where dogs are bred and 
puppies sold. They, as owners of the female dogs, decide which breeding methods 
are to be used and choose which pairs of dogs are to be mated. They are the ones 
who are actually recognized as ‘dog breeders’ in the KBDC. The second group is 
composed of members of the FSC’s administrative organs, the KBD division, and 
breeding advisers. This group is responsible for providing practical guidance to 
members. Advisers serve other members on a daily basis all year round by 
working in their homes during their spare time and by using the self-developed 
systems with their own PCs, devices and tools. In planning how to breed dogs, the 
actual breeders can turn to the breeding advisers for advice, a resource available 
to anyone interested in KBDs. Breeding advisers will provide breeding 
recommendations but before formulating a new pair, a lot of negotiation and 
knowledge about cooperation possibilities are demanded. When a new litter is 
born, advisers are often informed, as they can help distribute the puppies to dog 
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buyers. The third group is made up of those dog buyers, the owners of younger 
and other dogs not bred yet–an important breed stock for future breeding. 

All breeding services provided by the FSC are provided free of charge. 
Events that bring the groups into cooperation include hunting trials in the wild, 
‘barking matches’ (in which dogs compete with each other in a particular match), 
national and international championship matches and dog shows, while meetings 
of the FSC, Breeding Days, etc. draw hundreds of dog enthusiasts together. All of 
these activities are open to all other owners and breeds of dogs qualified as 
“holding dogs” (i.e., dogs which do not pursue free game but stop game and hold 
it in place by barking), but the practice was originally founded to guide KBD 
breeding activity. After the war-torn 1940s, would-be hunters and trial 
participants were scared. As the game population grew, hunting became more 
popular in the 1970s, when other hunting dog breeds also became competitors in 
hunting trials and in hunting groups. They formed a good quality comparison base 
for breeders to show how well their dogs manage and compare with individuals 
from other hunting dog breeds. These days the KBD is doing well. 

Similarly, the community collects data from bear hunting tests in the wild 
(starting in the 2000s) and from dog shows organized since the 1930s. The health 
scan system is maintained by animal clinics, and the results, confirmed by the 
Finnish Kennel Club, offer data about inherited defects and diseases (Appendix 1: 
Table 7). The health system is quite a recent addition, and the number of scanned 
dogs remained rather small until the 21st century. The first few KBDs were 
scanned in the late 1980s. As scanning was on a voluntary basis, the vast majority 
of dogs were not checked. At the beginning of 2006, the community tightened 
KBD health scanning regulations, so now all dogs used for breeding have to have 
a health check on their eyes and hips before mating. Today data recorded in 
databases are available to all through the IT and web services so that everyone 
can be well-informed consumers of IT (Fischer & Giaccardi 2006). 

Up until the late 1980s, before the new IT-based system was set up, there was 
only a manual system in use in the KBD community’s breeding systems and in 
the FSC, and some breeders kept their own files. The FSC and the Finnish Kennel 
Club held information on thousands of dogs, members, registrations, dog shows 
and hunting trials. In the FSC data were stored on paper in various forms or 
printed, a service provided by the FKC, which had computers. The data, however, 
were difficult to use, complex, extensive analysis of genetic defects and diseases 
was impossible to conduct in the FSC, and the FSC lacked the appropriate IT 
tools and knowledge. Some individuals in the FSC thought that the data were 
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being collected for analysis by the FKC (I) as it had computer systems and the 
necessary expertise. However, financial resources were lacking there too and it 
turned out that the FKC could not produce such analysis either. As a result, a large 
part of the data was untapped, and the quality of the breeding practices remained 
similarly limited. 

4.5 Creating knowledge through IT production 

The FSC started to develop its new database in the late 1980s in order to facilitate 
its publishing work. The KBD community introduced the new IT in 1990 to be 
used in providing breeding advice, and gradually many new breeding-related 
functions and sub programs were implemented and integrated with existing tools 
and social systems, which were continuously in use. As an example of design in 
situ (V) by the user-designers, this community IT with knowledge items (III) has 
been developed over time, with the addition of registration management, pedigree 
browsing and statistics, and other new functions and sub-programs as needed. In 
the community, the knowledge of the use and design joins the social side of dog 
breeding, and breeders are informed by the IT as illustrated in example 4. 

For instance, a software application called Breed has been designed to 
calculate the coefficient of inbreeding, CoI (which indicates the number of 
possible duplicated gene pairs in a dog’s genome, a higher CoI showing a closer 
kinship). The pedigree-based solution (based on pointers and rows for choosing 
and grouping data items from the database) implemented to calculate the CoI was 
in fact the new start towards moving the community’s social breeding practice in 
the opposite direction, towards “diversity as one of the most important methods in 
KBD breeding today” (dog breeder in the 2000s). With CoIs, the community 
started a process of redirecting dog breeders’ activity towards well-informed 
consumers (Fischer & Giaccardi 2006) of the community IT and knowledge. This 
process was involved in user-designers’ many crucial overlapping positions and 
voluntary but nonetheless committed and necessary duties in the practice field.  

User-designers’ roles as developers of IT and of the field systems are rather 
invisible to less active members who see them only as dog owners or as breeders. 
These roles are in most cases only a small fraction of the roles associated with the 
most active members. Many active dog owners or breeders acting as user-
designers inform newcomers and others, give psychological support, and act as IT 
workshop organizers, chairpersons, programmers and demonstrators (Cypher et 
al. 1993, Lieberman 2001) of the real software applications in development, and 
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spokespersons involved in public relations. All these intertwine with numerous 
field roles in actual dog breeding- and hunting trial-related field activity.  

As active ‘rank and filers’, ordinary users of IT are involved with the IT work 
for dogs and their breeders: “In my work I have aimed at furthering the common 
good of Karelian Bear Dogs. Trials and everything else, like rules, generally serve 
to make bear dogs even better than they are now” (dog breeder in the 2000s). 
Through such roles, where activity with the dogs is the core, the new IT with 
knowledge of the use, field, hunting and of other social breeding practices 
integrates the wider field systems as a specialized expertise area (IV, V). There is 
no formal training involved, but participants are gradually trained through active 
participation (IV) in field activities, as making new kind of dog breeding IT. 

Example 4. IT systems and outputs used in the field (nine dog breeders in the 2000s) 

Information technologies are just tools–what’s more important is the 
philosophy for which they are used … With their help, within an open 
atmosphere in the community, we are able to show defects in dog lines using 
their family trees, and redirect undesirable situations in the desired direction. 
Fortunately, … it has not happened here that people who point out a problem 
are shot down.  

There have to be people who are in touch with the dogs, who know about the 
dogs. You have to have a personal relationship with dogs. I think you have to 
be active, to own a dog, to participate in dog shows and hunting trials, or to 
be a hunting trial judge. Then, as well as the computer side, you also know 
about the other side.  

This entire job is based half-and-half on taking care of people’s mental side 
[e.g., giving support when inherited defects are found in members’ dogs’ 
lines] and dog breeding. If the first half isn’t successful, the second half can’t 
be successful either.  

Dog breeding has many curious factors but one fact is sure–it is about 
relationships between people.  

Most frequently I have spent my time on the computers when participating in 
the FSC’s ‘Winter Days’ meetings [where new issues, social and other dog 
breeding matters are discussed within a wide audience, and initial ideas 
developed for new database solutions].  
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On the last ‘Winter Days’ meeting … we promised to print out the certificates 
of the dogs health scans [side by side with their hunting trial and dog show 
results] in the Yearbooks. 

The people who update the web pages are encouraged by others all the time. 
People want new content and changes all the time [e.g., outputs from IT and 
new web services]. 

We have managed in this way to develop the systems even further. We have 
also organized annual joint [IT] workshops for larger groups. These have 
supported our work in developing the system further.  

I remember … the issues dealt with at the [workshop] weekend were essential 
for me as I was a novice … In particular I recall … the personal guidance, 
and people spelling out exactly how things should be done … and the very 
positive collaboration between the [several] breeding organizations. 

[However,] real experts do not value our functional systems. For them this is 
only a laypeople perspective, which real experts do not value. Laypeople can 
be successful, if they’re experienced in and have real evidence of the matter 
in question. 

The production of new knowledge through IT in the field: Since the early 1990s, 
the new self-developed database system has been in use and developing in situ 
(V) within the wider community activity (IV). The results of the combination of 
breeding knowledge, knowledge of the field of practice, of the community’s 
social networks and of “technological” IT expertise with design in situ have been 
excellent when we compare statistics from 1990 and 2003. The annual number of 
new good hunters in the breed has quadrupled; the breed’s degree of inbreeding 
has decreased from 13 % to 5 % and is degreasing still whereas the number of 
dogs registered has remained at the same level (700-800 per year).  

All these numbers are indicators of qualitative changes that have happened in 
the dog population along with voluntary alignment (II) of dog owners and 
breeders with the new way of breeding. In reaching relevant users of IT, and the 
users as owners of dogs and as breeders in the field, to inform them about how 
their decisions influence the dogs’ vitality, this can be seen as IT production 
(Suchman 2002) with the use community and with new knowledge items’ 
production for the whole breeding community. Example 5 illustrates the role of 
close social organization of use and design through the field activity.  
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Example 5. Creating knowledge through new IT (eight dog breeders in the 2000s)  

Some people mate ‘game-free’ dogs [dogs not interested in game at all] in 
order to have puppies which will keep the dog alive in the owner’s memory. 

Some breeders want only to go on with their own dog lines, the same they 
have always used … However, we let the boys [the breeders] experiment with 
their dog lines as it is interesting to see what results they get even though 
their dogs are not ‘in’ at the moment. 

[Thus] I have developed the system for ordinary users in the field. That has 
been my contribution … The incentives came from the dog world … The dogs 
themselves have always set the requirements for the development of IT, via 
the breeders. 

There are dozens of statistical functions [in the database] … We do not have 
any useless statistics, there should be even more … Breeding Days have 
become more popular as IT made it possible to produce statistics and 
feedback about how we have succeeded in our breeding work … It must be 
irritating for those with poor results to be told this statistic. 

[However] with very great enthusiasm (of dogs), all details are welcome. No 
matter what the topic is or what sort of statistic is presented, everyone wants 
to know which dogs have succeeded and how well–it is important for 
everybody. 

It is important for many members that the Bear Dog fares well as a breed … 
As a dog is an important member of a family, it is clear that people want 
KBDs to be successful as a breed as well. 

Breeders have learned over the years that if the breeding dogs are not good 
quality, which can be proven, few will want to buy their pups. The dog must 
be healthy, its appearance and conformation must be in good condition and it 
must bark at game for the full time [in a hunting trial]. That is the quality 
standard for breeders.  

[The quality is measured in hunting too]. Going to hunting trials, hunting and 
seeing how the dogs work is like the backbone of this job. You draw strength 
from hunting and trials, in which the cooperation with the dogs is the most 
important matter.  
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We have been hunting all day long but have no results yet … The moose are 
very alert as the forest is snowy. Nature is on the moose’s side at the moment. 

Becoming more knowledgeable as breeders: Although the case study is about 
non-IT-professionals and the quality of IT work is about that of IT “lays”, who 
lack ISD and PD models typical of real experts, the activity of dog breeders has 
moved towards a kind of professionalization (in a positive sense). Examples 5 and 
6 show clearly this change as the breeders have been informed by the IT. 

The recognized changes in the field began since the self-development of the 
integrated IT production with the use and with knowledge of the collaborative 
field systems. This means that in the community the IT starts with the actual 
decision makers (Nurminen 1986: 134). The users of the IT are the breeders and 
dog owners who choose the pairs of dogs to be bred and decide the ways of 
measuring qualities of their breeding dogs. By knowing and showing the available 
resources, motivational issues, concrete possibilities of choosing among 
alternative dogs from the field and the cooperation based on them have been 
considered from the viewpoint of ordinary users as owners and breeders of dogs. 
By creating the infrastructure through old and new IT, users have been involved 
as developers of the domain in the field of practice. The activity thus goes beyond 
the roles of ‘power user’ of IT or ‘domain designer’ (Fischer & Giaccardi 2006). 

Example 6. IT with knowledge in the field (5 dog breeders in the 2000s, Harala 1998: 8) 

Articles published in the club magazine, information given in community 
meetings, the web system and so on have a great significance even for those 
who don’t contact the breeding advisers directly … Work done with KBDs is 
in full view of the general public too … There have always been people who 
want to know everything, … since the dawn of time. Now they have that 
opportunity and can draw their own conclusions. 

I am an old man and never liked computers and IT. Well now I have bought a 
PC … because there is the Net system, and pedigree programs and useful 
things. 

You can see whose dogs bark and how good the results are on the Internet, 
too … People do not need to act at random … Breeding is founded on 
knowledge, not based on guesswork anymore … It’s influenced dog buyers’ 
behaviour–I have noticed this over the last couple of years … Those who 
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benefit most are the rank-and-filers and small-scale breeders … Now we are 
working for new dog-buyers, as they have to get good dogs, too.  

We absolutely need people under whose direction the whole system works … 
mainstays of the community … as they know the matters … look after things 
in the field … Usually they do not need to push anything. 

These kinds of half-outsiders do not have such a congenial spirit, nor the 
stamina needed to take care of things in practice. The fact that one owns a 
dog and takes part in the community’s activities brings with it a certain 
personality and motivation.  

Writing about the wild, and dogs, is an important matter. It is my pleasure 
and my duty to recall this brave Black Dog [KBD] by writing about it, the 
survivor and heritage from ancient times. And to give thanks to my black dogs 
for the happy decades with them, my last two dogs and the earlier ones which 
walked with me throughout life. (Harala 1988: 8) 

As a result, the continuity of design and use is harnessed in order to keep the 
existing field activity and way of life sustainable. Many KBDC members see 
nature and the continuity of the culture of Black Dogs7 as vital (Harala 1998: 8). 
For many Finnish hunting dog enthusiasts in the field who are active also in the 
use and design of the IT, the effort for the domain, self-made IT production with 
breeding knowledge would not be built up without activity with hunting dogs. By 
co-constructing new knowledge through new IT, the originally unknown breeding 
stock (dogs collected from nature) is today known and new dogs with the known 
qualities are hunting around the Nordic countries, Europe, and Canada. Thus the 
whole spectrum of user-designer roles also goes into the activity, lay PD and 
development of IT together with the knowledge for the raison d’être.  

The case shows that problems were not due only to a few uncertain factors. 
Essentially the problems combined with dog domestication issues, gaps in the 
theories, earlier IS development and the decade-long application of line 
inbreeding. Later they resulted in local efforts to find how dogs with a hunting 
instinct could be bred in a sustainable way while including and supporting them 
in their original natural setting. In practice, the need for a kind of collectively 
controlled sustainable diversity in gene exchange, and the sharing of knowledge 

                                                        
7 “Black Dog” is a term of endearment given to the KBD, whose main coat colour is black. Dog 
enthusiasts in the field also use the names Blacks (KBDs), Reds (FSs), and Greys (NGEs), among 
others. 
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resources, source code and files co-constructed the dog breeding information 
technology anew, and it was put to test by new dogs hunting in the field. 

The use-field-design perspective in the field: In their own ‘doggish’ terms and 
means, dog breeders as user-designers encode social change with the organic 
evolution of breeds of hunting dogs. This is mediated through public breed-
related indicators (e.g., CoIs and trial results). They produce related social 
community indicators as community knowledge used in breeding-related 
reflection in the field (Figure 6): “With their help, within an open atmosphere in 
the community, we are able to show defects in dog lines … and redirect 
undesirable situations in the desired direction” (dog breeder). The production of 
new knowledge through IT (VI) happens through the consciously involved use-
field-design perspective in a ‘lay PD’ activity, implemented in the field of 
practice. User-designers as kinds of ‘field generalists’ self-develop the community 
IT needed, as “otherwise, the FSC cannot serve anybody” (dog breeder).  

4.6 Evolution of dog breeding, community and IT 

In terms of the historical background and conditions in the field, it is not possible 
to identify any single reason for the ‘failings of Mendelian principles’ (Wright 
1951). Reasons accumulated throughout many influential, invisible and more or 
less unknown issues and evolution of societal issues tangled warps. The fact is 
(see Papers I, II, III, IV, V, VI) that the co-evolution of use and design through the 
hunting dog field could create the means for the sustainable breeding practice. 

In order to understand how to cooperate with dogs and collaborate with their 
owners in the spirit of comradeship and competition while also social networking 
a new kind of breeding IT production was introduced for the wider use 
community located in the field. As making visible the KBD breeders’ work and as 
being in competition with other kennels and with other hunting dog communities, 
also theirs work is made visible and the hunting dog breeds comparable among 
themselves. Thus, the whole field has been included in the change of the domain 
realized through the use-field-design perspective that is shaped by the activity of 
user-designers in in-situ design. The IT-related use-to-design line cannot be easily 
separated from the sum of development activity in the field. In essence, the field 
contributes to IT by producing breed- and community-related indicators for use 
by breeders, dog owners and others acting in the field. The fact that it is non-IT-
professional design in situ keeps hunting dog breeding as the core, i.e., the raison 
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d’être of all activity. The analysis of the case can be summarized by the following 
depiction of the evolution of dog breeding and IT in the community (Table 1). 

Table 1. Evolution of dog breeding and IT in the case community 

Dog breeding features 1930s – 1980s 

Standardization 

1990 – 1995 

Specialization 

1996 – 2000s 

Breeding for the future 

Raison d’être in the wild Hunting with dogs  

All-game dog 

Moose hunting with KBDs,

identification of the whole 

breeding population 

Moose hunting with 

young KBDs, towards 

bear hunting 

Field systems practice Dog shows  

Moose hunting trials 

New breeding programme

New health programme 

Trials for young dogs 

Bear hunting skill test  

Breeding method Line breeding through  

male-to-females lines 

KBD-specific quality in 

female lines 

KBD-specific breeding for 

gene pool diversity 

Outputs or IT systems Printouts from a breed 

book, pen and paper 

KBD database with the 

Breed software 

Pedigree solutions for 

field users, the Net 

Design mode Data collecting in the field 

Bookkeepers 

In-situ design, ordinary 

users, joint workshops 

Design in the field by 

domain-field generalists 

Production of new 

knowledge items through 

IT 

Personal files, circular 

pedigrees for individual 

dogs, wall charts, 

yearbooks 

Coefficient of inbreeding 

(CoI), hunting trials results 

with CoIs and with 

offspring statistics 

Hunting trial results with 

age-, offspring- and 

kennel-related statistics 

Flow of social capital Towards remote IT 

services and top breeders/ 

quantity producers 

Towards quality breeders 

and quiet breeders, local 

IT and knowledge services

Towards new dog buyers 

and dog breeders, the 

game and the field 

Summary of the era’s 

catchphrases 

“Guesswork” ”Bottlenecking” “Social networking” 

The case highlights the complexities of dog breeding integrated into people’s 
everyday lives with the emergent technology development in a community of dog 
practitioners. One very important issue is how they have shaped and managed the 
wider breeding activity through roles as reflective dog practitioners, and as user-
designers participating in the use community’s way of life. In this way, the 
intertwined knowledge-in-the-making and the technology-in-the-making used in 
the hunting dog breed in the making have followed features of the community in 
the field of practice. Throughout the case, the followed characteristics have arisen 
focal and can be used to summarize the dog breeding perspective. 

Throughout the analysis, the term raison d’être in the wild can be seen as 
relating to the motivations and values of dog people as they act in the wild with 
dogs. The field systems practice is used to refer to the solutions the dog people 
use to measure the development of dogs and to redirect breeding, design and use 
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of the IT systems. A breeding method refers to the method in use in the practice 
field and to the dog people’s conceptions of the method’s capacity in producing 
good hunting dogs for hunting and hunting trials. A design mode relates to the 
role of users in design in practise. Outputs or IT systems refers to the results 
generated through IT or systems in use and production of new knowledge items 
through IT refers to the breeding and community indicators and knowledge items 
at the disposal of the users. Flow of social capital indicates the main beneficiaries 
of the realized outputs of use, design and knowledge production. The era’s 
catchphrases sum up features of the eras as expressed by dog people’s points of 
view regarding their core activity, dog breeding in the community and as located 
in the field. The sayings sum up sociomaterial aspects of systems’ use considered 
by dog breeders and these thus are seen as summations of attributes of 
information technology or information systems. The eras are named according to 
that particular period’s most typical quality of the core activity, breeding. 

The first era, ‘standardization’, can be used as a label for the early phase of 
dog breeders’ systems evolution. Although the era is temporally much longer than 
the other eras, based on the evidence derived from the historical and ethnographic 
data it can be summarized as one significant historical trend (Shafer 1974). From 
the viewpoint of dog breeding and field activities, the era’s distinctive features 
can be identified as the traditional way of hunting with dogs, when the dogs were 
seen and used in all-round game hunting in conditions where game was plentiful. 
Officially, the practice of breeding was started in 1936 with the goal of ‘creating a 
sturdy dog that barks at big game’ (Perttola 1998: 117). The establishment of the 
breed standard for the KBDs took over eight years and was developed in the 
contexts of dog shows. The first official standard was published in 1945.  

The rules for Karelian Bear Dogs’ moose hunting trials were established in 
1943. From the outset, only a few dog owners could participate in hunting trials 
directly after the War, when for many citizens, money was tight, and the whole 
nation was just recovering from great worldwide upheaval. Nationwide 
championships were established in 1957 to invite hunting dog enthusiasts to 
measure their dogs in the so-called ‘Moose King’ match. Twenty years later, in 
1977, the ‘Moose Queen’ match was established. However, in the early years, 
hunting trials were only popular among a rather small group of dog owners. 
Registrations peaked in the 1960s when official statistics on dogs registered per 
year amounted to over one thousand. However, very little is known about this 
wide stock of dogs of the 1960s or about dog owners of the period, many of 
whom did not bring their dogs to trials or shows. Community meetings were 
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attended by the same group of activists who read FSC yearbooks and club 
magazines, and participated in shows and trials. In most kennels, breeding relied 
on common knowledge and use of the known and acknowledged line (in)breeding 
method, and many used their own dog reserves. The efforts of individuals focused 
on fulfilment of the breed standard (which mostly is concerned the dog’s outward 
appearance). The best-known breeders increased registrations, won fame for the 
kennels and their ‘top dog lines’.  

The IT systems were manual and part of IT services was taken by the central 
organization and printouts provided by the national dog registry. After 50 years of 
field systems development, ‘bookkeeping’ was considered as the most visible user 
activity in the use community. The users collected data from trials and shows for 
analysis by the central organization in more complex investigation projects, and 
to aid in controlling inherited diseases and defects. ‘Laypeople’ or the whole use 
organization was seen as ‘not ready’ to use the ‘ADP’ technology, nor to develop 
breeding knowledge (Paper I). In the field, user systems included ‘pen and paper’. 
Files were owned by a few individuals and knowledge items such as ‘circular 
pedigrees’ of individual dogs or wall charts of known dog lines were in use. 
Individual kennels, dog breeders or dog owners could see the state of the breed 
and quality of breeding work in the yearbooks, in which the annual results of 
trials and shows were published. Yet, as only the tested dogs were included in 
breed statistics, the vast majority of non-tested dogs were not included in the 
official feedback and quality control. One unofficial quality standard for all dogs 
was hunting in the wild. This feedback was occasionally reported. The era’s 
activity cumulated in standardization of the breed’s appearance, not-whished 
negative, unintentional increases in dogs’ coefficients of inbreeding, invisibility of 
inherited diseases and defects, and the breeding of a number of ‘top dogs’. 

Based on the negative results and comments given in the 2000s, the first era 
was described in terms of ‘guesswork’, the hidden wisdom of old-timers, a lack of 
IT systems, ‘sacks of registration papers’ and ‘horrible circles’ (a form of 
pedigrees described in circulars). In addition, KBDs were seen as undervalued in 
the public eye (in the 1970s, other breeds imported into Finland were prompted 
by criticizing a Finnish breed, KBDs). Small audiences at community meetings, 
demanding breeding guidance in the difficult situation, and ‘noisy’ breeders were 
features of the community, which can be seen as heralding the end of the era in 
crisis. By showing a way towards a new era grounded in the IT politics of the era, 
the flow of social capital through IT was low towards the majority of users due to 
the remoteness of IT production. However, “in thinking about history, it is stupid 
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to apportion blame for errors committed … If that work had not been done on the 
breeding solutions of the time, our breed would not be as good as it is today” (dog 
breeder of the 21st century). In spite of the hardship and setbacks experienced, 
steadfast KBD enthusiasts have always owned ‘working’ dogs in the field and 
continued to hunt moose with their dogs. In any case, the introduction of the 
nationwide championships, the ‘Moose Queen’ match for females and the need 
for new breeding dogs emphasized the importance of recognizing the whole breed 
as a breeding stock, which eventually led to the creation of IT systems. 

The era of ‘specialization’ with the field’s own IT production started in the 
late 1980s. A new database system was developed by FSC members and 
introduced into KBD breeding. From the earlier rather general knowledge line, 
the field activity turned towards specialized moose hunting with KBDs, and 
shifted its focus towards an increase in numbers of new sires and females, and a 
number of younger breeding dogs. Younger dogs became common in hunting 
groups and as participants in trials and shows. This change was assisted by the 
development of breeding solutions for the use community and solutions for 
measuring the quality of dogs and of breeding work.  

In the early nineties, the coefficient of inbreeding (CoI) of individual dogs 
could be calculated and of new combinations of pairs, and started to be included 
in breeding recommendations. Summaries of CoIs for the entire annual 
reproduction of pups, pairs of dogs and of kennels were presented in meetings, 
club magazines and yearbooks. The source of problems was sought by integrating 
trial results and CoIs in offspring comparisons, which also promoted health 
programmes and new breeding programmes. Finally, a slow transformation 
towards new quality criteria could begin. 

From the viewpoint of the users, the change towards ordinary breeders and 
making visible normal quality (not only the top dogs) of all dogs bred by each 
breeder was assisted by functions for ‘ordinary’ systems users (in other words, not 
just for well-IT-informed users or consumers of the services), including IT 
services with up-to-date information about every dog and pair of dogs, and data 
on the various situations of individual breeders. Continuous systems design in situ 
allowed the shaping of new perspectives on the collected data, which was now 
viewed as the property of the use community. The KBD database increased in 
features and functions as new requirements, shared by user-designers and others, 
were identified in the dog world. The community meetings became more popular, 
and club magazines and annual results in yearbooks gained new readers. As 
starting the discussion of the quality of dogs with new IT systems, finally smaller 
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scale and ‘quiet’ breeders got their chance to show alternative lines of dogs. Each 
active participant and reader of outputs could compare the full everyday quality of 
each kennel, and the breed as a whole was made more visible by the new IT. They 
could see how ‘bottlenecks’ were caused through the use of line breeding, by 
comparing quantities of dogs bred in kennels and numbers of dogs mated. As the 
eyes of many breeders were ‘opened’ by the new IT, and as the entire breeding 
stock demanded new kinds of effort from the community, the era is summarized 
as one of ‘bottlenecking’. This indicates that the task of easing the bottlenecks 
was hard, but also the sure way of keeping the field alive through using inbred 
dogs with a narrow gene pool but in new kinds of dog pairs. 

The era of ‘breeding for the future’ started in the late 1990s, when many new 
breed and community indicators were developed (Figure 6).  

Functions for estimation of communities’ situation in breeding 

D
og populationsSi

ng
le

 d
og

s

Functions for estimation of single members’ situation in breeding

A single breeder/dog owner
-Individual or private needs
-Local or personal needs
-Situation of one kennel or dog

Outcome indicators
-One kennel’s output
-One dog’s offspring
-Coefficient of inbreeding (CoI)

Breeding advice, peer-to-peer
-Cooperation, dog owner to dog owner
-Cooperation, one-to-many
-Recommendations, advisers, statistics

Specific dog pair indicators
-In relation to the whole population
-In relation to a restricted population
-From historical dogs to future populations

Special expertise areas, groups
-Special area-to-area
-Rules, matches, organizing, IT
-Judge training

Special expertise area indicators
-Young dog matches, age statistics
-Elk and bear hunting skills
-Breeding and health programmes

Situation of dog populations 
-Breed-to-breed, club-to-club 
-Community meetings, championships
-Friendship matches, Nordic matches

Breeds’ inbreeding, trial/health indicators
-Comprehensive statistics, trial/shows/health
-Breeding points, kennel collations
-Year books, club magazines, web site

 
Fig. 6. Functions for estimation of the situation of dogs by IT (adapted from VI). 

The community began to breed new generations with the help of trial results and 
age statistics. In 1996, championships for the best young dogs (under 3 years) 
were also introduced. Since 1990, the number of new dogs passing the first 
hunting trial has tripled, and the CoI of the breed in newly-registered dogs has 
more than halved, from 13 down to five. Registrations have remained at the same 
annual level. Most dogs pass the first hunting trial at a younger age than before. 
Many more continue in hunting trials matches and compete for a placing in 
national championships and in international barking matches open to all Nordic 
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hunting dog breeds. ‘Kennel collations’ and ‘breeding points’ for males/females 
interest a much greater number of participants, bring more new participants to 
community meetings, and stimulate discussion about new competitors in hunting 
trials, international and ‘friendship’ matches and dog shows. Members organize 
friendship matches where hunting dog breeding clubs, organizations and nations 
compete against each other. One new area is a test for bear hunting skills in 
natural conditions, which has been established as the bear population has grown. 

Indicators of outcome of dog pairs, expertise areas, breeds and communities 
are compiled as IT systems’ functions and are assisting the function of publication 
media. In database solutions, there are tools for the needs of individual dog 
owners, kennels or dog breeders, for breeding advisers, peer-to-peer issues, and 
for the purposes of comparison by special groups and expertise areas. The 
comparison of situations of individual dogs or dog pairs, historical dogs to future 
populations, entire breeds to the communities’ dogs’ situation is supported by IT. 
The web site was set up in 1997. Along with web-based pedigree applications and 
databases, diverse statistics and breeding information, since its introduction in the 
late 1990s, the Net and breeding solutions have had thousands of hits per week 
(II) and interest in real-time results services and on-line chat has increased.  

Social networking and collaboration in IT design with other breeding 
organizations has improved cooperation in shaping common indicators for the 
field. The IT solutions have been given to other breeding organizations, and 
workshops held with enthusiasts of other breeds. In the breeding communities of 
practice (cf. CoP in Lave & Wenger 1991), user-designers as developers of IT 
have followed cooperation modes used in hunting trials. As database solutions 
and breeding applications are shared and ‘requirements’ given to upper national 
levels, too, IT services are now beginning to develop for all breeding 
communities. On the other hand, with the aim of dynamic relationships (from the 
use-field-design perspective), the users of IT as consumers of the service 
produced for dog owners/breeders are more attentive today: “We have to look at 
things more carefully, regarding the overall situation of KBDs, and think about 
their future too” (dog breeder). Indicators for quality work in CoPs are needed.  

The design mode identified in this case shows that from the use-field-design 
perspective, IT design can support different use positions (and situations of dogs) 
(VI) through clever integrations of the community knowledge (IV). Using IT, 
users have different opportunities to achieve social capital (II). When many 
indicators of success are put together in relation to the use positions of members 
and situations of dogs in the field (through the activity of user-designers 
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designing in situ), the perspective use-field-design is shaped and can be seen as 
assisting field of practice-driven evolving community IT (III).  

Through sociomaterial technologically-implemented functions for the 
production of new breeding knowledge through IT, the community infrastructure 
(Star 2002, Star & Bowker 2002) is shaped. As it includes support for and 
integration of IT in the communities’ publication media, it is capable of showing 
the nature of relationships between dogs, people and communities. Today the IT is 
‘available’. It is balancing social networking possibilities. It can be seen as 
redirecting social capital (II) towards the practice field of dog people. 

 Thus, the era of ‘breeding for the future’ has been summarized in terms of 
‘social networking’ as “we can each know more or less as much as the others”, 
and it is not the case that “there would be a few who would know lots about dogs 
and others would know nothing”. In the community and the field, several 
communication channels are in use and it has been observed that “everything 
depends on your own initiative–how actively you seek information from the 
system”. One’s own IT production also shapes tools for analyzing the breeding 
politics, “the game … [which is] always hard in the actual field”. (Two dog 
breeders.) Self-developed IT is needed for identification of the users as potential 
dog buyers and as participants in dog-related activities in the field. These users 
are thus involved in breeding for the future as members of the IT use community.   

While specialized services for the breeding of KBDs were developing, 
including, later, new health and breeding programmes, breeding applications were 
in use at the same time as they were produced in situ by the IT users. These could 
produce several social community indicators and the IT users created breed or 
breeding quality indicators based on their own ‘field studies’ on dogs (the hunting 
trial system) and study of the features in which they were put into use. There was 
gradual evolution from ‘guesswork’ via ‘bottlenecking’ to ‘social networking’. 
The IT developed with a body of knowledge, and members could set goals, assess 
their attainment, and develop design and use by partial translations (Suchman 
2002), interpretations of all the data collected from the field. The new territory 
has brought new specialized efforts (with young dogs and bear hunting skills), so 
the next dog breeding and IT generations are now evolving. Sociomaterially, the 
case contributes to growing knowledgeability in breeding work.  

Domain-field experts within core activity: The self-developed IT records 
social capital (II) that is redirecting the hunting dog field, which can be seen as 
beneficial for the dogs. Their inherited game hunting ability is maintained, and 
the breeding and systems development relying on it aims to serve not only old 
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enthusiasts but also new dog buyers and dog breeders joining the field in various 
communities. Within this line of work, where “whitewashing” (dog breeder) is 
seen as incapable of serving a sustainable future for the breed, the IT joins the 
effort thanks to the transparent relations (Suchman 1996) designed in situ. 

Through the realities of IT “laypeople”, dog breeders as user-designers, 
working and living with the dogs, material and social resources, hunting and 
hunting trials became integrated in the use-field-design perspective. Although 
“nobody earns their living from dog breeding alone” (dog breeder), the quality 
accumulated through the decades of experience and social networking directly 
with the end users would be appropriate for professional domain developers 
(Fischer & Giaccardi 2006). The challenges in the activity (e.g., tensions between 
standardization, improvisation, and participation) (ibid) are included in analyses 
in this case. An activity enabled in the future (Vroom & Jago 1988, Barki & 
Hartwick 1994) can also be seen to be included in the rebuilt practice of dog 
breeders by the user-designers in-situ design (Blum 1996). 

After decades of ‘lay PD’, users are more knowledgeable in their breeding of 
dogs and use of IT. Identification of the relevant use CoP through the user-field-
design perspective is integrated with the dog breeding method and the enabling of 
dogs’ action in hunting/trials. The quality of design in situ is about IT laypeople; 
it does not meet traditional professional IT, PD or design ethnography standards 
and the expertise is still “a laypeople perspective, which real experts do not 
support” (dog breeder in the 2000s). Nevertheless, the core activity supported by 
the community IT (III) is practiced in a real existing community of practice. As is 
recognized by the case study contributors, hunting dog breeders are becoming 
more knowledgeable, and at least in this sense these user-designers, dog owners, 
breeders and hunters are experts trained in the field of practice. As domain experts 
accepted in the field, this participation mode (use, design and other field activity 
within the activity) has features of unfolding fruitful teamwork and services for 
‘ordinary users’ realized in design as the production of knowledge through IT. 

In all, the ‘domain-field-IT-knowledge generalists’ are the living part of the 
IT. The use-field-design perspective of the IT is part of living knowledge 
management (II). It is shaped by the field, in which involved practitioners are 
acting as users, designers, dog owners, breeders, etc., all at the same time (IV). As 
the activity is part of the way of life with dogs (I), unlike professional domain 
developers or designers, or community or IT developers working on a short-term 
basis in actual use communities, these user-designers (V, VI) cannot ignore the 
responsibility for all design and use of IT in the field. Nor can they withdraw 
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from crisis and conflicts to hide behind official contracts. As creators of the field 
and the infrastructure for redirecting (II) it, too, design in situ by use of IT returns 
to the raison d’être in the wild (I) as the fulfilment of the potential of the dogs. 

Summary of analysis: The case illustrates the “simple” idea of identifying the 
relevant use community, and creating a social field, networking and decisions for 
the social shaping of technological infrastructure. IT production, through the use 
of existing functional relationships, structures and resources at every level of the 
practice field, resulted in visible results, became generally recognized and finally 
accepted so that the new alignment (II) of breeding forces could be seen as 
beneficial for the users of the new ideology and IT. Instead of the earlier general-
purpose technology and knowledge, through the role of dog breeding technology 
and knowledge producers in the practice field, the work for hunting dogs has 
strengthened so that the mode of work has became accepted largely in the field.  

Through lay PD located in the field, actual users can influence how the IT 
production for dog breeding ought to be shaped, within their natural cultural and 
historical design/use problems of how to breed hunting dogs: “The fundamental 
point is that a dog barks at game. Breeding dogs have to be healthy, but they are 
not hunting dogs if they don’t have that hunting ability.” “That [the dog] has this 
quality and uses it of its own will is the core around which health, appearance, 
and other features are bred by serving it.” (Two dog breeders.) 

In conclusion, the case can be understood as a specialized community IT set-
up of dog practitioners, with end-user-driven specialized knowledge production 
through IT. The in-situ design mode is realized by non-IT-professional laypeople, 
the dog breeders as user-designers. It reveals such features of collaborative 
systems design that, in spite of the name “lay” PD it can be applied in 
professional areas, in the production of IT with knowledge, in cases of 
information systems development for everyday use communities of practice. 

The following chapters try to explain the design context of IT “laypeople” 
and the representation of the use community of practice with specialized IT and 
knowledge, and end with a consideration of design in situ as “doing” in end-user-
driven development in a natural cultural historical context of IT. 
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5 Natural cultural historical context of IT 

In this chapter, the concept of natural cultural and historical context of IT for lay 
PD is elaborated, including the addition of some methodological ideas at the end. 
The following discussion is the first step in the construction of the dog breeding 
perspective towards lay PD with the use-field-design perspective. It aims to shape 
a theoretical understanding of the context of IT as explaining part of the in-situ 
design mode of user-designers working in the community, as located in their field. 

The discussion of the natural cultural and historical context of IT relates to 
the old way of life and even the much older evolution of the breed of dogs 
described briefly above. The context here refers to its rather recent technology 
development. As the case shows, the interest was initially only in technology, and 
then the social context was limited to immediate actions related to the inputs and 
outputs of the system. Only in recent decades was it realized that the context is 
about natural phenomena where local culture and history play a very significant 
role. Based on the case and regarding the involvement of user-designers as dog 
breeders, the context is a combined one of natural cultural and historical aspects.  

Regarding the empirical perspective focused on the historical field practices 
and systems through the raison d’être in the wild with ‘laypeople’, within 
dominant bodies of knowledge applied commonly in information systems natural 
cultural and historical case studies are scarce, and are rarely conceptualized as a 
technological set-up. Thus, the literature chosen for consideration of the context 
relates to these poorly understood and lacking aspects of our information systems. 
With the systems and practices of IT laypeople, which relate to qualities of the 
information systems in question the aspects discussed by the case study are 
relevant, particularly in the sense of natural cultural historical qualities of the 
world studied. The body of knowledge is seen as capable of explaining 
theoretically part of the everyday way of life and practice with the layperson-
driven IS design and use-field-design perspective.  

The history- and nature-informed sources chosen for exploration of the nature 
and accountability of bygone eras can be associated with ‘older’ pragmatic 
values. As described earlier with the case material, the historical working and 
survival strategies of certain people realized in dog breeding and IT practices still 
have a significant influence on the action of the dog community’s IT practice. The 
context analyzed here thus also relates to current use-field-design perspectives. 

With respect to the long-term continuum of knowledge production in the 
context of application (Gibbons et al. 1994) and as an aspect of a way of life 
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supported by the production of new knowledge through IT, these can be seen as 
‘values’ realized for continuation of the community activity. Thus, values are seen 
here as the relationships between ‘everyday wisdom’, its consequences for the 
good way of life in developing the environment for the future, and the ‘prize’ of 
applied knowledge (Dewey 1929: 46). In its success or failure, the results of use 
of any kind of knowledge and IT are made visible, in relation to the systems 
designed for practical use purposes as the IT context (Blum 1991).  

On the side of human perception, values usually measure the rationale and 
care one bears to others in the shared situation of life (Dewey 1929: 46). On the 
side of human information technology, the use of knowledge in design is made of 
each involved in the shared activity. What are the sources we use to guide design 
work in practice are the values realized by choices made in ‘translating’ (Latour 
1994: 32) the social world into the technology as the functional ‘human systems’ 
(Mumford 1981: 240). As dealing with aspects of the IT production realizable by 
user-designers designing their community’s systems, on the side of the user-
designers’ community of practice practical reasons integrate with the adding of 
‘social capital’ (Bourdieu 1998: 70, 107). This happens through the points of view 
of users and the context of IT directly available to them in systems design. 

However, the emphasis is on laypeople’s worlds and their experience-based 
knowledge, and according to Gibbons et al. (1994), in Western cultures such 
research is “to be involved in non-scientific knowledge production and placing 
oneself beyond the pale” (ibid: 2). It may cause problems, increasing social 
isolation and strong opposition. Thus, it seems that this risk has been identified in 
the context of the information systems field as there is a paucity of works where 
non-IT-professional- or layperson-driven systems design (to say nothing of the 
natural cultural historical context) has been examined with a scientific IS 
approach. Layperson systems design in the context of application, especially as 
applied in ‘natural’ processes (e.g., animal breeding), is a modern phenomenon. 
The position here is that of the study of design and use with the perspective from 
which many ordinary users would be most likely to gain. Analysis will explain 
very relevant attributes of sociomaterial or sociotechnical systems and nature-
related practices. 

In all, natural cultural and historical aspects, as derived from laypeople’s 
worlds have been rather invisible in the context of computerization-driven 
organizational information systems design. In terms of conceptions of nature and 
culture in the wild, two main areas can be seen as relevant. The first is the old 
philosophical branch of materialism, materialistic understanding of history, and 
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the other a recently recognized area of STS, discussions about naturecultures 
(Haraway 2003a: 1) with references to ‘technoscientific’ aspects (Latour 1987: 
174). Sociomaterially these study areas about laypeople, nature and culture are 
wide. However, the overlapping of several philosophical, temporal, and scientific 
areas in everyday application domains cannot be avoided. On the other hand, the 
theoretical areas of knowledge illustrate very concretely the importance of 
historical considerations in systems design and studies for new kind of IT. 

5.1 Nature and Materialism 

The thinking mode where older and newer conceptions overlap but on the other 
hand are recognized by their material roots and forms can be associated with the 
traditional philosophical branch called materialism (Marx 1909, Marx & Engels 
1962, Gorsky 1977, Ilyenkov 1977, Marejev 2006). Within this thinking mode, 
experience-based knowledge relates to sociomaterial issues that are observable by 
their material basis and shapes usefulness of knowledge in the making. In that 
respect, it is ‘culturally available’ to laypeople or ordinary people, too. As a 
historically developing material activity that is structured in practical doing, 
reflection of what exists in the practice does not demand a counterpart of 
inexperienced state of activity or experts explaining what exists in the material 
practice that is fundamentally accounted for directly through the ‘materials’. 

Material world and activity: As was mentioned in analysis of the case study 
theoretically and conceptually using the above authors’ ideas of the material 
world that practice can be understood as a form of human social activity. Within 
the real sociomaterial world, it always has an object, an aim, and a motive (which 
may correspond with the aim). These distinctive features stand with the results 
gained by the doing of the activity, within the time, means and conditions. The 
activity is in the material world, which has been developing over time. Each 
feature seen in the materials has its own trajectory based on tooling and analysis 
successively. As we know the history of the making of some artefact needed in 
practice and when using the artefact as a tool with the materials (objects of work) 
we want to reshape into a new or improved use purpose, changes in materials 
provide feedback about the qualities of the materials and of the tool. This helps to 
improve the tool further, and to improve methods for using it and designing new 
tools. What has happened previously serves the verification basis and is recorded 
through histories. Reciprocally, the whole activity with the history of the creation 
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of materials, tools, and methods of working will be developed through two-way 
feedback from the material environment.  

Even if the integrated item is a complex system, the comprehension of it 
within human activity and a need-based hierarchy is not dependent on official 
models when understood in its historical genetic evolution. The most important 
issue is ‘material’ but it involves everyday social psychology, with strategic and 
tactical skills. Based on experiences, these skills are kinds of practical means of 
acting and are adopted through teamwork and efforts when taking part in material 
production. With their already mastered inner logic, people do not need to start by 
theorizing the item, system, or IT in question. Rather, actors work with ‘the 
given’, as all social beings do in their concrete world where the material and 
social nature of the activity is imprinted in their practice. As the activity is learnt 
by experience, expressions used in interaction are functional and tested in the 
doing. Through practical methods of naming, using, and communicating, these 
lived forms of representations (rules of thumb, sayings, prototypes, algorithms, 
sequences, tool use, craft, skills and lessons learnt from previous setbacks) are 
converted into experiences. Since actors continuously work with the material 
world, its articulated forms are recurring rather than stable. 

In materialistic thinking, because practical activity is integrated with its inner 
logic and with the everyday social teamwork psychology of the actors, it is not 
easily abandoned to the ‘whim of fate’, or to the ‘whim of improvisations’ 
without one’s first thinking about the risk (ibid). Through a critical everyday 
shrewdness, such activity controls and advises actors’ development of materials, 
methods and tools and working towards the necessary decisions in the shape of 
choices and deeds that have to be done for the sake of (material) production in the 
practice where the solutions have to operate in any case. Thus, practice as a 
material activity unfolds as the human as a social being develops. With a 
materialistic understanding of history, the knowledge in the making is put to the 
test of everyday material practice rather than of the abstract idealism of scholars. 
In all, it is within the environment where materials, tools, methods and society 
integrate and where practitioners are working in a long-term involvement. 

Materialistic reasoning–continuity of practice: In the case, for the layperson-
in-practice and related co-practitioners, a practical activity demands finding the 
principle against which possible usage of resources and consequences can be 
estimated in practice. The most important result or the most desired consequence 
must also be taken into consideration. This, for many of us, as professionals, 
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laypeople or others, is the continuity of a relevant meaningful practice in the first 
place (Bourdieu 1998), but not at any price.  

For the practitioner-in-practice, inventing a practical workable principle is not 
usually difficult when the appropriate ingredients are available. The difficulty 
comes in describing or translating it into languages which can be used outside the 
field of practice. This has been an important problem is systems design. 

Thus, when we aim to understand the everyday experience-based knowledge 
in the making, we have to learn to study experiences within the practice and in 
their processes of being made. In addition, for such practical purposes, we have to 
create methods capable of capturing everyday work or activity languages 
(Leontyev 1989, VII). These methods ought to operate with their everyday 
comprehensible meanings in experience rather than just being observed as 
invisible ‘webs on the winds’ without real material basis. When they are studied 
in the course of their making, the webs can identify true sociomaterial working 
relations, communities and practices (Suchman 1987, Nardi & Engeström 1999). 

Historically-rooted experience: In capturing the core of the community of 
practice measured, the aesthetics of everyday life (Lach 1994) might saturate such 
experiences. According to Dewey (whose wide body of knowledge included 
insights into materialism) it is therefore necessary to ‘recourse animal life below 
the human scale’ (1980/1934: 18). What living beings preserve from the past 
sociomaterial, lived-in worlds, and what is needed for the desired future, operates 
as directions in the present practice. In our living environment, we have beings 
that are capable of communicating with humans and sharing the goal of 
purposeful activity in practice. Ordinary beings such as domesticated dogs have, 
in the course of a long period of co-evolution with humans, managed to preserve 
their ability to analyze humans. In this analysis of their fellow beings, like many 
dog people, “the dog is never pedantic, nor academic” (Dewey 1980: 19), but they 
can also communicate with persons who have such cultural features. For most 
dogs and knowledgeable people, essential features arise best when the past is 
served in response to the present environment. Like an environmental interface 
designed carefully by taking into account features of the past activity, the present 
environment is made up of inherited features expressed in signs and marks of 
existing files upon which to draw the new experience.  

Nature and materialistic culture: The materialism view includes nature as 
“man’s inorganic body” (Marx 1909: 171). In this broad view, all around us is 
another, ‘natural’ part of man, allowing nature or natural and cultural knowledge 
production in their co-evolution, through the same process. ‘Cultural’ can be 
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theoretically separated from natural by assuming that it is related to something 
‘artificial’ or to material things made: tools, structures, constructors, interfaces 
and infrastructures made by humans for their practical necessities.  

As seen in the case, these items are created in order to interact with the 
activity setting, in the natural and cultural environment available. This cultural 
side also has invisible material consequences for the evolution of natural 
processes and of the social processes of humans, with nonhumans and in their 
shared practices. Through these aspects of culture within nature or natural 
environment, epistemology in materialism brings some similarities with the 
natural-cultural view recognized in the STS field. If we consider the social 
shaping of technologies with the view that ‘to be human’ requires that we share 
nature with ‘non-humans’ (Latour 1993: 51), it means including other beings and 
the natural environment. For this reason, as we want to learn (by experiment or 
improvisation) about nature and its resources as studying the knowledge in the 
making, we should not only take from nature, materials and resources, but also 
give back, repay and struggle for nature’s benefit and to try to grasp its terms. 

Terms of human culture in nature: According to Dewey, “The fact that 
civilization endures and culture continues–and sometimes advances–is evidence 
that human hopes and purposes find a basis and support in nature. As the 
developing growth of an individual from embryo to maturity is the result of 
interaction of organisms with surroundings, so culture is the product not of efforts 
of men put forth in a void or just upon themselves, but of prolonged and 
cumulative interaction with environment.” (Dewey 1980: 28) 

In line with that, in his study of cultural psychology, Cole (1996) sees issues 
of culture as important for exploring how people experience the ideal and material 
residue of the activity of prior generations. He emphasizes the central importance 
of artefacts as the fundamental constituents of culture. Artefacts are 
simultaneously both ideal (conceptual) and material (e.g., a word has its material 
instantiation) mediators of human experience and act as tools and constraints on 
human actions ‘woven together’ in the context of everyday activities. To be 
encultured as a human is our one and only mode of being, i.e., the perspective we 
have had previously and the perspective we shall have in the future. This makes 
our analysis of nature, natural processes and other beings’ activity, culture or 
knowledgeability difficult. As Cole underlines, aspects of culture are constantly at 
hand as a possible conditioner of, and resource for, interaction and action, but 
“they are not equally prominent in particular instances” (Cole 1996: 182).  
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Regarding the case and nature and culture as related to it, in a similar vein, 
aspects of nature are always present and are potential conditioners of, and thus 
recourses for, our interaction when studying systems and experiences. Neither 
natural processes, nor resources, are equally prominent in all their particular 
instances. More importantly, in spite of this, they are often subjected to human 
needs, but just like humans they can implicitly resist and struggle against our 
empirical experimenting, in scientific undertakings as well.  

The rule is that our experimenting with nature, in all natural processes, 
happens usually on human terms. In cases when we do not care or know what we 
are doing, however, the resistance manifests itself. It is expressed in nature’s 
terms, and in the languages of natural processes and practices. For instance, 
KBDs do have a narrative barking voice, which humans can interpret in order to 
discover what is happening a long way off. Humans also try to solve what it does 
mean when this voice will not be heard when dogs are acting in the wild, i.e., 
what it means for the dog and the breed of dogs to lose their ability to hunt. 

Consequently, such ‘natural’ languages like dogs’ activity can be translated 
into other cultural practices as supporting other creatures’ ways of life. When 
practising sciences, in our analysis, nature, and the culture within it, does not 
merely provide a background, but shapes the attributes of ‘information systems’. 

Lay PD with materialistic thinking on nature: In conclusion, in developing 
collaborative and information systems within sociomaterial practices including 
laypeople means thinking about the relationships between beings, their local 
natural environment, and their material conditions. As culture and nature are seen 
as consisting of events, places and past ideas of beings encultured as humans, 
they become characterized by human histories. However, we have to see the 
material basis of and the social counterparts in the processes of the material world 
through which they can be understood as features of information systems. 
Methodologically, this means approaching natural cultural worlds by going to the 
‘real’ field and conducting ‘empirical investigations’ with ‘concrete’ sociomaterial 
practices with those involved (Lévi-Strauss 1966). 

5.2 Naturecultures with Technoscience 

In discussions of social shaping of technology (Bijker & Law 1992: 4), certain 
technological conceptions of nature and cultural patterns of concrete sciences 
have been combined under the name ‘technosciences’. The concept relates to the 
types of languages used and subject-object positions considered in the contexts of 
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knowledge and systems production. As shaping ‘the given’ or ‘accountability’ of 
real sociomaterial practices, social theories of IT ought not to be reconceptualized 
away from the impacts of advanced technologies on everyday life. 

In the 1940s, on the eve of the arrival of digital programmable computers, 
many scientists in many different fields were fascinated with the promise and the 
new opportunities which Computer and Information Technology offered to 
scientific analysis. Quite rapidly, applications were made for many disciplines, 
such as Biology, Psychology, Linguistics, Physics and Economics, among others.  

IT became a popular topic of study, with software applications and 
programmers ‘translating’ the world into new domains. Abstract digitalized forms 
took on varied and complex shapes through efforts to encode the actions and 
behaviour of humans or other beings. Within empirical studies, development of IT 
became related to a tedious experimental social condition. Encoding and IT were 
applied to a variety of exciting and experimental situations. 

The wide-ranging application of information technology in human life 
domains also brought new worries. Disciplinary and empirical studies have 
addressed the concern of technology development and IT which both can affect 
humans’ or beings’ action negatively. In the 1980s, problems were associated with 
‘technoscience’ (Latour 1987). Aspects of nature and action of other beings 
through abstract IT theories have recently (Law 2004) been associated with the 
novel discussion topics of natureculture in terms of technology and science. 

Some of the well-known contributors to the STS field have been engaged in 
reporting about politics of advanced information technologies and difficulties 
faced in trying to define nature in terms of abstract sciences, and sociomaterial 
body-mind symbioses of living beings with configurations of technologies. 
‘Technoscience’ is used as a label for the tendencies and conceptions of certain 
privileged actors or groups of actors working in our information society. For 
instance, the term is used in some cases to enact relevant science and institutions 
by superior knowledge and technology production, which happen in the 
conditions and on the terms of closed science-in-action in labs (Latour 1987).  

Input-output action as use: Regarding the present case of systems and 
technologies, one of the political stages used in comparison of technoscience 
against practices out in the wild is the recently identified worry of laypeople-
driven ‘kennels’ (Haraway 2003a,b,c) where the cost of technoscience can be seen 
to be measured and paid. In Latour’s (1987) terms, the practitioners of 
technoscience are those to whom the simplest mode of a system is an input given 
to a piece of machinery guided by a set of commands, which produces a 
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‘processed’ output. Sometimes, parts and processes between input-output events 
are too complex to be grasped, or issues go beyond the expertise areas of the 
involved actors. Due to the given, and always too limited, time and other resource 
factors, their efforts to solve the issues result in forced or limited investigations, 
which compromise in their theories and models about nature (Latour 1987). 

This scale or effort, according to Haraway, is made, not given (Haraway 
2003a: 78). Thus, naturecultural technological topics where nature or human 
activities in general are close to the ‘natural’ environment ‘out there’ are today 
growing fast, through new approaches (Smuts 2001, Asdal 2003, Law 2004, 
Moser 2004, Laurier et al. 2006). While this largely happens outside the systems 
field from which the basic idea of IT originates, some of the authors have been 
further systematized into challenging traditional natural science, whereas others 
work with more coherent methodological ensembles, participative ideas and in 
favour of social shaping of technologies.  

For interpretation purposes of the case here, the first era and input-output IT 
seems to confirm the scale or effort made (in the way defined by Haraway) in its 
remoteness from and conceptions of ordinary breeders as users of IT systems. In 
this case it ought, however, to be seen as an aspect of the whole IT practice 
including the field systems and in this context the effort seems to have been 
pioneering (I). Especially when it comes to understanding modes of information 
which include ordinary users and non-human beings (e.g., Smuts 2001) as 
influential factors of the IT–even as full members of the use communities–input 
and output IT shaped the context of use. 

Correspondingly, in many sciences and related practices, constitutive units 
often define the unique nature of action taken and the IT. Constitutive units are 
binary oppositions and very typical in computer sciences and technologies. As 
educated IS professionals or researchers we tend to encode natural and cultural 
phenomena in pairs, such as input–output, subject–object, human–animal, man–
woman, use–design, manual-ADP, profit–non-profit, natural–cultural, outdated-
advanced or historical–modern. Unambiguous contrasting of our research items in 
pairs enables us to analyze contradistinctions and to define a constitutive system 
for the pairs (where one item needs the other to function and to provide the 
meaning of its existence). Still, we also can find and analyze pairs and make 
systems without such contradistinctions. These do not arise in the environment 
studied, but according to Lévi-Strauss, they arise solely from ontological 
presumptions (Lévi-Strauss 1966: 131). To see beyond input-output as use and 
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beyond coding as design, means that these are combined in an IT context and 
actually do have the same object, but that it can be seen differently by the actors. 

One kind of IT context: According to Williams (1997), semantically our 
conceptions of “nature” are very complex, and even expressed in the use of the 
term nature as a singular form. When something is singled out as one of a kind, it 
is abstracted, personalized, or made, to some significant extent, unquestionable. 
Such abstractions are typical in the ways in which people are encultured and in 
which qualities related to living define nature and what exists as a context of 
action and is good or bad within it. In defining nature, the nearest environment, 
society, technology, knowledge or culture, naturalcultural values mean we have to 
consider systems differently than before. For instance, we need to seek other 
kinds of information technologies and diverse forms from the context of use 
instead of seeing IT as the mere shifting of bits via cables, or input-output 
functions networked for distributed social actors. 

Thus, it is important to study our conceptions of nature (IV) which project 
our historical awareness and the context of IT given by it. Our conceptions of 
evolution, beings and their positions in the known, perceived world shape the 
relations seen between the actors and materials as the IT contexts enabled within 
the world. As seen in the case, in practice our conceptions of nature and culture 
are expressed by certain attributes and qualities. For instance, a high CoI may be 
experienced in the wild as a dog’s unwillingness to hunt (I), or in the way a show 
dog’s pedigree shows people’s willingness to keep the CoI high. However, taken 
without a historical context these conceptions can be stigmatizing attributes 
(Haraway 2003c). With the history analyzed we can comprehend that getting any 
human achievement to function, any IT artefact designed or any living being bred 
with a certain goal, and to enable its activity within its natural diversity (Poster 
1990: 4) is complex and involves seeing many types of IT, media, use and design 
together through the shared object and the conceptions of good within it. 

Historical viewpoints of naturecultures within the STS field (Law 2004) are 
involved (enacted) in order to show and analyze technology and science politics 
and to inform about certain observable culturally rich lines of work in our study 
of IT and systems in situ. Thinking modes in new naturecultures include humans, 
other beings and nature as crucial understandable factors as they can be studied 
with their own histories. Particularly, according to Haraway, history is that which 
matters in naturecultures (Haraway 2003a: 3). Historical consciousness about 
naturalcultural issues is a rather political consideration within the STS field, but it 
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can help to see who is suffering (Dewey 1929: 196) by the one kind of ahistorical 
IT context, which is, in any case influenced by the values of choices made. 

Within actual political sciences, Luke (1990), among others, examines the 
role of nature in technology with experience-based ‘teaching’ and ‘caring’. This 
view is grounded in Rousseau’s famous social modernity relation, which 
concerned the dehumanization of everyday life by technological inventions. In 
Rousseau’s view, new trends were maintained in intimate social groups and might 
result in costly transformations within the development of the surrounding culture 
and overall society. Thus, it is important that we should be aware of smaller- or 
‘more human’-scale social reproduction. In IS cases, scales are often large. For 
Rousseau, according to Luke, nature as Providence “means a free, divinely 
guided active subject” and it shapes events seen as in the culture through its 
“prescience, loving care, or managing interventions” (ibid: 105). In terms of Luke 
in this interpretation, nature is seen as teaching men in their primitive conditions 
and their needs and duties are shaped in man’s original constitution in accordance 
with it (ibid). Luke argues that only a life lived close to nature and through self-
activity with others creates a grasp of it as “a new collective subjectivity among 
the participants drawing out the best of their authentic being” (Luke 1990: 120). 

The absurdity of free subjects and objects as constitutive units without history 
and any known transaction process with each other has also been addressed by 
Dewey. We could thus say that he saw the (technoscientific) aspects and subjects’ 
and objects’ roles as constitutive. Following Basil Gildersleeve, Dewy argues that 
“[an o]bject is … that which objects, that to which frustration is due” (Dewey 
1929: 196). “The subject is that which suffers, is subjected”, which parallels 
enduring resistance and frustration and which also attempts subjection of hostile 
conditions by taking “the immediate initiative in remaking of the situation as it 
stands” (ibid). When identifying objects and subjects in the sciences, we usually 
try to see the roles and meanings of actors as either-or (e.g., user or designer), but 
their mutual roles are shaped in longer term action and the diversity of IT context 
within the continuum of shared history. 

The role of the layperson in technoscience: In lay PD, taking the use-field-
design continuum perspective, divisions of labour in empirical sciences often see 
participants as having a social isolation (Gibbons 1994: 2). Interventionist study 
traditions have contributed to the position of everyday knowledge and laypeople, 
local IT cultures and nature in the contexts of science and technology studies. 
Technoscientific investigations tend to see local people or, more narrowly, the 
mass of users of IT as if “in the service of powerful actors” involved in 
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controlling the others (Suchman 1998: 50). Instead of defining what nature, 
technology or knowledge about them could be, Latour suggests following science 
and technology ‘in the making’, and observing the action in labs in situ.  

Otherwise, according to Latour (1987), what we see as the role of nature or, 
more widely, the real objects of science, are ‘belated’ factors or ‘fickle’ allies 
(ibid: 94). Nature is late in the sense that as investigators of empirical topics 
cannot always wait for real tests within natural conditions they cannot visualize or 
predict consequences. However, according to Latour, whoever has nature on his 
or her side often wins the game, no matter what the odds against the empirical 
theories might be. In this way, sociomaterial scientific practice is ‘forced’ to act as 
a kind of business undertaking and may not differ so very much from other rival 
practices defined by ordinary institutional reward systems.  

The roles within naturecultures and awareness or diversity of conceptions 
about nature affect our reward systems (Bourdieu 1998) in the production of new 
knowledge. For the scientist, terms in the vernacular and local practices may be 
valued as such. Yet laypeople’s conceptions about technologies, society, and study 
or mediation of the ‘external environment’ as the context of IT (Friedman & 
Cornford 1989: 49) can hardly result in much more than commonsense diversity. 
As innovativeness is bound up with practical adoption of new ideas and not with 
existing (or still to be created) benchmarked references or traditions (Gibbons et 
al. 1994, Nurminen 1986: 137), the ideas cannot be shown, being too fickle or too 
humanistic and not about IT, although they might function in situ and as IT.  

When conducting studies on others’ practices in situ, we inevitably encounter 
what the essential difference (Suchman 2002) is between local ideas or IT and the 
methodologically tied ideas or IT as the usefulness of any given kind of science or 
designed IT is measured anew. The role of laypeople within technoscience, 
according to Latour, relates to people who on the one hand can mobilize their own 
local field to collect data, write reports and describe theories-in-use about the 
field. On the other hand, as they do not make their living from this activity of 
capturing, analyzing, writing or theorizing, they cannot be much more than 
owners of commonsense ideas, or they are just “amateurs” (Latour 1987: 147).  

However, as estimators of technology studies and practices, amateurs are a 
tricky and critical mass. For professional designers or scientists it can be rather 
difficult to influence them and get them to accept new design ideas or theories. If 
they are not derived from their reality or are not expressed using the terms of their 
culture, and in cases when arguments run against their own conceptions, new 
design considerations or scientific theories are not likely to be adopted. Amateurs 
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are often still necessary when collecting and producing empirical data. In going 
into places real experts or scientists could or will not go, “amateurs form a most 
undisciplined crowd as far as helping the scientists” (ibid) and designers. 

In all, the typical division of labour, according to Lévi-Strauss (1966: 252) 
rests on political language and the characterization of amateurs, laypeople or 
other local people as ‘uneducated’ or ‘primitive’. On the one hand, self-made 
solutions or technologies are not necessarily taken ‘seriously’, but once they have 
been realized elsewhere, they might even prove to have been innovative. As 
Latour concludes, technoscience is made of political science-drivenness and a 
cautiously created mixture of contradictory interests (1987: 157). The sizes of 
networks matter in terms of resources and in the construction of theories 
applicable within carefully set limits. 

The case for lay PD: As shown by the case, where the “evolution of culture” 
(Wright 1951: 338) in nature is an IT context, it is necessary to see the constantly 
changing but never destroyed state of poise between elements of resistance and 
change. In this case the evolution happens in the life cycle and genetic process of 
dogs, which the dog breeders concerned try to guide and grasp through the use of 
IT. Hence, we have to see the IT in nature. Otherwise, it will be the natural 
environment, people or companion species excluded who suffer, as methods of 
study for IT become enacted in and are designed for lab conditions (Latour 1987; 
Haraway 2003b; Suchman 2002). According to Haraway, the key question in 
naturecultures, with technoscientific bodies of knowledge and technology 
production applied in practice is: “Who cleans up the shit in a companion species 
relationship?” (Haraway 2003b: 79). This clearly expresses concern about 
progress in society and about technological development, as is also observed by 
other authors (e.g., Ihde & Selinger 2003). 

It is clear that many scientists, in the IS field too, share the concern about 
produced IT (e.g., Korpela et al. 2002, Nardi & O’Day 1999, Pipek 2005) and 
related change theories that may fail in diverse everyday application domains. 
However, who is in a position to see and change local home conditions, e.g., 
ordinary kennels where most of our ordinary companion species–cats, dogs and 
other pets–and a number of other productive animals are bred or maintained? We 
are the laypeople ‘in there’. The change or new paradigm for IT is definitely not 
just an issue between individuals but involves nations, local nature and culture, 
material, social and economic conditions, division of labour, arts, and sciences. 
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5.3 The figure of a dog as a cyborg  

The combination of a living being and a machine is conceptualized within the 
field of science known as Cybernetics. Notions, related to control and 
communication between a being and a machine, have been considered in 
discussions of science and technology studies. The concern has been in pointing 
to ideologies and motivations to develop technologies and sciences. The 
combination of a biological being and a mechanical machine has been linked to 
understanding natural cultural phenomena and technological conceptions related 
to everyday phenomena: domestic animals, such as dogs. (Haraway 2003a,b,c) 

With the help of ordinary dogs and the science related to layperson-driven 
breeding systems, the involved dog communities and the local naturecultures, the 
idea is to show the consequences of technoscience (ibid). The nature of the 
‘material-semiotic presence’ of our ‘companion species’ can thus assist in making 
sense of the kinds of dog breeding-related problems of technoscience 
acknowledged in the recent work of Haraway. A common way of discuss about 
animals, in this case about dogs, in human society is to see them as family or pet 
dogs or dogs working in jobs and sport. Haraway has chosen a new way of 
analysis, i.e., as focusing on the beings’ roles through a kind of ‘dog-cyborgism’ 
phenomenon, how we would better understand the technological and ethical 
problems of technoscience in the context of purebred dogs. Interestingly, the 
evolution and role of dogs and of the mainly private efforts which drive breeding 
communities strangely resembles generations of the concept of cyborg when the 
issues are placed and interpreted in technoscientifically enacted dog-worlds.  

Cyborg: The figure of the cyborg is developed to identify and inform about 
problems of sciences and technology that are faced in everyday life, and to 
identify the crisis of frontier zones and unions which arises when originally 
different material bodies are put into one item (Haraway 2003b). With an identity 
partly inherited and partly reshaped anew, the new system of a being and a 
machine can be shaped as a combination where human and technological social 
organization, knowledge, and processing join together in the construction of a 
new system. Although they have lived with humans forever, just recently 
companion species have started to be seen and discussed as kinds of refigured 
models of ‘cyborg systems’. This is thus linked to technologies, IS communities 
and layperson-driven approaches and bodies of knowledge on IT. 

According to Haraway, “Cyborgs are ‘cybernetic organisms’, named in 1960 
in the context of the space race, the cold war, and imperialist fantasies of 
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technohumanism built into policy and research projects” (Haraway 2003a: 4). In 
technoscience studies, Haraway has used the figure of cyborg as a symbol of 
informatics of domination. As refigured with the new conceptual model of the 
‘companion species’, ordinary dogs as ‘cyborgs’ provided “the biggest surprise” 
(Ihde & Selinger 2003: 6) when the new conceptual item was introduced. 
Haraway explains that originally the term cyborg was associated with an 
improved, self-regulating man-machine system that could survive in the 
environment of space. The first test version was a lab rat implanted with an 
osmotic pump and a command-control-communication system, meaning that an 
organism and a machine had shaped a symbiosis with the aim of transforming 
both. 

A dog as a cyborg: The figure of the cyborg is considered as symbolizing 
“escape from the earth, from the body, from the limits of merely biological 
evolution” (Haraway 2003b: 62). In Haraway’s terms, dogs as cyborgs are junior 
siblings in the large family of ‘companion species’, even though ‘a man in space’ 
(illustrated by the figure of a cyborg) may seem odd in the context of domestic 
canines. Dogs’ evolution from wild animals to working dogs and pets kept in 
human society can be seen as developing through certain types of dog-cyborgism 
expressed also by the giving of nicknames to dogs. ‘Working like a dog’ is a 
common saying, and dogs are referred to as ‘children’ or ‘man’s best friend’ and 
are admired for the ‘unconditional love’ they give and the services they perform 
for their owners. These examples show the nature of hierarchical relationships, 
the strong dependence on dogs’ abilities to “read” owners’ desires, and the risk of 
rejection that dogs face when human affection wanes. (Haraway 2003c) 

The technoscientific viewpoint rests on Haraway’s strategy to make dogs’ 
position visible by extending the notion of cyborg to companion species, more 
ordinary actors. Analysis of the political reasons for new technology production is 
correspondingly brought down to the grassroots level of ordinary people. To 
analyze the prevailing techno-cultural aspects that Haraway sees as being adopted 
in many high tech forums, studies of materially and semantically well-known 
ordinary naturalcultural subjects, dogs, suggest learning more about technology 
design and economic values supported by technology. Evidence from dog worlds 
could perhaps induce less historically informed people as consumers of hi-tech IT 
and services. In terms of the necessary political act of hope in ‘a world on the 
edge of global war’, she speaks for the co-evolution of technologies and a world 
we could live in while sharing it with non-humans. Haraway believes that humans 
and non-humans ought to be the central concerns of technoscience studies. (ibid.) 
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In other words, regarding the case in hand, the worry seems to be in that, 
considering what is done to certain beings, dogs, cats and others dominated by 
informatics and other technology, the same could happen with other beings and 
humans as well. The hope rests on the fact that though not all damage can be 
repaired, much can be done in a new way. In practice, making any kind of 
improvement for the better, or creating new job divisions might be a complete 
waste of time if intellectuals, scientist, politicians, and strategic visionaries in 
business are not interested in seeing or changing the state of affairs. 

The hunting instinct in work practices: Aspects of technoscience are wide-
ranging within dog worlds (Haraway 2003a,b,c). Uses of dogs as mobile 
weapons, at war and in space, as instruments of terror, in the pharmaceutical 
industry, in show business, as surrogates of parents or baby-sitters, and in 
conditions not suitable for humans, reveal similarities with cyborgs. According to 
Haraway, dogs are not meant to work in these conditions. Among dog people who 
see the dog differently, the sharing of resources, breeding goals and knowledge 
has solidified their joint efforts, and such an awareness has been found in dog 
clubs engaged in the breeding of working and sport dogs. (Haraway 2003c.) 

Many working dogs act in several jobs, aiding citizens’ mental and physical 
health, guarding individuals, properties, and national boundaries, preventing 
crime and terrorism, and contributing to many kinds of scientific studies. They 
serve in business and show business as productive team workers or community 
workers. They are trained in going to hazardous places and demanding settings. 

Principally, much of this activity rests on the hunting instinct of the dog, and 
its skills in seeking food for the pack of its nearest fellow beings, cooperatively. 
As is clearly shown by the case for lay PD, working dog breeding cannot be a 
pure matter of beauty or love of wisdom without the material issues, 
conformation, body and mind suitable for the purposes of ‘hunting’ and for the 
varied conditions in the wild. In cases when ordinary dogs and just as ordinary 
breeders serve as guides in understanding subject- and object-making and the 
relationships of people and beings in sciences, we should value such experience-
based knowledge in systems design too. Dogs’ and people’s shared way of life 
(and the much longer known nature related culture of hunting dogs) is a source of 
lived in history through generations. Through these natural cultural historical 
conditions, these people ought to inform, as contributors, related sociomaterial or 
sociotechnical systems, in studies and design practices. In studying nature-related 
work practices, many of the authors contributing to naturecultural areas of 
knowledge have limited their interests solely to breeding and other concerns of 
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animals located within the sphere of human experience and human-driven 
activities in the built environment. Many have ignored the role of IT’s use, design 
in situ (II, V), other design forms for animals and conditions in fields of practice. 

Dog-cyborgism as business: On the other hand, following Haraway’s work, 
we can see how business and research are delivering new remedies for sick dogs, 
and cloning pets beloved by their rich owners. A variety of other kinds of 
symbiosis of knowledge, care, and technologies feature human rational action in 
technoscientific naturecultures as studied by Haraway. If we think about the co-
production of nature and culture, bodies and technologies, multidirectional gene 
flows, economic values of hi-tech design and work in labs, the use of certain 
technological systems guiding exchange of data, gene research, advances in 
immunology, and medical and chemical treatments within beings, it seems as 
though ‘cyborgism can be anything’ (Haraway 2003c). Rhetorically we may ask 
which of the problems seen in purebred dogs could not be found in other human-
related domains, and within the society defined by computerization. 

However, in rethinking dogs as cyborgs, the role of practitioner of related 
sciences seems to involve developing technologies and knowledge for such 
purposes. The dogs’ artificially modified parts and body-mind system, in a sense 
functioning as a biological animal and technological artefact, are created by 
humans to serve human ends (Haraway 2003b). Through social aspects of humans 
interacting with other beings we can see how it is ironic that sharing is seen as 
typical of the human race, when, even as we work ‘for, with and by’ users in the 
science involved, lots of this effort is realized only for humans themselves. 

Ordinary practitioners of science, motivated by personal, political and 
economic reasons, can be seen as investigators in nature-techno-cultures, utilizing 
expensive lab resources and scientific projects, and at the same time supporting 
and cooperating with several techno-business domains and fields. Around the 
world, new bio and genetic technologies are being invented and harnessed for the 
replication of beloved animals, treating them like rare breeds dying out. (Haraway 
2003c.) In other words, the real experts are producing IT, medical, genetic, 
veterinary and breeding services for lay breeders after their too long-term 
application of the well-known line inbreeding practice, the consequences of 
which are becoming visible nowadays. This method, initially developed for food 
(mass) production for the constantly expanding human population, is considered 
(according to official experts) as a suitable method for domestic animal breeding 
and the breeding of working and sport dogs. 
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Diversity or depletion: Regarding the case for lay PD, ironically we might 
think that Haraway (2003c) is showing that gene exchange controlled by line 
breeding produces suffering dogs in layperson-driven kennels, but this activity of 
laypeople is not linked to the science originally promoting usage of the line 
breeding. However, some cross-bred forms also seem to risk losing their ability to 
reproduce, many dogs’ senses and muscles are weakened, the need for medical 
support increases and a considerable range of all dogs suffer inherited defects or 
diseases (which may originate from wild canines? See Appendix 1: Table 7). In 
line with Latour (1987) and Haraway (2003c) the case here adopts the idea that 
without studying the sociomaterial historical conditions of the people and groups 
involved, our generalizations become fickle and could be seen as odd by 
practitioners. If they are interpreted in strange cultural frames (Nordic hunting 
dogs as Western pet dogs), in the settings of the wrong historical eras (CoIs are 
quite new gene pool diversity indicators), or as action rather than activity 
(Leontyev 1989) or interagency (Engeström 2004), cooperation between lay and 
official experts will reach a deadlock.   

In Haraway’s terms, the dog as cyborg figuration in the role of companion 
species is about the human and non-human, the organic and the technological, 
carbon and silicon (Haraway 2003b: 60). It also affects many kinds of 
empowerment issues such as dealings with ‘freedom and structure’, and activities 
related to digitalized realities (e.g., Nurminen 2005). Virtual frames of ‘history 
and myth’ and economy and politics of ‘the rich and the poor’, of ‘the state and 
citizens’ ought thus to be measured anew (Haraway 2003b, cf. Pitkin 2001). 
Haraway compels us to think about new allies of nature and culture or ‘diversity 
and depletion’, modernity and postmodernity (2003b), and issues of cure and care 
work (IV) within various relations and practical or political reasons.  

As suggested by Dewey (1929), the subject is the one who suffers and resists 
if another tries to ‘use’ it as an object placed in unfriendly conditions of action. 
Our purebred dog breeds have shown both suffering and resisting. On the other 
hand, as maintained earlier, each technology-related culture or practice has its 
own centres and peripheries, relating thus many important factors of humans’ and 
other beings’ roles within them (Haraway 2003a). Whether considered as objects, 
numbers, properties (Mrode 1996, Asdal 2003) or active subjects with the nearest 
(human) beings (Smuts 2001, Laurier et al. 2006), with the dogs their 
accountability, existence and influence on our technology and information 
infrastructure is the lesson about the co-evolution of dogs and humans.  
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According to Haraway (2003c), if we consider dogs to be ‘human 
technologies’, then the reverse is also true and sharing the goal and object of 
action in doing and of motivation in a collective activity in the wild is possible. 
Haraway has shown that the long co-evolution of two social species could have 
had two-way consequences, both culturally and materially (2003b). A useful 
symbiotic relationship is enabled in co-evolution in which objects are other 
subjects, in cooperation (Dewey 1929). 

Lay PD and in-situ systems: Regarding information technology, generally the 
constitutive relation between relevant subjects has been a matter of humans and 
the critical consideration points related to function of computers and design 
studies (Suchman 1987, Star 1995b, Suchman 1998, Asaro 2000, Suchman 2002). 
The constitutiveness of design-to-use integrates the computer systems and 
purposeful operations of the user as a social living actor experiencing concretely 
the IT through its end use. Thus, changes in formation of languages in design 
modify the subject by the cultural symbols and meanings inscribed in them. The 
subjects or users of designs become consumers, the end users of sets of designed 
IT items, or of infrastructure and media. (Schwartz Cowan 1987, Fischer & 
Giaccardi 2006, Robertson 1996, Papers IV, V.) According to Poster, this is “the 
sensitive point of cultural production” (1990: 11). The fact that design mediates 
the user, on the other hand, is a mode of technological mediation, which at the 
same time, through the joint efforts of people, including study, creates technology 
that is made about “us” (Latour 1994: 64). 

In the naturecultural dog worlds, the dogs are seen as subjects influenced 
through their nearest other beings, which in most cases are the humans that 
possess them. As with all social beings, the closest relationship is very crucial, 
even the fundamental starting point for the interpretative understanding of 
technology as use-design or design-use mediated relationships. In this sense, it 
could be an error, even a serious one, to exclude such influences from the 
interpretation frames of IS, sciences or in analysis of the use of technology in 
design. In addition, Haraway has shown the importance of cross talk in the 
interaction of scientific and lay communities (2003b) (IV). With shared problems, 
she recommends thinking together in terms of kinship systems rather than 
constructionism, which as she points out may result in the analysis being too 
weak semiotically, unfruitful and materially deficient. In line with that, we must 
study in-situ systems made in practices, not only ISs created by sciences. 

High-level abstract and deductive systems theories might not be very relevant 
starting points for the study of phenomena where everyday psychology, 
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economics and other social aspects suggest that the starting point should be in the 
logic of grassroots practice (Bourdieu 1998, Paper II). The coherence ought to be 
shaped through the qualitative starting point, which through participation in 
material doing, can pass down the material nature seen as important by the 
practitioners. Lévi-Strauss has defined two basic modes of how conceptual 
systems’ specialization with materials and technologies can be seen as functional 
information modes. As an evolution of cultural IT, they relate to information or 
knowledge items inscribed in our conceptual artefacts or tools within the society 
(Lévi-Strauss 1966: 154, 268). Their significance and motivational aspects have 
been gradually realized and influenced by features of the sociomaterial world, 
including meaningful respected beings (Serpell 1986: 5). 

The first mode (Lévi-Strauss 1966) rests on a constant passage between ideas 
and images, syntax and dictionary represented by cultural symbols. In this mode, 
systems are mediated by expert at all levels, and united by strict and rigid 
relations. Language and natural cultural society pursue only higher-level 
historical paradigmatic events. The second mode rests on measures of 
‘contingence’ and ‘arbitrariness’ at the most concrete grassroots level of ideas, 
images and local modes, which casts doubt on the ‘systematic nature’ of the 
natural cultural and historical integrated whole. Still, when an analyst possesses 
the natural cultural language and shares the history of activity, the accountability 
of systematic decision-making and of choices as values realized increases 
manifold. 

According to Lévi-Strauss, when our seeing is motivated “from the point of 
indigenous thought” (1966: 159), the lived-in world can be grasped and be 
accountable as a collectively-controlled ‘functional’ diversity. When these values 
embody the care (Nardi & O’Day 1999, see also Paper IV) and continuity of 
meaningful participation of the users with end users (Paper I) in everyday life, the 
related design can be seen as originating from the practice. 

Respectively, as seen in the case for lay PD with in-situ systems (V) based on 
conceptions of the cultural historical and material world lived in in the ‘midst of 
everything’, such an information mode can possess intertwined theories of 
sociomaterial organization, motivations and ideologies of time and nature 
understood based on activity realized in it. With material and materialized 
aspects, they are always important influential factors and must be included in the 
related ISD mode. This differentiated but also collectively controlled diversity is a 
living complexity of IT with users working on a longer-term basis, being in line 
with the foundation in the ‘information theory’ of Lévi-Strauss (1966). Via the 
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material world of social beings and animals (Serpell 1986, Manning & Serpell 
1994), comradeship and kinship-making (Haraway 2003b) in human society can 
be seen as informative for lay PD through the natural cultural historical practice. 

As is considered in the case, in sociomaterial design aspects including beings 
as social and bodily actors and biological processes and materials in nature, we 
can know when or whether ‘diversity’ or ‘depletion’ is supported by the IT 
production. This idea is widely applied in designed systems that are contributing 
to the society supported by IT and shaping the infrastructure (Star & Ruhleder 
1996). With the subjects and their nature, the actual field of participation (IV, V, 
VI) can be seen as constituted for design of smaller and larger information spaces. 
Thus lay PD with study of in-situ systems means locating ‘elements of the 
ecosphere’, beings, tools, materials, methods and locations, and ‘scientists, 
administrators, and clients or consumers’ (Star 1995a: 18). As it allows social 
beings to be what they are as subjects in their activity setting, as involved in the 
study of in-situ systems, knowledge and ways of thinking about diversity or 
depletion, we can interpret the method of kinship reflection as necessary choices 
about values and the work which needs to be done for maintenance of the material 
and social practice. With such ethnographic and historical data, nature, culture 
and history can be seen as a relevant context of IT that is realizable by design in 
situ. 

5.4 Recalling natural cultural historical field study 

Intensive cases with field studies (Blomberg et al. 1993, 2003) and participation 
in the life of local people make possible the use of various sources and methods 
of data collection while sustaining productive relationships with members from 
the inside of a CoP (III) or field site studied (IV). Depending on the purposes of 
the ethnographic study, and field conditions, one ideal could be a conscious self-
study within the CoP (Syrjänen 2003). For researchers, entering a practice field 
may be difficult. An insider’s position is not necessarily easy to gain, or hold but 
when we involve study tasks, the role of researchers and of other study 
participants usually changes through interaction. In a long-term study of 
knowledge work, Schultze identifies how her research position changed from that 
of an ‘active-member-researcher’ with the identity of an inside member, to that of 
a ‘peripheral-member-researcher’ with the identity of an outsider (Schultze 2000). 

Multiple forms of collecting, analyzing, and sense-making of mixed data are 
typical in historical studies (Shafer 1974), and usage of local cultural materials is 
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common in ethnographic investigations. As nature is seen as consisting of events, 
places and the past ideas of humans rather than disciplinary natural science 
objects, the field method includes study of history. According to Dewey, it means 
the following of continuity of change, proceeding of issues from beginnings to 
endings (1929: xvi). Historical methods applied in natural cultural contexts have 
much in common with ethnographic fieldwork techniques (IV, VI). Some 
differences are in practices. The length of period considered in a study is 
significantly longer in historical studies. Ethnography relies largely on 
observations, and contextual materials at present where as much of historical data 
come categorically from already documented sources. If possible, historians may 
include interviews (cf. oral history) and participative techniques in situ so that 
concepts or conceptions of people from the time in question can be compared 
with others which are more recent (Soikkanen 1995, Hampsher-Monk et al. 1998) 
(V). Thanks to the differences in temporal accountability in ethnographic 
fieldwork, researchers can spend rather long periods in the field but for historians, 
actual participation in local activities is not intrinsically an end in itself.  

Studying the lived-in world: Empirical studies of concrete phenomena are 
often seen as studies in lived-in worlds. Research interventions into other cultures 
have traditionally been conducted by cultural anthropologists interpreting the 
local setting. In studies of foreign cultures where close human-nature relations 
were rather common, the Western cultural milieu tended, from the outset, to 
dominate the accounts. The natural cultural life and languages were difficult to 
grasp as conceptual systems were seen against investigators’ own backgrounds 
(Lévi-Strauss 1966: 3). Longer-term participation in the local settings was seen as 
necessary (III) to make sense of native cultures and ways of life in CoPs.  

According to Dewey, distinguishing things seen by external symbols or marks 
entails more than just possession of external indexicality by language. Possession 
of language means also having intimate connections with such in-built values as 
religion, art and science, industry and politic. The usefulness of knowledge, art 
and all activity is usually pointed out by sciences. Application, tools and uses are 
bound up with directions, suggestions and records made possible by speech. 
“What has been said about the role of tools is subject to a condition supplied by 
language, the tool of tools.” (Dewey 1902: 140.) Language as a tool of tools 
epitomizes cultural historical processes, carrying out collective objectives. 

It is also the base structure of human-nature (IV) or human-society (Syrjänen 
2006) relations. “The making and use of artefacts as tools, in the production of the 
means of existence and in the reproduction of the species” (Wartofsky 1979: 202) 
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is vital for human activity and the development of the society in which we live. In 
theory, this could imply that within human activities, the ones who make 
knowledge tools or organize knowledge with technologies actuate not only to the 
tool user’s practices but also the development of societal (occupational) ‘species’ 
of cultures through the usage of tools. 

Leontyev (1989/1933) has shown that a human being experiences the world 
as a member of the ambient society, and encounters the object world through 
other people. This leads to the formation of relations of productions in economic 
and material terms. Psychologically the communication shapes human perception. 
Hence, every symbol or mark has a meaning that relates to knowledge production, 
which is a product of societal practice. Symbols or marks are generalized tools 
used in studying objects of the reality in practice. Characters of the object enable 
us to fix ‘facts’ about the society or the world experienced. (Leontyev 1989.) 

We see facts imprinted in our minds or features of the known world as 
elements of human knowledge. For many ordinary members of society, practical 
deliberations about daily life and its sociomaterial base (family, close circle of 
friends, etc., and the closest known environment) is the primary concern, not 
theoretical perception of society as such. People tend to analyze the society 
around us through lived-in practice where the everyday experienced knowledge is 
in the ‘object world’. This practice produces practical knowledge tools, which are 
put into practice in other situations deemed as suitable usage objects. (ibid.) 

Arguing against non-empirical analysis methods8, Dewey (1929) reminds us 
to consider the relationship between the objects of primary (the subject matter set 
focus) and secondary (the constructed subject matter-set) focus as analytical 
experience. He maintains that testing of the constructed idea is important, and it 
has to be returned to the meta-test of everyday life, in the wild. In this way, the 
objects analyzed can clarify the primary objects, to help in grasping their features. 
Features grasped lay out the meaning–the significant content–in the object, which 
serves the enlarged meaning of it and shapes a system of related understood 
objects. In everyday life, “they are rendered continuous with the rest of nature and 
take on the import of things they are now seen to be continuous with” (Dewey 
1929: 8). Hence, observers of the immediate sense-contact object (e.g., use as 
input-output action seen in doing and in the visible setting at hand (e.g., IT or a 
PC) analyze, in Dewey’s phrase, primary experience. They thus could easily 

                                                        
8 Dewey did not argue against theorizing as such but against analysis methods that fail to use refined 
secondary products of experience as the material of sense making in practice (Dewey 1929: 8).  
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ignore historical aspects (lived-in experiences in everyday life) invisible in doing 
itself, and the raison d’être (I) in continuing the use activity in the future.  

Studying technology within activity: Accordingly, Wartofsky (1979), who has 
cited Dewey’s work as a source, has identified three groups of aspects regarding 
artefacts that serve our knowledge tools as representations (Wartofsky 1979: 202-
9). They are referred to as primary, secondary, or tertiary artefacts. The source of 
an artefact’s perceived or actual meaningfulness or usefulness as a tool can be 
found in a practice. An artefact classified as a tool is seen to depend on how 
tangibly some feature of it is recognized as useful for the intended use purpose, 
within some practical activity in the overall sociomaterial setting. In the activity 
of the user, the degree of relevant connections related to that activity change in 
the course of working with the tool, in the sense of how directly they exert an 
influence on the subject’s action and interaction in the collective activity.  

For instance, if some feature gives feedback by showing new alternatives for 
application (I, IV) or it supports the user’s identity as a competent active subject 
(II), such a tool is classified as a ‘tertiary artefact’. As a tool’s use causes ‘direct’ 
material or physical consequences (I, V), visible identifiable changes in materials 
point to features that are associated with primary artefacts. Tools which in some 
way seem to restrict use of other related tools, modes of action, material practices 
or production of knowledge (II, III, VI) become referred to as ‘secondary 
artefacts’, e.g., they are rules, orders and standards. (Wartofsky 1979.) 

However, in the subsequent use situations, after thorough sifting, the roles, 
features and meanings can be reshaped. They are now fresh ‘representations’ of 
certain elements of the environment re-embedded in the sociomaterial world that 
passed down their characteristic features in the first place. These features are 
named in our accounts methodologically. In practice, meanings may change along 
with the ‘symbols’, or their values may accumulate or decrease dynamically. In 
this sense our interpretations may result in manifold failures through excessively 
high- or low-level ‘abstractions’, in the bad sense of the word. Thus, tools in 
flows of individual action have been seen as in-between issues (Engeström 1990) 
and their use is thus difficult to understand through short-term interventions by 
visiting outsiders, temporary participants or novices. Tools are “ideal” 
representations, partly designed with uncertainty or a given constitutive authority 
and partly reconstituted in the level of the actual use situation (ibid). When tools 
are used for representations of community knowledge (Lach 1994: 150, cf. Papers 
III, I), we have to know the collectively recognizable features, in the sense that a 
community’s members can adopt them in use and share the meanings in tools.  
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Thus, the best way to render tools in more stable forms in the first place is to 
be able to participate (IV, V) in their creation. In doing so, we can share work 
language and important issues of activity in practice, as we can see in the case (cf. 
methods of participatory action research, Whyte 1991, Swann 2002). In such 
direct involvement, our efforts to make an artefact as a tool in the use practice 
will be easier and we can concentrate on the actual work with the tool. 

Studying knowledge in the making: According to Haraway (2003b), 
establishing a collective fact or making a tool by natural cultural historical 
relationships means trying to evoke a reasonable kinship between material and 
semiotic presences (ibid), expressed in speech and describing the actions needed. 
For ordinary people, tool-making means finding a suitable way to reflect the 
ideologies of the society by grassroots practices (Syrjänen 2006) where everyday 
experience-based knowledge can be seen in the shared ‘object’ world (I, III, VI). 

According to Lévi-Strauss, at the level of situated everyday activity, a binary 
opposition (whether related to vertical or horizontal dimensions) affords ‘the 
simplest possible example’ of a system or tool (Lévi-Strauss 1966: 161). Each 
local action mode and local knowledge item (e.g., use, design, and other activity) 
exists in its own right as a practice. When the base system is stable based on 
investigations in practices, these practices as a system need not coincide at every 
point (or in every phase, in every location) as the practices share the base system 
due to the object of practice. In representations, connecting links still exist, but it 
is more like they are embedded in invisible webs (Nardi & Engeström 1999). 

Language as the ‘tool of tools’ is, according to Virkkunen and Kuutti (2000), 
an integral part of the overall process of cultural and historical meditation. It is 
used in constructing shared concepts, linguistic symbols, words and signs that are 
aspects of the same practice and thus important in activity of the use community 
of practice (III). Where recurring languages reproduce experiences, which are of 
and in nature, they thus maintain tangible material roots: “It [experience] is not 
experience, which is experienced, but nature–stones, plants, animals, diseases, 
health, temperature, electricity, and so on” (Dewey 1929: 4). ‘Things’ in 
interactions, in distinct ways, are experiences and become experienced as they are 
related with other natural objects, such as humans and other beings. For 
representations, we can measure nature with tangible qualities, depth, dimensions 
and dynamic issues by focusing on events in terms of actual subjects. What has 
happened previously serves the verification basis and is recorded through 
histories.  
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When we are examining knowledge in the making (VI), for practical study 
purposes, on the one hand we need to ‘control’ our study practices. On the other 
hand, study of experience-based knowledge processes demands a permissive 
atmosphere. Crabtree (2004) claims the whole process ought to be owned as 
‘hybridized in the strong sense of the word’. However, to make interpretations 
even more complicated we should keep in mind that there is usually a distinction 
between participative study experience and ‘experience’ in everyday life (Schütz 
1972: 207). This distinction affects interpretations of data. Both are 
‘interpretations’ of nature, things interacting with other natural objects, organisms 
and social practices. The latter is not just an interpretation but also a materialized 
interpretation in use, or in Dewey’s terms, it is put to the meta-test of everyday 
life as the interpreter of the interpretation is living in the same world. It is partly 
given as we are born into the world and learn about it through others’ social 
reality. The past as a dimension of the social world (interpreted by research) 
cannot be–nor is it–the same for all in-community members studied. Yet, they 
usually do share a longer-term experience and the relevant core of knowledge.  

Studying meanings of insiders: According to Schütz, in-community members 
can more easily use available representation resources and do not need cultural 
translations, and their active mastering of past, present, and future issues in 
universes of discourse is mirrored in their ways of saying and doing things when 
interacting with the environment (Schütz 1964). Taken-for-granted (a mode of 
thinking which is usual for an observer who does not share the historical world of 
the observed) relations, recipes or methods of accepted or valued ‘affairs’ and 
access to shared resources (Lave & Wenger 1991: 103) is enabled in the deserved 
(i.e., not legitimate by a formal authority) membership of a use community. 
Shared conceptual and practical resources of community members include shared 
meanings that are ‘open’ for in-community members. For them structures are 
tools for a new situation and they can see usefulness of the tools in that situation.  

For others with different cultural backgrounds, insiders’ meanings are not 
tools for interpretation of shared events, or tools for the handling of tricky 
situations. Rather, outsiders’ own “problematic situation itself is hard to master” 
(Schütz 1964: 104). It is thus interpreted in terms of human nature in general, 
which has been inherited and accumulated previously. A method of interpretation 
for outsiders is shaped through the position of a professional stranger with 
analysis expertise that is not shared by the observed informants. From the side of 
informants, this position is seen as having a certain objectivity, but there is also a 
barrier with ‘doubtful loyalty’. According to Schütz (1964), strangers’ objectivity 
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cannot be adequately justified by his or her analytical expertise but it is the status 
of outsiders ‘given’ through the analytical expertise hierarchy shaped in the 
education systems of society. From the side of in-community members, doubtful 
loyalty is seen as causing mistrust if they notice that “the stranger does not accept 
the total[ity] of its cultural pattern as the natural and appropriate way of life” 
(ibid: 105) (e.g., the hunting and eating of other species, Haraway 2003a: 14). 

Accordingly, it would be a mistake to suppose that such fundamental 
principles of action as are shaped in our way of life and the stances expressed by 
our way of speaking and by body language are available only to investigators. At 
least in intensive case studies, when we spend more time and participate in the 
activity of the study locations, it is difficult to keep aspects of our way of life 
away from the working situation, for example, when study objects are seen as 
subjects, intelligent social beings in cooperation with us. As people do not only 
temporarily participate in insiders’ life but live it, a critical distance (Kindermann 
1995) is set also by sociomaterial facts and would matter in interpretations, and in 
studies of in-situ systems (V). 

For the interpretation of social worlds, Schütz suggests the use of meaning 
structures, which can help to distinguish different meanings methodologically. 
Objective meanings join with our objects at a definite time, seen within definite 
language areas (countable things, events, or temporal order). Subjective meaning 
(primary facts, implicit connotations, metaphors, irony) is expressed in 
personalized usage of the object by certain persons or groups. Occasional, 
situated meanings are constructed in the context of the unique universe of 
discourse (spontaneity). (Schütz 1972: 138.) However, meaning structures in tools 
in practices include cultural mix-ups, influencing our identity, environment and 
organization, that we use as tools in the mastery of the special location (Orr 
1990). With historical sources or ethnography on a lived-in world experienced, 
diverse meanings can be managed. For example, talking about machines (or 
talking about dogs) can be seen as shaping an information infrastructure (IV, V) 
that is available to the practitioners (VI) doing the talking, and which is visible 
concretely as IT in the CoP. 

In general, meanings of insiders captured in study representations by our field 
studies are not just qualities in locations we are visiting but tools shaped in and 
for purposes of practitioners working in practices. Only a small part of the whole, 
that people are willing to reveal for study purposes, can be captured by data. What 
we can collect from case communities, analyzed and interpreted as the 
ethnographic data, shapes the practice through which we can explain a part of it 
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with or for a scientific meaning. The ‘other’ part “can only be acquired through 
participation in a community’s forms of life” (Hirschheim et al. 1995: 40) where 
the collective subject can be enabled in study. 

5.5 Inclusion of the collective 

The nature of collective activity, through laypeople’s grassroots innovation and 
participation in in-situ systems study, is that it can link use, design and domain 
with the practice field studied (Syrjänen 2006). Studies motivated by a grassroots 
perspective aim to include designers, users, and others with practical knowledge 
(I) found in the natural context of application, which may not fit our disciplinary 
knowledge (e.g., Wright 1951). The evolution of culture, living beings and nature 
as part of cultural knowledge production suggests transdisciplinary practices 
(Gibbons 1994), and study practices that can emerge in situ. As it includes 
grassroots activity and systems design in situ, this kind of data corpus allows new 
kinds of possibilities for analysis and interpretation, too.  

In terms of how to manage commonplace settings in ethnographic study 
practices, two distinctive means are identified by Marcus (1986). One way is a 
sequential narrative and appropriate simulation of the field practices interest in 
system. It can be started with some a priori view of the local encompassing 
practice so that we can produce accounts by integrating it with related in-situ 
systems. A narrative links the material, social, and conceptual terms into an item.  

The second way (Marcus 1986) is to construct a narrative around a 
strategically selected local unit or combination of distributed units, where the 
domain or field system is a common denominator. However, the narrative should 
not lose sight of the facts of everyday practical and grassroots activities within the 
domain and the field of practice (II, IV, VI). Rather it is the raison d’être system 
that other systems serve. Therefore, instead of the pure narrative lens applied to 
many field study cases, we need to identify the raison d’être. 

In collectives, experience often occurs as an item within relations of 
naturalcultural worlds. As an in-community lived social practice, it usually 
happens for a certain practical need in a CoP (Constant II 1987, Orr 1990, Lave & 
Wenger 1991, Lach 1994, Bourdieu 1998) that is not only for a science effort. 
However, it can be the practical reason for reconsidering community structures 
and analyzing past and current rationale, in their success and failure (Schultze 
2000). Analysis may also lead to the reopening of ideologies of action in 
comradeships and alignments (II) and through the raison d’être of activity (I), and 
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to the way of life being seen differently by the individuals involved. Activity and 
evolution of community, memories, and identity shape each other and the subject 
in their continuity and displacement. In the study of everyday in-situ systems for 
community IT, with help of historical sources (produced in the CoP in question 
we are studying) we can include the experienced and reasoned intertwining of 
social space and technological practice of actual individuals.  

In inductive data-driven analysis of how community (III), different systems 
and their organization can be mastered as an item including the collective subject, 
a study of everyday experience-based knowledge in its field is a study of lived-in 
history with and by documented material, but not every study is produced merely 
for one type of (scientific) communication purpose. For study purposes, these 
materials can be gathered with and by involved people, in which case they do not 
follow disciplinary sampling techniques set rigidly beforehand. The sampling is 
instead characterized by ‘snowball’ strategies used “in situations where you do 
not know in advance who will be available to participate or which individuals or 
groups should participate” (Blomberg et al. 2003: 968).  

In studying in-situ systems in the natural cultural historical context of IT, for 
actual contributors, working with ‘snowball’ strategies means following tested, 
functional, historical communication and interaction methods. As expressions of 
social, technological and material innovations available in the context of use they 
are deemed sensible and have been contested (Blackler 1994) in collectives. 
Being thus solutions that are seen as useful by the actual contributors, beings in 
their naturecultural material conditions all together are attributes of the IT (III). 
As the culture and nature are seen as consisting of past events and places and the 
past ideas of actors they become characterized as histories (Shafer 1974).  

Methodologically this means approaching the natural cultural historical 
setting by going to the real field and conducting empirical investigations with the 
practitioners located in their field of practice. In order to avoid the pitfalls of 
technoscientific bodies of knowledge and of technology production, concern for 
the information and social theories produced by IT use is crucial. When nature, 
biological processes, and beings as sociomaterial actors are seen through the IT in 
use, we can know whether diversity or depletion is supported by the IT (I-VI). 

According to Dewey (1929), we often assume that scientific judgements 
about the facts end in their increased control (ibid: 324). Emerging forms 
(Gibbons et al. 1994) in turn show how we can study natural cultural and 
historical phenomena in the life of ordinary people. Based on analysis of the case 
study, such dynamic knowledge can help us to open the given IT in use for re-
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development. They can show how real communities are created and how they 
could be supported by new kinds of IT design or by new ways of use. Thus, the 
non-IT-related activity can benefit from the development, if it is studied within 
the same purposeful activity. This kind of context of IT is dependent on grasping 
of the everyday knowledge domain in its field of practice with the related values. 

In analyzing the case CoP and its technology, knowledge and sharing 
practices, we can see how dog breeders created the infrastructure by in-situ 
systems design. The following chapters will analyze the community by using the 
natural cultural historical context of IT. 
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6 Community, technology, knowledge 

In this chapter the idea of how ordinary people’s, users’ or laypeople’s 
perspectives as user-designers of IT can be interpreted within an everyday 
community of practice analyzed in its relevant field of practice. 

As mentioned in discussion of the case community’s use-field-design 
perspective, shaped by the interplay between community, technology and 
knowledge, and located in the practice field, central conceptual aspects are 
suggested by the notion of the community of practice (CoP) as found in the work 
of Lave and Wenger (1991). Firstly, in existing communities, knowledge 
production occurs in the context of natural cultural historical settings. More 
experienced master practitioners, and less skilled newcomers or apprentice 
practitioners such as ‘laypeople’, shape the experience-based knowledge used for 
training new practitioners in the CoP. This knowledge is produced for certain 
special purposes (the raison d’être of a CoP) suggested by the community’s core 
practice. In shaping a community’s technology set-up where some other 
individuals, ‘customers’, ‘clients’ or ‘end users’ use outputs, the set-up includes 
certain self-reflection, quality or feedback control, regarding the use practice and 
the field of practice in question. 

Secondly, aspects of the use-field-design perspective can be seen as 
integrated with knowledge in the context of application while being shared by 
related practitioners. Forming a specialized in-situ systems design with 
sociomaterial and conceptual resources, the design process can be seen as 
informed by the use and by the field of practice. In the design practice, resources 
collected from nature are integrated with the other materials and tools made and 
used, the culture of the people involved in production, and the society around the 
service produced for its members as an output of the community. 

Gorsky defines such an item as a collective practice involving coordination of 
joint effort. It is sensuous (immediately verifiable), purposeful and thus related to 
forecasting of its ultimate results, to its volitional and evaluatory principles. As a 
material activity, people perform it with the aim of changing and transforming the 
surrounding reality. (Gorsky 1977: 157.) The practice as an initial form of 
practical material activity stands out particularly through the historical, genetic 
approach. As they know the activity, individuals as social beings begin to work, 
being active in their work. Realization of the practice involves essential needs, 
alternation of the environment and coordination of the collective effort of those 
taking part in production. (ibid.) It is thus regarded as inherent knowledge 
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production in situ with ‘laypeople’ rather than professionally bound experts 
shaping a CoP only by lessons learnt in scientific, artistic, or doctrinal institutions.  

Hence, in practice we can suppose that technology deals with all the aspects 
of physical artefacts and materials, design and techniques with related activities 
and processes including knowing and doing in social settings. We can include IT 
and do not need to detach it from other technology. Accordingly, Bijker and Law 
argue that in science and practice there are no typical trajectory lines in 
developing technologies (Bijker & Law 1992: 8). Correspondingly, in the context 
of IS, collaborative systems, technology and production systems, design and use 
perspectives can be joined with design IT, and with information and knowledge 
bodies deemed relevant in the practice field in question.  

In this chapter, the notion of community of practice is first addressed, to show 
its natural cultural historical and materialistic background. After that, the 
technological, knowledge and sharing practices are discussed, along with related 
research on community development, to interpret the scope of existing historical 
CoPs. Some refinements of the notion of CoP are discussed regarding a non-
profit, non-IT-related and non-professional context of IT and the use-field-design 
perspective capturing existing methods of the community’s PD. 

6.1 The notion of community of practice  

The notion of community of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991) was originally 
developed in ethnographical studies on the settings of sociomaterial practices and 
their natural cultural and historical aspects. In studying craft- or skill-based 
situated sociomaterial practices, Lave and Wenger integrated data from several 
ethnographic studies. The sources overlap across cultural practices in West Africa, 
Central America, and the US, and were conceptualized with references originating 
from cultural traditions of West and Central Europe and Russia.  

Multiculturalism (Poster 1995: 43) or diversity in general can thus be seen as 
informative for the notion of CoP (Lave & Wenger 1991). In analysis, a mixed 
cultural set-up (cf. subsection 2.4) of local everyday practice-based and practice-
specific systems and features in face-to-face and distributed (ibid: 40) 
communities of practitioners and apprentice practitioners can challenge our 
interpretations. Conceptually, multiculturalism indicates that such qualitative 
features have been considered important to the concept of CoPs. The authors have 
placed the analysis in the informants’ lived-in world (ibid: 35), in ordinary 
people’s worlds, too. 
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Apprenticeship: The sources for the concepts of the CoP were ethnographic 
studies realized by several authors. They describe the practices of midwives, 
tailors, quartermasters, butchers, and non-drinking alcoholics (concepts of 
Jordan, Lave, Hutchins, Marshall, and Cain respectively, all cited in Lave & 
Wenger 1991). These specialized cultural practices can be considered as having 
strong aspects of emotions and sensitivity, self-observation and learning through 
close relationships within the sociomaterial reality available for people in local 
communities. Lave and Wenger analyze the concrete practices and the social 
relations recognized through the phenomenon of apprenticeship. As a 
fundamental relationship between the situated masters and the learners, the 
growth of mastery of everyday ‘crafting’ in sociomaterial production practices is 
unravelled sensitively by the authors. As relevant forms of developing relevant 
expertise for new practitioners, the practices in CoPs have become taught 
regarding the cultural historical periods and local settings. At the same time, they 
have formed inherent feedback and quality control for in-situ systems design and 
service work with practitioner-driven understanding (VI) of natural cultural 
production. 

‘Crafting’, for example, can be seen as working with specialized knowledge, 
tangible materials, physical, chemical and structural properties of outfits and 
forms suggested by clients as they take certain measured shapes in the diverse 
heterogeneous artisan work of tailors. Midwives could be seen as working with 
unborn babies and their mothers, in a variety of situations where the 
psychosomatic and biological processes of bodies, natural processes and materials 
and their families link in very important, emotion-saturated and tender situations 
in people’s homes or local health care locations. In a similar vein, the nature, 
processes and properties incorporated in technological tools and methods of 
producing certain material or materialized outputs in other practices can be 
studied as self-developing knowledge systems in CoPs.  

As Lave and Wenger (1991) emphasize in several complex ways and very 
concretely, these purposeful processes in CoPs and of properties are at the same 
time processes and properties of the humans in their ‘lived-in world’ (ibid: 35). 
The learning theory in apprenticeship is a fundamental knowledge-production 
mode referenced with education and critical psychology and grounded by central 
aspects of (dialectical) historical materialism (ibid: 32). Conceptual tool-making 
processes, through aspects of social class in society and language production 
partly given and partly shaped anew in situ, assist the apprentices’ identity change 
towards becoming an accepted full member of the CoP. This development of 
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expertise is placed within a practical technological and everyday activity setting, 
the cultural historical sociomaterial world referred to as the lived-in world (ibid). 
Thus, the growth of knowledge can be understood as being powerfully informed 
by the society and overall cultural setting as a quality control for the CoPs. 

Legitimate peripheral participation: In the theory of CoP, Lave and Wenger 
(1991: 27-43) see members’ relevant knowledge body within their relationships 
with the cultural and material settings. In their analysis, the process of knowledge 
making in CoPs resulted in legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) with related 
masters and learners including cultural learning in practices within the natural 
world. Lave and Wenger emphasize the concept of participation as crucial. Within 
meaningful domain-related practices, a peripheral position is positive in the sense 
that it allows reflective capacity using ‘laypeople’s’ terms. With respect to the 
competence of the insider/old-timer/master-practitioner, learners as laypeople 
gain through taking part in the master-practitioner’s practice. Masters as 
practitioners in turn gain from the work done by apprentices and, as teachers, 
from the feedback and stimulus given by the learners. The authors refer to this 
reflection as sources of innovation and of growth of active participation (IV) in 
the local expertise domain (cf. Syrjänen 2006). 

The transformation from peripheral to full membership is seen as proceeding 
through the ongoing negotiation and renegotiation of meanings of participation in 
the situated professional sociomaterial production practice. Lave and Wenger 
(1991) suggest that understanding the process and experiencing it is one item, not 
a dichotomy between mind and body. On the other hand, in the LPP process, 
learning is dependent on the transparency of socio-political organization of 
practice, in which materials, content, artefacts and systems are critical. The notion 
of LPP is not an ‘educational or pedagogical’ form but an ‘analytical viewpoint’ 
on the learning experience (ibid: 40), and very crucial for the master as a teacher 
of professionals in practical work. As Lave and Wenger suggest, each of the 
aspects, legitimate–peripheral–participation, stand with their contrasting pairs 
contributing to and compelling us to grasp dynamic relations at the disposition of 
an active learning subject, as well as at the disposition of the alert teacher of 
professionals. 

Learning process in practice: For the masters as self-taught teachers, 
according to Lave and Wenger (1991), material and knowledge production in the 
context of application means organizing real conceptual access to practical and 
fundamental learning resources with meanings that are made ‘visible’. For the 
newcomer or the layperson learner, access to relevant learning resources is not 
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necessarily provided at the beginning, when they sign on to the apprenticeship. 
Resources will be opened step by step throughout a practitioner’s training and 
when new expertise is recognized as knowledgeability and skills (ibid: 29) useful 
for the CoP in question. 

Regarding the use of communities of practice as a quality control for the 
design community, how the learning resources are organized with related 
information technologies (III) is a very important pedagogical and didactical 
principle (II) for communities of knowing (Boland & Tenkasi 1995). With self-
developed IT, including certain domain-related knowledge cores in the practice 
field (VI), professional on-line learning communities (Clemmensen 2005) are also 
seen as assisting their strategic competence areas and their competitive positions. 
Self production of IT is thus vital for shaping CoPs’ expertise which is seen as 
relevant in other CoPs acting in the same field.  

Within the situated learning practice (Lave & Wenger 1991), learning 
subjects and their knowledge is shaped in participating in the lived-in world 
through legitimate peripheral participation. Simultaneously, and quite broadly, the 
learning about what the actual working conditions in the field are, from the LPP 
perspective as well, is defined and/or controlled by the educational traditions and 
pedagogical and didactical models given in institutions. Professional training 
systems, as part of societal, cultural, material or technological tools (Syrjänen 
2006) shape the infrastructure of learning (IV). Properties of education, 
instruction, and conceptual change inform our citizenship. Through societal 
services, the expertise is shaped and becomes mixed into local practices, within 
the contexts of self-learnt expertise areas (VI). Non-educated enterprise skills, 
also achieved in non-professional or non-profit areas, fit CoPs very well.  

Use of CoP as an analytical tool: With respect to in-situ learning, the briefly 
described analysis of the CoP as the setting for work development demonstrates 
the broad analytical capacity of the LPP theory (Lave & Wenger 1991). On the 
one hand, the analysis here explains why these notions have become very popular 
(III) all over the scientific community. Along with professional IT-related 
communities, many areas of study have been interested in conceptualizing the 
fundamental collective enterprises of people involved in sharing the same practice 
(Brown & Duguid 2000, Pitkin 2001, Wenger et al. 2002). The increase in interest 
is strongly shown by the emergence of a novel series of biannual conferences 
called “Communities and Technologies” (Huysman et al. 2003). At the same time, 
the scope of what is meant by the term ‘community’ has been broadened beyond 
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‘actual work’ settings, and this complicates even further our IT and practice 
analysis of community IT. 

This extension brings forth new problems and challenges, such as how to 
understand, conceptualize and analyze the role of IT in such a community setting 
(II). Our conceptual toolkit has thus far been very much geared towards analysis 
of (supposedly) well-defined paid work routines, professionalized IT and its 
science-based profiles. It is far from clear how well they can cope with the new 
community-based demands, and how they should be analyzed as CoPs (III).  

Lave and Wenger (1991) suggest that we have to learn more consciously, to 
“do justice to the diversity of relations involved in varying forms of community 
membership” (ibid: 41). In the era of Net cultures, we seem rather lost about local 
material natural cultural aspects (I). While our membership in communities rests 
heavily on definitions of isolated virtual realities and is seen through windowed, 
artistically designed interfaces, multiculturalism and diversity mean consuming 
more and more abstract, immaterial IT which requires easily downloadable 
technological solutions. Thus, the question, following Poster, is what form of 
cultural reproduction is promoted or discouraged in community technologies 
(1995: 42) by the media developed without sociomaterial perspectives. It is very 
important to recall that other more traditional multiculturalism exists, too. 

Community informatics: According to Pitkin (2001), the matter of 
communities and technologically implemented social theory through IT–seen as 
availability of abstract information without the material aspects (Poster 1990)–has 
led to ‘techno-utopianism’. Technology itself is seen as the reason for excessively 
positive visions of IT and the change in society. According to Pitkin (2001), these 
visions are subject to criticism methodologically, philosophically and 
ideologically. In democratizing IT development by community informatics, the 
‘hope’ is that IT could help to find the way to greater social, political and 
economic equity. However, yielding to the temptation of the ‘hype’ drives many 
technological development trends in CoPs. This perspective (ibid) against overly 
abstracted globalism subsuming local naturecultures by excessively high-level IT 
politics, is a comment on the need to see IT through more mundane practice 
scales in grassroots CoPs (Syrjänen 2006). As they demand the bridging of the 
gap between use reality and design reality (IV), sociomaterial and cultural aspects 
should be included in analysis of the IT for CoPs (III) and to see the negative 
consequences of overly abstract IT and Net revolutions as structural changes. 
However, “[i]ronically, then, critics of these structural changes are using the very 
engine of these changes–i.e., information technology–to fight back” (ibid: 1). 
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As a result, regarding community informatics it is very important to recall the 
origins of our everyday communities of practice (I, IV). In demonstrating how we 
could increase the contributions of these realities by conceptualizing such IT with 
the CoPs that would suit grassroots people and laypeople, we can also see how 
these actors, often ignored by designers in the hi-tech IT industry, could also start 
to fight back with the help of community IT (III) as needed (Syrjänen 2006).  

The features of a CoP: For Lave and Wenger (1991), the seminal distinctive 
features related to a community of practice allowed an identity change from 
peripheral to full membership. For practitioners the change from being a 
newcomer to being a master or at least a more experienced journeyman 
practitioner means possessing certain domain expertise useful in acting and living 
in the community located in the field of practice (VI). As summarized by Lave 
and Wenger (1991) features of CoPs are as follows. A community of practice is: 

– a set of relations among individuals and activity, the lived-in world and time;  
– a set of power relations, a social situation that may enable or hinder learning; 
– a set of tangential relations with other CoPs sharing the lived-in world. 

Furthermore: 

– a CoP may have a situated, context-sensitive learning ‘curriculum’; 
– learning by doing and experimenting allows an improvised practice; 
– masters and apprentices might not share a motivation in the main activity. 

As discussed by the authors, individual members may have different interests and 
viewpoints in CoPs, and members can thus make diverse contributions to the 
main activity. Individuals’ participation on multiple levels is entailed in forms of 
membership (for instance), so that co-presence (face-to-face) is not necessary in 
all events and at all times, and inside groups of members may exist in CoPs and 
can be loosely defined. In addition, socially, culturally or politically invisible 
boundaries of participation may exist, and in terms of laypeople, inexperienced 
members may be reflection partners for masters. (ibid.) However, the features are 
lacking quality control in everyday communities of practitioners located in their 
own fields. Correspondingly, the view of a practitioner is similarly restricted. 

Quality control in CoPs: The above aspects can be understood as a learning-
process informed quality control for CoPs where knowledge sharing among all 
learners is the central feature measured in the CoP in question (II, III). Lave and 
Wenger (1991) emphasize that a learning process in a CoP is never problematic, 
in that in-situ learning can result in apprentices being overwhelmed, overawed, 
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and overworked. This should inform the masters that they should change their 
methods of teaching. The authors do not relate problems to material doing, nor to 
use of CoPs, to produced outputs, or to everyday micro-communities of practice 
(Bourdieu 1998) of learners and teachers sharing the same activity setting and 
social field with their customers, the use CoPs in the same practice field. 

On the other hand, Lave and Wenger (1991) implicitly suggest that for 
individual learners it can be a difficult lesson to learn that a community of 
practice is a collective enterprise and involves a collective reciprocal subject (see 
subsection 5.5). In the analysis of the case community, which is not organized in 
the sense of paid work but is a voluntary work-oriented CoP, this can be seen with 
the material work-oriented quality control where a community is about sharing a 
practice with a purpose, i.e., the ‘why’ or raison d’être of its existence in the first 
place (III). Such a purpose can exist within paid organized jobs and work CoPs, 
too, and we must try to include the motivations of related parties in production. 
However, it easily becomes overlooked as an upper-level phenomenon when the 
means of support are secure, self-evident or so insignificant that in analysis of 
society and of IT use practices, meaningful results can be achieved without any 
reference to it. Any attempt to leave the purpose out from an analysis of everyday 
communities of practice will lead to a partial, distorted view.  

The purpose is the object of a community’s practice, consisting of both the 
‘field’ and the shared ‘vision’ of the participants, of what they should do together 
for the field, the result of which enables the community to collaborate and 
continue the purposeful practice (II, III). The shared enterprise as a practice 
suggests that knowledge or other resources shared in a CoP is not only a process 
of taking or use of knowledge, materials and resources (II, IV). From the 
viewpoint of masters, the material production is the primary reason for its 
existence in the first place. In this sense, material production joins with the 
growth of intersubjectivity by some sort of self-reflection and quality control, 
taking shape in reciprocal inputs and rules enacted in the common interest. From 
the viewpoint of full members as practitioners (VI) it means, at least, they will 
work for the shared raison d’être, which limits opportunism, the making of just 
individually motivated choices in a community (Weil 1952: 12). It means also 
inputs and outputs to the shared material and social practice (III, IV).  

A self-taught practitioner: The reason for identity change is a long-term 
living relation between individuals and their place and participation in a CoP. 
According to Lave and Wenger (1991: 53), such change processes are grounded 
in critical psychological and cultural historical theories beyond LPP. Regarding 
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the self-critical, reflective practitioner (Heiskanen & Newman 2004), in practice 
identity change also involves practitioners as collective subjects with ‘minds in 
society’ (Vygotsky 1978). When their work is assimilated with the societal 
material service infrastructure, with respect to the societal services as people work 
together (IV), the co-construction of collective meanings shapes the practical 
consciousness about the other members’ needs in the society that are served by 
materialized outputs. They thus are crucial properties of lessons learnt in and from 
the practice (II) as reflected in the quality measurement by the self-taught 
practitioner working in the real conditions of the relevant field of practice. 

According to Leontyev, for a practitioner this means understanding the real 
materialistic history (Leontyev 1989: VII) of the community. The history is not 
meant to be co-constructed anew in the course of situated action taken. Rather it 
develops our shared meanings based on understanding the history and the related 
social world (IV). As concrete historical beings and as members of the society, 
independent of our own aims, we will be equipped with the ideas of the time, and 
of social classes (Leontyev 1989). We tend to take them as preconditions as we 
engage in the production of new knowledge. Through the materialized outputs put 
into practice, cultural historical and material presence links societal control, in 
learning practices in situ, and as services to others (II).  

Thus, it is vital to have conceptual tools capable of grasping the object of a 
shared practice (III) and of following its development as a raison d’être of the 
service culture (Orr 1990). When a CoP is analyzed (IV) as part of the production 
infrastructure of the overall society, we can see that, in the work of Lave and 
Wenger (1991), and in spite of the use of critical psychological and cultural 
historical theories as the origin of the concept of the CoP, the material side, local 
natureculture and history (I) seem not to have played a visible role. 
Psychologically and socially, negotiation as a more dialectical mode of learning 
can be seen as the conceptual learning perspective, according to Lave and Wenger 
(1991). Although social relations, power and politics were seen as important as 
such, for the authors, the inner inconsistency of the learning practice in situ can be 
seen as more central in CoPs than production structures to the outward-oriented 
use practices of customers, clients or end users thorough the service to others (II). 

These structures are important for IT for communities of practices (III), in 
which more or less experienced practitioners with differing backgrounds can 
maintain a tricky balance of power for the sake of individual benefit and 
individual motivations. However, as their efforts have the same intentions as the 
work done for the shared object of practice, conceptualized as community 
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knowledge (Lach 1994: 150), the desired change toward the collective effort can 
hopefully unfold. This cannot take place if we do not recognize the technological 
practice and its relations to the work done for our customers, users and others (VI, 
IV). Conversely, if the IT is separated from use and material action, or if it rests 
solely on some remote collegial work view or knowledge as inscribed in 
technological artefacts handed down to the unknown users (III), the users’ 
material world is only a lens, a backdrop in front of which the real players 
perform. In such design CoPs the practice in situ results not in a full practitioner 
trained in community action but in a plain participant who does not see the 
consequences of his or her actual work, nor see the technology put into use. 

6.2 The technological practice 

A highly crucial quality and control mechanism is set by the role of the 
community of practice as part of societal service production. The cultural 
historical viewpoint is seen as vital in the theory of CoPs. In Lave & Wenger’s 
(1991: 38) cultural-historical perspective, community action is not merely an 
abstracted generalization of the collective setting. It is an approach to social 
practice, in which the shaping of knowledge is reflected through aspects of the 
entire activity. Instead of assuming that a theory is general, abstract, concrete or 
particular, in an analytical sense these terms take on different relations with each 
other through different meanings as the theory is unfolding in a systematic way.  

Grassroots practice: For well-known philosophers (e.g., Marx, Ilyenkov and 
Gramsci), the cultural historical perspective was important, and resulted in a 
materialist understanding of history (Marejev 2006: 131). In the first place, not 
involvement in abstract thinking as such but activity in materialist practice and 
seeing how its different elements, materials and ideas, have been transformed 
together historically, features the societal practice at a practical grassroots level, 
in which it can be measured as sociomaterial outputs. Within this line of work, in 
historical materialism, the sociomaterial practice is central and the practical 
problems of technology must be solved at the level of grassroots use practice 
(Syrjänen 2006) where resources, natural and other, are put into practice. 

With respect to materialistic thoughts considered in technology design, 
Gramsci put an emphasis on the intersubjective strategic capacity of self-taught 
practitioners to mediate material, procedural and historical viewpoints of people 
who have themselves lived in the change (Gramsci 1971: 6-10). With his starting 
point, the practice is grasped in terms of actual practitioners within their social 
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relationships and through the society seen as included in the service or outputs 
produced for others to use. Understanding of the relevant use (IV, VI) is thus the 
most vital act of power for the practitioner. With the help of this understanding, 
the artefacts are shaped into useful tools, knowledge resources and systems, with 
the items marshalled as knowledge bodies. This view of power is the constructive 
but also critical materialist point of view, through which ownership of production 
technologies and thus of self-developed IT (III) becomes very important for the 
communities of practice.  

In order to have real influence, technology production with domain 
knowledge and the domain-related special technology design need balanced 
relations with the activity setting, the field of practice (III). For Gramsci (1971), 
mediation of political-state and civil-private relations includes the personal and 
collective viewpoints of the practice field. They are important considerations for 
understandable and shareable modes of knowledge. Regarding the material 
practice in the community, co-construction of technology and the body of 
knowledge can be seen as grounded in in-situ study of work, and the theory of use 
follows this (‘from technique-as-work’ to ‘technique-as-science’) (ibid). When 
this change from mechanical doing in plain technology production to knowledge-
based design work is related to the way the use community (III) of practice 
remembers and knows (Blackler et al. 1999) the shared object of activity and 
works towards it, IT increases its value for the design-use practice. In Gramsci’s 
view of work we can see how people’s knowledge does not actually change as 
practice changes if the overall picture remains vague, or is recognized only 
through an individual’s point of view. Besides, tools to enable discussion and 
clarification of general visions are vital but wider views may be in themselves 
useless if the means of enacting a shared relevant focal point is lacking (III). 

Design practice with use: The view that technology as knowledge is a 
community of practitioners who know the materials, and share the history, 
practice, methods of design and work and the use analyzed in the field of practice 
is conceptualized by Constant II (1987). Through references to cultural 
perspectives on organizations, Constant II explains that organizations are not only 
culture-bearing social systems, but also bear their material history with 
inventions, and technological and economic trajectories and members acting as a 
collective. These material views ground the community of practitioners through 
overlapping perspectives, technology as knowledge (community) and as function 
(organization) which constitutes a sociotechnical set-up (system). Technological 
practices (community-organization-system) are relevant methods for the social 
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groups’ self-identification, persistence and development. Differing thus 
conceptually from the participation idea and identity change of individual 
members (Lave & Wenger 1991), this competence change corresponds with wider 
work-oriented change and with the capacity to work as a collective (I, II, IV).  

According to Constant II (1987), the change method for a community of 
practitioners is its tradition of practice, for systems their momentum, and for 
organizations their technological function. They integrate in complementary 
processes, and as identification of problems, definitions, and solutions realized in 
practices as knowledge production in situ. In communities of practitioners, these 
processes include insights into functional failures, their reasons and deviations, 
and in systems they focus on reverse salient and critical problems. In 
organizations, a variety of ‘environmental interfaces’ shape internal quality and 
control, which actuate development needs imperatively. These relationships 
attribute two-way interplay within the host culture and the practice field. (ibid.) 

In concluding, Constant II (1987) views self-critically that this synthesis 
epitomizes certain related areas in a consensus. However, he claims that the 
community model for technological knowledge, and the change theory in it, is 
applicable independent of whether community members are seen as practitioners 
or organizations. With the members’ shared knowledge production within 
material technology production in situ, the community of practitioner model thus 
offers the stronger material viewpoint in terms of social and economic aspects, 
which seem not to have been as essential in considerations of the CoP by Lave 
and Wenger. In addition, through the visible role of entrepreneurship, Constant II 
joins knowledge and technology production within societal service infrastructure. 
In this sense, as it is not only a psychologically dependent learning theory but also 
materially more ‘directive’, or redirective (II), the collective productive design-
use practice can still be seen as based on the relations between master 
practitioners and apprentice practitioners. 

Another difference or addition to the concept of the CoP here is that the 
relevance of practitioners is now defined through the shared object of practice 
including design with the use CoP analyzed in the field of practice and with its 
needs known (I). The design outputs for the wider use community of customers 
are recognized through a loop of relations between use (which provides 
requirements for the design practice in situ) and development (which implements 
outputs according to users’ needs) (Korpela et al. 2002). In the natural cultural 
and historical use setting, seen as the context of IT, the material output reaches the 
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relevant level of society as concretely as it reaches the customers’ needs in their 
grassroots use practices (III). 

Field of practice with use and design: The historical materialist thinking 
mode within CoPs can be seen as a way of actuating sustainable relations with 
grassroots use-field-design practice and thus the wider societal practice can be 
analyzed through the field (Syrjänen 2006). This means including grassroots 
actors’ historical thinking modes with the object of shared activity. The interest in 
grasping the whole system as a historically developing use community is not an 
‘inborn’ mode of thinking, but developed in the midst of everything (Gramsci 
1971). It can be seen to develop as a redirective design position that is deserved 
through activity and results achieved in the relevant expertise area (III, VI) of the 
CoP. When the CoP is capable of reproducing output accepted in the use 
community of practice, it will be located in the field of related practitioners.  

Hence, we have to analyze and grasp the mastery of the technology in a CoP, 
involving learners, teachers, objects of practices, and relations with the wider 
sociomaterial, natural cultural historical use setting in which the community is 
identified and acting as a technology producer (Suchman 2002). However, the 
knowledgeability and skills gained from situated learning in CoPs can also 
produce replicated ‘clone and heretic’ members (Lave & Wenger 1991: 116) 
through unifying social reproduction guided by the master practitioners. On the 
other hand, when the knowledge is applied in and materialized by outputs put into 
the use practice of customers (I, II, VI) we can see what types of experts training 
and learning practices are reproducing, and how they are seen by the field.  

Otherwise, forms of culture are just ‘unifying’ (Bourdieu 1998: 45) the 
knowledge in the micro-community of learners and masters. While replicating the 
wider cultural practice of the society, types of knowledge are accepted in the 
society, which thus reproduces their replications down to local micro-
communities of practice. On one side, behaviour codes, language, adoption of 
communication manners, shared norms, recipes and rules mediate the societal 
setting and institutions from which they originate. On the other side, they are 
maintained by the stakeholders in charge of the maintenance of instruments, 
resources of ‘schooling’ and knowledge production in the institutions, 
universities, research settings and other professional training settings. (ibid.)  

As accepted forms of quality, ideas from the institutions are transformed into 
the related practice fields where they may continue the replication of expertise by 
new practitioners adopting the models given in societal institutions (Syrjänen 
2006). Then again, independent of whether ‘knowledge-bearers’ are ‘schooled’ or 
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trained, in the society their influence on the functions of citizens or individual 
members and even of whole communities’ actions can be just as significant. As 
the ‘concrete’ technological practice is interconnected, as a systematic whole in 
CoPs, master practitioners can be seen as training domain or field practitioners for 
productive entrepreneurship (Constant II 1987). Technological expertise will be 
rooted in use practice (II), and measured as part of societal services.  

In the first place, quality control for the activity of each party is set by the 
society, which has laws and responsibilities governing its citizens, who ought to 
respect others’ rights and not only be takers of resources but also provide their 
own output, for the collective good. Their ‘incapacity’ to see relevant problems of 
collective technology design-use practices is also learnt in situ, but as discussed 
earlier, it is not only conditioned by old-timers’ habitual practices (Lave & 
Wenger 1991). The problem of newcomers who would see new aspects as they 
have the analytical position of a stranger (Schütz 1964) is that they have to 
participate in the relevant community of practice where the knowledge of use and 
knowledge of how to design for the use CoP is expressed so that it can be shared 
(Orr 1990). Usually this means access to the incorporated structures (the 
‘habitus’; see Bourdieu 1998: vii, 6) of local CoPs (Schultze & Boland Jr 2000). 
If knowledge of the incorporated structures cannot be included in learning 
resources, learning remains superficial. Denied access arises from the tacitly or 
directly expressed life attitudes of strangers (Schütz 1964), whether expressed by 
experts or novices.  

According to the materialist understanding of a CoP, the assertion of a certain 
social distance is usually based on economic or cultural position and is measured 
in the attitudes of newcomers by old-timers and in old-timers’ attitudes by the 
newcomers. Discussing participation in the community, Lave and Wenger (1991) 
suggest that newcomers’ positions have to be legitimatized, be supported 
consciously by experienced members. The view of old-timers in turn is that the 
position should be deserved (Constant II 1987, Orr 1990), which is proven by the 
newcomers’ showing an interest in adopting the mutual effort (II, VI). 

In relation to membership of the CoP, the attitude adopted by each party may 
result in relevant cooperation or in objective acceptance, in the form of ‘forced’ 
companionship in material doing. The activity in CoPs is conditioned by the fact 
that learners as apprentices are users and consumers of learning resources, 
teaching and physical materials, which increases production costs. As workers in 
productive practices, their output must be delivered in any case and be ‘servable’ 
to customers. Through this material service activity, masters, apprentices, and 
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other members of the community of practice are important producers in the wider 
societal service infrastructure (VI). This material side is easily ignored in 
knowledge work (Lave & Wenger 1991). If it is seen as an overly abstract 
practice, with no reference to a CoP consisting of bodily actors and natural 
materials (I, IV), the practice field with use and design cannot be reached. 

Towards a use-field-design perspective: By seeing competence areas as 
properties of the community informed by practitioners’ expertise positions in their 
host culture of the field of practice (Constant II 1987), we can adopt features 
measuring local quality and feedback by actual outputs (Syrjänen 2001). Quality 
can be measured by informal hierarchies or heterarchical expertise, outputs or 
action based peer-to-peer systems or ‘craft unions’. ‘Clients’ measure the capacity 
of communities of practice, and that of services for members of society. This sets 
certain rules and control for independent enterprises. Hence, Constant II views the 
role of entrepreneurship as the most important quality factor in the creation of 
novel, society-level macro-systems, such as educational or professional training 
institutions, and it thus should be included in the learning theories.  

As a result, based on the case for lay PD, the capacity to work under the 
control of masters or of employers (not necessarily a human–this could be a use 
CoP, nature, or a breed of dogs), is measured by certain modes of knowledge, 
motivational aspects of productive practitioners capable of reproducing the use 
community’s quality in designing in situ (VI). As a reflective feedback activity, it 
relates to seeing the materials, technologies, social organization and action setting 
as features of the ‘curriculum’ in situ. On one hand, it measures the self-reflection 
of the use values of resources inscribed in understanding the present state of 
affairs. On the other hand, as we start to understand the potential in sociomaterial 
resources available in practice, thinking of information technology and 
knowledge production for a certain use CoP emerges as an investment for the 
future and as a source of power. These ground choices and the necessary quality 
in the activity of a practitioner (VI) as a member of the community (III). His/her 
conceptions about relevant knowledge, the relevant practice within the wider 
productive sociomaterial practice are finally judged collectively by the CoP’s 
collective competence. In this sense, an identity as a technology producer with 
visible results is achieved (II) through the gaining of recognition in the field of 
practice in which the community is acting. 

Along with the technology practice in the community, the quality and 
feedback dimensions suggest knowledge modes, which add value to the 
community’s social capital (II) in the sense of understanding the use community’s 
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information technology in terms of ‘environmental interfaces’ (Constant II 1987). 
This value is, however, dependent upon recognition of the relevant use 
community of practice. When combined with social community structures and 
knowledge production in the context of application within the CoPs, these 
knowledge-production factors can be related to knowledge bodies in use when 
one is using technologies (I, VI). Where the IT set-up rests on an identified shared 
object of practice, it can be made understandable by grassroots actors (Syrjänen 
2006) involved in bottom-up design and knowledge production.  

In conclusion, what is gained by a shared raison d’être object is that the scope 
of a community’s sociotechnical systems is scalable (III, V, IV). Changes are not 
merely macro-level phenomena but are also recognized in a micro-level activity, 
as a locally scaleable CoP (Pitkin 2001). This ensures that master and other 
practitioners are “working on the right problem” (Blum 1996: 375). When “the 
right problem” is confirmed, the need for fixed quality specifications and control 
decreases. IT designs can keep their relations with the community, rules, job 
division and with other conceptual and material resources available. With the help 
of such an object, the diversity or the duality of IT and other overlapping 
structures can be considered in a local, small-scale design, which can serve and be 
served by the wider practice, i.e., the IT is for the real existing CoP (III). 

6.3 The knowledge practice 

As suggested above, the positioning of technology and social systems through the 
use of a shared object enables a sensible way of structuring IT for communities of 
practice, and defining agency practices–even distributed ones (Engeström 2004). 
The part of organizational work not reachable directly by focusing currently 
available IT applications is important in many content and material-rich areas, 
e.g., healthcare and education (Blum 1996; Korpela, Mursu et al. 2002; Kaaber 
Pors & Simonsen 2003; Kollerbrau 2005), or in areas in which the IT is designed 
for living beings and end users. Thus, perhaps the most crucial setting for a 
learning community of practice is its body of knowledge that can be shared. This 
sharing serves as a foundation for its role as a ‘community of knowing’ (Boland 
& Tenkasi 1995, Krogh et al. 2000: 5) where knowledge is seen as social capital. 

Knowledge as social capital: According to Bourdieu’s definition of this 
‘information’ capital in his latest version of the theory of practice (1998: 6, 70-1) 
its social form is embedded in the relations of the closest social actors, and others, 
who are in sufficiently similar positions in the society and ‘speak’ about the same 
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social reality. They are capable of using the language of practice they share, in a 
regular fashion, and of using the social space and the practice, material setting 
and local resources, and they have much more in common than with others who 
are in remote or opposing positions. Through differing social, cultural or symbolic 
distances, or positions or dispositions taken, the actors possess different amounts 
and kinds of social capitals, which are structured, weighted, and valued 
differently.  

Accordingly, as Bourdieu has pointed out (1998: 7), usually the most 
important issue that matters in practice is the amount of capital, such as owned by 
industrial executives, ‘liberal’ professionals or academics in universities who thus 
are in an opposing situation to the mass of those most deprived of economic or 
social capital, such as poor people, unskilled industrial workers in low-paid jobs. 
In addition, this social capital causes kinds of social crisis in society as particular 
extensive ‘families’ are born and aim to extend their territories continuously.  

Consequently, for Bourdieu these families are integrated, united in conduct 
codes and by solidarity of their interest in capturing more of all forms of capital, 
symbolic and social. Different forms are useful to control others’ entrance to the 
inner circles owned by leading members of domestic units. The family plays a 
significant role, not only in its transmission but also in its management of the 
economic and cultural heritage. According to Bourdieu, inner circles function like 
clubs, and are the sites of accumulations and management of capital equal to the 
sum of the capital held by each of the members inside. Relationships maintained 
in close interaction allow mobilization of the capital, in and through the micro 
communities based on the inner positions of the members involved (ibid: 70-1.) 

The social capital, as a body of knowledge, shapes the theory of practice, 
which through the micro communities covers however relevant levels of society 
and ties society’s functional levels and communication and information structures. 
In Bourdieu’s terms this theory integrates the means of ‘game’ where ‘field, 
habitus, and capital’ acts as an item. Field is the global social space of forces, 
whose necessity is imposed on actors who are engaged in it. It is a ‘field of 
struggle’ in two ways. First, a game played is hard for those who have been 
accepted to play it, and secondly outsiders are interveners fighting for new 
territory. On the battlefield, agents confront each other and outsiders by 
differentiated means and ends according to the position shaped in structures of 
field of power. They tend to contribute to–either conserving or transforming–the 
structures by shooting others down (Bourdieu 1998: 32). 
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In the shared social space, participants have disposition codes, which are 
tools of navigation such as ‘a practical sense’. They are partly inherited from a 
social class (cf. Leontyev 1989) and partly fostered by education. For Bourdieu, 
this is a system of preferences, “of principles of vision and division” (ibid: 25). It 
orients interpretations of action as “what is to be done in a given situation–what is 
called in sport a ‘feel’ for the game”, i.e., “the art of anticipating the future of the 
game, which is inscribed in the present state of play” (ibid: 25). I see the theory of 
practice as resembling at least partly Latour’s action-in-labs (1987). 

Social capital and IT production: With Bourdieu’s theory of practice (1998), 
knowledge production with management technologies (Schultze & Boland Jr 
2000) can be linked to a group of strategic players (VI). As participating 
practitioners, they can be understood as social or collective actors who excel in 
assessing the value of the community of practice and how it can add to or 
reproduce its own resources anew (II, III). Regarding community members’ 
judicious contribution to the results of a CoP, the CoP’s own production 
technology (Suchman 2002) is essential for that reproduction, and its own IT for 
modifying that production (I, VI). The IT development by PD (IV) is therefore 
rooted in the entire technology setting, as has been suggested already by Layton, 
who locates understanding and modification of technology ‘inside’ the CoP as a 
body of knowledge and as a social system (Layton 1977: 198). In this line of 
work, knowledge, as a resource in the processes of doing, measures change or 
development by culturally available and collectively owned resources. The 
conclusion (II) can be drawn that the body of knowledge is relevant social capital 
only when it is culturally and socially available, too. 

In reproduction of the knowledge-work practice (Schultze & Boland 2000), 
the available relevant knowledge body, along with related management 
technologies, defines the “sensitive point of cultural [knowledge] production” 
(Poster 1990: 11). In practical and conceptual ways, the necessity of self-
produced IT production relates to CoPs’ abilities to publish important cultural 
issues through IT used as a medium for knowledge sharing in the CoP (III). A 
CoP’s own body of knowledge, bound together with IT production, is the asset of 
management for or against other actors or agencies, technology or knowledge 
management theories, and their capacities to support knowledge work in situ. 
New radical theories (Ciborra 1992) can be shaped with the available explicit 
knowledge, in grassroots CoPs (Syrjänen 2006), by investigating in detail 
relations in the core practice, and be supported in action (Latour 1987).  
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A CoP’s own use practice with IT designed for the purpose is thus crucial for 
management of knowledge work practice (Clemmensen 2005). General tools 
commonly used in ‘operative office’ work, which are more or less ‘designed’ just 
for a single function, are often limited by these features in other types of 
knowledge work, especially in use communities’ ‘expertise sharing’ (Ackerman et 
al. 2003). More than once, involved sharing within the use CoPs has been linked 
to sharing of limitations of IT rather than actual expertise sharing on important 
domain-related issues. Suchman (2002) asserts that in such sorts of production 
designers’ ignorance becomes negative ‘credentials’. Remote division of use and 
design produces more harm with new IT. It cannot be removed by continuously 
downloading updates (Orlikowski 2000). Sharing of expertise wherein systems 
are put into use increases social capital but when this sharing is forced because of 
shortcomings in poorly designed IT, the capital decreases as more and more time 
is wasted on it in solving problems of IT and on undoing actual knowledge work 
supported by IT (III). Besides, end users of IT suffer (Paper I) if the shortcomings 
of IT cannot be seen.  

Knowledge work practice: Division of use and design in distributed 
organization with related knowledge work can be seen as an IS work lens, due to 
the focus on what people do and how they do it (Orlikowski 2000). This is a 
common and useful way to define systems requirements for ISD. As Orlikowski 
maintains, knowledgeable humans, and not any one of such things as technology 
or “infrastructure, objects, skills, or dispositions” (Orlikowski 2002: 271) produce 
the change. This kind of practice lens is shaped in and for the modern global IT 
business, in which knowing about IT is a prerequisite. The practice is well 
resourced, normalized and shared with IS practitioners who work by ‘knowing’ 
the needs, resources, answers, and solutions available to each other. In general, 
they seem to know what is expected from their practical materialized outputs.  

On the other hand, in everyday CoPs these aspects may occur very differently 
(Lave & Wenger 1991), where horizontal support is regularly available for use by 
the nearest workmates (III, IV, VI). In analyzing distributed IS work carefully, 
Orlikowski (2002) in fact expresses a kind of community spirit through direct 
contact with workmates. As in any CoP, we can see how this helps the sharing of 
company goals, identity, aligning of efforts and reward systems. In Bourdieu’s 
theory, many forms of social capital are owned tacitly and cannot be seen from 
the outside of everyday practices. Thus, culturally available means of knowledge 
work practice including IT tools and systems is not a problem when it can be 
related to our everyday CoPs and activity settings (III). Together with information 
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technology produced for and within practical activities, everyday settings receive 
inherently the influential attention needed in design or use or in related other 
activity. In such cases, we work and develop systems directly (Blum 1996). As 
actual users of IS we know the ‘right’ domain knowledge bodies (Syrjänen 2001) 
and ‘right’ social theories for production of the related use community’s IT.  

The knowledge work practice in the case community, the related use 
community and its raison d’être can be seen in sociomaterial practices as a 
constitutive mutually reproductive practice where this constitutiveness is inherited 
from the practice field (VI). As it is the host culture, practical and other reasons 
are measured against it historically as the society considered in the lived-in world. 
According to Pickering, historically we found examples of knowledge practices 
with technologies that have resulted in the use of a temporal knowledge by our 
trips through the material performativity (Pickering 2003). “But such knowledge 
does not have the magical quality of ‘allowing us’ to accomplish any particular 
objective” (ibid: 102). The “work of knowing is embedded in history, and should 
be understood, appreciated, and analyzed as such” (ibid: 103). Material and social 
relations evolve through knowing and owning IT in everyday CoPs (III). 

Lay PD, living knowledge and IT: The theory of CoPs (Lave & Wenger 1991) 
is grounded in cultural historical materialism. Negotiation in situ has quite a 
central role in conceptualizing the learning theory in CoPs, which can be seen as 
part of the outlining of the relevant knowledge body. In Bourdieu’s theory of 
practice, the negotiation capacity of an individual is dependent on the 
accumulation of social capital. On the other hand, a considerable part of the 
negotiation takes place in incorporated structures, which are not very easily 
accessible in study, nor legitimizable in practice without making visible the 
material consequences of the structures in use for the raison d’être (I, VI). In a 
similar vein, in scientific knowledge work, Latour (1987) views incorporated 
social networks as important and correspondingly negotiation as a relevant actor 
is dependent on confrontational forces. Our networks support useful ‘allies’ so 
that the one who manages to construct boundaries of relevant knowledge owns 
the interpretation capacity. With the boundaries of knowledge drawn, we define 
the relevant nature, creatures, and things being mediated in accounts.  

Thus, in community IT-related practices, modes of studying and methods of 
categorizing knowledge entities or individual items, such as everyday or practical 
knowledge, pre-scientific or scientific knowledge, documented, historical or 
cultural knowledge, for instance, or recently produced or recalled modes of work 
or knowing, are not rigidly definable (Gorsky 1977, Gibbons et al. 1994). In 
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addition, knowledge mediation socially, culturally, or technologically remains 
complex (Latour 1994, Iivari et al. 2006) in the science, practice and business of 
work. Some kind of side-taking cannot be avoided (Becker 1967, Haraway 
2003a), but in practices with community IT, the perspectives (Nurminen 1986, 
1997) can intertwine (VI) as living knowledge management.  

Regarding lay PD for IT for everyday CoPs, the shaping of the intertwined 
perspective rests on what is doable and what informs the doing in practice, 
epitomizing relevant knowledge in use in the (desired) change and as recognized 
in historical evolution. Randall et al. (2001) and Blackler et al. (1999) view 
evolutionary knowledge as the most important factor in explaining the long-term 
success of collectives. The social capital (II) as a body of knowledge developed in 
CoPs (III) can thus be understood as its own valued heritage through 
organizational trajectory lines. Brown and Duguid (1998) view that what holds an 
organization together is its own ‘knowledge’, not its ‘transaction cost’, although it 
is vital to know the cost as well. As knowledge is produced, made coherent and 
held collectively, it embodies its own social character, within which the 
sociomaterial practice ‘allows’ the CoP’s relevant future of its own (Kay 1993) as 
a provider of the important means for new knowledge and its sharing in practices. 

6.4 Sharing in practices 

In the context of CoP information systems management, knowledge management 
is joined with expertise sharing within CoPs (see, e.g., Huysman & de Wit 2002, 
Ackerman et al. 2003, Huysman & Wulf 2004). This has been seen as an 
important factor in the success of systems design for communities of practice. 
The main problem of knowledge sharing seems to be the ‘weighing’ of knowing 
and unknowing, what exists or can be known, and the choice of whom to 
collaborate with in order to achieve the part considered lacking. As discussed 
earlier, this weighing of knowledge work is also the weighing of the usefulness of 
support systems and their organizing modes as parts of service infrastructures 
available for members’ work practices. To be considered as a serious alternative 
for CoPs’ IT, knowledge and sharing, the knowledge body should be marshalled 
and be applicable as the ‘right’ or relevant knowledge body (Iivari & Linger 1999, 
Clemmensen 2005) so that sharing in a CoP is enabled in its practices. 

Sharing of tacit knowledge: In terms of knowledge sharing as quality control 
for design, two main problems have been seen as essential. On the one hand, we 
should measure what the relevant knowledge content is and when it is organized 
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enough and represented in sufficiently practical and conceptual ways (Syrjänen 
2001) that it can be shared by members of a CoP. On the other hand, the 
constitutive nature of IT designed in IS design practices means that part of the 
knowledge realized through IS development can support or cause problems within 
wider organizational knowledge sharing (Daft & Macintosh 1981). 

Many problems relate to the use community’s collective learning processes. 
Correspondingly, they relate to a wider IT set-up than that of design CoPs (which 
are usually much smaller in numbers) and a wider social perspective than the 
context of use in individual users’ practices (Orlikowski 2000, Orlikowski 2002). 
In CoPs, constitutiveness as separate technology design, use and other activity 
analysis have actuated claims for ‘diversity’ in ISD, or of information structures. 
Still, problems of knowledge sharing are most commonly analyzed through ‘tacit’ 
knowledge (Orr 1987, Orr 1990, Brown & Duguid 1991, Lave & Wenger 1991, 
Snyder 1997, Wenger 1998, Wenger et al. 2002). Only rarely is the problem of 
sharing combined with relevant domain content or the social world as shaped by 
IT systems (Syrjänen 2001, Clemmensen 2005), or seen as a problem of a use 
CoP being located within the related field of practice (III). 

Teigland, for instance, describes the flow of non-describable knowledge 
within a group of people that are bound informally and contextually and applying 
a common competence in the pursuit of a common enterprise (Teigland 2000). 
Tacit knowledge ought to flow across the boundaries of CoPs. Individuals’ 
intersubjectivity is an important factor in that flow and for innovating, creativity 
and performance. Particularly, the ability to manage the knowledge flow within 
professional communities of practice is a great challenge, and as regarding 
employees’ internal and external relationships as community-specific knowledge. 

A bias-trap relation in IT work: Regarding organizational learning and the 
use communities’ collective learning processes, quality control understood as 
knowledge sharing usually bears several problems. In Huysman and de Wit’s 
terms (2000, 2003), these are ‘biases’, which cause ‘traps’ in designing and 
organizing enhancements to knowledge sharing. In these authors’ work, the 
‘biases’ relate to ‘traps’ realized in knowledge management and sharing that are 
supposed to be natural within CoPs. The traps, according to the authors, have 
been associated with supremacy of management and of local informal learning, 
and the excessively strong belief in IT-drivenness within organizations.  

The authors suggest that we could benchmark problems of knowledge sharing 
in the bias-trap relations by investigating who learns or whose knowledge sharing 
is managed, how or when do people learn, why and what do they learn or what 
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knowledge sharing is managed, for instance. These issues ought to inform us 
about the role of IT (II) and lacks in learning conditions. Huysman and de Wit 
(2000, 2003) see the lacks as resulting from overly optimistic views of 
opportunity-drivenness, and rather naïve attitudes of believing in individuals’ 
purposeful and voluntary learning. In general, overly one-sided focusing on work 
on operational levels, technological flows of bits and the control of ‘codified’ 
knowledge resources shapes the bias-trap relation in developing IT for CoPs. 

The authors’ worry (ibid) is about people’s incentives to learn in practices and 
about the relevant activity of work organizations. Their overall consideration of 
knowledge, expertise, or culture sharing is grounded in views given by 
managerial, top-down knowledge management theories. They point out that 
knowledge sharing is usually seen too positively, with CoPs and organizational 
learning considered manageable once planned and designed. Control is seen as 
rather negative and it often focuses more on operational levels than the upper 
levels. It is seen as an obstacle to fruitful innovation, creativity and improvisation.  

In addition, according to the authors (ibid), top-down managerial theories 
quite often give the view that in organizations of practice the crucial role of 
management is to enhance organizational or even individuals’ learning capacity. 
The often-suggested means are staff schooling and training in organizational 
conduct codes and social skills. Cooperation and coordination techniques are 
common themes of personnel training, whereas everyday teamwork and job 
planning should be understood in terms of ‘meetings in situ’, which inherently 
involve individuals as active subjects. In sharing ‘tacit’ knowledge voluntarily, 
self-reflection and ‘open’ communication by learning in practice all add profit to 
IT that is exaggerated –even strongly so–in many managerial theories. (ibid.)  

As Huysman (2000) shows, with regard to collective expertise, in practice, 
management is not so interested in how to improve the outcome of the learning or 
individuals’ learning opportunities. Assumptions are still commonly maintained in 
knowledge management research. According to Huysman, managers are usually 
interested in managing productive and functional organizations, whereas local 
participation and social interplay themselves play a minor role, both in design and 
innovation. We could assume that many managers do not expect the forever-
dwindling time and energy to be wasted ‘innovating’ in the rather hectic flows of 
actual services. Rather, it is professionalized (Syrjänen 2006) and contracted, 
appointed to professional designers (see, e.g., Hasu 2001).  

Consequently, knowledge sharing in professional CoPs can be accidental, 
forum- or path-dependent and hierarchy-driven (Leonard & Sensiper 1998) within 
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already established domains. Huysman and De Wit (2002) suggest that the 
sharing of knowledge or culture as such is not a very relevant objective for 
productive organizations, and in any case the sharing of tacit knowledge cannot 
be demanded. Still, increasing inherent knowledge sharing may be possible in 
cases when people believe it would bring desirable or in general positive impacts 
upon their daily work. The adoption of new IT as a communication trend is seen 
as driving community development (Pitkin 2001), which may water down the 
hope of sharing new IT through use and domain knowledge from the use 
communities’ everyday settings. Poster views such trends as legitimizing the 
“machinic narrative object” (1990: 147), which is the mode of information where 
active subjects are shaped by the media of IT expertise-driven communities.  

Micro and parent communities: Knowledge sharing in a sense of lacks of IT 
in use can happen naturally (Robertson 1996) in daily routines and even without 
extra organized efforts. In Bourdieu’s theory of practice (1998), social sharing, 
the interaction of individuals in a social space, is seen as motivated by ‘practical 
reasons’ (this is in line with Robertson). What is shared openly in parent CoPs are 
different kinds of matters than the issues which are shared tacitly. ‘Positive’ 
matters are shared openly in objective structures of organizations, depending on 
conceptions about the nature and future of the practice. Self-interest and one’s 
own business, in a negative sense, are often maintained in micro-communities, 
with incorporated structures owned more tacitly by certain persons. (Bourdieu 
1998.) What is shared publicly is a ‘world of successors’ (Schütz 1972: 214) 
which is in line with Bourdieu’s play of social structures.  

However, micro-communities can be seen very differently (II). In the context 
of knowledge management, a special type of micro-community of knowledge is 
recognized by Krogh et al. (2000: 13-5). In the authors’ view, micro-communities 
of knowledge act in the parent communities, or in organizations, and provide their 
outward resources. Usually a micro-community of knowledge consists of about 
five to seven individuals, who ‘happen to end up on’ the same ‘special-interest’ 
site on the Internet or intranet, or who ‘meet by chance’ in a sport club or in a 
pub. These communities are not ‘deadline- or work project-driven’ and work as 
such is not the members’ primary concern. Rather, it is the ‘tacit’ interest in 
gaining from insider knowledge. This type of ‘sharing’ may not necessarily be 
accepted or valued in the wider parent community. This knowledge sharing is 
difficult to access from the outside, as seemingly informal structures bear stories 
about intimate events, ‘details of community relations’, productive or 
unproductive conduct and relationships over longer time periods. This ‘collective 
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memory’ consisting of personal and shared knowledge is partly lost when a 
member leaves the community. ‘Technologically’ it cannot be documented and 
the loss results because firms “do not practice what they preach” and as “the 
language of caring” “sounds so foreign in a business context” (ibid: 5). This 
problem is connected with the gap between conceptions of vertical IS and 
horizontal sharing (IV). 

Vertical IS and horizontal sharing: As is discussed above, tacit sharing of 
knowledge is difficult to capture, but it may still be in use within social explicit 
knowledge (Spender 1996), by actual cooperative partners who realize its value 
once put into use (II). Based on experience in the everyday knowledge domain (I) 
users ‘know’ how some item corresponds to their work. What the above 
discussion highlights about IT in use is that in general, IS, other systems or ISD 
are seen vertically but what provides information and changes people’s 
understanding of some important topic is the horizontal use CoP, lay PD (IV, V).  

Regarding knowledge sharing relating to the problems of the application 
domain (I), the entire activity system (II) is in fact the one which integrates and 
owns the organizational resources through the raison d’être object (Virkkunen & 
Kuutti 2000). In traditional KM theories, the starting point of IT seems to rely on 
flows of data, top-down flows of work, to control and support functional flows of 
things (Daft & Macintosh 1981, Leonard & Sensiper 1998, Ciborra et al. 2000: 4, 
Huysman & de Wit 2002). There is nothing wrong in useful KM as such, but in 
everyday CoPs such theories in the context of knowledge work are problematic. 
Actual use CoPs are based on horizontal sharing in the use of IT and knowledge 
tools. To capture the item or thing that actually provides information and affects 
change in people’s comprehension we need to study in-situ systems (V). 

6.5 Community IT and knowledge in communities 

The case for lay PD and IT for an existing CoP combines with ‘crossroad’ or in-
between approaches on IS or ISD (Blum 1996, Kuutti 1994, Iivari & Linger 1999, 
Nardi & O’Day 1999, Nurminen 1997, Hirschheim & Klein 2000, Pitkin 2001, 
Korpela et al. 2002). With multiple design-use perspectives, these approaches can 
be seen as analysis of IT in everyday activity and as support for existing CoPs 
understood as both vertically- and horizontally-enacted systems phenomena.  

Top-down approaches to IT may be useful in decision-making and authority. 
Sense-making as a problem of sharing the practice (IV) implies more “the 
collective context in which we must make sense of others through conversation 
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and action in order to reach agreement” (Cuff 1991: 254). In addition, in building 
and using systems in diverse everyday domains, CoPs, demands sharing the 
accountability of IT (II) as creating living knowledge management systems for 
living beings, which can be built up and managed by non-IT-professionals too. 

Technology practice in the use community requires quality and design modes, 
which involve the community’s social ‘capital’ in the sense of understanding the 
use community’s IT as ‘environmental interfaces’ (II). Its usefulness is, however, 
conditional on recognition of the relevant user or use community located in the 
field of practice (III). As it is linked to social community structures and 
knowledge production in the context of application, these structures are important 
for IT for existing CoPs in which more or less experienced practitioners (VI) can 
maintain a tricky balance of power for the sake of individual benefit. 

The sharing of the IT in production (IV) is seen as the desire to reduce 
hierarchies, to break boundaries in systems design, and to come closer to the 
material world where the crisis is seen. “Work has a tendency to disappear at a 
distance, such that the further removed we are from the work of others the more 
simplified, often stereotyped, our view of their work becomes” (Suchman 1995: 
59). Within mutually integrated everyday sociomaterial practice through which 
the community of practice shapes its collective expertise, materialized outputs for 
the relevant user or use community are produced. This means recognizing the 
domain knowledge and IT use through the field of practice as designing in CoPs. 

This quality control for CoPs suggests several new knowledge modes, which 
increase their value in practice when they are realizable in productive ways. 
Linked to the community’s objective and incorporated structures, material and 
information or communication structures, in this type of context the aim of 
sharing should be a continuously re-designable community solution. Where 
systems and social structure (Figures 5, 6) of a CoP are developed by users or 
actors themselves, they can be seen as shaped in the actual use and in functional 
IS designed within the wider community infrastructure including tools for 
analysis of the politics, dominant practices and arts of the sociotechnical change 
supported by design and use (Lach 1994). As qualities of knowledge production 
in the context of application (Gibbons 1994), the work here can be used to fine-
tune the notion of the CoP (Lave & Wenger 1991). On the above basis, learning in 
situ is founded on comprehension of the existing, visible relations as: 

– a necessary condition for the existence of relevant knowledge of the user; 
– a necessary condition for the existence of relevant use CoP with knowledge; 
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– a crucial interpretational support in making sense of the CoP’s heritage; 
– natural cultural historical practice as an inherited principle of learning; 
– processes in nature analyzed through and in their sociomaterial results. 

As suggested earlier, community and its sociomaterial processes make up a 
constitutive, mutually reproductive system. This constitutiveness is inherited from 
the practice field located in the society and host culture. Thus, mastery of domain 
practice rests on organization of a CoP including the field or domain. In this line 
of work, apprentices as well as masters’ reflection of experience-based knowledge 
is a peer-to-peer relation in the form of sociomaterial cultural historical sharing. It 
is a recurrent process for the sharers. These change processes can be located in 
grassroots micro-communities of knowledge within their parent community, field, 
society and culture. For those who know the relations, micro and macro theories 
of practice can be seen as shaping the use-field-design perspective, which makes 
the CoP’s history visible. In this sense, the relevant practice includes aspects of 
natural cultural historical and material items, and the marshalled, applicable 
knowledge results from the placement of knowledge into relevant practices. 

In summary, a community’s collective capacity is measurable by the practice 
field or domain included in the activity system (III). A design mode to produce 
community IT and the production of new knowledge through IT for everyday 
CoPs can be difficult to design or install from the outside. However, such IT can 
be realized by in-situ systems design (V) shaping the CoP’s infrastructure. 
Secondly, as community IT is put into use including experience-based knowledge 
body, the targets and aspects of sharing (IV) can be seen as suggested by the 
actual supply-demand relation, as sets of open-ended and continuously changing 
problems to which answers cannot be given, but must be shaped gradually (VI).  

In addition, instead of continuously developing new structures for the sharing 
of tacit knowledge, in existing and emergent everyday CoPs we should highlight 
the community’s own collaborative methods which they have developed to serve 
their particular use purposes (I). From the perspective of collaborative methods 
developed in the practice field to serve community development in particular, 
they are natural participative strategies for everyday, existing CoPs (IV). From the 
viewpoint of ordinary users, non-IT professionals, these could answer important, 
unanswered questions such as when do we design and what the activity seen as 
design is or could be, use and participation are, and for what purposes the 
collective structures in the community exist in the first place (V).  
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Conventional views on CoP separate use, participation and design and the 
field of practice or domain, so it can be hard to capture or value and potentially 
support activity that actually occurs as an item. Such a context of use should be 
continuously redesignable as a community solution, and IT, as a social structure 
of the community, is combinable with analysis of politics and the dominant 
practices and arts of the sociotechnical change supported by design or use. Within 
everyday CoPs, design, use and other activity integrates and intertwines in the 
same practice (III). Still, as has been shown by empirical studies (Iivari et al. 
2006), comprehending such an item through IT-related research alone can be 
problematic. If we attempt to do so, we cannot find out how real everyday 
communities of practice are shaped in their processes of formation, nor how these 
communities can be supported technologically by design or non-technologically 
by IT use, which in practice still keeps the IT within the same activity.  

To see this kind of context of IT, lay PD is dependent on comprehension of 
the CoP’s everyday knowledge domain in its field of practice. With related natural 
cultural historical values as systems design in situ, the IT and practices joins with 
very ordinary complexities and simplicities such as ‘design’, ‘use’, ‘knowledge’ 
or ‘mediation’, and other forms of end-user-driven systems. 
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7 Systems design in situ 

In this chapter a characterization of design in situ as “doing” or activity of user-
designers in end-user-driven development is developed, based on the natural 
cultural historical context of IT within an everyday community of practice. 

Layperson- or ordinary user-driven experience-based in-situ design will be 
addressed to provide conceptual aspects for the interpretation of situated design 
mode of users derived from the case for lay PD. Conceptual insights from the 
literature are chosen regarding a variety of situated approaches in the sense of in-
situ systems design ‘in the wild’. For the scope of analysis, rather than 
programming, computing or implementation of solutions for individual needs or 
as separate from use and the field of practice, the focus here is on understanding 
use as design and vice versa, as a motivational, transformational practical activity 
performed for and through the collective efforts of users. As motivated by the 
actual knowledge and practical needs of the use community of practice, in-situ 
design has a goal or at least an intention regarding those needs. In terms of its 
transformational scope, the change is intended to have longer-lasting effects while 
remaining open regarding possible targets of design. 

The IT in question may thus include a range of useful design solutions, from 
generic products to tailored organizational information systems, self-developed 
solutions, and manual and computerized sets for the functional information or 
service infrastructure. Although there is a long tradition of research on design-use 
relationships (Iivari et al. 2006), the focus has mostly been on professional 
project- or research-driven activities. As discussed earlier (Chapter 3), this has 
been the trend within IS study fields by a variety of ISD or related approaches 
with professional IT expertise. While acknowledging the contributions of 
traditions understanding just the IT-related part of use or work, many design 
strategies seen as participative or socially informed (e.g., some forms of 
informatics) tend also to be interested in use only as research-mediated. Many 
design-driven forms as historical trends have conceptualized users’ or laypeople’s 
activity in the division of jobs rather than direct support for the activity. 

With the scope of design in situ carried out by actual users, not temporally 
‘mediated’ and without dividing the activity into fragmented user studies (such as 
requirement, design, implementation, introduction and maintenance studies) the 
one practical activity is seen as relevant. On one side, ‘all’ IS design may fit 
functionally but for our use–knowledge production within hunting dog breeding–
not all IT fits. Research on the design practices of End User Computing or 
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Programming, Design (in use) by Doing, and research on the use-related (not yet 
professionalized) Infrastructuring come closest, conceptually, to such activity. 

7.1 End user computing and beyond 

The design of computerized support for organizational work, by means of 
artificial systems created rather than occurring in nature, has assisted the 
management of organizational coordination, collaboration and division of work in 
local or distributed work systems. Having inherited principles from real systems 
through the design, these aspects are applicable to “artificial systems”, which in 
turn can be used to support human or other social and natural processes or related 
living beings’ systems (Davis & Olson 1985: 261).  

According to Davis and Olson (1985), artificial systems include 
organizations, information systems or their many subsystems, such as computer 
applications, programs, databases and network configurations. In displaying 
characteristics of human social systems, designed artificial systems support the 
objectives of designers, users and of other involved groups. The categorizing of 
systems into deterministic-probabilistic (exact behaviour/probable behaviour) 
closed-open (self-contained/processual) and social-technology (user/machine) 
systems, for instance, helps information technology related systems management 
and creates a hierarchy of systems and subsystems.  

Programming users and PCs: After the introduction of programmable 
computers, with the aim of increasing business and computer usage, the early 
efforts of IT business and research resulted in the integration of functions of 
management, ‘intelligent workstations’ and ‘software support’ (Davis & Olson 
1985: 261). On the other side, the technology introduction was associated with 
applications and ‘end-user computing’ (McLean 1979, Rockart & Flannery 1983, 
McLean 1989). Technological, professionally specific design terms of 
programmable computers and the tasks of end users seen as the focus of design 
have mimicked professional programmers implementing their own systems.  

Users can be referred to as ‘PC’ or ‘Mac’ users, after the machines (Poster 
1990: 147), or ‘Office’, ‘GIS’ or ‘CAD’ users after the software (Lieberman et al. 
2001: 120, 135). An end user can be a non-human being, item or thing (Latour 
1992), or another IS or IT artefact (Iivari et al. 2006). For many people, with 
respect to organizational jobs, an end user, or in general a user, refers to a person 
working in ‘practical’ or ‘knowledge work’ where the meanings of contents, 
communication, and practical action are relevant. Originating from computer 
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systems terminology, the work of end users can be called the inputting, 
processing, manipulating and exchanging of bits, data or information. In most 
cases, users’ work is just the plain use, which in the context of computerized 
systems first and foremost today appears as designed and windowed interfaces.  

After the introduction of the personal computer (PC) in the mid-seventies, 
approaches to motivate users to design in situ have followed technical terms and 
rather narrow competence areas. For instance, the approach of “Programming by 
demonstrating” (Cypher et al. 1993) or “Programming by examples” (Lieberman 
2001) resulted in a great number of user-related programming systems. Cypher et 
al. provide detailed information on the early systems. The “demonstration 
chronology” of 23 years of examples, from 1970 to the work in progress in 1993, 
shows that many end-user computing or programming tools were introduced in 
the 1970s (e.g., the LOGO-based TEACH and TORTIS, Thesys for Lisp 
programs and QBE for database queries, and Voice input, Pursuit, and RAD, 
designed for non-programming domain experts to build animations). Systems 
research became more common around the turn of the 1980s. 

With the analogy of reading-use as use activity and writing-programming as 
design in situ associated with computer users’ programming actions (Kay 1993) 
the activities of use and design can be seen as mimicking the social relationship of 
users and designers. As theories on actions modelled the activity of end users as 
designers in situ, the horizon of design-to-use as design-in-use became adopted as 
a starting point of design development and the personal computer seen as a 
personal implement (ibid). It extended the scope of end-user programming to 
include solutions for both schoolchildren and adults. The view of personal 
computers in use became introduced and rapidly added value to IT, along with the 
thinking that “programming could be good for people” (ibid: xii). 

This positive aspect, end users as programmers controlling computerized 
tools, PCs, was combined to the pedagogical benefit of computers as teachers and 
tireless supporters in children’s learning and adults’ retraining. Theories on 
interactive user interface design were emerging. The areas in PCs through which 
design and use meet in the practice of end users were designed using reading as a 
model of the skills of users. It was seen as easier to understand gestures and texts 
as a use practice. A much more difficult was to define a design practice by using a 
writer–reader analogy as a model of the skills of designers. The consideration of 
programming as writing resulted in increased effort and research in iconic 
programming, and windowed interfaces, construction kits, script languages, etc., 
all followed. Finally, the interest in end-user programming languished.  
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According to Kay (1993), the reasons for the evolution were numerous. They 
included human, vague goal setting, varied intentions, problems arising from the 
‘pidgin’ versions of languages actually needed in practice and for specializations, 
politics, business and societal changes. Understanding the various subject matters 
of different users was among the greatest difficulties. In a ‘technopoly’, defined 
by the ability to create almost anything we desire with PCs, almost everything 
people did using PCs was “replaced with vicarious experience” (ibid: xv). In PCs’ 
interfaces, designed by real programmers, overly abstract models of reality were 
described and real sociomaterial reality disappeared in the depths of technological 
terms used by designers. As PCs populated a computing environment that does 
everything for people, according to Kay (1993) a situation arose whereby if 20th 
century humans could not realize ‘the hows and whys’ of technologies in use they 
were not in a position to make judgements on and shape the future of IT either.  

To sum up, in Kay’s terms, “we have to decide to exercise” with PCs (ibid: 
xv) (for more on design as hard exercise, see papers IV, V, VI). The use of 
example systems in hard exercise or programming could have been the practice of 
individuals’ actions realized in end-user computing (it may be that hard exercise 
fitted that use too). However, implementation and use of fourth-generation 
languages and other system design tools brought self-sufficiency use (Nurminen 
1986: 136) along with user-friendly reporting and code generators, support 
system applications, and end-user development facilities. With respect to real 
programmers’ use, it was not seen as requiring ‘real’ programming any more by 
users because of the declarative specifications and interactive support given in IT.  

Programming PCs in the use organizations: In the late 1980s, the continuous 
need for help from local expert PC users and IS personnel and consultants in 
technology producers or local information centres providing assistance persisted, 
promoting end-user computing in use organizations (Davis & Olson 1985: 429). 
Technology-specific, detailed action procedures such as programming and 
designed ‘report generators for report job’ and ‘query languages for query job’ 
(ibid) illustrate the systems as tools for professionals too, and the nature of 
management of knowledge work relating to IT. 

In ethnographic research on end-user computing, Nardi (1993) and later 
Nardi and O’Day (1999) have conceptualized end-user activity as a contribution 
to the vision or image of PCs controlled by their actual users. As it analyzes a 
participative design activity of users, their work can be seen as a vital 
consideration for the end-user programming objective of creating “a software 
application in situ that serves some needed function for the user” (Nardi 1993: 6). 
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In the case of lay PD, many computing or programming aspects (IV, V, VI) 
often analyzed in PCs’ use studies as actions per se and only related to the PCs’ 
use are combinable with end-user programming as work practice (Nardi 1993). In 
this case, similarities include the way programmable systems for users also 
consist of the usual database tools and (self-made example) solutions, form-filling 
dialogues, customization and tailoring solutions and user-friendly traditional 
visual programming systems. As in Nardi’s ethnography, vital features of database 
or software tools intertwine in tools which enable users to code the solutions 
needed by using interactive editors, construction kits, query languages and sets of 
mixed tools to utilize new variations of their expressiveness. In this case, tools 
join with domain-related special application aspects, too, and based on user-
designers own examining of use of PCs and systems in field conditions. “I have 
developed the system for ordinary users in the field” (dog breeder). 

Although many of the user-designers work alone, their other activity in the 
field maintains their connections to the domain: “You have to have a personal 
relationship with dogs. I think you have to be active, to own a dog, to participate 
in dog shows and hunting trials, or to be a hunting trial judge. Then, as well as the 
computer side, you also know about the other side.” (Dog breeder.) In spite of 
interaction support, e.g., user-friendly database queries and programming 
languages, for the user-designers, in-situ systems design demanded a lot of work, 
though it became easier later (IV). This part is in line with Nardi (1993) who 
interpreted professional designers’ work languages and design in situ based on the 
ethnographic approach. Although the problems may initially look ‘doable’, as 
‘small matters of programming’, implementation in practice often involves a lot 
of work. As with the end-user programs in this case, unpredicted difficulties are 
common for professionals too, and increase implementation efforts. In exploring 
ethnographically task-specific programming and visual application-making within 
collaborative practices, Nardi argues that the quite narrow and one-sided focus on 
individual cognition, accountable as individuals’ minds, actions and interaction 
with a particular application, computing or programming tool in use, has missed 
“much of what is critical to end-user application development” (ibid: 10).  

The use of computer-technology specific terms in actions and cognition-
centred behavioural interest in reading-writing PCs (Kay 1993) and other forms 
of computer literacy could very easily lack many of the aspects of user 
collaboration in design in situ. Building applications in distributed settings of 
different kinds of users including expert or power users (Nardi 1993) means that 
all the users, together with their varying knowledge, skills, motivations and 
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interests, must be mobilized to achieve the solution (IV). “It is the social network 
that has helped me to do my part of the work.” Hence, “Nobody has done these 
things alone. Cooperation has always been required” and in some cases “even 
large financial investments [have been required] to take care of the job”. (Three 
dog breeders.) 

Teamwork and systems design: In Information Ecologies by Nardi and O’Day 
(1999), the perspective of end user computing is conceptualized with the 
collaboration of actual involved users. When involved in building an acceptable 
and thus a sustainable technological use culture, the users’ longer-term 
participation in well-timed, well-grounded and well-focused design supports 
democratic values and responsibility of design and use as an engagement with 
technology in the local work setting. A shift from a separate and disjointed 
practice of design and use of IT towards a sustainable perspective of design in the 
use of IT and vice versa can be seen as the cumulative value in teamwork useful 
for both parties, which integrates the raison d’être and IT by local production. As 
motivated by the consequences and impact of IT in practice, computing with and 
for living beings is a much more demanding and wider systems design area (Blum 
1990) than that of use analyzed by observing people as typing on PCs or 
information technological artefacts, or just an activity of a single end user as the 
only power designer. The collective activity transforms end-user computing 
towards a culture of use as teamwork. 

In the context of use-design teamwork, the notion of bricolage (Lévi-Strauss 
1966: 17) is adopted by Ciborra. The emergence and widening perspective of 
user-driven design is conceptualized as local teamwork through the trajectory of 
‘thinking’ to ‘tinkering’ (Ciborra 1992). This kind of ‘generalist’ job of users as 
designers is seen as supporting strategic systems design including users as sharp-
eyed observers of their own and local co-actors’ working environment. Based on 
the cultural anthropological studies of Lévi-Strauss, the most crucial aspect of the 
bricolage activity is the local habitat as an ‘application’ domain and the 
maintenance of teamwork through a practice field-specific enthusiastic attitude. 
The conceptual model of bricolage was shaped in a natural setting and among the 
people living in savage societies. In Western cultures, the generalist’s activity of 
the British ‘odd-job man’ bears a resemblance to it, as does the American ‘jack of 
all trades’. However, it is important also to acknowledge the earlier work of 
Dewey, who conducted a psychological review of the savage mind (1902). He 
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conceptualized it spending time amongst the lives and activities of hunting people 
tracing game for food9. 

Through user-driven strategic IS (Ciborra 1992), influence of other co-beings 
and nature (Lévi-Strauss 1966), end-user computing (Nardi 1993) and the use of 
computers in teamwork (Bratteteig 2004: 89), the notion of bricolage is extended 
towards a non-profit scope and to include non-humans. However, Dewey 
(1934/1980: 19) and Lévi-Strauss (1966) argue that natureculture is available to 
us only as human knowledge, and remains closed as we cannot really know the 
‘thinking’ or ‘activity’ of any other biological organism, but a being is ‘in a world 
of things’ shaped by humans’ terms applied to the natureculture. Other beings’ 
culture or nature is difficult to interpret. We often think that beings’ activity or 
foreign cultures in general would be logical in the same sense and the same 
fashion as ours, or that they would be quantified forms of thought (Lévi-Strauss 
1966: 268). 

Regarding lay PD and a use-to-design relation, at present end-user computing 
is seen as a generalist’s ability to use whatever resources are at hand for solving 
problems and making sense of a collective context (I, IV, VI). It is utilizing the 
conditions available to design IT for, a workable solution needed in the function 
of the use community. As compared with the earlier, rather narrow, 
technologically-oriented, input-output-centred mode, or individuals using PCs in 
exercising programming skills (Cypher et al. 1993), teamwork in lay PD goes 
further by implementing real systems, and as a goal-oriented raison d’être-driven 
activity in the use CoP and as it includes the field of practise. Without it, it could 
refer to Nardi (1993), and Nardi and O’Day’s (1999) notion of computing, or in-
situ systems design as use relating to local information systems (Kuutti 1994).  

                                                        
9 According to Dewey (1902), hunting as part of one’s livelihood is comparable with ordinary 
occupations, which are assessed in terms of quality, standards of success and failure, values and 
control mechanisms for the desired process. The fundamental perspective of occupational activity 
defines the scheme or pattern of structural organization of mental traits of the human action 
accountable in their study too. Occupations are integrated by special elements into a functioning 
whole, in hunting as in any activity where people do not look for qualities of the social interaction, 
material aspects of the setting and actions realized as irrelevant in the actual situation in the natural 
environment. As the formation of the mental patterns of agricultural, military, professional, 
technological and trade pursuits, as well as the reconstruction and overlaying of the natural hunting 
activity can be seen as ‘various agencies’, the comprehensive analytical bearing and historical aspects 
in their interpretations are crucial. While a much wider scope points to a collative activity, rather than 
individuals’ actions or factors of mind, in all kinds of objectives and idealized pursuits, such as the 
hunt for food, truth, knowledge, beauty, virtue, wealth, and social well-being, the purposefulness of 
actions in the activity is carried out within the society and all professional jobs within it. (ibid.) 
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Strategic capacity and design in situ: In Ciborra’s strategic systems view 
(1992) users’ innovation occurs in two nonexclusive ways. ‘Bricolage’ is related 
to the local knowledge of users, ‘tinkering’ and relying on ‘serendipity’ (ibid: 
302), which gradually produce ad hoc solutions, whereas learning by design in 
use is seen as rather limited when resting on such randomness. The second way is 
thus needed to cover shortcomings in a kind of overly changeable bricolage and 
to complement the bridging of the gap between existing expertises, involving the 
‘forging’ of new expertise in favour of more ‘radical learning’ (ibid). As a 
management-driven enterprise, it entails reshaping of business policy and IS 
design by means of interventions led by an action research team or investigators, 
who can be seen as informed by higher-level economic theories of action (see 
subsection 6.4).  

The strategic capacity of information systems is usually considered to build a 
successful competitive position for owners of IT and they are thus not too 
concerned about actual users’ ability to use IT in design in situ (Blum 1996, 
Ciborra et al. 2000: 4, Orlikowski 2000, Pitkin 2001). As such, this strategy, i.e., 
design as an activity of real designers and experts working in IT-related business 
and research, could be sensible. Today most IT seems to be produced by 
professionals. The current strategy, the design of unanalyzable and unchangeable 
systems, very easily leads to control of working structures of actual use 
communities, despite the fact that more downloads are produced for use. On one 
side, this control forces users to share their expertise in use when designed IT is 
lacking due to waits for downloads. On the other side, expertise sharing as a mode 
of in-situ systems design rests on grassroots users’ inabilities to use working tools 
(Blum 1996: 169) in the necessary work demanded by their actual employers. 

As seen in the case, strategic aspects (II, VI) are important for the use CoP. In 
design in situ, one’s own IT can include self-criticism: “Geneticists of course do 
not acknowledge this kind of sense-making and consider our method … as 
nonsense … Within computing … the practice shows … that we can produce 
much better informed ideas [for practical breeding work] than earlier.” (Dog 
breeder.) The advantages of user-developed systems were already being seen as 
impressive in the 1980s, were reported in the 1990s (Davis & Olson 1985, Blum 
1996, Nardi 1993, Nardi & O’Day 1999), and are considered a relevant trend of 
today (Lieberman et al. 2006). Including aspects ranging from technological to 
social, Fischer and Giaccardi (2006) see such systems as part of a meta-design 
strategy to consider computational technology put directly into the hands of end 
users, the owners of the problem of use. Domain expertise, as a new kind of 
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generalist activity in use CoPs, can contribute to the strategic part of IT with 
knowledge. It can do so through “the involved members taking care of the tools” 
(dog breeder) continually and as tools break or knowledge is proved false by 
‘using of technology with heart’ (Nardi & O’Day 1999). “This entire job is based 
half-and-half on taking care of people’s mental side [dealing with people 
psychologically] and dog breeding. If the first half isn’t successful, the second 
half can’t be successful either.” (Dog breeder.) 

The negative sides of end-user developed systems are seen as arising from a 
long list of reasons associated with “the elimination of the analyst as a developer” 
(Davis & Olson 1985: 430). In addition, highly specialized technological 
knowledge in general has been seen as an obstacle for actual user involvement in 
design undertakings (Greenbaum & Madsen 1993, Iivari & Igbaria 1997). It is 
shown that the knowledge and skills needed in design can be self-learnt and end-
user designers trained in the context of use (Blum 1996: 303). (IV): “I just began 
to practise … until I learnt how the code worked” (dog breeder). 

As a user-driven activity, occurring continuously in various situations of use, 
the management and control of end-user design is difficult (Rockart & Flannery 
1983). Control is not necessary when users are trusted and work on the “right 
problems” (Blum 1996: 375, Vroom & Jago 1988). Local software solutions may 
be challenges for global, corporate-wide strategies and for the standardizing of 
infrastructure, where functional general purpose IT, flows of things and bits and 
the technologically correct design-use relation is crucial (Ciborra et al. 2000). 
From the viewpoint of local users and others, no matter how globalized or 
complex a company or its IT infrastructure may be, any failure of it is “local at all 
points” (Latour 1993: 117). 

Users’ IS by design in situ: Regarding the case of lay PD, end-user computing 
and use-as-design (III) can be seen as serving primarily other purposes than just 
technological design in IT business contexts. However, when a failure of 
knowledge occurs or systems break and new downloads cannot contribute to the 
information systems needed in organizational function, without design in situ the 
costs of undone work, extra work shifts and unfulfilled agreements with the 
organization’s own customers (Robertson 1995) or with end users of IT increase 
respectively. In addition, when we really grasp that no IT artefact is just a tool but 
also has conceptual consequences for our community knowledge in use 
(Clemmensen 2005), failures of IT are more wide-ranging than just physical 
breakdowns and glitches in practical teamwork. Similarly, Karasti and Baker 
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show how system infrastructure work is a complex balancing act between the 
different needs of science, data and technology (Karasti & Baker 2004).  

Having a vital role in shaping other people’s daily practice, IT development 
by design in situ becomes essentially users’ information systems development that 
is particularly involved in the knowledge of the use domain. Design in situ with 
social networks also combines with community knowledge (Lach 1994: 150). It 
supports users’ customer practices, chains of practices, and local learning efforts. 
Along with the other issues mentioned earlier, there is an important advantage 
realizable by specialized local design in situ which ought to be supported rather 
than subjected to arbitrary changes caused by strange artefacts downloaded, 
instead. 

7.2 Learning by doing and designing 

The benefit of experience-based knowledge of users in systems design is most 
often coupled with situated theories of learning by doing (Dewey 1925: 127, 
Dewey 1934/1980: 44-56, Greenbaum & Kyng 1991, Kay 1993, Nardi 1993, 
Lundvall 1996). These theories have acknowledged influential ways of building 
new competences and continuously innovating with technologies, including 
everyday grassroots views of IT that are available to us practically as ordinary 
users and laypeople (Syrjänen 2006). Learning by doing and designing or the 
sharing of design in use can contribute economically and directly to IT’s long-
term usefulness in use practices and model part of IT production as a self-
developed service, i.e., not everything is bought from the outside of the use CoPs.  

Productive IT work at home: In learning by doing together, the often 
acknowledged theory views IT design in use as productive work in the ‘home’ 
environment (Henderson & Kyng 1991) although design in use is not necessarily 
as often counted as a value-adding mechanism as its several forms are rather 
invisible. In addition, as a naturalized mode of competence building from use-to-
design or work-to-design, continuous participation in collaborative systems 
design is seen as crucial. Many forms of tailoring and of ad hoc design are 
conceptually, epistemologically and temporally differentiated from actual PD and 
project-driven learning in response to the relevant needs, problems, resources, 
timing, placing and objects of work. The interest of situated learning by doing is 
to continue use practices where a shared body of knowledge about how to use 
computers in work plays a crucial role (see subsection 6.4). Even for some small 
fragments of use practices, such as design for the purposes of collaboration in 
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‘technical’ matters and programming, tailoring for ‘fully-fledged’ applications by 
user-driven learning is “moving from the computer bound concepts to the work of 
the users” (ibid: 223). Design in situ is able to contribute to conceptual and 
practical use practices. 

The viewpoint of actual subject matters of users is important, although the 
tailoring approach is only tacitly concerned with the actual content of users’ work 
in situ (I, IV, VI) as regarding the field of practice. Through Henderson and 
Kyng’s (1991) concept of ‘design in use’, the application area of technology can 
be seen as making changes in an IT-related tool, of which modifications focus the 
tool itself so that effects are longer-lasting and can be utilized later, in response to 
individual users’ needs. In some places, however, actual users’ competence in the 
tailoring of technologies is linked not only to the tool at hand but also to the 
ability to mobilize resources for more ‘comprehensive tailoring’ in teamwork. As 
a social activity, it involves other tools, a wider use setting, local expert users and 
software application specialists. Tailoring is thus a reflective mode of the in-situ 
design of modified systems, and it aims to cover certain gaps not accountable for 
in actual systems design. More precisely, Henderson and Kyng view it as 
“understood and intended variability of artefacts and their patterns of use … we 
tailor when we change stable aspects of an artefact” (1991: 223).  

On the other hand, in the case of a specialized expertise area of users, such as 
where “the incentives come from the dog world … dogs themselves have always 
set the requirements via the breeders” (dog breeder), the continuing design in use 
by Henderson and Kyng’s tailoring at work moves in a world apart. In this sense, 
it focuses more on the tailoring of the technology side, which is important as 
increasingly time is saved in software development with more professional 
computer systems users and users of collaborative technologies. Also, design by 
doing increases user expectations for IT (Greenbaum & Kyng 1991: 279) and 
makes them more critical as consumer-users of others’ IT production. 

Measuring learning by doing IT: Robertson (1996) has studied design in use 
as expertise sharing within the economics of forced tailoring, describing the 
negative aspects of design in situ. In her case study, design in use can be seen as 
implemented through stable features of IT, which results in misuses along with 
using designed general purpose software packages available as off-the-shelf IT. 
Bought systems are not originally meant to be tailored in situ, however, IT can 
quite often only be put into use by misusing such systems. As a necessary mode 
of design in situ, Robertson calls it ‘design as shopping’ because a choosing 
practice means focusing on artefacts being locally re-designable and regarding 
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existing IT solutions in use. Naturally occurring participative users’ collaborative 
systems design can be seen as conditioned by designed gaps in stable features of 
the off-the-shelf IT tools, which always have economic consequences in IT use 
communities. In Australian SME IT services, learning by doing design at work 
has been encouraged through development of situations where “each member is 
very closely, if not directly, linked to every dollar earned” (ibid: 38).  

As Robertson shows in her case study, much of the actual working time was 
wasted in costly ‘hacking’ operations as local practitioners were forced to 
redesign shortcomings of tools ‘designed’ using the infrastructure of remote 
designers as a model of a use practice for the actual end users. The costly 
naturally occurring participative efforts, ‘hacking’ and ‘misuse’ of their ‘own’ IT, 
in local use communities can be seen as motivated in the economy and continuity 
of actual core work (the raison d’être), which is the one very significant benefit of 
design in use (I, IV, V). Sharing of expertise in repairing the work of poorly 
designed bought IT artefacts can lead to a negative cycle that might not be very 
profitable. If local people’s own service work suffers due to shortcomings in 
designed IT, these also could be linked to the quality of local services and not to 
the remote unknown designers. 

On the other hand, concerning the consumer-users (Schwartz Cowan 1987) in 
the era of remote IT (subsection 4.3), and certain claims for ‘professional’ quality 
in the Net era (II, VI), the aspect pointed out by Robertson (1996) fits the case of 
lay PD. When actual remote designers of IT are not known but only the local 
user-designers whose quality of work is public for consumer-users, “[i]t is the last 
[designer] in the long chain of doers who will be criticized for the shortcomings 
in IT” service (dog breeder). In addition, the social life of IT along with its 
content (Brown & Duguid 2000) is often invisible to many consumer-users who 
do not participate in the CoP or joint effort but make use of a free service. “We 
know that the value of voluntary work is great in the FSC, but do we really 
understand how great in fact it is financially?” (dog breeder).  

A feeling of competence recognizable in terms of individuals’ own work roles 
(Robertson 1996) and in terms of domain practitioners (I, IV, VI) is in any case 
one of the significant preconditions for end-user active design. It is the primary 
condition for good job design (Mumford 1981: 265) but as it is seen as an activity, 
longer-term indicators are needed. 

Long-term self-sufficiency in IT: Self-sufficiency in IT is a long-term 
achievement and corresponds to longer-term measurement scopes (see subsection 
6.3) and different indicators of success (subsection 6.2) than individuals’ 
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inabilities or errors (Blum 1991, 1996). In line with that, Lundvall (1996) argues 
for a learning economy going beyond the usefulness of IT in doing, using and 
interacting with some IT-related artefacts in situ. In his theory, the reproduced 
aspects and usefulness of IT are considered widely and measured by the 
integrated chain of design-use-coping in everyday life conditions. A learning 
economy means measuring how we can explain roles of IT in continuous 
processes of conceptual change in technology, skills, preferences, and institutions. 
Within the learning economy, historical weighting, i.e., how a learning economy 
identifies specific historical trends in development of the scopes of IT, is vital. 

A longer-term measurement perspective is needed to measure changes in 
adopting ‘core’ notions, such as ‘collective’ or ‘community’ seen amongst 
relevant everyday learning settings (cf. CoP or community informatics), or 
changes in seeing the quality of productive IT in practice. In Lundvall’s learning 
economy the aim is to measure increasingly ‘positive’ IT design aspects from the 
viewpoint of actual IT in use in communities. It includes views of institutions 
from grassroots to top levels and from peripheral areas to ‘the hi-tech society’ 
where learning is an opportunity open to all citizens. The learning economy is 
workable as soon as we can identify the social indicators that link design, use and 
other activities integrated with the relevant knowledge (see subsection 6.3). 
Lundvall claims that with such a learning economy “it is no longer legitimate to 
operate with a theoretical core where technology, skills, preferences, and 
institutions are treated as exogenous” (ibid: 2).  

Regarding the economy of creating quality control of IT in the case for lay 
PD, IT can be seen to be judged in terms of the pedigrees of the dogs as end users 
of all IT, in their CoIs measuring the social use, and the design community 
located in the field of practice (see subsection 4.5, and, e.g., IV, V, VI). As Nardi 
and O’Day recall, end-user computing can activate learning, contribute to 
democracy and maintain the accountability of the consequences of design in use. 
Similarly, Blum has shown that systems design by users as designers working in 
situ maintains many learning aspects pointed out by Lundvall.  

As discussed earlier (Chapter 3), traditional IT expertise-driven ISD or PD 
and design-driven ethnography that mediates the users often have a theory-driven 
core. These are also limited in that they support only IT-related knowledgeability 
and miss the domain and activity of ordinary users, user-designers or other actors 
working in situ. As the work environment is reflected, redesigned and contested 
by actual users, intimate and formal as well as private and public and other 
relevant aspects can be kept in balance sensibly and used as learning resources 
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when conflicting viewpoints occur, too (Suchman 1994a). When social choices 
cannot be known or supported in practice, learning by doing and with the CoP’s 
own IT can still proceed gradually and directly in creating the solutions needed. 

In conclusion, the position of actual user-designers forms a good platform 
from which to study a variety of basic processes and choices. These everyday 
aspects model work processes like ‘mirrors’ through local analyses showing 
where IT systems simplify too much or assist local participation and 
understandings. Through a variety of dimensions of learning practices design in 
situ in the field of practice living feedback is up to date and appropriately and 
directly shows aspects of learning. In Star’s terms, when design is driven by 
actual users, computers can also be considered simultaneously as communication 
medium and product, as both the object of analysis and the infrastructure for 
analysis (Star 1995: 6). All these factors together suggest the usefulness for the 
wider learning economy which is realizable through design in situ. 

7.3 Infrastructuring as design in situ 

Implementing IT in the actual use community’s everyday information technology 
setting has inspired several authors to conceptualize the anticipated desire for 
genuine collaboration between related IT production, design, purchase, use, 
management, and study. When these aspects are integrated, such an approach to 
the multitude of technological settings, artefacts and systems requires long-term 
engagement and accountability in design with the use involvement.  

Many recent design theories have suggested transformations toward the 
continuity of IT development in situations where it is actually used. Such trends 
as located accountability (Suchman 2002), appropriation (Pipek 2005), 
configuration of IT and job systems design all together (Contractor & Bishop 
2000, Engeström & Ahonen 2001, Korpela et al. 2002), as well as infrastructuring 
(Star & Bowker 2002), are emerging. As evolutionary use-design modes, they can 
be used to include the field of practice. 

The notions of located accountability and artful integrations proposed by 
Suchman (2002) and infrastructure, proposed by Star and Ruhleder (1996), can be 
conceptualized as an integrated set-up with modes of user-driven in-situ design. 
These notions are most often used as analytical frameworks in research. For the 
purposes of analysis of technology development, to implement the complex 
relations, sociomaterial and historical promise presented by infrastructuring as 
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design, we have to grasp the everyday aspects of the activity setting with ordinary 
people and users. 

The notions of infrastructure and infrastructuring: While Neumann and Star 
(1996) have considered whether the principles of participatory design can be 
applied in large infrastructure projects, and Ciborra et al. (2000) show more 
interest towards the global and high-level IT setting, the alternative direction for 
ordinary people or users is to approach infrastructuring from the bottom up. In IS 
design, the term ‘infrastructure’ is often used in a rather naïve fashion to denote a 
multitude of technologies, standards, tools and applications that are supposed to 
be ‘available’ and could be used to serve a certain purpose (V). On the other hand, 
in approaching sociotechnical configurations of human working environments, 
the notion of infrastructure has been used to reveal how the relations between 
different actors, engaged in their overlapping activities, continuously challenge 
the integrity of our build environment. This approach is manifested in the work of 
Star and Ruhleder (1996) (and, later, that of Star and Bowker 2002), who have 
identified the salient features of infrastructure as follows:  

– infrastructure is embedded in other social and technological structures;  
– infrastructure is transparent as it is invisibly supporting work;  
– in infrastructure both the spatial and temporal reach or scope combine;  
– infrastructure is also characterized by the taken-for-grantedness of artefacts 

and organizational arrangements that are learned as part of membership;  
– infrastructure shapes and is shaped by the conventions of practice;  
– infrastructure is plugged into other infrastructures and tools in a standardized 

way, and is modified by scope and conflicting (local) conventions; 
– infrastructure does not grow de novo but wrestles with the inertia of the 

installed base, and inherits strengths and limitations from that base;  
– infrastructure becomes visible upon breakdown. 

The definition stresses the sociotechnical relations so that infrastructure should 
always be seen in relation to organized everyday practices. It occurs as parts of 
social systems when local practices are aided by such a technology that links 
them into an integrated system capable of functioning both on a larger scale and 
on in-situ scales. In this sense, how the infrastructure in use could have an ability 
to create the world it pertains (Star & Bowker 2002) is dependent on how 
intentionally the features are grasped in relation to the local practitioners’ domain 
(Star 2002). This shapes the infrastructure towards an active form, conceptualized 
as the verb ‘to infrastructure’, with in-situ systems and makes it suitable for 
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consideration of the activity and domains of ordinary people, users and other 
actors meaningful for them, and influential in their use and design contexts.  

Sociomaterially, the domain of local people or ordinary users includes nature 
and social actors with a physical presence, and biological processes seen as 
accountable by artful integrations of materials, media and practices and partial 
translations between them (Suchman 2002). As values they are choices of what is 
doable with the resources and knowledge applicable in practice. Translating the 
everyday domain into applications of local IT set-ups means seeing the field of 
practice and the raison d’être of all activity (IV). With the case for lay PD, in the 
use community of practice the infrastructure defined is about the natural cultural 
historical context of IT with continuity (Chapter 5). It can thus differ significantly 
from the global, top-down views and high-level IT experts’ views, which often 
miss the local point, materials and all other users and technologies in use. 

Use activity with infrastructuring: From the viewpoint of local users as 
domain practitioners (VI), what finally ‘makes’ the technological infrastructure is 
not the analysis or technology’s existence per se. The entire use activity possesses 
features going beyond the ‘external’ functionality and technologically correct IT 
which is usually the concern of formal models and top-down design theories. The 
introduction of infrastructure into the practitioners’ genuine domain located in the 
practice field implies the existence of such objects of design that are seen and 
accessible only to local users (V). The kind of appropriated overlap of use and 
design through partly naturally shaped in use and partly built-in design, partly 
fixed materially and partly changeable technological and social systems, along 
with their joint histories, can be seen as a great challenge as we aim to create 
infrastructure (Star & Bowker 2002). As a wider activity through systems in 
infrastructure, in many places, infrastructuring as doing shows similarities with 
cultural historical tools or work systems (Engeström 1990, Kuutti 1994, 1996). 

‘Doing’ related to design as ‘infrastructuring’ IT in use, makes it a demanding 
activity (I, II). As we recognize aspects of work in relation to the raison d’être of 
the work community, such appropriated overlap requires a continuous interplay of 
technology design and use that supports practitioners’ doing in their raison d’être 
activity. Temporal design ethnography or IS projects, which are interested in 
looking at what people do and how they do it (Orlikowski 2002)–as separate from 
the whole activity of use, design, study and other parts of the influential field of 
practice–cannot serve such ends. Raison d’être issues (I, IV) broaden 
infrastructuring activities further toward the materiality and the continuous 
interplay of local practitioners involved in making use of IT and other resources 
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and designing them as needed. With regard to the field of practice, in 
infrastructuring such issues combine with breeding applications development (V). 

Field of practice and infrastructure: In the case for lay PD, a paper-based 
information system was in use for several decades, and part of the computerized 
IT came from outside. The information was distributed between the CoP, and 
breeding and kennel organizations, and breeders maintained own files. Formats 
and forms of information were mixed, and a pool of available data was only 
partially in use. After a good start had been made with ‘top’ dogs, decades-long 
breeding resulted in a scarcity of breeding dogs, as not all dogs were easily 
distinguished from the population of thousands of dogs. The first approach to 
creating a new IS for dog breeding concentrated on database services based on a 
system for another dog race. Several statistical applications were added to 
maintain an overview over the KBD population. One strategy rested on the new 
system affording gradual change in the practice by ‘accepting’ the line inbreeding. 
After a group of enthusiasts came up with the coefficient of inbreeding (CoI) they 
implemented it into an alternative strategy (gene pool diversity) which was under 
consideration in the CoP. Discussions concluded that the existing IS did not fit the 
infrastructure with ordinary breeders as users and would not support the new 
breeding strategy sufficiently. This situation can be seen as a perceived 
breakdown of infrastructure (V). The existing infrastructure was working well 
technologically but was not able to reflect the intended new breeding strategy. 

On the use-oriented side, where natural cultural historical issues come into 
play more clearly (I, IV), we can consider quite a large part of the history of the 
domestication of animals (Appendix 1: Table 7) influential as an actual necessary 
part of infrastructural work. Moreover, specifically the use of knowledge, 
artefacts and technologies in that context (kennels, leashes, pedigrees, etc.) was 
integrated in the community’s social and technological infrastructure. Design in 
situ could start by integration of the ‘good’ hunting dog breeding with the field of 
practice’s ideas and by starting familiarization of the IT in regard to it. The goal 
of support for the new breeding strategy was reached through production of new 
knowledge by using self-made IT. It could be led by the use of existing statistical 
applications for the traditional dog breeding approach, so that preparation work 
and design mode could result in an image of how the information system can 
support the new breeding strategy (V).  

Thus, the point of infrastructure (V), i.e., where the appropriate overlap of use 
and design, through several systems that need to function together in practice, is 
shaped where the problem or innovation (e.g., the new breeding strategy) meets 
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the means and ends of the use practice, for solutions and implementation in the 
users’ information system. In this context, the stage for in-situ systems design is 
set with actors engaged in the creation of a new usage that can also involve the 
redesign of existing technology and social organization in CoPs. 

In the case, infrastructuring within in-situ design covered debates over new 
breeding strategy, redesign and implementation of IT applications to compute and 
integrate the CoI with hunting trial results, indicators and the means of observing 
the success of breeding and of IT. The aims and practices within the field of 
practice were by no means simple or clear-cut. The aims and practices all 
involving the field of practice included, for instance, (1) “to go to hunting trials 
and hunting and see how the dogs work” (dog breeder); (2) to go and see how the 
software runs on users’ home PCs; (3) to modify the computation procedure of 
the CoI, which was taking too many resources; (4) to go to CoP’s meetings with 
the system (and new breeding strategy) and to start persuasion work with dog 
breeders that still wanted to rely on the long-applied and trusted line inbreeding; 
(5) to make new procedures, and publish articles, CoI statistics and hunting trial 
results; (6) to clarify and present the strengths of the new breeding strategy, 
although it had “to be irritating for those with poor results to be told this statistic” 
(dog breeder). 

Finally, breeding practitioners’ long-term positions in the field were changed 
by the new strategy. Some ‘noisy’ men stepped back and many “less noisy men … 
[with] a good grasp of the issues” (dog breeder) filled the gap by breeding hunting 
dogs and thinking about the breed’s future (I). With the evolution of the breeding 
application this can be seen as a kind of post-humanist perspective (a term 
referring to Latour’s and Pickering’s ideas in an analysis of Jensen 2003). 
Negotiations about CoIs were led by those who could not opt out of the 
responsibility as they were involved in the situation of dogs through breeding 
decisions. User-designers’ PD (IV) maintained the breed and the CoP rather than 
individuals. 

In-situ design with community PD: Infrastructuring in in-situ systems as a PD 
mode can be conceptualized by the notion of ‘artful integrations’ and the ‘located 
accountability’ approach (Suchman 2002). These are seldom discussed in terms of 
nature-cultural values. Originally, they were conceptualized for technology that is 
informed by an awareness of the working relations between technology 
production and use. A shift from a view of privileged knowledge as a single, 
asituated, master perspective, to one of multiple partial perspectives is supported 
by ongoing processes of negotiation (Pipek 2005) within the everyday activity of 
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actual users. Based on the values and choices for the production of technical 
systems as a process of inscribing knowledge and activities into new material 
forms, these arguments apply in technology design. 

In lay PD, how to overcome the existing techno-centric (Suchman 2002) or 
social attitude of the given division of labour is crucial in integrating mixed 
elements of local use practices. Instead of design of a single technology or one 
social theory that subsumes others, what is promised in infrastructuring is the 
continuous existence of mixed systems (Star & Bowker 2002), composed of 
several media, materials, and practices through artful integrations (Suchman 
2002). Continuity of design in practice, which is available directly in the use, 
challenges a priori radical technological, social change, and learning theories with 
the new mode of design, lay PD, from the use-field-design perspective. 

Lay PD is a form of community PD for everyday communities of practice, or 
for actual use communities involved in design. When analyzing infrastructuring 
in in-situ systems, we could identify several versions of the perspective’s enabled 
potential in the case (IV), such as how to see the raison d’être and continuity of 
the practice with technologies. The nature-technology-community form in turn 
helps us to consider other media, material, technologies, and practices used in 
purposeful nature-related activities. Domain-data-infrastructure combinations 
show aspects of relevant knowledge for use in local practices and the use-design-
practice blurring of boundaries between different activities or roles of non-IT-
professionals or laypeople. All these integrate with the care work, ethics, and 
responsibility of local users who live with the consequences of IT and design and 
use practices utilizing IT in work systems. In addition, they show many reasons 
why the mode of community PD adopted cannot be stable but must be tentative, 
flexible, and open, through such features in systems and technologies (V). 

The PD mode is related to making IT useful, users and practitioners working 
together, and appropriate IT (Pipek 2005) as it is incorporated into an existing 
CoP and material environment and set of practices. In Cuff’s terms, design is 
about “simplicity within complexity” (Cuff 1991: 237). This means an 
appropriate blend of simplicity that does not negate the necessary richness and 
complexity and does not make things undoable or unusable in practice. 

Partial translations with technology production: With infrastructuring, the 
visibility and invisibility of infrastructure are sociomaterial working relations 
(Suchman 1994b) through which practitioners and other actors maintain their 
mutual interdependences and relations with objects of work. The working 
relations between IT production and use can be combined with the raison d’être 
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objects of the use community as a multitude of aspects that can be addressed 
satisfactorily only in in-situ design. For instance, as soon as the aim is to 
influence others, and not only to use or design IT, this moves the doing or activity 
beyond our visible world and physical materiality. As the activity is further 
associated with the interests and objectives of the work community, organization, 
or network in question, many other new layers of invisibility come into play.  

In the case in question, the artful integration of design work and use work 
was naturally embedded in the community setting of the IT systems (V). This 
becomes clear from the above example of implementing the CoI, the living 
collaboration (examples 1-6) used to communicate practice, and skill-based 
sociomaterial issues and domain-specific sociotechnical knowledge. The idea is 
that the social network facilitates part of the work practice relating to different 
field systems (hunting trials, dog shows, health scans, registry, etc.), and to the 
humans, dogs and IT informed by social and material changes caused by the IT 
system’s use. To comprehend it we also need to see the open source code (Figure 
7) and sets of representation and communication tools (Figures 5-6) used to 
maintain the relations translated from social to technical, from old to new 
functionality of the systems. In doing so, we see how it is linking the 
requirements coming from the dog world (for IT work), the social network, the 
understood needs, and user-designers ‘participating all the time’–all that is 
required to get the everyday practice to work, to keep the dogs and the field 
living. This is the use-field-design perspective in lay PD for the KBD system.  

Many mixed forms of the IT work (V) are embodied in such design ideas as 
the use of ‘yearbooks’ as models (Appendix 1: material set 2) for new designs 
when working through the open source code. Sometimes requirements for IT are 
given in the form of mathematical formulas, tasks or working procedures 
communicated face-to-face, by phone, by email, on pieces of paper, or mentioned 
in CoP meetings, hunting trials, shows, and so on. If we as systems analysts (see 
subsection 2.4) miss the point that participants in these field practices are the 
same people who work with the code, we cannot see how design ideas circulate 
for ‘actual programming work’ (IV) with domain and field expertise. In addition, 
we very easily miss the point of infrastructure (VI), in which code is corrected by 
field practice, to ensure that ‘ordinary users’ can manage with IT in the field. 
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A breeding recommendation procedure for a female KBD (shortened) in the IS

define global “H", "S", “A" Number. (global attributes)

assign global  H := data-entry mh-test. (moose-hunting trial system, results)

assign global  S := data-entry show. (dog show system, results)

assign global  A := data-entry year. (registry system, limit of ages of Males)

run procedure  "M-1". (M-1, M-2 = Male selection procedures 

run procedure "M-2". with health scans - Pevisa - results)

call program "C:\breed\Relation.bat /P:Relation.txt /B:110". (sub application for CoIs)

import "RE-IN“. (CoIs back to the main procedure)

run procedure "M-3". (combined Male selection procedure) 

reorganize "Males“. user activities, selecting 3-5 final Male candidates 

for Males with H ≤ data-entry Pevisa and Total <= data-entry eh- test and P ≤ data-
entry show; 

list records Reg; (Reg. = dogs’ identity no)

run data-entry Female. print out Male recommendations with quality criteria

 
Fig. 7. A piece of database code and field systems (adapted from VI). 

The citations in examples 1-6 illustrate the overlap of dog breeding, IT, and PD 
expertise in infrastructuring. They show how design results remain partial and 
imperfect as they are maintained continuously as the field itself evolves, with the 
knowledge of the field ‘as complex as the evolving understanding of that domain’ 
(Blum 1996: 306). Blurring of the roles of dog breeders, dog owners, and trial or 
show judges (etc.) is sensible: “The same person can be both the user and 
programmer”. The one role needed is to be active and participate in the conditions 
of the non-profit practice field (VI): “We have managed in this way even to 
develop the systems further. We have also organized annual joint workshops for 
larger groups. These have supported our work in developing the system further.” 
(Two dog breeders.) Most of the collaborative activities described as 
infrastructuring activities (IV, V) show the engagement of active subjects in their 
partial translations (Suchman 2002). The role is a source of innovations, and 
brings learning with technologies (Orr 1987, Lave & Wenger 1991, Karasti 2001, 
Engeström 2004) and with the community, domain and the field (Syrjänen 2006). 

Non-profit ideology–material and virtual roots: In infrastructure work, 
cultural learning has been seen as one of the most crucial benefits of local design. 
Engeström and Ahonen (2001) have linked the notion of infrastructure with the 
foundation of a community embedded in structures of activity systems. They 
argue that “communities need infrastructures to exist” (ibid: 2) for purposes such 
as the distribution, exchange, consumption and production of IT and new 
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knowledge through IT. In business and work, the purposes and work related to 
infrastructure are seen as bringing social, material, symbolic and cultural capital 
(Bourdieu 1998), and their forms are interchangeable.  

In the non-profit field, in the lay PD case in question, artful integration of 
grou

f dogs 
and 

 of Weil’s 
(195

ps and activities through IT infrastructure has brought tools for discussion 
(Figure 5), specialization in breeding (Table 1) and the production of new 
knowledge through IT so that CoPs, the breed of dogs and the field could stay 
alive. Thanks to cultural learning, dog breeders are more knowledgeable domain 
experts (Fischer & Giaccardi 2005), skilled in the use of IT, and can demand more 
and better services: “The people who update the web pages are pushed by others 
… People want new content and changes all the time”. The web “has influenced 
dog buyers’ behaviour. I have noticed this during the last couple of years … 
Those who benefit most are the rank-and-filers and small-scale breeders”. (Two 
dog breeders.) Visible pedigrees, with CoIs, show and hunting trial results 
published through the Net and through other media used in informing members, 
represent capital in the dog business. The dog pairs bred demonstrate non-profit 
and other values, methods, and lines of breeding maintained by each one.  

Above all, many dog enthusiasts are interested in old material roots o
dogs’ lines: “[Having] a whole dog population … at my fingertips … [gives 

me] a fair chance of going as far back as necessary, to the roots of the first dogs.” 
“There have always been people [in the field] who want to know everything … 
from the times of Adam. Now they have that possibility and can draw their own 
conclusions … [about] how things are in practice.” (Two dog breeders.) 

The ideology in the CoP, of use-designers and others, resembles one
2) insights, which is that we need to be aware of the roots in order to see the 

community, rules, and common interest and to limit the possibilities of choice 
(ibid: 12). In contrast to virtual communities that are born as new possibilities in 
technological mediation along with the popularity of the Internet, in this case a 
different procedure can be seen as implemented. Community infrastructure is 
based on real sociomaterial roots (I-VI) shaped within the field system’s practice 
(Figure 7), such as the use-field-design perspective developed when the whole 
breeding system was paper-based and created officially as early as 1945. The 
existing CoP has kept the spatial (field systems) and temporal roots (old breeding 
practices displayed in the dog data) (I, Appendix 1: Tables 4, 6). The practices 
with material roots reach back for decades and demonstrate that a model of social 
networking existed long before the Internet was invented (Freeman & Louçã 
2001, Friedman & Cornford 1989). Web systems just have made visible the 
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existing social networks (seen in trial, show and health systems, CoIs, etc) and 
that the dogs are hunting in the field, which activated the use of the Internet.  

Many authors have reported virtual ‘hype’-drivenness or IT-business-
driv

7.4 Lay PD and systems design in situ 

In conclusion, regarding the lay PD case in question, in conceptualizing the 

l to design (Bourdieu 
199

enness in community design projects (Gurstein 1999, Contractor & Bishop 
2000, Pitkin 2001, Korpela et al. 2002). Such design is seen as treating real 
existing communities without their own sociomaterial roots, separated from their 
own technology use modes and from their own IT production interests. Hence, if 
we include material roots by user-designers designing in situ, the relevant 
‘fringes’ of the technological and social domains (Star 2002) make the 
infrastructure (Star & Bowker 2002) as a functional and firm technological set-up. 
In Blum’s terms (1996), systems realized by user-designers with their knowledge 
represent a design ideology of “this is all so simple and obvious” (ibid: 382). 
Science models and the design mode are however differentiated. We thus should 
choose which one is to be rethought–the roots of IT or the science? (ibid.) 

design mode going beyond programming, Blum (1996) argues that a rather small 
number of non-IT-professionals trained on the job can produce the needed IT in 
use when making adopted technologies and home-made parts altogether in 
continuous infrastructuring work (Star & Bowker 2002). With user-designers, 
overlap areas are manageable directly within the users’ domain and field. The 
conceptual model thus represents “the knowledge of the domain of interest”, i.e., 
the production of new knowledge needed in the community through the IT and 
involving relevant actors and structures as being “as complex as evolving 
understanding of that domain” (ibid: 306) and the field. In lay PD, the perspective 
is a combined one, with use-field-design and the context of systems design 
combined to form natural cultural historical (Dewey 1929, 1934/1980, Lévi-
Strauss 1966, Haraway 2003a,b,c) information technology. 

The IT use is epistemologically and pragmatically equa
8) as users themselves translate social and material practices into new material 

forms and produce the IT (Suchman 2002). As new knowledge is not given or 
taken but constructed gradually, the conceptual model also combines with the 
work of Brown and Duguid (2000), and the activity in the field can relate 
breeders that are more knowledgeable.  
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Design in situ is thus beneficial for the production of knowledge through IT 
as it uses the use-field-design perspective, and as the natural cultural historical 
heritage is rooted in the everyday, existing CoP (Lave & Wenger 1991, Constant 
II 1987). It includes objective and incorporated structures (Bourdieu 1998) of the 
CoP analyzed within the field of practice. As user-designers can see how the CoP 
remembers and knows (Blackler et al. 1999), the structures are recalled in 
changes of the actual object of the CoP. Ideologically this means we can see the 
roots of non-profit “community knowledge” (1994: 150). 

To sum up, end-user computing is broadened as a mode of in-situ systems 
design with values of non-profit breeding work. It can be seen as serving other 
purposes than just technological design. It is a way to develop IT and activity 
together through lay PD, with the inclusion of the views of ordinary people, users, 
and the end user. The use-field-design perspective, which is conceptualized in lay 
PD, takes seriously ordinary people/users as local designers who are competent 
with topics, everyday domains, and activity located in the related field of practice. 
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8 A way to develop IT and activity together 

In this chapter, conceptual and theoretical aspects and the idea from the 
perspective of dog breeding to the use-field-design perspective are summarized. 

First, a theoretical conceptual synthesis is outlined. After that, the discussion 
shortly recalls the final thoughts about the context of IT conceptualized as a 
design ideology. The analysis considers whether there is a kind of kinship 
between use practice, field practice and design practice, as well as the position of 
dogs within these human practices. Finally, the perspective, key references and 
points realized in the original papers are outlined in a conceptual frame, which 
sums up the salient features of lay participatory design as a way to develop IT and 
activity together. 

8.1 Synthesis of the practice and the theory 

A foundation for lay PD can be shaped by combining conceptual user-driven 
design expertise areas, which overlap in practice, with the development of activity 
in the field of practice. The areas are the following (Figure 8): 

– domain knowledge in terms of the natural cultural historical context of IT;  
– community in terms of the everyday use community of practice;  

Infra-
structurePD

Community

Domain
Knowledge

PDPD
LAY

Infra-
structurePD

Community

Domain
Knowledge

PDPD
LAY

– infrastructure in terms of a specialized IT set-up for use by design in situ. 

 
Fig. 8. A synthesis of the practice and theory for lay PD (adapted from VI) 

Based on the case, the synthesis integrates a realization of meaningful services for 
the use CoP in lay PD, which is based on experience-based domain knowledge 
from the field of practice, on users’ social practices as a existing community, and 
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on user-designers’ in-situ design, the creation of the infrastructure. In the natural 
cultural historical context of IT, the continuity of use-to-design practice in the 
field suggests inherited collective expertise areas. Actual users as designers know 
how new and old IT parts relate to the existing infrastructure and user services 
and can thus produce the new knowledge needed through IT for the use 
community recognized in the field of practice. The overlapping areas integrate 
through lay PD as an activity and all together shape social, material and 
conceptual structures of the practices. The results of this design work in situ can 
be seen in changes to the actual raison d’être object of the community. 

Through the overlapping systems, participative practices and directly 
realizable design activity of user-designers, the phenomenon can be understood 
theoretically as a conceptual mode of lay PD, a way to develop IT, knowledge and 
community together–in short, a way of developing IT and activity together. 
Integrated in lay PD (Figure 8), the overlapping systems are based on the use-
field-design perspective. The synthesis can be interpreted as user-driven bottom-
up design of infrastructure for the existing community, which has inherited 
features of the dog breeding perspective, being developed in this natural cultural 
historical context of IT. 

8.2 The dog breeding perspective 

In the case, the analyzed and explained practice perspective of user-designers 
relates to the community of dogs and people in the natural environment. It has 
grown together through the lives of ‘ordinary’ people, in the culture of dog 
breeding. When considering dogs as actual end users of IT through the use and 
other activity of the community members, it is necessary to grasp the whole 
community technology development with knowledge production in the context of 
application. The case shows many intertwined aspects of the item, which have 
actually informed and affected the change in the dog breeders’ understanding of 
the natural processes and activity of the beings they call hunting dogs. To analyze 
whether there is a kinship relation between the use, field and design practices, as 
regarding the position of dogs in human practices, IT ideology in the use 
community of practice over the years will be discussed briefly. 

The era of standardization: The systems analyzed here have focused the 
interest of dog breeders on solving problems surrounding inheritance of hunting 
features in the dog population and the role of IT in supporting breeding efforts. 
Through the long-term activity described, we can be quite convinced that 
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‘computing’ with PCs could not solve the problems, nor is it the only support 
needed in practice. The breeders needed various kinds of support, and collective 
efforts in the use of IT and design, to see and interpret the problems. 
Restructuring of the IT production hierarchy and of the social hierarchy of dog 
breeding ensued, along with new alignments of breeding forces (II). More 
problem-solvers were joining the process, and direct communication between 
related parties increased. It is obvious that a remote, general and foundationless 
IT and service could not support the social field practice in understanding what a 
hunting dog is or could be for individuals (e.g., Kivikko 1969, Harala 1998). This 
kind of IT production mode brought standardization, which is usually, however, 
an actual goal of most breeding work. The position of dogs became shaped in 
such standardization. 

In the CoP, IT use has from the outset been seen as more important than any 
form of design. The remote IT service remained unnoticed in the use CoP (as 
located in the field) until much later users took the helm of IT design. Originally 
“nobody believed that it [the Breed software] could be useful for Bear Dogs”, and 
few believed in the KBD as a hunting dog on a large scale and KBD breeding 
with a larger gene pool (the opinions of the early 1990s). In the 2000s, the 
opinions have been reversed. “What would be left if the IT part of breeding was 
discontinued or separated into an isolated unit? … It plays such an important role 
and the practitioners’ expectations are high.” (Dog breeder.) People believed in 
the earlier inbreeding-based method (supported by the genetics of the time). It 
was not challenged visibly although today the breeding practices are proceeding 
with reversed methods as regards gene pool diversity within the breed. 

The first era displays many crucial factors that suggest that something 
unknown (I) was challenging the work, although standardization of the breed’s 
appearance proceeded well. In addition, there were factors that dog breeders 
could see were having harmful effects on everyday practical breeding work but on 
which they could not actually have a marked impact in practice. The War, the 
subsequent tight economy, the well-known, popular breeding method, the quality 
of the stock of base dogs originating from the wild, remote IT, and breeding 
knowledge, were all seen as important but not in a position to inform the practice. 
Besides, the greatest and oldest part of the entire system, field practice, was not as 
visible as IT: “We knew of no better method at that time … top breeding dogs 
were scarce … line breeding was used for too long … we couldn’t see that then 
… we did not have a system … only pen and paper” (dog breeder in the 2000s). 
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The ideology of this first era’s knowledge work with IT seems, in part, to fit 
with the ideas of Blackler (1995), who argues that in all kinds of communities of 
practice, the theory of knowledge must include dynamics of domination as an 
important feature of everyday life. This would explain partly the era’s knowledge 
work so that in spite of the collectively set goal laid out officially in 1936, 
individuals could mould it into their own ‘habitus’ (Bourdieu 1998). More or less 
unintentionally, the remote IT production was involved in this habitus as the 
overall state of the breed remained uncovered by IT and the total quality of 
breeding materials and work invisible as a social network within the field. 
Materially, individuals’ efforts seemed useful, but they were later interpreted as a 
‘bottleneck’, harmful to the breed of dogs and the community in the longer term. 

On the other hand, the terms of Latour’s technological mediation could also 
fit the era’s ideological climate, in the sense of maintenance of isolated breeding 
practices through IT. The larger scale breeders’ dog production for the growing 
pet market was useful to them and to remote IT production. According to Latour, 
technological mediation is a mode of action where a goal of practice is defined 
collectively but later can change so that a means may become an end (1994: 37). 
A method’s use (for example, use of line inbreeding) is an end in itself when one 
uses it to produce a larger amount of outputs despite the fact that the quality of the 
method’s output (which aims at a large number of handsome dogs with high CoIs) 
is seen as lacking. Other quality criteria (e.g., lower CoIs and proven hunting 
ability of breeding dogs) would be secondary in cases when many buyers are 
fascinated by the dogs’ fine appearance and promote usage of the method despite 
the fact that higher CoIs result as a by-product of inbreeding. 

As Latour explains, in production of technology the motivations of actors to 
get involved in design or in use are seen as ‘meanings of technological 
mediation’. The meanings define the participation or social side of production in 
the society so that responsibility for actions taken (in design, in use or in other 
related activities) must also be shared among various actors (1994). In this case, 
the results of breeding ought not to be seen as a shortcoming or achievement of 
individuals or of design or use organizations, but as a sum of choices made in a 
consensus. In technological mediation, we cannot explain field systems work in 
the use CoP, which acted cooperatively (though it was not seen as IT work) and 
following the goal. As there is a shared goal and practice (hunting with dogs) in 
the first place, this part of the ideology is more in line with the view of Lach: “In 
most communities of practice, communication does not in the first instance or 
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usually involve power plays, but involves developing successfully a common 
collective practice” (Lach 1994: 150). 

The era of specialization: Design in situ as an effort of the CoP (III) has 
followed the field systems’ development with the objectives of understanding the 
field, cooperating with the dogs and collaborating with their owners. The 
specialization of IT towards breeding solutions can be seen as harnessed in the 
spirit of comradeship and competition (with enthusiasts of other breeds of dogs, 
too), and grounded in social networking over decades. In this era, the entire 
activity in the practice field has been the interest of IT design (IV). Such interest 
requires indicators for analysis of the breeding to keep hunting dog breeding in 
the core. These kinds of motives and perspectives cannot be invented by chance, 
and no one actor can realize them alone, or instantly. The way to solve the 
problems accumulated during standardization had to be adopted gradually as a 
longer-term co-evolution of resources. “Nobody has done these things alone. 
Cooperation has always been required” (dog breeder in the 2000s). This 
strengthens Lach’s (1994) idea that in everyday communities of practice power 
play is not an ends as such. In some places, however, authority is needed to point 
towards the collective object of work. “We absolutely need people under whose 
direction the whole system works … [But] one needs to have proven expertise … 
that people in the field trust and respect … Usually they do not need to push 
anything.” (Dog breeder in the 2000s.) 

Aspects of ideology as mediation also compel us to rethink the relationship 
between subject and object in terms of the way in which a non-human object or 
being comes into a human collective. Latour (1994) argues that the 1990s’ 
humanism (as a sociological view) can be seen as means that are mere 
intermediaries of human goals. Who is mobilized and who is inactivated in design 
or use, or in research-mediating technologies, is commonly defined from the 
viewpoint of individuals or humans. From the viewpoint of dogs, increases in 
CoIs and improvements in appearance seem to have decreased the breed’s ability 
to hunt in the long term. For the individual dog owners or breeders, “it had to be 
irritating for those with poor results to be told this statistic” (dog breeder).  

To mediate the collective point of view with the goal of non-profit breeding 
by using the new IT was at first a resented situation for many (the mediators, 
user-designers involved in breeding work and breeders who had produced quite a 
number of dogs from their own reserve). After giving feedback, some also 
withdrew from the breeding counselling. On the other hand, “many [other] 
breeders longed for feedback” (dog breeder), as they could see that many more 
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dogs became able to hunt by adopting the breeding with feedback through new IT. 
Dogs, which can be seen as kinds of indicators of human achievements, are thus 
contributors to the design, and their position shows the ideology in IT adopted in 
the CoP and as realized by the user-designers in question. 

The incentive of horizontal sharing of actual users’ knowledge and realities to 
contribute to the wider practice can be seen as informative for collaboration in 
design. The practices with dogs in the field as a principle of organizing the 
participation through IT improved opportunities to focus not only on the 
situations of individual breeders or dog pairs but on those of the breed within the 
community (VI, Figure 6). As a strategy for changing the long-term practice while 
keeping the field of practice living and improving the dog population’s vitality as 
breeds of hunting dogs are developing, the choices as values of each one dealing 
with dog breeding issues became located in the wider field via dog pedigrees. As 
pedigrees made visible the social networks and cooperation of members through 
new IT designed in situ, the breeding system was also made more easily 
accessible. This led to improved cooperation based on use of the existing dog 
reserve but in new kinds of combinations, and with the knowledge items given. 

The era of breeding for the future: According to Latour, the most important 
aspect or meaning of technological mediation is delegation. This is the right to 
make decisions for others and guide others’ practices by analyzing, designing and 
implementing IT for use, to redirect the practices by defining episodes, identity, 
goals and function, and as humans and non-humans. As one meaning is displaced 
by another in IT design, action will also be translated into another kind of 
expression. As we may move into another time, place and activity, IT design is 
mostly about delegated actions and important for the future of the use community 
(Kay 1993) mediated. “A whole dog population was at my fingertips and I had a 
fair chance of going as far back as necessary, to the roots of the first dogs if I had 
to” (I). This could help the user of the IT system to acquire a sense of time, to 
include the bygone era, i.e., to understand what the world is like now, and why: “I 
can clearly see what this breeder has tried to do and why his situation is as it is 
now.” As a result, “We have to look at things more carefully, regarding KBDs’ 
whole situation, by thinking about their future as well.” (Two dog breeders.) 

The method to understand the usefulness of IT design and of knowledge for 
this use community is the field systems’ practice (II), the activity with dogs in the 
field. Dogs as ‘living data’ acting in the wild have continuously challenged 
existing breeding and IT theories and contributed to the perspective of use-field-
design. In this dog-mediated way the user-driven design in situ has been able to 
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mobilize thousands of dogs and far more dog people. Human-centred PD modes 
are suggested by many contributors in traditional PD communities, and in the 
traditional STS Field. IT with knowledge production for the dog owners in this 
case cannot just be a matter of individuals’ benefit, but concerns the whole breed 
of dogs (IV): “As a dog is an important member of a family, it is clear that people 
want KBDs to be successful as a breed as well” (dog breeder). This is because the 
dog owners as users of IT make the final breeding decisions affecting the vitality 
and hunting abilities of their dogs, which are, in fact, the most tangibly influenced 
end users of the IT produced for the use community. 

Thus, regarding the dogs’ position within the field, the IT ideology is 
emphasized today: “We do not want [to return to] the situation (with remote IT 
design) when there were only a few who knew a lot about dogs and everything 
else” (dog breeder). Previously, a considerable amount of relevant breeding 
knowledge was ‘hidden’ and IT design unreachable in practice. The collectively 
controlled diversity in dogs’ gene exchange demands social networking in the 
community (Haraway 2003c): “Dog breeding has many curious factors but one 
fact is sure–it is about relationships between people … This entire job is based 
half-and-half on taking care of people’s mental side [dealing with people 
psychologically] and dog breeding. If the first half isn’t successful, the second 
half can’t be successful either.” (Two dog breeders.) One ‘sure way’ (IV, VI) of 
mobilizing the dogs with their owners is emphasizing gene exchange that has 
been implemented in the community’s infrastructure (V) including existing and 
functional social networks of users and the history of dogs. 

The position of hunting dogs over the eras: Ultimately, the long-term field 
perspective and the IT-related use-design cannot be separated from the entire 
development activity in the field. In today’s CoPs, this activity revolves around 
the vitality and hunting ability of the dogs, which necessitates a long-term 
orientation in information technology design, too. The community IT (III) is 
developed for this purpose. The self-developed IT in the use CoP and the 
production of new knowledge through IT support this through the breed and 
community indicators that enable analysis, learning and negotiation (V) with the 
members and other CoPs. This emphasizes the increasing availability and 
flexibility of the IT infrastructure (IV) and helps create a sustainable, long-term 
use-field-design relationship.  

As a result, in the natural cultural historical context of IT, continuously re-
designable community solutions are important for analysis of the IT politics, 
practices and the sociotechnical change supported by design and by use (Lach 
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1994). “The incentive comes from the dog world … dogs themselves have always 
set the requirements for (IT) development via the breeders” (dog breeder). The 
requirements derived from the world lived in by users and dogs show the IT set-
up from the use-field-design perspective. Once, in the distant past, systems were 
created for the sake of dogs and ordinary people in the wild. The incentive of 
maintaining the historical way of life brought rationale, the dog breeders’ own 
culture and their decisions for social shaping of community IT (III), and can 
explain much of the current systems implementation. The goals for IT are set to 
materialize the desired future with hunting dogs. As a design mode (V), lay PD is 
a link between the use CoP, design located in the dog breeding domain, and the 
field of hunting dog practitioners.  

In conclusion, through its own experience-based knowledge body, the case 
describes a real story about the failing principles of Mendelian heredity (but not 
from the viewpoint of real genetic experts). The evolution of hunting dog 
breeding as a culture is in line with Wright (1951). Thus, a kinship relation 
(Haraway 2003b) between experience-based breeding knowledge and gene pool 
diversity in KBD breeding can be found in practice, when a long-term perspective 
is taken. (1) Remote knowledge and IT shapes a union: the kinship can be seen by 
their joint capacity to increase CoIs and support standardization. (2) The in-situ 
design and bottlenecking is the second kinship union, as ‘opening’ the eyes of 
breeders to really see the dogs as hunting dogs and to see the IT through open 
source code. (3) Infrastructuring and social networking unite through their joint 
capacity for the social shaping of technologies with lay participatory design.  

The case describes, through the activity and efforts of ordinary dog breeders a 
reasonable story about relationships between dogs and dog enthusiasts in their 
shared culture. The dogs provide these ordinary breeders with the motivation to 
challenge the given (stranger) knowledge in their everyday life, by the traditional 
way of life. The story combines grassroots practice with the well-known but at the 
same time strange breeding method. The line breeding method (that actually is a 
method resting on inbreeding) was supported by genetic experts of the era, too, 
and seen as suitable for pet, family, working and hunting dog breeding. However, 
the small indigenous breeding stock forced usage of the method, too. The high 
and long-held status of the line breeding method very likely meant that breeders 
did not see its defects, but none of the real experts could suggest alternative 
methods either, nor show the defects of the line breeding with real dog data. The 
CoP with the self-made IT was able to show it, and to evolve breeding work. 
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In this CoP, ‘ordinary’ people, user-designers and dog breeders, as knowledge 
and technology producers in their field of practice, have provided a real 
“fulfilment of possibility” for hunting dogs (Haraway 2003a: 52). In the first 
place this is made possible not only by ‘owning’ and breeding dogs but also by 
sharing personal and joint efforts, buying or renting suitable land and producing 
IT and services with knowledge. In maintaining the hunting dog field, IT and 
knowledge together, a foundation for a sustainable long-term work for dogs, CoPs 
and dog enthusiasts acting like ‘traditional hunters’ (Serpell 1986: 5) is created. 

In conclusion: With the non-profit ideology, we can see how the dog breeding 
perspective has shaped the use-field-design perspective for dog breeding IT and 
the production of new knowledge through IT. By co-evolution of the use CoP, 
field of practice and design, systems have been developed in situ and have shaped 
the infrastructure. It has grown gradually towards the natural cultural historical 
context of IT. A similar organizational learning process is shown by Virkkunen 
and Kuutti (2000). They argue that knowledge resources cannot be installed but 
have to grow inside the collective. Thus, lay PD can be seen as a way to develop 
IT and activity together, from a use-field-design perspective. 

8.3 The use-field-design perspective 

Blum laid out the basic idea of systems design in situ, applied here in the dog 
breeding context, in his 1996 work, but he started developing the theories behind 
it over two decades ago, beginning his work on participatory design around the 
turn of the 1980s. Blum’s idea was about the knowledge-based specialized health 
care-related IT needed for non-computer-scientists as actual designers. He writes 
that “openness can exist in two senses: we do not know what the product should 
do, and, secondly, once the product exists it changes our understanding of what 
should be done” (Blum 1996: 257).  

In this work, such a design perspective is described as realized outside a 
traditional work organization, in the natural cultural historical setting. It is 
interpreted by ordinary people, users, non-IT-professional laypeople as designers, 
within the non-profit organization and the field of self-taught hunting dog 
breeders. As the view of what the product should do–to assist the breeding of 
good hunting dogs–has been known from the very beginning of field system 
implementation in 1945, the openness in this case was of the second kind 
described by Blum. User-designers’ IT design in situ links problem solving with 
the process of understanding the natural activity of a dog in the wild with humans 
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in its pack. The use-field-design perspective can now be summarized. 
Firstly: The use-field-design perspective deals with activities happening in 

nature, and usage and maintenance of natural resources for living beings. Through 
the natural cultural historical context of IT, the awareness of the role of beings 
(Haraway 2003c) in IT production is analyzed from the viewpoint of the use CoP. 
The activity includes several dog-related statements in terms of practical reasons 
(Bourdieu 1998) to carry on continuous systems design in situ. From the 
viewpoint of actors, the use-field-design perspective relates to the attitude of 
domain or field generalists (Dewey 1929, 1934/1980, Lévi-Strauss 1966) who 
work by knowing the everyday activity and as they are concerned about the 
consequences of IT in hunting dog breeding, use and design in natural processes.  

Secondly: The context of IT can be seen as encapsulating everyday modes of 
communicating and using existing and relevant experience-based knowledge. As 
non-profit community knowledge (Lach 1994) it possesses values of the nature-
related culture for design in response to the relevant use community with dogs. 
Making the everyday culture accountable (Suchman 2002) as designing in situ, 
the practice is capable of documenting the relations created practically and as 
historical facts, including the long ‘social life’ of data or information (Brown & 
Duguid 2000) modelled through social networks and stored in the databases. 

Thirdly: The trajectory from hunting with dogs towards a special, future-
oriented activity can be seen as grounded in the way of life. This activates the 
relevant use community (Lave & Wenger 1991, Constant II 1987, Lach 1994) for 
both IT systems production and dog breeding with knowledge items. As a result, 
the production of new knowledge through continuously changeable IT shapes the 
use community (and the design community which in this case overlap also in 
practice) through joint, living feedback, and this feedback develops the design 
practice and systems for the use practice. The relevant use community is 
measured through the breeding method, through the dogs and through their 
features tested in the field systems and as dog breeding and design values in use.  

Fourthly: A design mode, objects and targets define the role of users, 
expertise areas, degrees and possibilities of collaboration. When integrated within 
the wider practice field, together they capture participation within a design mode, 
which can be understood as shaping systems in infrastructuring (Star & Bowker 
2002). Through in-situ systems design (Blum 1996), community infrastructure 
evolves with knowledge developing in that context of application. 

Finally: From the viewpoint of IT users, related knowledge items can be 
marshalled as a useful body of knowledge or be problematic and fragmented 
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(Syrjänen 2001). In any case, as shown by the kinship unions, these aspects 
reproduce the quality that is available through the IT in use, and when knowledge 
is used by IT both become ‘rewarded’ in the use CoP located in the field of 
practice. The CoP and the dog breeding-related condensed indicators as 
community knowledge items develop infrastructuring in the long term and 
explain the use community’s own reflective capacity. They identify the primary 
beneficiaries towards whom the collective effort and social capital (Bourdieu 
1998) within the knowledge items shaped is flowing or is aimed to be redirected.  

In conclusion: The dog breeding perspective and the use-field-design 
perspective are integrated in lay PD (Figure 8). In the case, work has described 
and defined lay PD as a dynamic process of how to develop information 
technology and activity together. 

8.4 Integration of the perspectives for lay PD 

The perspective of dog breeding and the theoretical use-field-design perspective 
can now be integrated as features of lay PD (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Evolution of the dog breeding and the use-field-design perspectives. 

Dog breeding 

perspective 

1930s – 1980s 

Standardization 

1990 – 1995 

Specialization 

1996 – 2000s 

Breeding for the future 

Use-field-design 

perspective 

Raison d’être in 

the wild 

Hunting with dogs  

All-game dog 

Moose hunting with 

KBDs, identification 

of the whole 

breeding population 

Moose hunting with 

young KBDs, towards 

bear hunting 

Arguing for a use 

community by user-

designers 

Field systems 

practice 

Dog shows  

Moose hunting trials 

New breeding 

programme, new 

health programme 

Trials for young dogs 

Bear hunting skill test  

Feedback / quality 

for design and use 

Breeding 

method 

Line breeding through 

male-to-females lines 

KBD-specific quality 

in female lines 

KBD-specific breeding 

for gene pool diversity 

The relevant use 

community 

Outputs or IT 

systems 

Printouts from a breed 

book, pen and paper 

KBD database with 

the Breed software 

Pedigree solutions for 

field users, the Net 

User services in IT 

production 

Design mode Data collecting in the 

field  

Bookkeepers 

In-situ design, 

ordinary users, joint 

workshops 

Design in the field by 

domain-field 

generalists 

In-situ systems 

design as 

infrastructuring 

Production of 

new knowledge 

items through IT 

Personal files, circular 

pedigrees for 

individual dogs, wall 

charts, yearbooks 

Coefficient of 

inbreeding (CoI), 

hunting trials results 

with CoIs and with 

offspring statistics 

Hunting trial results 

with age-, offspring- 

and kennel-related 

statistics 

Community 

knowledge, 

community indicators 

Flow of social 

capital 

Towards remote IT 

services and top 

breeders/ quantity 

producers 

Towards quality 

breeders and quiet 

breeders, local IT 

and knowledge 

services 

Towards new dog 

buyers and dog 

breeders, the game 

and the field 

The practice field 

Summary of the 

era’s 

catchphrases 

“Guesswork” ”Bottlenecking” “Social networking” Lay PD 

Lay PD can be seen to result in the co-evolution of the raison d’être object in 
nature, appropriate field systems’ practice and method, participative user-driven 
design mode and related domain or field knowledge production for the relevant 
use community. As a social change process located in the practice field, the flow 
of social capital indicates how the IT and the activity are developing together, 
through the cooperation of related CoPs working in the same field of practice. 

The evolution of distinctive features of IT design in the community is 
outlined through the natural cultural and historical context of IT shaping the use-
field-design perspective. A participative system design in situ can include 
ordinary people, users and laypeople as user-designers. Interpreted as a 
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community IT set-up for an everyday, existing CoP it can be seen as the social 
shaping of IT that can realize both perspectives and bring out the mutual interplay 
of salient features of lay PD.  

The analysis here, the main references used and the original papers (Table 3), 
which have recorded the main points from the case conceptualized here, can all be 
integrated as the new theoretical form of lay PD.  

Table 3. Lay PD, main explanatory references and points in original papers. 

The dog breeding 

perspective  

The use-field-design 

perspective 

Main explanatory 

references  

Points in original papers 

Raison d’être in the wild, 

natural cultural and 

historical values 

Arguing for a relevant 

use community by user-

designers 

Dewey (1929, 1980) 

Lévi-Strauss (1966) 

Haraway (2003a,b,c) 

Tracing for a hunting dog (I)  

Artful integration, raison d’être 

within community PD (IV) 

Field systems practice Feedback and quality 

for design and use 

Bourdieu (1998) 

Star (2002)  

Suchman (2002) 

Social capital, trust, 

acceptance and alignment in 

field systems practice (II) 

Methods in use in the 

core activity of the field 

The relevant use 

community 

Lave & Wenger (1991) 

Constant II (1987) 

Lach (1994) 

Analyzing IT and communities 

of practice using the use-field-

design set-up (III) 

Outputs / IT systems User services in IT 

production 

Star (2002) 

Suchman (2002) 

Artful integrations in analysis of 

community PD, production of 

IT services for the use (IV) 

Design mode In-situ systems design as 

infrastructuring 

Blum (1996)  

Star & Bowker (2002) 

Infrastructuring as capturing in-

situ systems design (V) 

Production of new 

knowledge items 

through IT 

Community knowledge 

Community indicators 

Lach (1994)  

Blackler et al. (1999) 

Brown & Duguid (2000)

Knowledge in the making, 

practitioner-drivenness (VI) 

Analyzing IT in CoPs (III) 

Flow of social capital The practice field within 

its core activity 

Bourdieu 1998 Social capital, the role of IT (II) 

IT for everyday CoPs (III) 

Dog breeding systems 

for dog practitioners 

Lay participatory design 

for ordinary users of IT 

Syrjänen 2007 Lay PD: a way to develop IT 

and activity together 

The IT production in in-situ systems design is synthesized based on historical and 
ethnographic material from the case. As explained with the references, 
conceptually work describes inherently a rather mixed but also complex and rich 
everyday design mode. It is realized in the practice where the perspective of use-
field-design is materialized, contributing to the features of lay PD. Within the 
systems, these features of lay PD are also attributes of users’ IS realized by user-
designers themselves. 
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In the reality of the case community studied, the fundamental starting point is 
in the wild, in the form of indigenous dogs collected from the local natural 
environment (I, IV). As the raison d’être of all activity, the breeding culture 
maintains the dogs and the way of life with them. The past historical setting 
(Dewey 1929, 1934/1980, Lévi-Strauss 1966, Haraway 2003a,b,c) is a strong 
influential factor which, even today, can be seen to result in motivation for the 
relevant use community, which in terms of the users’ own information system is 
considered through the basic perspective meaningful for them, the use-field-
design perspective. The self-developed field systems practice serves both the 
‘study’, in helping to understand natural processes, and the collectively controlled 
diversity of dogs’ gene exchange, highlighting the dogs and the gene exchange 
controlled through breeding methods and practice as a sociomaterial counterpart.  

The breeding methods used in the practice supported by the IT are integrated 
with reward systems in the community and, as they contribute to the feedback and 
quality of material breeding work, the methods are thus inseparable from the use 
and design of IT systems (II) (Bourdieu 1998, Star 2002, Suchman 2002). The 
breeding method embodies the social theory of practice in the collaboration 
possibilities of actual breeders (owners of females), owners of male candidates 
and buyers of dogs. This in turn embodies the relevant use community (III) (Lave 
& Wenger 1991, Constant 1987, Lach 1994) for whom the IT is produced. In 
order to influence the practice field, the history of dogs, as distinct from the 
history of people, is a crucial factor of the systems and must be included in the IT. 

The use practice highlights the meanings of data as services with their 
sociomaterial features known and accountable in analysis for design (IV) (Star 
2002, Suchman 2002). When the use is dependent on how features of the use 
situation and of users in practice are analyzed and thus designed in the IT 
production, part of the ‘actual use’ is dependent on knowing the use practice and 
the content and goals of work. This part is ‘given’ by IT outputs as use services 
for the use community. As user-designers know the hunting dog breeding related 
way to influence owners of dogs and users of IT, social change in the field of 
practice is also thus coded with the IT used to support the breeding and evolution 
of dogs. It captures the use community directly in infrastructuring steps realizable 
in practice by in-situ design (IV) (Blum 1996, Star & Bowker 2002). 

 Knowledge items created within IT production can be seen as social 
indicators of the community and of sociomaterial breeding work. Creation of 
knowledge items within IT production enables the two-way reflection of how the 
community knows and works for the raison d’être (VI, III) (Lach 1994, Blackler 
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et al. 1999, Brown & Duguid 2000). In redirecting the actual field of practice, the 
flow of social capital (Bourdieu 1998) links the community’s knowledge 
resources and the other communities that all are working in the same field (II).  

In conclusion: Through the analysis of the case and reconstructed features of 
the practice interpreted here as features of lay PD, we can see its materialized 
aspects: the knowledge and social and design practices of non-IT professionals. 
The IT in question includes adopted parts, self-developed practice field-driven 
solutions, and service as an infrastructure. Long-term infrastructuring is done by 
systems design in situ within the practice field that is the actual context of the 
intended and carefully followed sociotechnical change made by the dog breeders. 

8.5 Lay PD and the original papers 

With historical and ethnographic material, work is based on a long-term 
interpretive field study. The epistemological interest has been in the intertwined 
perspectives of community IT development in everyday life and the co-evolution 
of ordinary people, dogs and in-situ systems. The work is undertaken in response 
to limitations in existing understandings of the contributions of ‘laypeople’, non-
IT-professionals, ordinary people, and users of IT systems who as active subjects 
of their own are nearly invisible in IS-related design theories. Furthermore, in 
traditional PD and design-driven ethnography their activity and topics have been 
ignored or been represented only through the knowledge interests of academic or 
professional IT communities, and the data and practices mediated through these 
interests. The identification of this situation is the result of mutual data collection 
with dog breeders in the community located within the field of practice. Analysis 
and interpretation of the case material here with related theories strengthens and 
confirms the points, opened already in the original papers, towards conclusions. 

Through the use-field-design perspective, the work succeeded in integrating 
divergent aspects discussed in papers. The aspects conceptualized in the natural 
cultural historical context of IT cannot be seen as belonging to mainstream 
systems design, PD or design ethnography approaches (see subsection 3.6). Thus, 
these conventional perspectives on IS, use, design and participation can be put 
forward with lay PD. As the work here shows, there is a long tradition of research 
on design-to-use relationships, but use-to-design and ordinary user-driven ways of 
developing IT and information systems in CoPs are rarely studied. It is true that 
user-driven modes have been put forward in discussions and in the short-term, but 
they are very seldom enabled in long-term practice. Lay PD with this perspective 
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is thus an important framework, especially in terms of the needs of everyday, 
existing communities of practice. The natural cultural historical context of IT 
conceptualized here can help to identify the non-IT-professional users’ IS, which 
is hardly recognized at all in the systems field. Some other fields, such as STS, 
have shown an academic interest in ideological study of naturecultural 
phenomena. A practical and conceptual approach to the IS field, with aspects of 
the ordinary users in IS and ISD also analyzed by an IS researcher, is taken in this 
work. In the original papers, the work proceeded as follows.  

Paper I describes the topic of tracing for the ideal hunting dog with systems 
design (2001). It examines the effects of the development and use of an 
information system for community knowledge. The viewpoint is that of an 
individual member seen in his/her way of life. The member is simultaneously 
considering the raison d’être, the activity in the wild, together with close members 
of the community, and working with the intention of defining a new use 
community. The means available to them were practical knowledge, self-made 
field systems, and IT tools inherited in the development of the database 
information system. The paper shows that a self-made information system can 
assist users’ thinking in many ways and can thus be seen as one of the crucial 
factors in the shaping of new community knowledge. The paper emphasizes 
practical knowledge within this research topic of non-IT-professional systems 
design, which is not widely known and has been insufficiently examined in spite 
of the increasing popularity of IT in every sector of everyday life. 

The main effects of IS on community knowledge are to link assistance of the 
users’ thinking with history-future timelines, to improve understanding of 
causality, and to promote narrative and experience-based thinking. The supporting 
IS functions developed gradually through use, with field systems developing for 
decades and the database system following them, which confirms Blum’s idea: 
“… once a product exists it changes our understanding of what should be done” 
(1996: 257). After adoption of the new information system, the change in users’ 
thinking perspective is manifested in the arguments put forward by the new way 
of breeding dogs. In the conditions of the CoP, the field of practice-based line of 
work was realized by more and better new dogs in hunting. Yet not all breeders 
have abandoned their old ways of thinking and acting, even though in some cases 
this persistence seems to be to their disadvantage. The paper ended by asking why 
this should be, as a new design interest and the perspective for future research. 

Paper II describes the unfolding of trust, acceptance, and alignment as social 
capitals through the role of IT (2004). It examines how a community’s 
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information system functions as a material artefact in which the social capital of 
the use community can be rooted. As it shapes public feedback and quality ideas 
for use and design efforts, participants’ social capital can be seen manifesting 
itself in generating and maintaining the trust, acceptance, and alignment necessary 
for successful cooperation in the field. The paper shows that social capital has 
been generated and maintained in the community and could be facilitated by 
systems design in situ. Quite a number of members aligned with new ideas, and 
cooperation functioned well. To a certain extent, this was influenced by the 
emerging IS making the rationale behind the action of the members more visible. 
Gradually the new breeding mode, community and IT began to develop together. 

Interestingly, the role of the information system in the breeding community 
strangely resembles the ideal of the ‘total information system’ that was popular in 
management information system research in the 1970s. Total information systems 
were to mirror the functioning of an organization in such a way that everything 
was visible, accountable and manageable by information systems. Although the 
concept failed to catch on, the system described in this paper seems to be rather 
successful. This begs for the question: what is the difference? The question 
directed the future research interest in the paper, in which we only could suppose 
that the possible answer might be that in traditional IS cases or projects, total, top-
down-developed ISs were aimed at managers to the exclusion of others, while the 
bottom-up-driven KBD system is made by and for the practitioners themselves 
and is accessible to all and sundry. Not every individual uses it directly, but 
information used by the dog practitioners developing the breed and systems is 
available to anyone through several channels. The rationale behind decisions and 
others’ acceptance of them can be accounted for. 

Information systems used to process information with a view to generating 
new community knowledge can be considered as sociotechnical systems within 
the culture that has generated them. As can be seen from their tangible material 
structures and roots the social capital generated can also be understood as firmly 
rooted in–and practically inseparable from–the context, domain, and culture. 
Information systems can be utilized in analyzing social capital, organizational 
benefit and the development of community knowledge as social capital. 

Paper III describes analyzing IT and communities of practice (2006). The 
paper reshapes the relationship between information technology and communities 
of practice. Most studies of information technology design take the professional 
and business-driven viewpoint and often focus only on IT, only producing views 
of business IT, instead of the views of the actual use practice it is serving. We 
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show IT design from the perspective of the actual use community, for which the 
IT is produced. In addition, we show that one socially sophisticated IS research 
model that is capable of grasping many aspects of community IT fails, however, 
to recognize perhaps the most crucial aspect, the raison d’être of the practices. 

As a new research idea, we propose defining the object with the help of 
cultural historical activity theory. With this theory, different levels could be 
integrated and social issues and practices analyzed within a CoP. Separate 
analysis of design, use, and other activity, and the use of different indicators of 
success for the usefulness of IT, make it difficult to see the total impact of IT 
production, and to see that success in one area may be harmful in other areas. In 
CoPs, the ability to act collaboratively depends on integration of IT design, use, 
and other activity with joint indicators. 

Paper IV describes infrastructuring in analysis of community PD (2004). It 
examines artful integrations of several practices with infrastructure theory used as 
an analytical tool. In this paper the participatory design mode ‘in the wild’ is 
understood as non-IT-professional-driven design. With the two case communities 
(one is the information managers’ CoP in the Long-Term Ecological Research 
network and the other the KBD community) we identify several features of how 
the community members artfully integrate their everyday materials, tools, 
methods, and practices into collaborative processes, shaping information 
infrastructures. In interpreting information systems development as multi-
relational, socio-material, socio-historical and processual, we conclude by 
suggesting refinements to infrastructuring in the context of community PD. 

The two cases support our understanding of technology design and PD ‘in the 
wild’. Interesting alternatives in the case CoPs’ PD modes and members’ insights, 
emphases, methods and practices in community PD by infrastructuring provide 
new ideas with respect to traditional PD approaches. The blurring of boundaries 
between use, tailoring, maintenance, reuse and design, as well as attention 
directed towards local, situated everyday practices with technologies, leads to 
design through artful infrastructuring processes, which are tentative, open and 
flexible. We see the notions of artful integrations and infrastructure as 
highlighting technology design as ongoing, longitudinal processes.  

Regarding future research work on infrastructure, we suggest that the nature-
technology relationship is vast, complex and challenging. We note its almost 
complete absence from the notions of artful integrations and infrastructure in the 
arenas of IT development and research. Both communities vividly demonstrate 
the importance of data and the intimate understanding of it within nature related 
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practices and through the domains and existing technologies, for the development 
of new technologies and use-design practices. We relate these issues to the non-
IT-professionals’ or layperson-designers’ awareness of the long-term perspective 
in design. It is characterized as appreciated “care work”, with the ethics and 
pragmatic rationality of care for nature and for the CoPs working in the wild or 
dealing with nature-related issues. Our findings bear similarities with Suchman’s 
suggestion of ‘located accountability’ in technology design, where practitioners 
participate in situated design with embodied, partial perspectives. 

Paper V describes infrastructuring as a mode of in-situ systems design 
(2006). By questioning the traditional dichotomy of ‘Designers’ and ‘Users’ we 
suggest the perspective of infrastructuring to capture systems design and use in 
situ with located ‘accountabilities’. The new perspective relates to meanings of 
the systems for user-designers and focuses on changing roles, competences, 
interest in and dedication to infrastructuring work. Observations from the case 
study help us to clarify our points and ultimately we see our work as a starting 
point for the development of an infrastructuring method, or at least a way to 
develop systems in situ. 

From a practitioner’s perspective, we can distinguish two modes of work in 
the infrastructuring domain as in-situ design activities: the stream of domain work 
and the stream of technology work. As these activities in situ share the same 
domain-oriented object of work, this object works to give natural rhythms and 
tones to both streams of infrastructuring according to how it itself is emerging. As 
these two streams of work activities are reciprocally and dialectically 
interdependent they can be understood as properties of one work activity, namely, 
the work that user-designers as practitioners do continuously: infrastructuring that 
emerges through numerous forms of appreciated ‘care work’, ‘located 
accountability’ and ‘appropriation’ activities whenever technology-in-use fails to 
correspond to their actual or perceived needs, within their application field.  

In our perspective, infrastructuring as in-situ design would enable an 
emerging framework to include user-designers, along with traditional design 
approaches and methodologies, which will by no means become redundant. The 
experiences of the Participatory Design community can provide important 
practical concepts and tools for the work on ‘partial translations’ of the traditional 
design approaches. But here a much stronger and conscious, purposeful focus on 
‘lay PD’ with activities by ordinary people or users doing the design in situ, in the 
context of everyday participative practices, is necessary. 
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Paper VI describes how knowledge in the making and practitioner-driven 
systems develop in a community (2005). It examines practitioner-driven systems 
design as the comprehension of long-term theories-in-use in the practitioners’ 
domain and in community formation, and these together as the context of IT. A 
design mode, referred to tentatively as ‘organic’ (naturally occurring) 
infrastructuring, is shown in the paper through IT transformation realized by 
practitioners possessing aspects of their domain, community and its raison d’être. 
The study addresses how domain-specific aspects of IT are developing 
continuously in everyday usage, and shows that certain parts of infrastructures are 
difficult to approach through design professional-driven technological design. 
Such areas demand to be addressed in terms of the raison d’être of a use CoP. 
Local practitioners experienced in the domain are thus the actors needed in 
analyzing these areas. The paper suggests that continuous systems design in situ 
is particularly useful in communities of practitioners who seek new knowledge, 
work on open questions, and work with constantly changing topics. 

Practitioner-drivenness in design can be conceptualized using three 
overlapping base systems: domain-oriented body of knowledge, and community- 
and activity-oriented IT systems (Figure 8). Together, these shape the change 
process grasped as domain-specific, activity-structured infrastructuring. The work 
does not position professional design and practitioner-driven systems 
development in situ against each other but regards them as counterparts, which 
ultimately share the same objects of work and eventually the same goals, also in 
the ‘business’ sense. The paper thus seeks to ascertain where local practitioners’ 
expertise is particularly valuable, and points out that regarding systems design in 
situ there is no single way to design IT or ‘to infrastructure’ (Star & Bowker 
2002). The study based on a microcosm community proposes such a set-up as a 
practical device for conducting participative, community and PD studies, and for 
including ordinary people, non-IT-professionals, users and user-designers as 
active subjects with their everyday topics, knowledge and other in-situ systems. 

To sum up: The papers have reflected salient features of lay PD (Table 3), 
which put together here go beyond traditional IT design, traditional PD and 
design ethnography approaches, the traditional division of work in IS, and the 
use-design dichotomy: 

– natural cultural historical values relate to a use community through the design 
and other activity of user-designers working in the field of practice; 
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– the raison d’être of the use community and thus also of lay PD in field 
systems’ practice itself provides feedback for use and design; 

– methods used in the core activity of the field reproduce the use community; 
– in outputs through IT or in IT systems the use-field-design perspective is 

combined in user services; 
– in-situ systems design as infrastructuring is shaped by this perspective; 
– knowledge making in IT production bears community knowledge/indicators; 
– flow of social capital shapes the practice field within its core activity. 

We can see how the two perspectives, dog breeding and use-field-design through 
these features (Table 3), which have been discussed in related works. The first 
perspective concerns dog breeding systems for dog practitioners. The second, 
reshaped by the first, is now about lay participatory design for ordinary users, 
non-IT-professional practitioners located in the field of practice. 

In conclusion, lay PD can be seen as being described and defined through the 
above features containing a combination of practice and theory in their joint 
emerging form. Conceptually, the form has inherited the features of the practice, 
the understanding of which as a natural cultural historical phenomenon is crucial. 
From the dog breeding perspective the work suggests that the use-field-design 
perspective is applicable in or for IS, PD, STS and community approaches where 
natural cultural historical values are important. Through salient features of lay 
PD, the work has described a materialized and realizable mode of in-situ systems 
design for user-designers. Adoption of lay PD means developing IT and activity 
together, and including the social and material consequences of the designed IT 
and of use within the raison d’être. Through the raison d’être of use, design and 
other activity, such community IT is measurable and designable within the related 
practice field in question. 
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9 Conclusions 

This chapter sums up the work in conclusions based on the foregoing discussion, 
which has analyzed the community and in-situ systems of dog breeders in terms 
of systems design and participation. The IT practice of dog breeders is understood 
in terms of the continuums of technology to everyday practice and of the passivity 
to activity of the involved actors. As the IT context becomes accounted in systems 
design or studies, the more conventional design-use relationship is expanded 
towards the perspective of use-field-design and conceptions about the position of 
ordinary people or non-IT-professionals as the observed end users shift towards 
consideration as actual designers in design in situ.  

The work answers the question: What are the distinctive features of the 
phenomenon analyzed in the community activity, which has been called here ‘lay 
PD’? The answer is produced through discussion involving related works on 
systems design and participation (‘What is the relationship between lay PD and 
other forms of systems design?’ see Chapter 3), by tracing the evolution of the 
activity, use, and design in the case community (‘How has lay PD evolved in the 
community setting?’ see Chapter 4), and by analyzing the features found 
theoretically in a natural cultural historical IT framework (‘How could lay PD be 
understood conceptually and theoretically as part of community IT?’ see Chapters 
5, 6 and 7). The results of the study are summed up (Chapter 8), along with points 
from the original papers (I, II, III, IV, V, VI). Limitations are acknowledged and 
implications for science and design are tentatively suggested in the context of 
related discussions and lay PD’s salient features in the original papers. It is now 
time to provide the conclusions. 

Firstly: This work has described and defined a new phenomenon called lay 
participatory design, a way to develop IT and activity together. Its distinctive 
features differ conceptually and theoretically from traditional IT expertise-driven 
design, representative-, research- or project-driven PD and design ethnography 
approaches. Because of the traditional division of work in IS these approaches 
often take only professionalized (IT) design as their starting point, and ignore the 
design in situ, epistemological interests of ordinary people, non-IT-professional 
users active in their own, everyday domains and in their own participative and 
collaborative practices in the field of practice. The use-field-design perspective, 
which is conceptualized in lay PD, complements these approaches because it 
takes seriously ordinary people and users as local designers who are competent in 
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terms of the topics, everyday domains, and activity and IT located in the related 
field of practice. All these could and should be further examined in the future. 

Secondly: One in-depth example case of lay PD is presented and discussed, 
using historical and ethnographic material. The features and evolution of a 
specialized dog breeding system have been described and conceptualized as 
embodying the use-field-design perspective. Systems design as infrastructuring is 
shaped by the perspective in the lay PD mode and in terms of a specialized IT set-
up for use by design in situ. Because the community is practice-based and nature-
related, with a particular raison d’être, it is different from those professional work 
and IT expertise areas, design- or representative-driven PD and design 
ethnography which are usually studied. Lay PD goes beyond these approaches, 
the traditional division of work in IS, and the use-design dichotomy. 

In the case community, information technology, knowledge of the domain of 
interest, hunting dog breeding, and community structures and systems were 
developed directly by actual users. Their long-term joint effort resulted in a 
constellation of IT tools, systems and practices and of non-technological tools, 
systems and practices. Through the joint raison d’être of all the activity, different 
aspects have been integrated into a whole which functions productively. 

Thirdly: Distinctive features characterizing lay PD for a knowledgeable use 
community have been located in the related field of practice. Through user-
designers, the activity in the use community is understood and conceptualized in 
the natural cultural historical context of IT. The context, consisting of everyday 
domain (breeding) knowledge, non-profit and non-professional design in situ and 
nature-related culture and values through the traditional way of life with hunting 
dogs, is a crucial epistemological point of the community IT.  

Fourthly: In the case community, the development of the core activity has 
been interwoven with the development of systems by actual users as designers. 
This is the main reason the in-situ design mode and resulting systems can 
function productively and include the domain knowledge and field. The example 
case shows that information technology and the core activity of the everyday 
community of practice can be developed together and that it is sensible that they 
are developed together. Such a design mode differs from approaches, which treat 
use, design and other related activity and non-technology related systems as 
temporally, technologically, materially, or culturally separated from each other 
and from development in the related field of practice.  

In conclusion: Through analysis of the case and theoretical discussions of the 
aspects of the practice, lay PD features can be seen conceptualized as concepts of 
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a design mode for an everyday community of practice, located within its related 
field of practice. Lay PD concepts can thus describe essential features of the 
design process for everyday communities of practice. In the case, the field of 
practice created by dog breeders has been the fundamental context of 
sociotechnical change. It has enabled user-designers to self-develop IT with new 
knowledge, but also to develop the field of practice itself in the desired direction. 

Application to IS and PD: Theoretically and conceptually this work attempts 
to open up a new use-field-design perspective for the IS and PD research 
communities. Such a perspective has not yet existed as a whole, although many 
elements of it and related theories have been discussed by a number of authors, 
many of whom have also contributed to areas other than IS. By showing that the 
concepts of lay PD can be used to connect different discussions and areas by a 
number of authors coming from different fields and backgrounds, this thesis has 
managed to create a starting point for further lay PD work and refinement. As a 
result, the work has enhanced the notion of design of IS, with several 
participation aspects of ordinary people, users or non-IT-professional designers, 
towards a non-professional setting and development practices. 

Application to practice: The case is about non-IT-professional user-designers. 
Through the development in the field of practice, dog breeding IT, and more 
knowledgeable dog breeders, the work suggests that lay PD, from the perspective 
of use-field-design and in-situ systems design using everyday knowledge, can be 
applied in other everyday domains. For instance, it may have applications in such 
practice domains where people work with open questions, which do not yield a 
priori answers, or in domains where natural cultural historical values are 
important. Based on the case of dog breeders the work tentatively suggests that 
perhaps other functional systems can be developed in this way: through the field 
of practice. Because the information technology used and systems in use can be 
made to work in actual practice and are managed by actual user-designers, the 
work dares to suggest that maybe, when examined more closely, something like 
lay PD is the way whereby design actually happens elsewhere as well. However, 
in several types of settings, detailed empirical research would be needed to find 
out whether that could be the case.  

Application to STS: Because a non-IT-professional user’s version of social 
shaping of technologies has not yet been discussed in STS using their own 
concepts and terms in analysis of IS and social systems, and as more active 
contributors to long-term historical and empirical case studies have not been 
considered, the work contributes to discussion of the naturecultural area of STS. 
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The case reports an empirically new constellation of technologies for hunting 
dogs and the people who form the dog breeding and owning community. The 
ideological values of the case are related to natural cultural historical IT contexts. 

Application to community studies: By suggesting that gradual community-
oriented investigations from the inside can be a solution for the study of emerging 
topics, the work has produced new knowledge in the context of application. 
Examples here are locally or self-served parts of the infrastructure and activities 
of in-situ design that need local reflection and indicators of success to cover the 
needs of a longer-term collective activity in CoPs. This is the way, in which lay 
PD is carried out by self-taught non-IT-professional user-designers. With new 
breeding knowledge, dog breeders developed both the systems and the practice 
field by and for their traditional way of life with dogs. The shaped microcosm 
community of dog breeders has contributed to the actual parent community, to the 
field of practice and to this work, based on their own study effort. 

Areas for improvement and need for future research work: The work does not 
contain a coherent theory on lay PD; neither was the creation of one the initial 
purpose of this work, and this would go beyond a single thesis, and beyond my 
own insight and scholarship, too. What I have tried to do in this work was to give 
a reasoned characterization of the topic and to show different aspects related to 
the theoretical and conceptual phenomenon, which is of interest in a number of 
research fields. I have tried to integrate the perspective of domain knowledge with 
use, field of practice, and design and to explain the prospective in lay PD within 
the one of natural cultural historical contexts of IT. To move forward in 
understanding of such IT in future research work, it is important to bring in more 
communities and fields of practice to argue for the application of everyday IT. 
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10 Towards a new era of design? 

As described in the introduction, my work has been influenced and inspired by 
work of Bruce I. Blum, who from the 1970s worked on an alternative paradigm 
for systems design, which he finally presented in the book Beyond Programming: 
To a New Era of Design in 1996. In this work, Blum sees the grasping of end-
user-computing-driven work systems as research and development challenges. 
His long-term practice-based visionary effort foresaw the software developments 
of the 21st century, and addressed many currently relevant aspects of design and 
use of computer and information technologies. Blum did not present his work as 
the final solution but as a proof of the approach that works in practice, suggesting 
that other approaches to design should do so as well (1996: viii).  

Blum’s work raised many currently popular issues outside computer science 
that affect systems development. He worked on the philosophical and historical 
relations of science and technology, believing that knowledge is assimilated, not 
transferred. In his book, the character of everyday systems design in situ and the 
evolution of design methods in use were approached with comprehensive 
empirical material to show how use affects both the process and the product of 
design, in their mutually constitutive relations. Blum’s sensitivity and thirty years 
of experience in the development of software applications made it possible for 
him to write a book on end-user-driven systems and domain knowledge 
contributions to design that was far ahead of the time in which it appeared. 

Blum’s main message is directed to researchers and practitioners: look 
outside the computer, see IT as the end users’ system. He also invites us to 
reassess system focus in the area of internal representations. In this case, for 
example, dog breeders needed to look outside the hunting dog to understand what 
was implemented by gene enhancement inside the dog, affecting its activity in the 
wild, as an end user of all human activity. This work has shown that a new design 
mode, practice-based and practice-field-driven lay participatory design, briefly 
lay PD, also works in practice, and it continues Blum’s work by introducing some 
new building blocks and aspects for end user development.  

Hence, the core implication for both science and design practices here is the 
design philosophy of lay PD: it is for addressing open problems through open 
systems that we cannot model or design as a tool, but which are produced 
gradually in the application context. The use-field-design perspective can be 
utilized in developing the design skills of professional domain developers 
(Fischer & Giaccardi 2006) and in specializing IT production with knowledge 
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items. A large proportion of our IT business is still directed towards production of 
general-purpose products. New generations will need more application domain-
specific, domain knowledge-driven IT and design approaches.  

In this case, such IT is tested and the challenges reported by Fischer and 
Giaccardi, e.g., the many tensions between standardization, improvisation and 
participation in design, and related to motivations of involved actors to contribute 
to design and IS study, are tested here. The rebuilt practice of dog breeders and 
knowledge produced through IT means that the practice with hunting dogs will 
continue in the future. In my opinion, our great challenge in future work in the IS 
and PD fields is that of how to identify the end user, or the non-IT-professional 
designer, in her/his application area (health care, education, dog breeding, etc.). I 
believe that the use-field-design perspective can be useful in these goals.  

I was very glad when, just before submitting this work, a freshly published 
book arrived in my hands. The book is End-User Development and it is edited by 
Henry Lieberman, Fabio Paternò and Volker Wulf and was published by Kluwer 
in 2006. The theme of this fine collection of papers is that end-user development 
is now an emerging paradigm. The editors believe that: 

[…]one fundamental challenge for the coming years is to develop 
environments that allow users who do not have background in programming 
to develop or modify their own applications, with the ultimate aim of 
empowering people to flexibly employ advanced information and 
communication technologies. (From the back cover of the book.) 

It seems that Blum’s vision on in-situ systems design and participation is finally 
becoming recognized by the larger systems research community. I hope that my 
work on end-user-driven development of community IT will help this emerging 
paradigm a little further, through lay participatory designs as a bottom-up 
approach to in-situ systems. 
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Appendix 1: Field study materials and references 

Table 4. Collected historical material, recent data sources and artefacts. 

Documentation Contents or purpose of documents, notes or material sets  Dates 
Material set 1 Dog Club magazines, Finnish Spitz Club (full volumes from 1980-2006) 1940s-2000s 
Material set 2 FSC’s yearbooks of results of hunting trials, dog shows, and statistics 1970s-2005 
Material set 3 FSC’s breeding databases and software applications  1990-2000s 
Material set 4 Finnish Kennel Club magazines (full volumes from 1980-2006) 1936-2000s 
Material set 5 Mixed files, notes and memos on dogs and hunting trials  1990-2000s 
Material set 6 Reports of hunting trials, comments on breeding and the breed 1957/1997 
Material set 7 Writings about old dogs and individuals of the breed, 38 articles 1940s/1990s 
Material set 8 Organizational informing duties, reporting duties 9.12.2001 
Material set 9 Pedigrees, registration and health check papers, breeding solutions 1930s-2000s 
Material set 10 Reasons to use ‘game-free’ dogs and very inbred dogs in breeding 2.12., 3.12.02 
Material set 11 Improvements and ideas for web systems’ usage in breeding 2001/2003 
Material set 12 Coordination and unity of IT/breeding, improvements of resources 21.4.2002 
Material set 13 Path method, coefficient of inbreeding, breeding references, charts 29.3.2003 
Material set 14 Breeding organizations, collaboration in breeding, organizational issues 27.7.2003 
Material set 15 Conceptions of experts and breeding laypeople  29.7.2003 
Material set 16 Database codes, entries, procedures, reports, guidelines, backup disks 1990s/2000s 
Material set 17 Interest in the breed aboard, requests for information, advice & puppies 1999/2000s 
Material set 18 Dog breeding organizations’ collaboration, about publishing issues 8.12.2002 
Material set 19 Use-breeding-design order and recalling functional set-ups in the field 25.9.2003 
Material set 20 Systems requirement action for breeding databases in the field 16.-21.11.2003 
Material set 21 Importance of breeding and community indicators for the field 8.12.2003 
Material set 22 Unity of breeding databases and breeding programs  23.12.2003 
Material set 23 Self-interest in breeding and the game of dog buyers in the field  20.12.2003 
Material set 24 Publishing problems and problems of use of databases 10.1.2004 
Material set 25 Problems with database use and of coordination of development 12.1.2004 
Material set 26 Bringing older structures and the old breeding database back 27.7.2004 
Material set 27 Problems with who owns the data, profit-making IT and breeding 10.9.2004 
Material set 28 Language problems, technical matters, databases, the game in the field 12.-13. 9.04 
Material set 29 Coordination of breeding and public relations in the field conditions 11.-16.11.04 
Material set 30 Problems of informing communities, importance of community indicators 3.-15.1.2005 
Material set 31 Dog breeding organizations’ coordination in the field conditions 31.1.2005 
Material set 32 Systems requirements and new IT services in the making 7.2.2005 
Material set 33 Missing data, problems of use, transportation and technical problems 22.3.2005 
Material set 34 Social network in action in the field, about use-design problems 15.9.03, 28.2.06 
Material set 35 The functional social network of IT users in action, about IT details  7.2.03,28.2-5.4.06 
Material set 36 Indicators of non-profit and future breeding work in the field 11/12.06  
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Table 5. Empirical data sources, collaboration with informants and analysts. 

Documentation Themes or purposes of collaboration and documented event sets Dates 

Material set 37 History of breeding/IT systems: three short field events, six interviews 2.4., 16.-29.8.00 

Material set 38 A constructed account of the FSC systems development 20.9.2001 

Material set 39 Discussion sessions, feedback from the WPT course 29.1.-30.1.2002 

Material set 40 Practitioner-driven systems: a full-day field event, ten interviews 2.2., 15.-26.10.02 

Material set 41 Discussion of details, views of laypeople and real experts 29.7.2002 

Material set 42 Supplementary writings, systems design, checking of two interviews 16.-18.12.2002 

Material set 43 Sixteen short discussions, checking details of actual interview texts 13.-10.2.2003 

Material set 44 Discussion of systems resources, use of older PCs in field conditions 3.7.2003 

Material set 45 Collective analysis of data with other analysts, two sessions 12.2., 24.4.2003 

Material set 46 Discussion of problems of systems development and coordination 15.9.2003 

Material set 47 Discussion of development of breeding databases in field conditions 25.9.2003 

Material set 48 Discussions, details of IT resources, organizational/local involvement 9.10.-19.10.03 

Material set 49 Discussions of important details, breeding collaboration in the field 8.-16.11.2003 

Material set 50 Practitioner-driven systems: two full-day field events, five interviews  1.2., 17.-25.11.03 

Material set 51 Discussions of coordination in the field, old dog lines and tough dogs 30.8.-19.9.04 

Material set 52 CoPs’ collaboration: one short, three longer events, five interviews 15.9-18.10,18.11.04 

Material set 53 Discussions, checking of details, five supplements to interviews 20.9.-20.10.04 

Material set 54 Collective analysis of data with other analysts, two sessions 14.3.-21.3.05 

Material set 55 Discussions, two about old/new IT, one about community indicators  22.11.-5.12.05 

Material set 56 Checking of state of dog breeding/IT/production, two final interviews 8.-9.1.2007 

 

A summary of collaborative field study activities with actual informants and other analysts or feedback 

Study stages 2000 2002 2003-2004 2007 Total 2002 2003 2005 Total 

Activities FE I D FE I D FE I D I  WPT CA CA  

Sessions 3 6  1 10 3 6 10 35 2 76 2 2 2 6 

Participants 4 6  3 10 3 14 10 16 2 20 10 10 4 20 

FE= Field event1, I = Interview2, D = Discussion2, WPT=WPT course feedback3, CA = Collective analysis3 

 
1. Including five interview tapes about an earlier ISD weekend, sixteen tapes of working sessions and 
related notes, the total number of hours of documented field events is around thirty hours. 
2. Including twenty-four interview tapes and the discussions recorded with notes, the total number of hours 
of documented interviews is around thirty-two hours. 
3. Including one tape of WPT course feedback, five tapes of CA sessions and notes, the total number of 
hours of documented collective analyses is around fifteen hours. 
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Table 6. Historical hunting with dogs and hunting- or trial-related sources. 

Author, year of publishing Title and Publisher  

Harala A (1981) Hirvenhaukkuja ja karhunajoja. Helsinki, Otava 

Harala A (1985) Enkä minä saanut unikarhua. Helsinki, Otava 

Harala A (1992) Eräällä kotomailla ja erämaissa. Hämeenlinna, Karisto 

Harala A (1998) Mustan koiran matkassa. Tampere, A Harala, Yliopistopaino, Helsinki 

Hannikainen L (1917) Villihanhia metsästämässä Aunuksen Karjalassa. Suomen Kennelklubin 

aikakauskirja 1917-18 

Kivikko V (1969) Saida, Karjalan korpien kasvatti, teoksessa: A. Palmén (ed.) Sitä koiraa en 

unohda koskaan, Helsinki: Kustannusosakeyhtiö Otavan laakapaino, 103-116. 

Lampio E (1930) Tuusik ja Saarik, teoksessa: E. Lampio, Eräretkiä Pohjolan lohivesillä ja 

riistamailla, Helsinki: Kustannusosakeyhtiö Otava, 176-185 

Laukkanen T (1999) The tough big game hunting dog from Finland. Rare Insight (March-April) 

Perttola J (1989) Karjalaisesta karhukoirasta karjalankarhukoira. Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö - 

Finska Spetsklubben ry. Painotalo Anson Oy Myllykoski 

Perttola J (1998) The Story of the Karelian Bear Dog. Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö - Finska 

Spetsklubben ry. Painokotka Oy 1998. (A history book with comprehensive 

historical references) 

Tanttu A (1983) Koiramuisteloita vuosikymmenien takaa: Historia on elämän opettaja 

(Recollections of dogs from decades back: History is the teacher of life) 

Pystykorva 1983, 25: 3-12 

Satakunnan Kennelpiiri 

(1997) 

Huittisten Metsästysseura Paukku RY, Kirjassa Satakunnan Kennelpiiri ry 

1947-1996, 63-64 

Suomen Kennelliitto (1996) Rotumääritelmä: Karjalankarhukoira. Official Breed Standard. Karelian Bear 

Dog (Accepted original valid standard: 29.11.1986) FCI classification group 5. 

Section 2.4. Nordic hunting dogs. With working trial 

Suomen Kennelliitto (1990) Hirvenhaukkukokeen ja karhunhaukkutaipumuskokeen (HIRV.KARH) säännöt 

ja ohjeet. Hyväksytty SKL-FKK:n valtuustossa 24.11.1990, Muutokset 

12.6.2003  

Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö 

(1958) 

Suomen pystykorvajärjestö 20 v. 1938-1958. Saarijärvi: Gummerrus 

Kirjapaino 2002 (1958 Hämeenlinna A. Karisto Oy:n kirjapaino) 

Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö 

(1968) 

Suomen pystykorvajärjestö - Finska spetsklubben r.y. 30 vuotta. Saarijärvi: 

Gummerrus Kirjapaino 2002 

Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö 

(1987) 

Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö - Finska Spetsklubben r.y. 50 vuotta. Oulainen: 

Pyhäjokiseudun kirjapaino Oy. 

Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö 

(1990) 

Karjalankarhukoirien tietokanta ja jalostusohjelmistot 

Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö 

(1999) 

Karjalankarhukoira, Suomen Pystykorvajärjestö, V Miettinen, ERÄ-VIDEO, 

Kuhmo 
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Table 7. Dog evolution-, breeding- and animal genetics-related sources. 

Author, year of publishing Title and Publisher  

Humphery E & Warner L 

(1934) 

Working dogs: An attempt to produce a strain of German Shepherds which 

combines working ability and beauty of conformation. Baltimore, The Johns 

Hopkins Press 

Karjalainen L (1995) Metsästyskoetulosten periytyvyys ja käyttömahdollisuudet kotimaisten 

koirarotujen jalostuk-sessa. Loppuraportti, Suomen Kennelliitto ry:n ja 

Helsingin yliopiston kotieläintieteen laitos. Helsinki, Suomi 

Manning A & Serpell J, eds 

(1994) 

Animals & human society: Changing perspectives. London, Routledge 

Mrode RA (1996) Linear models for the prediction of animal breeding values. Wallingford, Cab 

International 

Padgett GA (1998) Control of canine genetic diseases. New York, Howell Book House 

Rubin LF (1989) Inherited eye diseases in purebred dogs. Baltimore, Williams&Wilkins 

Serpell J (1986) In the company of animals. New York, Basil Blackwell 

Serpell J, ed (1995) The domestic dog: Its evolution, behaviour and interactions with people. New 

York, Cambridge University Press 

Sundgren P-E (1993) Lemmikkieläinten jalostus. Per-Erik Sundgren/ICA Förelaget 1990/Suomen 

Kennelliitto1993 

Trut LN (1999) Early canid domestication: The farm-fox experiments. American Scientist 87 

(2): 160-169 

Vleck L et al., eds (1987) Genetics for the Animal Sciences. New York, W. H. Freeman and Company 

Wayne RK 1993 Molecular evolution of the dog family. Trends in Genetics 9 (6): 218-224 

Vilà C et al. (1999) Phylogenetic relationships, evolution, and genetic diversity of the domestic 

dog. The Journal of Heredity 1999 (January/February): 71-77 

Vilà C et al. (1997) Multiple and ancient origins of the domestic dog. Science 276 (13 June 1997): 

1687-1689 

Willis MB (1989) Genetics of the dog. London, H. F. & G. Witherby 

Willis MB (1995) Genetic aspects of dog behaviour with particular reference to working ability. 

In: J. Serpell (ed) The Domestic Dog: Its evolution, behaviour and interactions 

with people. New York, Cambridge University Press: 51-64 

Wright S (1951) The genetical structure of population. Annals of Eugenics 15 (1951): 323-354. 

(Reprinted 1968 in: Sewall Wright. Evolution. Selected Papers, WB Provine, 

ed, Chicago, The University of Chicago Press: 580-611) 

Wright S (1968) Evolution and the genetics of populations: Genetic and biometric foundations, 

Volume 1, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press 

Wright S (1977) Evolution and the genetics of populations: Experimental results and 

evolutionary deduction, Volume 3. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press 
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Original papers 
I  Syrjänen A-L (2001) Tracing for the ideal hunting dog: Effects of development and 

use of information system on community knowledge. Fourth International Conference 
on Cognitive Technology: “Instruments of Mind” (Lecture notes in Artificial 
Intelligence, subseries of Lecture notes in Compute Science), M Beynon, CL Nehaniv 
and K Dautenhahn (Eds.), CT 2001, August 6-9, 2001, Coventry, United Kingdom, 
Berlin: Springer-Verlag: 452-462. 

II  Syrjänen A-L and K Kuutti (2004) Trust, acceptance, and alignment: The role of IT in 
redirecting a community. In: Social capital and information technology, M Huysman 
and V Wulf (Eds.), Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press: 21-51. 

III  Syrjänen A-L and K Kuutti (2006) Analysing IT and communities of practice. 
Fourteenth European Conference on Information Systems: “Grand Challenges”, J 
Ljungberg and M Andersson (eds), ECIS 2006, June 12-14 2006, Göteborg, Sweden, 
12 pages (CD proceedings), Göteborg, Sweden: Göteborg University and IT 
University of Göteborg. 

IV  Karasti H and A-L Syrjänen (2004) Artful infrastructuring in two cases of community 
PD. The Eight Biennial Participatory Design Conference, “Artful Integration: 
Interweaving Media, Materials and Practices”, A Clemet, F de Cindio, A-M Oostveen, 
D Schuler, and P van den Besselaar (eds), PDC 2004, July 27-31, 2004, Toronto, 
Canada, Volume 1, pp. 20-30, The CPSR, Palo Alto and the ACM Press, New York. 

V  Pipek V and A-L Syrjänen (2006) ‘Infrastructuring’ as capturing in-situ design. 
Seventh Mediterranean Conference on Information Systems, “The Social Study of 
Information Systems. A comparative distinction of Mediterranean Information 
Systems”, G Jacucci, E Monod, P Dauphine, E Christiaanse, V D’Andrea, F de 
Cindio, GF Lanzara, M Sigala and C Simone (eds), MCIS'06, October 5-9, 2006, San 
Servolo, Venice, Italy, Volume 1, pp. 134-146 (CD proceedings), Trento, Italy: 
University of Trenton and the Association of Information Systems. 

VI  Syrjänen A-L (2005) Knowledge in the making: A practitioner-driven systems 
development in a community. First Nordic Design Research Conference, “In the 
making”, P Krogh, J Redström, T Binder and R Mazé (eds), May 29-31, 2005, 
Copenhagen, Denmark, 10 pages (CD proceedings, available http://www.nordes.org). 

The articles are attached and reprinted with the permission of the original 
publishers. 

Original articles are not included in the electronic version of the dissertation. 
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